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Abstract

This thesis studies the economics of firms, neighbourhoods, cities and regions in develop-
ing countries. It combines empirical and structural methods using satellite, administrative
and survey data to study allocative efficiency, the economics of cities and urban plan-
ning in developing countries. The thesis is organised into four independent chapters. The
first chapter studies the extent of misallocation among firms in Russia, and the role of
state ownership in affecting allocative efficiency. I find that there are large wedges between
state-owned and private firms reducing the aggregate TFP by at least 11%. Using a unique
natural experiment of staggered firm-level US sanctions I find one channel through which
resources become misallocated: the state-owned enterprises are shielded excessively from
negative economic shocks. I find that allocative efficiency worsened after the sanctions
episode and the Russian TFP dropped at least by 0.33% overall, reaching -3% in some sec-
tors as a combined effect of sanctions and shielding. The second chapter explores new data
methods and GIS tools for use in urban and spatial economics. It discusses the strengths
and challenges in the application of novel datasets, such as satellite imagery, gridded pop-
ulation and develops methods that effectively apply these datasets to economic research
questions. The third chapter (co-authored) explores the long-run consequences of plan-
ning and providing basic infrastructure in neighbourhoods, where people build their own
homes. Using satellite images and surveys from the 2010s, we find that de novo planning
induces neighbourhoods to develop better housing, with larger footprint areas, more stor-
ies, more connections to electricity and water, basic sanitation and access to roads. This
effect remains even after accounting for selection of financially unconstrained owners into
planned areas. The fourth chapter (co-authored) estimates urban agglomeration effects,
exploring both simple and very nuanced measures of economic density to explain household
income and wage differences across cities in six Sub-Saharan African countries. Defining
cities consistently, we find large wage gains to being in denser cities in Sub-Saharan Africa,
which are generally larger than such estimates for other parts of the world. We also find
extraordinary household income gains to density that are far greater than wage ones. Such
gains are consistent with the pull forces driving rapid urbanization in the region.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The thesis consists of four independent chapters, the first of which is on macroeconomic
effects of misallocation of resources in developing countries, and the remaining three are
on urban economics in developing countries.

In the first chapter, I use firm panel data and a quantitative framework to document the
extent of misallocation in Russia. I find that there are large wedges between state-owned
and private firms that prevent labour and capital inputs from flowing to more productive
private firms. I quantify the degree of misallocation attributed to state ownership and find
that the aggregate TFP would increase by at least 11% if the wedges between state-owned
enterprises and private firms disappeared. Using a unique natural experiment of staggered
firm-level US sanctions, I find one channel through which resources become misallocated
between state-owned a private firms: excessive shielding from negative shocks. I find that
misallocation grew after the sanctions episode and the Russian TFP dropped at least by
0.33% overall, reaching -3% in some sectors as a combined effect of sanctions and shielding.

The second chapter explores new data methods and GIS tools for use in urban and spatial
economics. It discusses the strengths and challenges in applying novel datasets, such as
satellite imagery, grids of GDP and population. It develops methods that effectively apply
these datasets to economic research questions. It further compares spatial correlation
indices and discusses their geographic and economic applications.

The third chapter (co-authored) explores the long-run consequences of planning and provid-
ing basic infrastructure in neighbourhoods, where people build their own homes. We study
“Sites and Services” projects implemented in seven Tanzanian cities during the 1970s and
1980s, half of which provided infrastructure in previously unpopulated areas (de novo
neighbourhoods), while the other half upgraded squatter settlements. Using satellite im-
ages and surveys from the 2010s, we find that de novo neighbourhoods developed better
housing than adjacent residential areas (control areas) that were also initially unpopulated.
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Specifically, de novo neighbourhoods are more orderly and their buildings have larger foot-
print areas and are more likely to have multiple stories, as well as connections to electricity
and water, basic sanitation and access to roads. This effect remains even after accounting
for selection of financially unconstrained owners into de novo areas. While we have no nat-
ural counterfactual for the upgrading areas, descriptive evidence suggests that they are, if
anything, worse than the control areas.

The fourth chapter (co-authored) estimates urban agglomeration effects, exploring simple
and very nuanced measures of economic density to explain household income and wage
differences across cities in six Sub-Saharan African countries. A key aspect of the work
is that we define cities consistently across space based on fine-scale density measures in
order to gauge the economic extent of the city. The evidence suggests that more nuanced
measures of density, which attempt to capture within-city differences in the extent of
clustering, do no better than a simple density measure in explaining income differences
across cities. However, we find that the total city population is a poor measure. We find
large wage gains to being in denser cities in Sub-Saharan Africa, generally larger than such
estimates for other parts of the world. We also find extraordinary household income gains
to density that are far greater than wage ones. Such gains help explain the pull forces
driving rapid urbanization in the region.

Introduction 2



Chapter 2

Misallocation and state ownership:
evidence from the Russian sanctions

2.1 Introduction

Allocative efficiency has been shown to play a key role in TFP and GDP differences across
countries (Hsieh & Klenow 2009, Bartelsman et al. 2013, Gopinath et al. 2017). This
finding is hopeful because this implies that low-income countries may accelerate catch up
by redistributing existing resources optimally, rather than having to invest in expensive
technological upgrades to improve productivity for each firm. However, it is still unknown
what allocative distortions explain a bigger share of the gap. It is impossible to implement
policies for economic efficiency without knowing what the main drivers of misallocation
are. Ownership and political connections of owners is a potentially large channel that can
favour the allocation of resources to firms not based on efficiency but based on the interests
of those with political power. A unique firm-level dataset and a natural experiment allow
me to make progress on this front.

This paper measures the contribution of state ownership and political connections to mis-
allocation in Russia. Russia, with its 20% SOE revenue share in GDP, provides a good
test case to account for misallocation from state ownership for countries with over 10-30%
shares of SOEs’ revenue in GDP, such as China, India and Brazil (Kowalski et al. 2013)
and post-Communist countries (EBRD 2020). Such high shares of state-owned activities
in these countries have the potential to be large sources of allocative inefficiency. These
sources may be further amplified via relationships between state-owned firms and private
firms.

Allocative inefficiency can arise, for example, if the state-owned enterprises are favoured
in capital input markets and receive preferential loans or excessive subsidies. In addition,
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the state-owned companies may not be profit-maximizing and be directed to participate
in projects of political rather than economic interest. While such interest may be well
justified, this comes with an economic efficiency cost that may affect aggregate TFP. Both
preferential subsidies and allocation of contracts that are not profit-maximizing will make
the state-owned firms larger than their efficient size and receive more capital and/or labour
relative to the private firms.

Russia in 2014-2019 is also is an excellent case to study the role of state-ownership in mis-
allocation because of a unique natural experiment: many state-owned firms were targeted
with sanctions by the US and EU in years 2014-2018, which created a negative shock to
the access of inputs for the state-owned sector as well as for some private firms. This ex-
periment allows me to use a difference-in-difference (DID) setup to capture the firm-level
within-industry effect of the negative shock as the (differential) response of the state-owned
firms relative to private sanctioned firms and sanctioned firms relative to the non-treated
firms in the same industry. The differential response of the SOEs to negative shocks will
reveal whether there is a link from state ownership to misallocation in how SOEs respond
to negative input shocks. The DID setup also allows me to alleviate the common con-
cerns in measuring misallocation - measurement error, adjustment costs and abstract from
other correlated unobserved factors affecting the SOEs and obscuring the measurement of
misallocation from SOEs’ behaviour.

The effect of sanctions is not clear ex-ante. If sanctions targeted the inputs of those firms
that already have more inputs than is efficient, the treatment should improve allocative
efficiency in Russia. However, the response of the Russian state by protecting the sanc-
tioned firms or sanctioned SOEs may fully reverse the direct effect of sanctions, and such
protection can even overshoot and exacerbate misallocation.

I conclude that state ownership is associated with implicit subsidies for the operation of
state-owned firms. I further find that sanctions together with the response of the Rus-
sian state have worsened the allocative efficiency in Russia: the private sanctioned firms
maintained their relative size and have seen the negative shock of sanctions fully reversed,
whereas the sanctioned SOEs have not only seen the negative shock reversed but actually
gained additional inputs after sanctions were imposed. I estimate that all else equal, this
sanctions episode worsened misallocation of resources and productivity on the aggregate
in Russia.

I start by using a panel of medium and large Russian firms in the Services, Manufactur-
ing and Agricultural sectors from 2012-2018 and measuring the extent of misallocation
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in Russia using wedge accounting framework a-la Hsieh & Klenow (2009). I correct for
measurement error and transient adjustment costs using firm and year fixed effects and
this way avoid attributing all of the cross-sectional dispersion in the observed marginal
returns to inputs to misallocation like most of the early literature does. I then account
for how much of the distance to the efficient frontier is driven by variation in ownership
(state-owned versus private).

I collect information on firm-by-year sanctions imposed on politically connected state-
owned and private firms. I then measure the ex-ante marginal revenue products of capital
(MRPK) for these sanctioned firms. I use the panel data and within-firm variation over
time to empirically test whether the sanctions on inputs indeed changed the inputs of
targeted firms that were ex-ante low MRPK firms. I further test whether the allocation of
inputs to targeted SOEs changed differentially to private sanctioned firms.

The staggered nature of sanctions allows me to net out the differential effects on each
industry of changes in oil price and devaluation of the Russian rouble that took place
in the same period. Further, the DID setup does not require the sanctioned and non-
sanctioned firms, or SOEs and private firms, to have the same fixed characteristics, as they
drop out with the firm fixed effects. For estimating the average effect, this method does
require that the sanctioned firms have trended the same way as non-sanctioned firms in a
world without sanctions, for which I provide convincing evidence based on pre-trends. To
estimate the SOE differential, I rely on a weaker assumption: the differential trends of the
SOE and private firms need to be the same between sanctioned and non-sanctioned groups.
I also find similar estimates when estimating the effects only within sanctioned firms. The
effects I find are robust to controlling for time shocks at the disaggregated industry and
size quartiles and time-by-SOE fixed effects. Finally, I use the method based on the Hsieh
and Klenow (2009) framework to account for the effects of sanctions on aggregate TFP.

First, I find that Russia could double its aggregate TFP if all misallocation was removed,
as measured by the heterogeneous firms model. Second, I find that Russia could walk
10% of that distance if it removed the wedge between SOEs and private firms1. Third,
the natural experiment of sanctions shows that Russia appears to be walking in the wrong
direction: SOEs that are ex-ante low MRPK firms that have been targeted by Western
input sanctions have been shielded to such an extent that they have 23% lower MPRK and
25% higher capital inputs after the sanctions treatment.

1By coincidence, the current Russian TFP would also increase by roughly the same amount (11%), if the
wedge between SOEs and private firms was removed.
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Combining these empirical estimates as well as the heterogeneous firm model, I calculate
the aggregate effects of the sanctions episode on the aggregate TFP and find that it reduced
by 0.33%. The effects within each industry are all mostly negative and range between -3.3%
and -0.01% (with several minor exceptions for which TFP mildly improved).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature and how this
paper fits in. Section 3 provides a heterogeneous firm framework for accounting for the ef-
fects of wedges. In particular, it derives the expressions for accounting for wedges between
groups within industries. Section 4 describes the firm-level and sanctions data as well as the
context of the sanctions episode. Section 5 discusses the measurement error correction for
wedge accounting. Section 6 provides general summary statistics of the state of misalloca-
tion in Russia. Section 7 presents the results of the counterfactuals of wedge equalization
within and across groups. Section 8 discusses my reduced-form empirical strategy. Sec-
tion 9 reports the reduced-form effects of sanctions on sanctioned private and state-owned
firms, as well as the aggregate effects of the sanction episode. Section 10 concludes.

2.2 Related literature

In this paper, I quantify the effects of state ownership on aggregate productivity through
the lens of the allocative efficiency model with the so-called "indirect approach" and causally
estimate the differential response of private versus state-owned firms to shocks. In doing
so, I add to three strands of literature. First, I contribute to the literature that highlights
the role of allocative efficiency for aggregate outcomes (Hsieh & Klenow 2009, Restuccia &
Rogerson 2008, Baqaee & Farhi 2020, Busso et al. 2013). Second, I zoom into the effects
of state ownership for firm-level outcomes (Hsieh & Song 2015, Berkowitz et al. 2017,
Brandt et al. 2018, Bussolo et al. 2019, Brown et al. 2006). Finally, I look at the effects of
economic sanctions at the firm-level and in the aggregate (Ahn & Ludema 2020, Tuzova
& Qayum 2016, Crozet & Hinz 2016, Haidar 2017, Draca et al. 2019, Stone 2016, Gold
et al. 2019). The first-generation literature on misallocation has developed an accounting
framework that allows calculating by how much the inefficient allocation of inputs affects
the aggregate TFP (Restuccia & Rogerson 2008, Hsieh & Klenow 2009). This branch
of work also called the "indirect approach" allowed researchers to diagnose the allocative
inefficiencies in an economy, while not making any assumptions about the sources of such
inefficiencies. Hsieh & Klenow (2009) used dispersion in revenue productivity (TFPR)
as a measure of misallocation within sectors in India, China and the US. Jones (2011),
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Baqaee & Farhi (2020) have incorporated the role of Input-Output linkages in measuring
misallocation and generalized earlier models.

My paper has both the advantage of the indirect approach by not making specific mod-
elling assumptions about a particular source of misallocation but makes the next step by
quantifying how much of the misallocation is explained by a particular source in the data:
in my case, the ownership status of a firm. I account for the role of state-ownership both
at a given point in time and, using causal inference, reveal a particular channel through
which state-ownership comes to bring misallocation: differential shielding from negative
exogenous shocks. This is one of the first papers to connect causal inference and misalloca-
tion accounting, along with Rotemberg (2019), who uses a similar approach to quantify the
effects of small-firm subsidies in India, and Bau & Matray (2020) who look at the effects
of India’s capital market liberalization. Therefore, this paper contributes to the nascent
literature on the sources of misallocation2.

In this paper, I also make an advance in the static accounting of the sources of misal-
location. Perhaps the closest paper to mine is Hsieh & Song (2015), an analysis of the
privatization reform of SOEs in China through the lens of the "indirect approach" misal-
location framework. I build on their work by using state-of-the-art techniques to adjust
for measurement error and transient adjustment costs, rather than attributing all cross-
sectional variation to misallocation. I also, as mentioned above, use causal inference to
pin down a specific channel through which SOEs bring misallocation. Furthermore, to
account for misallocation between ownership groups I use the counterfactual of equalizing
the wedges within groups, for which I derive the analytical expression of firm marginal
revenue products as functions of total resources in each group. Finally, I benefit from the
unique feature of my dataset, and include services and agricultural sectors in the analysis
of misallocation, whereas all papers I am aware of on the topic consider manufacturing
only.

I also fill the gap in the literature on the effects of state-ownership and privatization
(Brandt et al. 2018, Bussolo et al. 2019, Brown et al. 2006, Berkowitz et al. 2017), see
Megginson (2016) for an extensive review) by quantifying the effects on the aggregate TFP.
A different literature studies the role of state-ownership (in China) for growth and TFP
from a theoretical perspective by explicitly modelling SOEs preferential access to finance:
Song et al. (2011), Zilibotti (2017). I add to this literature by leveraging the US sanctions
2Several other papers use the direct approach, and explicitly model the sources of misallocation (Pellegrino
& Zheng 2021, Midrigan & Xu 2014, Buera et al. 2011, Asker et al. 2014, Gopinath et al. 2017, Peters
2020, David & Venkateswaran 2019, David et al. 2016). Restuccia & Rogerson (2017) and Hopenhayn
(2014) both provide extensive reviews of the literature
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as a source of exogenous variation and documenting empirically that the excessive shielding
of SOEs from negative shocks is one driver of misallocation.

Finally, while using the sanctions as a source of exogenous variation in inputs, I also
add to the work that measures the micro and macroeconomic effects of sanctions (Ahn
& Ludema 2020, Tuzova & Qayum 2016, Crozet & Hinz 2016, Haidar 2017, Draca et al.
2019, Stone 2016, Gold et al. 2019). I distinguish myself from these papers in that I not
only causally estimate the effect of sanctions on treated firms but also use the estimates to
calculate the aggregate effect of the 2014-2018 sanctions episode in Russia on TFP through
misallocation.

2.3 Model

I use a standard framework from the misallocation literature where firms have heterogen-
eous productivities and wedges on inputs K and L are modelled as taxes or subsidies τKi
and τLi . These wedges create an arbitrary allocation of resources by increasing the effect-
ive price on inputs that a firm faces. Looking from another angle, the distortions in the
operation of firms are represented as wedges that would rationalize the observed use of
inputs by profit-maximizing firms.

The firm i maximizes its profits while facing taxes or subsidies τK and τL.3

πi = PiQi − (1 + τLi )wLi − (1 + τKi )rKi (2.1)

I assume each firm produces a different variety i and the output of the industry Q in
which the firm operates is demanded via a CES demand. All misallocation is within
industry, and for simplicity, the industry index is omitted. I also assume a Cobb-Douglas
production function Qi = AiK

α
i L

1−α
i , which is standard in the literature (see appendix for

the derivations of every step). P is the industry CES price index:

max
Li, Ki

πi = PQη(AiKα
i L

1−α
i )1−η − (1 + τLi )wLi − (1 + τKi )rKi

I assume w and r are the common and exogenous costs of labour and capital, so every

3The model can be analogously extended to misallocation of not only capital and labour, but also interme-
diate inputs. This model also allows for the case that there is misallocation in output, rather than inputs,
for example, from transport costs. This can be added as a wedge on output (1 − τYi )PiQi, but the effect
of τYi cannot be separately identified from the joint effect of τLi and τKi . Therefore, I keep only τLi and
τKi , bearing in mind that these two wedges jointly can mean a distortion on output.
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variation in these prices manifests itself in τK and τL4. The firm optimal labour and
capital allocation will satisfy these equations:

{Li} : (1− α)(1− η)PiQi
Li

= (1 + τLi )w≡MRPLi (2.2)

{Ki} : α(1− η)PiQi
Ki

= (1 + τLi )r≡MRPKi (2.3)

The firm’s marginal revenue to each input is equal to the marginal cost of this input.
The term (1 − η) is the constant markup that comes from the monopolistic competition
assumption. The τK and τL are backed out as wedges that would explain the observed
firm decision if the firm was profit maximising. Positive τK and τL represent implicit taxes
on inputs, and negative τK and τL represent implicit subsidies.5

I define MRPKi and MRPLi as measures of the direction of misallocation. The higher
are MRPKi and MRPLi the higher are the implicit taxes on capital and labour inputs
of firm i.

The measures MRPKi and MRPLi can be summarized with another measure TFPRi or
"Total Factor Productivity Revenue":

TFPRi≡
PiQi

Kα
i L

1−α
i

∝MRPKα
i ∗MRPL1−α

i (2.4)

Furthermore, the model allows me to define a model-based firm TFP. With the assumption
of CES demand and monopolistic competition, the size or market share of a firm is related
to its real productivity (Ai or TFPQi):

Ai = κ
(PiQi)

1
1−η

Kα
i L

1−α
i

≡ TFPi ≡ TFPQi (2.5)

κ = (PQη)−
1

1−η (2.6)

How do the wedges affect the aggregate TFP? I follow Hsieh & Klenow (2009), CES ag-

4While it is implausible that wages are common across regions, the results related to misallocation across
private and state ownership are robust to looking within regions. The wage variation across regions does
contribute to overall misallocation, which may be desirable for calculating the full distance to the efficient
frontier.

5In the calculation of the overall TFP and country TFP only the relative τK and τL will matter, rather than
the absolute levels because each industry will be aggregated into the country output with a Cobb-Douglas
production function.
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gregation within industries. I first calculate the aggregate output and TFP of an industry,
TFPs. From such aggregation exercise provided in the Appendix, industry TFP can be
expressed as the following equation:

TFPs =

∑
i

Ai
(
MRPL

MRPLi

)1−α(
MRPK

MRPKi

)α
1−η
η


η

1−η

(2.7)

In which whenever MRPKi and MRPLi deviate from their industry harmonic averages
MRPL and MRPK the industry TFP becomes lower than the efficient level. in an
industry. Therefore, the TFPs when you have the efficient allocation (without wedges) is
a CES aggregate of firm-level productivities6:

TFP es =
(∑

i

(Ai)
1−η
η

) η
1−η

(2.8)

To get the country aggregate TFP, I follow Hsieh and Klenow and take a Cobb-Douglas
average of each of the industry TFPs, using the industry value added shares as exponents.

Four things are important to note here. First, only the relative tax in a 4-digit industry
will matter for misallocation, an average tax that is equal across firms will lead to efficient
allocation across firms within a 4-digit industry. Second, and related, all misallocation in
this model comes from the misallocation within a 4-digit industry, and misallocation across
sectors will not affect aggregate TFP in this model7. An increase in the tax that is the same
for every firm in an industry (and, therefore, an increase in the industry price index), will
reduce the total physical output, but not the aggregate TFP. This comes from each sector
being aggregated a-la Cobb-Douglas and the aggregate TFP term being separable from
total sector inputs Ks and Ls

8. Third, even though I assume monopolistic competition
6In the appendix I show that the equivalent exercise that maximizes total output and taking the distribution
of productivities and total inputs in an economy as given, means allocating more resources to more
productive firms, but only up to a point, that point being equalized marginal revenue products of each
input.

7Baqaee & Farhi (2020) show that misallocation across sectors may play a smaller role than within sectors
because sectors tend to be less substitutable with each other and therefore, reallocation from a sector that
faces an increase in an average wedge to other sectors will be smaller.

8The aggregate output can be grouped into the TFP term, and the aggregate input terms: Y =∏S

s=1(TFPsKα
s sL

1−αs
s )θs , in which the θs < 1 are the elasticities of substitution across sectors that

sum up to 1. If one sector faces a homogeneous tax increase, Ks and Ls will shift to other sectors, but the∏S

s=1 TFP
θs
s will remain intact. Meanwhile, the shift of Ks and Ls to other sectors will not be enough

to maintain the same level of output, and the output will drop. This is because sectors are complements:
θs < 1 of any s. This model when applied to the data will not be able to back out the average 4-digit
sector wedge separate from the sector elasticity in the aggregate production function. Therefore, while
I care about the total output, being affected by the average τKi and τLi as well, I will only be able to
confidently measure the drop in average output from the misallocation within sectors.
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and therefore constant markups, if other forms of competition are present in the data,
the different mark-ups will be reflected in wedges, which is desirable in accounting for
the overall distance to the efficient frontier. Finally, this model is static, but the level of
misallocation and the wedges can be calculated for any given year as a separate exercise.

My starting point is calculating the distance of the aggregate TFP to the efficient (frontier)
as a share.

TFP

TFP e
− 1 (2.9)

Using this framework I conduct two counterfactual exercises, which together give me how
much of the distance to the productivity frontier is explained by the variation in wedges
due to the ownership status.

Counterfactual 1 Removing all differences in wedges across all firms (state-owned or
not).

Counterfactual 2 Removing all differences in wedges for firms within the industry-
ownership group. Whereby in this counterfactual I look at two groups in each sector:
state-owned and private, I then redistribute existing labour and existing capital of each
group across firms within each group to equalize their MRPL’s and MRPK’s (i.e. all firms
within each group have the same average wedge).

Comparing the gains from equalizing MRPK and MRPL within groups to equalizing MRPL
and MRPK everywhere gives me how much distortion comes from between SOE and private
groups.

For counterfactual 2 I derive based on the model above counterfactual group expressions
for each of MRPL and MRPK:

(Lpriv)η
(
Lpriv
Kpriv

)α(1−η)

(1− α)(1− η)PQη
(∑ (Ai)

1−η
η

)η = 1
MRPLpriv

(2.10)

And
(Kpriv)η

[
Kpriv
Lpriv

](1−α)(1−η)

α(1− η)PQη
(∑ (Ai)

1−η
η

)η = 1
MRPKpriv

(2.11)
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I then combine (2.10) and (2.11) to get an expression for group TFPR for private (the
expression for state-owned TFPR is analogous):

TFPRpriv =

(∑(
Ai
κ

) 1−η
η

)η
(Kpriv)αη (Lpriv)(1−α)η (2.12)

κ = (PQη)−
1

1−η (2.13)

where κ cancels out in the aggregate TFP expression.

It is important to use these expressions for the counterfactuals, rather than the existing
industry-ownership averages MRPKpriv and MRPLpriv, because the group-level outputs
PprivQpriv and PSOEQSOE , and thus group-level harmonic average MRPL’s and MRPK’s
will increase because adjustments towards a more optimal allocation are made. Therefore,
the industry TFP if you have an allocation with equal wedges within private and public
groups of firms is:

TFP =

 ∑
o∈{priv,soe}

(
MRPL

MRPLo

)1−α(
MRPK

MRPKo

)α∑
i∈o

(Ai)
1−η
η


η

1−η

(2.14)

or, equivalently:

TFP =

 ∑
o∈{priv,soe}

(
TFPR

TFPRo

)∑
i∈o

(Ai)
1−η
η


η

1−η

(2.15)

I use these equations in the calculation as explained in the following sections.

2.4 Data and context

2.4.1 Firm-level data

My firm-level data comes from the Spark-Interfax database that contains official balance-
sheet, tax, employment and ownership information at the firm-by-year level. Spark provides
a firm-level panel dataset of Russian private and state-owned firms covering manufacturing,
agriculture and services sectors. The panel dimension of this dataset is useful for quanti-
fying how firms change over time and will be also crucial to my adjustment procedure to
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measurement error. An additional beneficial feature of this dataset for this study is that it
is firm-level and not plant-level. My goal is to study misallocation across decision-makers,
which makes it crucial to identify the boundary of the firm. I also expect a lesser role of
measurement error and unobserved shocks and a higher role of misallocation in a firm-level
dataset, as opposed to a plant-level dataset.

I extract information on firm revenues, capital stock (as measured by book value) wage
bill and payments to materials. The total number of firms that reported this information
in 2018, as shown in Table 2.1, was 102,8959. For my analysis I only use for-profit firms,
including SOEs, reducing the sample to 90,888. Only firms above 100 employees or with
revenues over 800m rubles (roughly 10m USD) are legally obliged to report materials and
wage bill, therefore the dataset represents medium and large for-profit firms. The value
added of these firms covered 61% of Russian value added in 2018 and 18% of official
employment (note that the total revenue of these firms exceeds Russian GDP by 1.5 times
due to intermediate inputs being double-counted in the buyers’ and sellers’ revenues).

The table below summarizes the sample by firm groups: private for-profit firms, state-
owned for-profit firms and suppliers to state-owned firms (which can be either private
or state-owned themselves). Suppliers to the state and state-owned firms are defined by
having supplied in the top quartile of average contract value throughout 2012-2018.

State-owned firms are defined by Spark, as listed in the official Russian statistics bureau
list of SOEs, and include not only firms that are directly owned by the state (e.g "PAO
Rosneft"), but also private firms that are owned by the state-owned firms (e.g. "OOO
RN-Vankor"). The total number of for-profit SOEs is 3,740 and their value added is 9% of
GDP in 2018 (their revenues are 20% of GDP).

2.4.2 Sanctions on Russia 2014-2019

Sanctions were rolled out by the US and EU against Russian entities and individuals as
a response to the situation in Ukraine, through years 2014-201810. The sanctions are
generally of two types: SDN (Specially Designated National) and SSI (Sectoral Sanctions
Identifications). The SDN-type sanctions forbid any transaction (e.g. export, import,
lending, issuing stock, leasing) with a sanctioned firm or individual, as well as any firm
owned by an SDN individual or an SDN firm by more than 50 per cent (this rule is called

9The coverage of firms that reported all variables steadily grew, from just under 60,000 in 2012 to just over
100,000 firms in 2018

10Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Ukraine have followed the US and EU and largely repeated
list of sanctions entities of the US.
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"OFAC rule of 50"). Further, the sanctions freeze any assets in the United States of the
SDN firm or individual. SSI sanctions instead, affect inputs: they restrict long-term (longer
than 14 days) debt issuance, equity financing and transactions with any such debt of equity
of the sanctioned firm11.

The SSI sanctions were issued mostly against Russian banks and companies, military or
double-use technology firms and companies in the oil and gas sector. However, after ap-
plying the OFAC 50% rule, the coverage extends to a large number of industries.

I create a dataset of sanctions at the firm level that includes not only the firms directly
listed by the US Department of Treasury but also the historical subsidiaries of these firms
as well as the subsidiaries of the firms of the SDN individuals with confirmed ownership at
the time of imposition of sanctions. I use the list of firms and names and announcement
dates from the US Department of Treasury announcements on the official website. Then,
I add all one-level-down historical subsidiaries of these companies and business individuals
with Spark Database that keeps track of historical ownership12.

I create a dataset of 2,810 sanctioned firms, for 1,132 of which I have firm-level data at
least for one year. The appendix describes the creation of the sanctioned dataset in detail.
The sanctions date and indicator are based on two key sources: the official US Department
of Treasury’s announcements of sanctioned people and entities, and the Spark data on
ownership chains. I use ownership chains to fulfil the OFAC rule of 50, which directs that
any other entity owned by sanctioned entities by a total of 50% or more is also sanctioned.
I match other Russian firms to directly sanctioned individuals using the full First, Middle
and Last name match of the firms’ reported owner, reported as owner anytime since one
year before the sanctioning event13. Analogously, I add the majority-owned subsidiaries of
directly sanctioned firms to the sample. The ownership information in Spark comes from
three sources: Rosstat, the firm’s annual report and the official firm registry EGRUL. I
use the union of these three sources after I retrieve this information from Spark Database.

Crucially, I record the distinction between the two types of sanctions in the US14: SSI and
SDN. My treatment of interest is SSI since it only negatively affects inputs, rather than
11Most companies under the SSI sanctions were also treated with the US stopping certain technology
exports to these companies. I consider this as still the negative capital inputs shock

12For individuals, the match is made using the first, middle, and last name. Sometimes, the political figures
are matched with a business simply because the owners have the same name, but are different individuals.
Since the list contains political figures as well, who cannot legally own business, I drop them by manually
checking using open sources whether the individual matched with any firm is a business person or a
political figure.

13I assign the sanction date to the owned companies even if they are reported as owned after the sanctioning
event because there are often lags in reporting of owners

14the EU follows the US in the type of treatment with almost identical lists
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inputs and outputs, and therefore, makes it straightforward to assess why the outcome
of interest, MRPK, changes. In all my specifications, I control for the SDN, a complete
embargo on all transactions, which affects both inputs and outputs. The SDN treatment
is not made on a strict subset of the SSI, but there is an overlap of firms from both
groups. I assign the year of treatment as the year of the imposition of the sanctions if
the announcement happened before May that year. Otherwise, I assign the following year
as the year of treatment, since the application of sanctions takes place 60 days after the
announcement15

Sanctioned firms with all the subsidiaries, cover 2% in total Russian employment and 45%
of value added total Russian GDP.

2.4.3 Coverage of the economy

Table 2.2 shows the coverage of the full dataset I use across the three broad sectors:
Manufacturing, Services and Agriculture. The first line of each panel in this table gives
the shares of the sector in the total dataset. All other lines give shares within the sector,
shares in Russian GDP and Russian employment become shares in Russian sectoral GDP
and employment.

Manufacturing and Services predictably take up most of the dataset in terms of value
added. The Services sector has more firms that are smaller. The Services and Manufac-
turing sectors both have a comparable share in value added of SOEs, but Manufacturing
is disproportionately more hit by sanctions in terms of value added and firm count.

2.5 Measuring firm productivity and distortions

Using the framework in the model Section 2.3, I compute MRPKi, MRPLi, TFPQi and
TFPRi. I use book value of capital for Ki, total wage bill for Li and firm cash revenue in
that year minus cash paid to materials for PiYi, the value added16. To compute TFPQi
and TFPRi I also need the production function parameter α. I take α as one minus the
labor share in total value added for private firms in a 4-digit sector17. Finally, to calculate
a model-based TFPQi I need the elasticity of demand η. I follow Hsieh & Song (2015) and

15"Russian Sanctions Update", Morgan Lewis, April 7th, 2020
16The use of book value of capital is standard in the literature. Book value by Russian accounting includes,
among other items, buildings and structures, machinery and equipment, computers, vehicles, household
equipment, productive and pedigree livestock, perennial plantations. These items are subject to yearly
amortization, which is usually linear.

17I drop a small number of sectors that are under 10 firms and or those that have α over 1 or under 0 in
the data
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Sample Count
Share of
Value
Added

Share of
Revenue

Share of
employment

Share of
Value Added
in Russian

GDP

Share of
Revenue
in Russian

GDP

Share of
Russian

employment

Firms with all variables present
(Share of full sample) 102,895 100 100 100 66 162 21

Non-for-profit firms 8,467 5 4 13 3 7 3
For-profit firms 90,888 93 93 87 61 151 18
Private for-profit firms 88,657 81 83 81 54 134 17
State-owned for-profit firms 3,726 14 12 10 9 20 2
Sanctioned firms 1,118 34 25 7 23 40 2
Suppliers to the state and to SOEs 31,299 68 66 59 45 106 12

Notes: This table reports the sample coverage for the firms in the SPARK dataset in 2018 for
those firms that reported capital, materials, revenue and wage bill variables in 2018. An
observation is at the firm level. Russian GDP in columns "Share of Value Added in Russian GDP"
and "Share of Revenue in Russian GDP" and Russian employment in column "Share of Russian
employment" are taken from Rosstat for the year 2018.

Table 2.1: Sample used for analysis

use η = 0.143, which corresponds to the elasticity of substitution of 7. Using the values of
α and η, I use equations 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 to calculate TFPi, MRPKi, MRPLi and
TFPRi for each firm in each year.

The measures calculated this way are prone to measurement error in inputs and out-
puts (Bils et al. (2020), Rotemberg & White (2017), Gollin & Udry (2021)). Even non-
systematic measurement error will result in higher measured misallocation and higher gaps
between real and efficient TFPs. I apply a state-of-the-art method to adjust for measure-
ment error. I start with the baseline approach and winzorise top and bottom 1% of firm
observations in their TFPRi and the model-based productivity measure TFPQi. As an
alternative, I also follow Adamopoulos et al. (2017) and regress the TFPQi and TFPRi
on firm and year fixed effects. This removes the transient shocks short-term measurement
error in inputs and outputs and gives me the time-invariant firm productivity and wedges.
The regressions I run to correct for measurement error are shown below:

ln(TFPQi) = βTFPQ0 + γTFPQt + φTFPQi + εTFPQit (2.16)

ln(TFPRi) = βTFPR0 + γTFPRt + φTFPRi + εTFPRit (2.17)

Here βTFPQ0 and βTFPR0 are common intercepts, γTFPQt and γTFPRt are the year fixed
effects that capture time-varying shocks, such as a common component in trends in mark-
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Sample Count
Share of
Value
Added

Share of
Revenue

Share of
employment

Share of
Value Added
in Russian

GDP

Share of
Revenue
in Russian

GDP

Share of
Russian

employment

Manufcaturing
Firms with all variables present

(Share of full sample) 22,681 47 39 42 31 63 9

Non-for-profit firms 2,550 4 4 11 5 9 6
For-profit firms 19,293 94 94 89 106 215 44
Private for-profit firms 18,767 81 78 83 91 178 41
State-owned for-profit firms 869 15 18 8 17 40 4
Sanctioned firms 418 42 32 10 47 72 5
Suppliers to the state and to SOEs 8,688 78 74 66 88 168 33

Services
Firms with all variables present

(Share of full sample) 71,312 51 59 51 33 95 11

Non-for-profit firms 5,555 7 5 15 4 7 2
For-profit firms 63,388 91 93 85 52 152 12
Private for-profit firms 61,883 81 86 78 46 141 11
State-owned for-profit firms 2,510 13 9 12 7 15 2
Sanctioned firms 678 29 21 6 16 35 1
Suppliers to the state and to SOEs 21,725 60 62 59 34 101 8

Agriculture
Firms with all variables present

(Share of full sample) 8,902 2 2 7 1 3 2

Non-for-profit firms 362 3 4 4 1 3 1
For-profit firms 8,207 93 93 96 37 80 21
Private for-profit firms 8,007 91 91 93 36 79 21
State-owned for-profit firms 347 3 2 5 1 2 1
Sanctioned firms 22 1 1 1 0 1 0
Suppliers to the state and to SOEs 886 21 21 21 8 18 5

Notes: This table reports the sample coverage for the firms in the SPARK dataset in 2018 for
those firms that reported capital, materials, revenue and wage bill variables in 2018. An
observation is at the firm level. Russian sectoral GDP in columns "Share of Value Added in
Russian GDP" and "Share of Revenue in Russian GDP" and Russian sectoral employment in
column "Share of Russian employment" are taken from Rosstat for the year 2018. The first row of
every panel represents the share of the sector in the full sample. All other rows represent the
shares within each sector.

Table 2.2: Sample used for analysis
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ups or oil prices, and φTFPQi and φTFPRi are the firm fixed effects and incorporates all
firm-sector components. Finally, εTFPQit and εTFPRit are the errors, including the transient
measurement error and adjustment costs and noise. Analogously to how Adamopoulos
et al. (2017) remove the village-specific component, I separate the firm effect from the sector
component by (1) estimating equation 2.16 and extract the firm fixed effect inclusive of the
sector fixed effect (2) regressing these fixed effects on 4-digit-sector dummies to extract the
residuals that are the pure permanent firm ln(TFPQi) and ln(TFPRi) components. The
TFPQi and TFPRi are the exponentials of the residual, after regressing the firm fixed
effects on industry dummies.

For the counterfactual exercises, I follow this procedure using the full panel 2012-2018,
including the period of sanctions. I get the measures of firm TFPQi and TFPRi that
do not change over time and do not differ across sectors18. The firm fixed effect estimate
controls for transient measurement error which is absorbed by the residual. I calculate the
counterfactual results with this procedure, but also include the winzorised results based on
raw data in the following sections. As expected, the dispersion of the adjusted measures
of firm TFP and TFPR is lower than that of the unadjusted measures.

2.6 Static misallocation in Russia

Table 2.3 is a summary table of all variables used in the current exercise. Each observa-
tion is firm-year. The sample has 602,926 observations, which is 194,095 firms and 897
industries. The typical firm is a domestic firm. There are 1,132 firms under any sanctions,
of which 498 firms are under the input sanctions specifically, which is 0.96% of the data-
set. State-owned firms add up to 4,378 and represent 3.6%. The variables include value
added, capital, wage bill, materials bill, employment, age and a type of firm. I addition-
ally include the statistics from the Hsieh & Klenow (2009) model (HK), each divided by
the sector harmonic average: firm TFPQ, TFPR, MRPK, MRPL. I also include versions
of these variables that are adjusted for the measurement error using firm and year fixed
effects. All the balance sheet variables are in 1000s of Rubles.

In addition, in Table 2.4 I show comparable statistics to those reported in HK so that
the key measures from the model can be cross-checked. Before adjusting for measurement
error, I find that in Russia the dispersions of both TFPR and TFPQ are substantially larger
than what HK find in China and India. HK report the p75-p25 variation in ln(TFPQ)

18When I quantify the aggregate effect of sanctions I will use an equivalent approach to get the pre-treatment
wedges, but for years 2012-2014, the pre-period.
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(1)

count mean sd min max
Value added, 1000 rub 589,236 332,453 10,633,095 -2,578,904,576 2,560,027,136
Book value of capital, 1000 rub 602,926 568,348 27,645,770 -24,443 7,882,970,562
Payment to labor, 1000 rub 602,926 111,338 1,774,229 -312,268 499,737,000
Materials, 1000 rub 602,926 1,078,618 19,462,179 -122,617,309 4,820,693,835
Labor count, latest year 537,942 174 587 0 16,757
Firm age, yrs 566,257 16 7.3 0 93
Private firm dummy 580,930 1 0 1 1
SOE dummy 602,926 .036 .19 0 1
Foreign-owned firm dummy 602,926 .00023 .015 0 1
Suppliers to state and SOEs dummy 602,926 .31 .46 0 1
Firm under any sanction 602,926 .012 .11 0 1
Firm under input sanction 602,926 .0092 .096 0 1
Firm TFPQ, weighted by sector 415,504 .2 .31 0 4
Firm TFPQ, adjusted for measurement error 366,398 1.7 3.3 0 201
Firm TFPR, weighted by sector 415,504 3.1 7.9 0 239
Firm TFPR, adjusted for measurement error 366,398 1.6 2.6 0 93
Firm MRPL, weighted by sector 415,504 3.5 153 0 73,320
Firm MRPL, adjusted for measurement error 366,398 2.3 88 0 34,215
Firm MRPK, weighted by sector 415,504 52 1,229 0 364,920
Firm MRPK, adjusted for measurement error 366,398 6.6 383 0 162,614
Observations 602,926

Notes: This table reports summary statistics for the firms in the SPARK dataset from 2012 to 2018. An
observation is at the firm-year level. Firms’ book value of capital, value added, payments to labor, materials
and revenues are measured in 1000 of Rubles.

Table 2.3: Summary statistics of key variables
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Panel A : Full dataset

Variable Statistic Industry
and Firm Fixed Effects 2018 Raw measures Cross-section

Average
ln(TFPR) SD 0.86 1.13 1.13

p75-p25 0.91 1.17 1.16
p90-p10 2.03 2.68 2.66

ln(MRPL) SD 0.77 1.02 1.02
p75-p25 0.65 0.89 0.89
p90-p10 1.60 2.18 2.16

ln(MRPK) SD 1.66 2.03 2.03
p75-p25 1.93 2.41 2.39
p90-p10 4.09 5.07 5.04

ln(TFPQ) SD 0.94 1.50 1.49
p75-p25 1.03 2.09 2.07
p90-p10 2.24 3.86 3.84

Panel B : Only the manufacturing sector

Variable Statistic Industry
and Firm Fixed Effects 2018 Raw measures Cross-section

Average
ln(TFPR) SD 0.76 0.98 0.98

p75-p25 0.82 1.00 0.99
p90-p10 1.78 2.25 2.25

ln(MRPL) SD 0.61 0.83 0.83
p75-p25 0.53 0.71 0.71
p90-p10 1.18 1.68 1.66

ln(MRPK) SD 1.49 1.77 1.76
p75-p25 1.72 1.98 1.97
p90-p10 3.61 4.26 4.24

ln(TFPQ) SD 0.83 1.34 1.32
p75-p25 0.90 1.83 1.77
p90-p10 1.95 3.40 3.35

Notes: For firm i, TFPQi = κ (PiQi)
1

1−η

Kα
i
L1−α
i

. Statistics are for deviations of log(TFPQ) from industry means.
SD = standard deviation, p75 p25 is the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles, and p90 p10
the 90th vs. 10th percentiles. Values in the column "Industry and Firm Fixed Effects" are adjusted for
measurement error using firm and year fixed effects and de-meaned by 4-digit industry averages. Values
in the column "2018 Raw measures" are the logs of raw measures of TFPQi, MRPKi, MRPLi, TFPRi
for each firm, divided by the harmonic average of the same measure in the 4-digit industry. Values in the
column "Cross-section Average" are the average of the statistics calculated as in the previous column, but
the statistics are calculated for each cross-section of the panel 2012-2018 and then averaged across years.
Panel A is calculated for the full sample of for-profit firms, and Panel B is calculated for the Manufacturing
sector only.

Table 2.4: Dispersion of ln(TFPR), ln(TFPQ), ln(MRPL), ln(MRPK)

of 1.28 and p90-p10 of 2.44 for China in 2005, while for India the corresponding values
are 1.60 and 3.11. In Russia, without measurement error adjustment, the 2018 ln(TFPQ)
variation is: p75-p25 is 2.14 and p90-p10 is 3.49.
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Equally, ln(TFPR) variation in Russia is also larger: I find 1.18 and 2.71 in Russia in 2018
compared to 0.82 and 1.59 (China), 0.81 and 1.60 (India). However, Hsieh and Klenow only
use the manufacturing sector, whereas my data include services and agriculture, and the
diverse services sector can show much more variation in wedges and productivity19. Look-
ing at Panel B, with only the manufacturing sector, the percentile variation in ln(TFPR)
(1.00 and 2.25) and ln(TFPQ) (1.83 and 3.40) reduces but is still larger than in HK.
Additionally, adjusting these measures for firm and year fixed effects further reduces the
variation and gives the percentile variation of ln(TFPR) (0.82 and 1.78) and ln(TFPQ)
(0.90 and 1.95) making the values on par or even smaller than numbers found in Hsieh and
Klenow for India and China.

Do resources in Russia appear misallocated through the lens of the framework from the
"Model" Section 2.3? If capital and labour markets were not distorted, more capital and
labour would flow to the relatively more productive firms. This means that input use and
firm TFP should be positively related, while the marginal revenue products of labour and
capital should be unrelated to firm TFP because inputs flow to more productive firms up
until these marginal products are equalised. Likewise, the revenue productivity, TFPR,
which is the summary measure of MRPK and MRPL, should be unrelated to physical
productivity, TFPQ.

In Russia, I observe different patterns. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the overall distribution
of capital and labour relative to the productivity of firms (the top two graphs), and the
capital and labour productivity on firm TFPQ (the bottom two graphs), and the measures
of TFPQ, capital and labour productivity are adjusted for measurement error. In the top
two graphs, the firm productivity is shown on the X-axes and the inputs on the Y-axes. In
an efficient economy, the slopes of the relationships between productivity and inputs are
positive. In Russia, on the contrary, we see that at least capital to be lower on average
in more productive firms. On the second row, I plot MRPL and MRPK relative to the
firm TFPQ, where the efficient relationship should be flat and the marginal revenue of each
input should be equalized across firms. Again, it is evident that more productive firms face
larger positive wedges, this time in both capital and labour. Both relationships - between
TFPQi and MRPKi, and between TFPQi and MRPLi are positive, while in an efficient
economy there should be no correlation between TFPQ and labour or capital productivity.

19The higher variation may also arise because of the way 4-digit industries are defined. As the country
is transforming to the services economy, the level of detail may be much lower in the services sector,
relative to manufacturing, so each 4-digit industry in the services sector may contain somewhat more
diverse firms than a 4-digit industry in manufacturing
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(a) Capital on TFPQ (b) Labor on TFPQ

(c) Capital productivity on TFPQ (d) Labor productivity on TFPQ
Notes: Each observation (green dot) is a firm. Labour productivity (orMRPLi) refers to value added per
unit of wage bill and capital productivity (or MRPKi) refers to value added per unit of capital, both of
which are proportional to the marginal products of each factor in my framework. Raw TFPQ is calculated

using the expression TFPQi = κ (PiQi)
1

1−η

Kα
i
L1−α
i

. The MRPK, MRPL and TFPQ measures are adjusted for
measurement error with firm and year fixed effects and de-meaned by 4-digit industry using the firm panel
2012-2018. The solid orange line is the line of best fit.

Figure 2.1: Factor allocations by firm productivity

These patterns point at large institutional and economic frictions that prevent the flow of
labour and capital resources to the most productive firms.

Both capital and labour distortions to a firm can be summarised with a TFPRi, the revenue
productivity measure, defined in equation 2.4. This measure will help us see whether firms
that face high capital wedges, also face high labour wedges. As described in section 2.5,
just like I do for TFPQi, I adjust the TFPRi for each firm with year and firm fixed effects
and further regress the residuals on the 4-digit industry dummies. Figure 2.2 shows firm
TFPQi on X-axes and firm TFPRi on Y-axes. The very strong correlation of TFPRi
and firm physical productivity tells us that more productive firms face higher wedges in
both labour and capital. This confirms our findings above. Firms that experience high
productivity do not have a scope to grow because both capital and labour flows to less
productive firms. These less productive firms could be the firms under state protection.
Equally, higher distortions in more productive firms could also come from the market power
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Notes: Each observation is a firm. TFPRi, or revenue productivity, is a summary measure of distortions
faced by each firm, with higher TFPRi implying higher distortions. The TFPR measure is adjusted for
measurement error with firm and year fixed effects and de-meaned by 4-digit industry using the firm
panel 2012-2018.

Figure 2.2: Firm-specific distortions and productivity (TFPR on TFPQ)

of those productive firms, and export tariffs that prevent these firms’ expansion into foreign
markets. This paper studies how much of this relationship is explained by the state taking
away capital and labour from more productive private firms and giving it lo less productive
SOEs.
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Above were the descriptives of the firm characteristics of the whole economy. So far we have
not seen any information about the state-owned sector versus the private sector. Is there
any misallocation across ownership groups? Could such distortions explain, at least in
part, the barriers faced by more productive firms? Figure 2.3 below compares the density
distributions of the firm-level value added, TFPQ, capital and labour productivity and
TFPR between state-owned firms and private firms. These measures of TFPQ, MRPK,
MRPL and TFPR are adjusted for measurement error using firm and year fixed effects as
explained in Section 2.5.

These figures demonstrate that the state-owned firms have much lower TFPR than the
private sector, especially at the high end of the distribution. Lower revenue productivity
arises due to both too much capital allocated to state-owned firms and too much labour,
as evidenced by subplots (c) and (d). Private firms also appear to be more productive,
as shown in subplot (b). Therefore, I again witness that the more productive firms face
larger "correlated" distortions. I also note that the state-owned firms are relatively large in
terms of value added, compared to private firms (subplot a). Such allocation of capital and
labour, excessive from the efficiency perspective, can come from the soft budget constraint
of the SOEs. As for the excess labour, since labour is complementary to capital to some
extent, more labour could be employed as a result of excessive capital. On top of that,
some labour hoarding could be still taking place in some state-owned enterprises, if they
are the only main employers in a city - which is Soviet heritage20.

20The labour hoarding may be desirable from the equity perspective, but just not from the efficiency
perspective.
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Notes: The plots show the kernel density of natural logs of value added, TFPQ, MRPK, MRPL and
TFPR. The red dotted lines are the kernel densities for the SOEs sample. The black lines are the kernel
densities for the sample of private firms. Labor productivity (or MRPLi) refers to value added per unit
of wage bill and capital productivity (or MRPKi) refers to value added per unit of capital, both of which
are proportional to the marginal products of each factor in my framework. Raw TFPQ is calculated using

the expression TFPQi = κ (PiQi)
1

1−η

Kα
i
L1−α
i

. The MRPK, MRPL and TFPQ measures are time invariant,
because they are adjusted for measurement error with firm and year fixed effects and de-meaned by
4-digit industry using the firm panel for 2012-2018.

Figure 2.3: Allocations of SOEs versus the private sector, variables adjusted for measure-
ment error
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Linking these observations with the section on sanctions, I also show the differences in
Capital and Labor productivity between SOEs and private firms before the sanctions epis-
ode, again, applying the measurement error adjustment procedure from section 2.5 and
confirm that the SOEs were already "too large" before the sanctions. Moreover, the sanc-
tioned firms (that experienced input sanctions) taken together also were "too large" from
the efficiency perspective before the treatment, at least in terms of capital21. Since the
sanctioned firms were chosen by the US intelligence services as connected to the current
government, this finding points out that there is potential misallocation not only across
ownership status but also between connected firms and all other firms.
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(c) MRPK of SOEs versus private firms pre-2015
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(d) MRPL of SOEs versus private firms pre-2015

Notes: The plots show the kernel density of natural logs of MRPK and MRPL. The blue dotted lines are
the kernel densities for the SSI sanctioned sample. The black lines in the top two graphs are the kernel
densities for the sample of non-SSI sanctioned firms. The red dotted lines are the kernel densities for the
SOEs sample. The black lines in the bottom two graphs are the kernel densities for the sample of private
firms. Labour productivity (or MRPLi) refers to value added per unit of wage bill and capital
productivity (or MRPKi) refers to value added per unit of capital, both of which are proportional to the
marginal products of each factor in my framework. The MRPK and MRPL measures are time-invariant
because they are adjusted for measurement error with firm and year fixed effects and de-meaned by
4-digit industry using the firm panel for 2012-2014.

Figure 2.4: Allocations before 2015

21The graph is similar for firms that experienced any sanctions, including the blocking ones
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2.7 Counterfactuals

To measure efficiency gains of reallocating resources across ownership groups I conduct
two counterfactual exercises. First, I equalize all wedges (or TFPR) across firms within
each four-digit industry, keeping total capital and labour fixed within industries. I then
compare the aggregate TFP as measured in the data to this new efficient TFP, call it
"TFPe". This comparison will give a full distance to the efficient frontier from the current
status quo in Russia. Second, I equalize wedges only within ownership-by-industry groups
and compare the resulting TFP, call it TFPc, to the TFPe from the first exercise. The
remaining distance to the frontier is attributed to the wedges across SOEs and private firms.

1) TFPe: Equalize all wedges within industries
2) TFPc: Equalize wedges within ownership-industry groups

Measures Count TFP/TFPe TFPc/TFPe
Raw 71,180 8.7% 91.2%
FE-corrected 57,279 49.9% 94.7%
Raw, same sample as corrected 57,279 8.1% 94.5%

Notes: Column 1 reports the sample sized used for the counterfactual calculation. Column 2 reports the
shares of the existing aggregate output (TFP) in the efficient output (TFPe), or TFP/TFPe. Column 3
reports the shares of the counterfactual aggregate output (TFPc), after equalising the wedges within
ownership-industry groups, or TFPc/TFPe. "Raw" refers to the the raw data in 2018. “FE-corrected”
refers to the fixed effects estimates from the panel regression. “Raw, same sample as corrected” refers to
the TFP shares for the same sample as used to get the the fixed effects estimates, but without the actual
correction.

Table 2.5: Counterfactual exercises

Table 2.5 shows the results of the counterfactual exercises. The first row uses the data
for the year 2018, without adjusting for measurement error. The resulting overall distance
to the frontier is very large: the current TFP is more than 10 times smaller than the
frontier TFP. The remaining distance to the frontier due to wedges across the SOEs and
private firms is roughly 9% (100%-91.2%), so according to this result, the current TFP will
double (8.7%+9%) if an SOE versus private wedge was removed while all other distortions
remained. However, most of the variation is unexplained by the SOEs-private wedge.

The overall distance to the frontier gets smaller when I correct for measurement error on
the second row of Table 2.5. Now the Russian TFP will slightly more than double if all
wedges were equalized. Now, the wedges across ownership groups appear smaller and will
add roughly 11% (5.3%/49.9%=11%) to the current TFP if they are removed. Again, the
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bulk of wedge variation that keeps Russia at a distance from its efficient frontier remains
unexplained and the ownership wedge only explains 5.3%/51.1%=10.4% of the distance to
the frontier. This is not surprising: many factors, such as different forms of corruption or
supplier to SOE status can contribute to misallocation of resources above and beyond the
simple ownership wedge and in a companion paper I explore to what extent these factors
help to further explain the distance to the frontier in Russia.

2.8 Sanctions as a test of the SOE protection

Ownership
Sanction type Private State-owned Total
SDN 224 53 277
SSI 348 49 397
SSI and SDN 382 76 458
Total 954 178 1,132

Notes: This table is a cross-tabulation of the sanctioned firms (reporting balance sheet data) by
ownership. SDN is the group of firms that are sanctioned by blocking sanctions, SSI indicated the group
of firms sanctioned by input sanctions. The sample includes firms that are sanctioned by association with
the directly sanctioned firm via majority ownership.

Table 2.6: Sanctions by ownership

Sector
Sanction type Manufcaturing Services Agriculture Total
SDN 102 174 1 277
SSI 134 254 9 397
SSI and SDN 178 268 12 458
Total 414 696 22 1,132

Notes: This table is a cross-tabulation of the sanctioned firms (reporting balance sheet data) by sector.
SDN is the group of firms that are sanctioned by blocking sanctions, SSI indicated the group of firms
sanctioned by input sanctions. The sample includes firms that are sanctioned by association with the
directly sanctioned firm via majority ownership.

Table 2.7: Sanctions by sector

Table 2.8 shows the summary of the key variables by sanction type and compares the
averages of these key variables. The sanctioned firms, either SSI, SDN or both are larger
in terms of average value added, total revenue, the book value of capital and wage bill. The
average raw MRPK is lower in the sanctioned firms relative to non-sanctioned firms, as
expected. However, it is also important to look at the whole distribution of this variable,
rather than the simple average, which masks substantial heterogeneity which we saw in
figure 2.4.

Assuming politically connected SOEs and private firms already have "too much capital", the
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(1)

Not sanctioned SDN SSI SSI and SDN Total
Sanctioned as a subsidiary dummy 0 0.850 0.649 0.890 0.00957

(0) (0.357) (0.477) (0.313) (0.0973)

Private firm dummy 0.965 0.785 0.874 0.836 0.964
(0.184) (0.411) (0.332) (0.370) (0.187)

SOE dummy 0.0349 0.215 0.126 0.164 0.0365
(0.184) (0.411) (0.332) (0.370) (0.187)

Direct sanction dummy 0 0.150 0.351 0.110 0.00245
(0) (0.357) (0.477) (0.313) (0.0495)

Ln value added 10.47 13.08 13.32 13.26 10.50
(1.969) (2.193) (2.548) (2.492) (1.998)

Ln revenue 11.67 13.92 14.01 14.03 11.70
(2.185) (2.562) (2.939) (2.843) (2.209)

Ln book value of capital 9.167 12.06 12.48 12.56 9.206
(2.781) (3.022) (3.559) (3.205) (2.810)

Ln payment to labor 9.474 12.21 12.12 12.21 9.507
(2.014) (2.137) (2.346) (2.327) (2.039)

Ln materials 11.19 13.32 13.21 13.32 11.22
(2.355) (2.638) (2.873) (2.828) (2.372)

Labor count, latest year 162.6 1109.4 942.4 1253.3 173.9
(543.7) (1884.3) (1822.7) (1876.9) (586.6)

Firm age, yrs 15.99 19.76 19.47 20.36 16.04
(7.285) (7.179) (7.125) (7.758) (7.300)

Foreign-owned firm dummy 0.000237 0 0 0 0.000234
(0.0154) (0) (0) (0) (0.0153)

Suppliers to state and SOEs dummy 0.302 0.679 0.674 0.743 0.307
(0.459) (0.467) (0.469) (0.437) (0.461)

Ln firm MRPK 1.288 0.882 0.579 0.442 1.279
(2.467) (2.278) (2.456) (2.229) (2.466)

Ln firm MRPL 0.814 0.637 0.908 0.776 0.814
(1.221) (1.116) (1.481) (1.380) (1.223)

Observations 602926

Notes: This table reports summary statistics for the firms in the SPARK dataset from 2012 to 2018 by
type of sanction. An observation is at the firm-year level. SDN is the group of firms that are sanctioned
by blocking sanctions, SSI indicated the group of firms sanctioned by input sanctions. The sample
includes firms that are sanctioned by association with the directly sanctioned firm via majority ownership.
The share of the indirectly sanctioned firms is shown by the statistics for the "Sanctioned as a subsidiary
dummy" variable.

Table 2.8: Summary by sanction type
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first hypothesis is that sanctions, hitting the inputs would reduce misallocation. However,
there is anecdotal evidence that the politically connected firms, both private and state-
owned, managed to secure more funding from the Russian government as a response to
sanctions. Sberbank, Russia’s largest state bank had the central bank purchase a significant
amount of the bank’s new debt since sanctioning. Viktor Vekselberg, Renova Group’s
owner has had the credit line extended by Promsvyazbank in 201822. Leonid Mikhelson
has been reported to request the government to help fund the creation of deepwater drilling
equipment to replace the U.S. imports23. Promsvyazbank was nationalized and then re-
purposed to compensate the losses from sanctions of Russia’s defence sectors24. By 2015 the
Russian state started a bank recapitalization program worth about 1.4 trillion rub, or 1.2%
of GDP to support all banks directly or indirectly affected by the sanctions.25 Further,
the government strategically granted contracts to sanctioned firms, it provided sanctioned
Bank Rossiya the sole contract to service the $36 billion domestic wholesale electricity
market, granted the contract to build a bridge linking the Russian mainland with Crimea
to a sanctioned construction company (Stroygazmontazh), and selected a sanctioned bank
(VTB) to be the sole manager of the government’s international bond sales.26. Therefore,
due to this governmental response, the misallocation may have actually worsened on the
net after sanctions were imposed.

The SSI sanctions were imposed on groups of Russian firms in waves every year starting
effectively from 2015. The staggered experiment of SSI sanctions allows me to test the
joint effect of the negative input shock and the government response. I run the following
regression:

Yit = γjt + φi + θst + β1 ∗ InputSanctionsit +Xitδ + uijt (2.18)

I use the annual measures of ln(MRPKit), ln(V alueAddedit), ln(Revenueit) or ln(Kit) for
Yit and regress these variables on firm-level time-variant sanctions dummy. The sanctions

22https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-renova-idUSKCN1IF2AG
23https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-05-08/russia-sanctions-have-had-some-unexpected-
consequences+cd=1hl=enct=clnkgl=ruclient=safari

24Max Seddon, “Moscow Creates Bank To Help It Avoid US Sanctions,” Financial Times, January 19, 2018,
https://www.ft.com/content/90c73fe4-fd15-11e7-9b32-d7d59aace167

25IMF, Russian Federation: Staff Report for the 2015 Article IV Consultation, August 2015, pp. 7. ht-
tps://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2015/cr15211.pdf

26Moscow Times, “Sanctioned Bank Rossiya Becomes First Major Russian Bank to Expand in Crimea,”
April 15, 2017; Jack Stubbs and Yeganeh Torbati, “U.S. Imposes Sanctions on ‘Putin’s Bridge’ to
Crimea,” Reuters, September 1, 2016; Thomas Hale and Max Seddon, “Russia to Tap Global Debt
Markets for a Further $1.25 Billion,” Financial Times, September 22, 2016. See the Congressional Re-
search Service (2020), pp 53 for a more extensive list of measures by the Russian Government. ht-
tps://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R45415.pdf
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variable of interest is the SSI sanctions, which was targeted to inputs alone. In every
specification, I also control for the SDN sanctions, which are included in Xit to account for
the fact that some firms were also treated by SDN ("blocking") sanctions in both the treated
and control groups. To control for firm-level heterogeneity I include firm FE φi. Further, I
add a 4-digit industry-year FE γjt to remove common industry changes over time, including
the oil price shocks that were large in the period 2014-2016 and could have differentially
affected some industries, which also have more sanctioned firms. Moreover, I include a
size-by-year fixed effects θst to difference out the trends that larger firms experience as
opposed to smaller firms. The size s is defined by the pre-treatment quartile of average
firm capital. I cluster the errors by firm and 4-digit industry-by-year to account for possible
serial correlation at firm level or across firms within an industry at a given point in time.

If β1 is negative and significant and Yit is ln(MRPK) in specification 2.18, this is the
evidence that sanctioned firms, which already had "too much capital" received relatively
more capital as a result of sanctions. This result can appear not just because the capital
inputs grew, but also because the input-sanctioned firms had more inputs relative to the
value added. But what if the value added dropped for these firms, due to some de-risking
by their foreign customers? If I further find that ln(MRPK) increased because the inputs
grew more rather than because the value added dropped (for instance, by β1 being non-
negative when Yit is ln(V alueAdded

it) and by β1 being positive and significant when Yit is
ln(Kit)), this will be the evidence of shielding of sanctioned firms that over-shot the direct
(negative) effect of input sanctions on inputs.

This experiment also helps me see whether the SOEs have responded differently to this
negative input shock as opposed to private firms. The finding that β1 is negative alone is
evidence that misallocation increased on average for the sanctioned firms, but no distinction
is made about the response of SOEs versus private firms. To separate the effect of political
connections driving misallocation versus the state ownership driving misallocation I run
the following regression:

Yit = γjt+φi+θst+β1∗InputSanctionsit+β2∗InputSanctionsit∗SOEi+Xitδ+uijt (2.19)

In Specification 2.19, I repeat the specification 2.18 but add an interaction term Sanctionsit∗
SOEi to check if there is a differential effect with respect to the state owned firms. If in
Specification 2.19 we see the evidence of only the SOEs being saved, β1 will be zero and
β2 will be negative when Yit is ln(MRPK). This will show that misallocation got worse
through the act of protection of the SOEs alone.
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Identification. Below, I discuss the extent to which my estimation is prone to two possible
sources of bias: (1) non-random assignment of sanctions across firms, and (2) measurement
error in sanctions and SOE status.

One worry is that sanctioned firms have different characteristics relative to non-sanctioned
firms. As shown in Table 2.8, the sanctioned firms have higher revenues, capital, employ
more people and are on average four years older than the non-sanctioned firms and there
may also be unobserved differences between these firms. However, so long as these observed
or unobserved differences are time-invariant, these differences are fully accounted for by
firm fixed effects. The firm fixed effects also account for any differences between SOEs and
private firms. Therefore, this empirical strategy does not require that the sanctions were
randomly assigned.

Another concern is that the SSI sanctions were over-represented in some industries, such
as the Oil and Gas sector, which also differentially experienced a negative oil price shock
in the same period. So long as these shocks affected firms within a narrow 4-digit industry
similarly, my industry-by-year fixed effect fully controls for these time-variant industry
shocks.

Therefore, this set-up does not require that the industries that had more sanctioned firms
evolve in parallel over time, and it does not require that the sanctioned and non-sanctioned
firms share the same time-invariant characteristics. The estimation of β1 in Specifications
2.18 and 2.19 does rely on the classic assumption that the sanctioned firms evolve in parallel
to the non-sanctioned firms at the time of sanctioning. I provide visual evidence that the
pre-trends evolved in parallel in the next section.

The estimation of β2 in Specification 2.19 requires that SOEs are trending in parallel to
private firms. Such differential trends can be controlled for. In the Appendix Table 2.A1, I
control for the SOE-by-year fixed effects to absorb the bias from SOEs trending differently
to private firms. In effect, Specification 2.19 after additionally controlling for SOE-by-year
fixed effects becomes a triple difference regression. I show that β1 and β2 do not change
from including the SOE-by-year fixed effects. As a result, I can still identify β2 if treated
and untreated industries have different industry-level time trends, as they are controlled by
the time-variant InputSanctionsit dummy. I can also still identify β2 if SOEs and private
firms are trending differently, as these are absorbed by SOE-by-year fixed effects. I rest
on a milder assumption to identify β2: the differential between the sanctioned SOEs and
sanctioned private firms need to evolve in parallel to that differential in the non-sanctioned
group.
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Measurement error in MRPKi, the outcome variable, is not a great concern in the es-
timations I present. First, the non-systematic measurement error on the outcome variable
MRPKi does not bias the coefficients that I find. If the measurement error is systematic,
but fixed at firm-level, or is time-variant, but common for all firms in a 4-digit industry,
it will be absorbed by the industry-by-year fixed effects and firm fixed effects. Only the
non-classical measurement error that varies by sanction and SOE status may be an issue.
However, if anything such a hypothetical error is likely to work against me finding the
shielding effects: the SOEs and other sanctioned firms may be motivated to under-report
the capital that is received as a result of shielding.

2.8.1 Event studies

As mentioned above, to identify β1 in Specifications 2.18 and 2.19 I rest on the assumption
that the sanctioned firms would have been on the same trends as the non-sanctioned firms
at the time of sanctioning. To partially alleviate this concern, I include event studies
that 1) test for sanction effect within sanctioned firms (Specification 2.20) and identifying
the treatment effect off timing 2) test for the differential trends between sanctioned and
non-sanctioned firms before 2015, the first year of sanctions taking an effect (2.21)27.

Yit = γjt + φi + θst + αs ∗
s=3∑

s=−4,s 6=0
InputSanctionsi ∗ 1t=s +Xitδ + uijt (2.20)

Specification 2.20 is identical to the regression 2.18, except that the average treatment on
the treated effect is split into seven year-to-sanction effects. Each αs identifies each year-
to-sanction effects relative to the average outcome in the first year of sanctions. Only the
variation within the sanctioned firms is used to identify αs, however, the non-sanctioned
firms can still be used to identify the γjt and θst.

Yit = γjt + φi + θst + αs ∗
s=2018∑

s=2012,s 6=2015
InputSanctionsi ∗ 1t=s +Xitδ + uijt (2.21)

Specification 2.21 is aimed to test whether the sanctioned and non-sanctioned firms were
trending in the same way prior to sanctions. Here, unlike in the previous specification, the
full sample is used to identify the coefficients αs, which show the difference in outcomes of

27Even though officially sanctions began in 2014, because of the two month cool-down period, only a small
number of firms are effectively treated in 2014
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the sanctioned firms in each year versus in 2015, compared to such difference in outcomes
of the non-sanctioned firms.

2.9 Results

2.9.1 Regression results

Table 2.9 shows my baseline results for specifications 2.18 and 2.19. The first thing to
note is in columns (1) and (2) we see that the MRPK went down differentially for the
SSI-sanctioned SOEs relative to SSI-sanctioned private firms and there is no statistically
significant change in MRPK for sanctioned private firms relative to non-sanctioned firms.
This tells us two things 1) The negative input shock did not correct the implicit subsidies
that politically connected private firms had and we saw in Figure 2.4 2) The negative input
shock has lead to a response that made SOEs appear as if they had experienced a positive
input shock and stronger subsidies.

Does this negative MRPK result come from the input increase (denominator) or the output
reduction (numerator)? One could argue that de-risking against Russian sanctioned firms
could have lead to a simple reduction in sales, especially the sales abroad. Columns (3),
(4), (5) and (6) give us the answer: the sales and value added did not decrease, but
the inputs increased. First, in column (3) we see an average net increase in capital by
16% after SSI sanctions for sanctioned firms relative to non-sanctioned firms. Capital
increased for sanctioned firms on average. Then, in column (4), we see the heterogeneity
of this effect. The private sanctioned firms’ capital rose, but not significantly, so we can
consider this effect as 0 to be conservative. But the sanctioned SOEs have seen their capital
increase by 25% more than the sanctioned private firms. All this leads to one conclusion:
all sanctioned firms were protected and have seen full shielding of their assets, but the
sanctioned SOEs have seen "too much" shielding. The complete shielding of assets would
have kept misallocation at the same level as pre-sanctions, but the excessive shielding
has, in fact, worsened it. From columns (5) and (6) we see that the value added was not
significantly affected by sanctions.

Columns (7) and (8) show the effects of sanctions on revenue. These results provided
because revenue is a direct measure reported in the balance sheets, rather than the con-
structed value added, and therefore may have lower mis-measurement. These results show
that the revenues grew on average for sanctioned firms, which again means that the neg-
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ative MRPK result in column (2) arises not because the revenues have been dampened by
sanctions or de-risking trends.

Using the anecdotal evidence that the funds were taken from the Russian budget, one
can conclude that the connected SOEs and private firms were saved at the expense of all
other firms and Russian taxpayers. This also has implications for the goals that sanctioning
countries hoped to achieve: the sanctions were meant to be targeted and narrow. However,
the shielding that took place in response has made the effects being borne by everyone but
the original targets!

The results in Table 2.9 differ somewhat from early firm-level sanctions results of Ahn &
Ludema (2020), who find a negative result on revenue and assets. This is for two reasons.
First, they only observe results till 2016, so mainly for only one effective year of sanctions.
Second, they measure the combined effect of blocking and SSI sanctions on all assets,
including companies owned by Russian oligarchs abroad. Some of the foreign companies
had to indeed seize operation and eventually close, which may likely be driving the early
negative result.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Ln
MRPK

Ln
MRPK

Ln Book
Value
of Capital

Ln Book
Value
of Capital

Ln Value
Added

Ln Value
Added Ln Revenue Ln Revenue

SSI dummy -0.043 -0.006 0.163** 0.124 0.038 0.028 0.160*** 0.170***
(0.074) (0.084) (0.071) (0.078) (0.050) (0.057) (0.058) (0.064)

SDN dummy -0.041 -0.037 0.104* 0.100* 0.067 0.066 0.103** 0.104**
(0.056) (0.056) (0.057) (0.057) (0.047) (0.047) (0.049) (0.049)

SSI dummy × SOE -0.233* 0.250* 0.060 -0.064
(0.139) (0.136) (0.102) (0.139)

Firm FE
Industry-year FE
Size-year FE
Firms 77647 77647 87736 87736 77648 77648 87731 87731
Sanctioned firms 991 991 1084 1084 991 991 1084 1084
Industries 751 751 763 763 751 751 763 763
Observations 347702 347702 417568 417568 347708 347708 417554 417554
R-squared .888 .888 .995 .995 .996 .996 .997 .997

Notes: All dependent variables are in logs. Firms are classified as SOEs according to Rosstat. MRPK is
estimated with the Value added/K method. Industry×Year FE are 4-digit industry by year fixed effects.
Size×Year are quartile fixed effects for firms’ average pre-treatment capital interacted with year fixed
effects. Sanction firms give the count of any sanction firm - SSI or SDN. Standard errors are two-way
clustered at the firm and 4-digit industry by year level. *, **, and *** denote 10%, 5%, and 1% statistical
significance respectively.

Table 2.9: Average effects of sanctions: key outcome variables
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2.9.2 Event studies results

The identification in Table 2.9 is subject to one possible problem. What if the sanctioned
firms are on different trends to the other firms and the sanction variables just pick such
trends up? In Figure 2.5, I show the event study with ln(MRPK) as an outcome variable
and confirm that the positive effects persist even if I identify them within the group of
sanctioned firms, for which the required assumption is weaker: the firms that are sanctioned
sooner are not on a different trend compared to the firms that are sanctioned later. In this
case, the control group is the average outcome of the sanctioned firm in the year 0, the
year it was sanctioned, and the treatment is each year-to-sanction28. I emphasize that the
coefficients in Figure 2.5 come from a specification, where I control for the industry-year
fixed effects, pre-treatment size-by-year fixed effects and firm fixed effects.

-.6
-.4

-.2
0

.2

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Years to Sanction

5% Confidence intervals Sanctioned firms

Obs(292613), Firms(61891), Industries(725)
ln(MRPK)

Notes: This figure reports event study graphs for the average effects of the sanctions on sanctioned firms.
The effect is identified within sanctioned firms: sanctioned firms are compared to not-yet sanctioned
firms. The first year of firm sanction is normalized to take place in year 0. Each dot is the coefficient on
the indicator of being observed t years after the sanctions announcement. The same control variables are
used as in baseline regression: SDN sanction, firm fixed effects, 4-digit industry-year fixed effects and the
size-year fixed effects. Non sanctioned firms are used to identify the 4-digit industry-year fixed effects and
the size-year fixed effects. The MRPK dependent variable is in logs. The confidence intervals are at the
95% level.

Figure 2.5: SSI event study with not-yet sanctioned firms in the control group.

Furthermore, in Figure 2.6, I show an event study, in which the control group is not just
to-be-sanctioned firms, but also the never-sanctioned firms. I also cannot reject that the
28I do not have enough power to identify the effect of the interactions with SOEs, and therefore I do not
include the interacted event studies.
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group of sanctioned firms was on the same trends as the group of non-sanctioned firms
before 2015 in Figure 2.6. If anything the treated firms were on the upward trend before
the sanctions, so the regression results I find in Table 2.9 are a lower bound. In this case,
the control group is the average time trend in the 4-digit industry and the treatment is
the average outcome of the sanctioned firm in each year-to-sanction. The sample used to
identify the coefficients in the event study is the full sample of firms, sanctioned or not.
I do not find significant effects prior to 2015, which is consistent with the sanctioned and
non-sanctioned firms being on the same trend, but I do find a significant drop in MRPK
soon after 201529.

It is important to note that these results are for the SSI (input) sanctions, where I always
control for the SDN blocking sanctions in the background.
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Year

5% Confidence intervals Coefficients

Obs(290918), Firms(61586), Industries(724)
ln(MRPK)

Notes: This figure reports event study graphs for the average effects of the sanctions on sanctioned firms
relative to non-sanctioned firms. Each dot is the coefficient on the interaction between being observed in
the year 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018, and being sanctioned with SSI sanctions. The same
control variables are used as in baseline regression: SDN sanction, firm fixed effects, 4-digit industry-year
fixed effects and the size-year fixed effects. Effectively, each dot is the deviation of the sanctioned firm log
MRPK from the 4-digit-industry-by-year fixed effects. The MRPK dependent variable is in logs. The
confidence intervals are at the 95% level.

Figure 2.6: Pre-post 2015 event study with never-sanctioned firms in the control group

29The fact that I find a significant average MRPK result in the event study based on specification 2.6, but
not in the regression based on the specification 2.18, could have happened because the InputSanctionit
dummy in the regression is not just "post 2015". The dummy varied across years since the input sanctions
happened in waves. We, therefore, are not comparing two almost identical specifications.
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2.9.3 Aggregate effects

I use the estimates from the results in the previous section and a simple formula from Hsieh
& Klenow (2009) based on the model in Section 2.3 to calculate the effects on aggregate
sector TFP from the change in TFPRi. The use of the formula requires an additional
assumption: that the distribution of firm TFPi and TFPRi are jointly log-normal30. This
assumption is used fro convenience, to get a simple expression from the change in TFPR for
some firms to the aggregate TFP. I assume that the TFPQi did not change for sanctioned
SOE and private firms due to policy, so the HK formula reduces to:

∆logTFPs = − 1
2η ∗ V AR(logTFPRi + α∆logMRPKi) (2.22)

The value of ∆logMRPKi is taken from Table 2.9 as the coefficient on the interaction term
in column (2). The value of logTFPRi, the log revenue productivity of each firm, and also
a summary measure of distortions to these firms, is obtained as a pre-2015 level using
the methodology in Section 2.5. Whereby the logTFPRi is the residual from regressing
logTFPRit on year and firm fixed effects (and then removing the common 4-digit industry
component) for the pre-sanction period years 2012, 2013 and 2014. I conservatively assume
that the labour productivity MRPLi stays the same as the pre-sanction level.

The overall effect on country TFP from sanctions is 0.33% and is calculated with a Cobb-
Douglas aggregator of TFPs from each sector s with powers as value added shares. How-
ever, the results for each industry (appendix Figure 2.A2) differ vastly due to the different
exposure and underlying level of the treated companies’ TFPRi, of 50 industries that
experienced changes, 41 experienced negative productivity changes ranging between -3%–
0.01%, and 9 minor positive changes all under 1% (with one exception: "Manufacture of
television receivers, including video monitors and video projectors" had a 4% productivity
increase).

2.10 Conclusion

Using structural and reduced-form evidence, I show that SOEs are a large source of alloc-
ative inefficiency, both in terms of how inputs are allocated to SOEs at a given point in

30Bau & Matray (2020) show another way to calculate the aggregate effects as a first-order approximation
with the benefit of fewer assumptions. However, their formula is a function of τKi

1+τK
i

and will necessarily
give an improvement in TFPs from a capital increase for the firms that are "too big" when τKi < −1,
which is common in my setting
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time and in terms of how SOEs respond to negative input shocks. Thus, I address a key
challenge in the literature and provide direct evidence of how policies can change allocative
efficiency and productivity.

I use a model of heterogeneous firms to quantify how misallocation of capital and labour
between state and private firms contributes to aggregate TFP. Then, I use a unique natural
experiment - the US sanctions on Russia to causally estimate the combined effect of sanc-
tions and shielding that affected sanctioned firms relative to non-sanctioned and whether
the impact of sanctions on SOEs differed from that on the private firms. I use state-of-
the-art tools to combine the estimates from this natural experiment with the model and
quantify the effects of sanctions on misallocation and, in turn, on the aggregate TFP.

I find that the SOEs are less productive relative to private firms but use relatively more
capital and labour. This creates allocative inefficiency within industries and would improve
current TFP by 11% if the wedges between state-owned and private firms were removed.
My empirical estimation validates the finding that the SOEs are inefficiently large and
demonstrates one channel through which the SOEs get so large: SOEs differentially respond
to negative input shocks by getting subsidies that over-shoot the negative shocks. The
sanctions, combined with shielding, have led an SOE to gain 25% more capital relative
to a private sanctioned firm and 35% more capital relative to a non-sanctioned firm on
average. These results are estimated for the type of sanctions that specifically negatively
shock the capital inputs of the target firms. I quantify that this joint sanctions and shielding
effect reduced the aggregate TFP by 0.33%, which varied between 0% and 3% in different
sectors.

This paper has important policy implications. First, as this text is being written, more
US sanctions are being promised by the Biden administration. Due to the evidence of
excessive shielding that I find, the sanctions failed to be targeted and narrow. Instead,
they have provided a trigger for shielding some firms at the expense of the taxpayers and
other non-politically connected firms. Sanctions spilt over to the rest of the economy, and
allocative efficiency worsened in Russia. The estimate of 0.33% lower TFP (and therefore,
0.33% lower GDP assuming total resources stayed at the pre-sanction level) is likely an
underestimate in terms of GDP, as total resources have likely shrunk over this period, as
well.

Second, it shines a light on state ownership as one of the strong drivers of misallocation.
Misallocation due to ownership status can be improved by allocating fewer resources to
SOEs by limiting the soft budget constraint. This can be achieved by monitoring how
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the subsidies and tax breaks are granted and specifying the rulebooks in advance on what
subsidies and capital transfers the SOEs can receive under what circumstances and what
public goals these favours fulfil.

Future research will study further the channels of how misallocation across ownership lines
is amplified due to the political connections of private firms to the SOEs and by which
means the incentive issues of the SOEs trickle down to the rest of the economy.

Public support for state ownership has grown according to the EBRD Enterprise surveys,
and just under 50% of people favour an increase in state-ownership (EBRD 2020). State-
owned enterprises have played important functions in emerging economies, such as China,
Russia and other post-Communist countries: they stabilized employment and facilitated a
more equal provision of public services and financial inclusion. However, these functions
have come at the cost of ineffective management, lack of transparency and subsidies that
created inefficient allocation of resources in the economy. This paper quantified this cost
to be sizeable and found that TFP (and therefore, output) is lower by at least 11%.

2.A Appendix A. Heterogeneous firm model

One-industry model.

This is the standard model that almost every "indirect approach" paper on misallocation is
using. It shows that a dispersion of wedges ("taxes" or "subsidies") lead to the dispersion
of MRPK and MRPL (marginal revenue products of labour and capital) and thus allocative
inefficiency, and as a result, lower aggregate TFP. (Aggregate output in this model may also
depend on the average level of the wedges (if they are driven by, for example, corruption),
but the level is harder to identify without stronger assumptions. For now, I focus on the
allocative inefficiency aspect, and thus the dispersion of wedges.)

Firms.

Qi = AiK
α
i L

1−α
i (2.23)

For simplicity of exposition I assume α is the same across firms. In empirical analysis, I will
relax this assumption by industry. Each firm’s output is aggregated to a CES aggregate:

Q =
(

N∑
i=1
Q1−η
i

) 1
1−η

(2.24)
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The aggregating firm demands outputs of individual firms and maximizes profits:

max
Qi

P

(
N∑
i=1
Q1−η
i

) 1
1−η

−
N∑
i=1
PiQi

FOC :
Qi

1
1− ηP

(
N∑
i=1
Q1−η
i

) 1
1−η−1

(1− η)Q−ηi − Pi = 0

P

(
N∑
i=1
Q1−η
i

) η
1−η

= PiQ
η
i

PQηQ∗1−ηi = PiQ
∗
i (2.25)

The above equation (implicitly) shows how much Qi is demanded for each firm given Pi,
and it is expressed as revenue each firm gets in equilibrium. Each firm i maximizes profits
πi = PiQi − (1 + τLi )wLi − (1 + τKi )rKi.

Or, substituting the implicit expression of quantities demanded for the revenue:

max
Li, Ki

πi = PQηQ∗1−ηi − (1 + τLi )wLi − (1 + τKi )rKi

s.t.

Qi = AiK
α
i L

1−α
i

I assume w and r are the common and exogenous costs of labor and capital. Whereas
τLi and τKi are firm-specific distortions to the cost of labor and capital.

{Li} : (1− α)(1− η)PQ
η(AiKα

i L
1−α
i )1−η

Li
= (1 + τLi )w (2.26)

The optimal labor allocation will satisfy this equation:

{Li} : (1− α)(1− η)PiQi
Li

= (1 + τLi )w≡MRPLi (2.27)

{Li} : Li = (1− α)(1− η)
PiQi

MRPLi
(2.28)

Similarly, this equation will be satisfied by the optimal capital allocation:
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{Ki} : α(1− η)PiQi
Ki

= (1 + τKi )r≡MRPKi (2.29)

{Ki} : Ki = α(1− η)
PiQi

MRPKi
(2.30)

It is useful to add the definition of TFPR_i, which is often used in the literature and is a
summary measure of distortions.

TFPRi ≡
PiQi

Kα
i L

1−α
i

=
(
MRPKi

α

)α (MRPLi
1− α

)1−α 1
(1− η) (2.31)

Re-arranging optimal output in terms of parameters that constitute the costs of firm i, we
get:

PiQi = PQη(AiKα
i L

1−α
i )1−η = PQη

Ai
[

(1− α)(1− η)
(1 + τLi )w

PiQi
]1−α [

α(1− η)
(1 + τKi )r

PiQi
]α1−η

(2.32)

PiQi = PQη(PiQi)1−η(1− η)1−η

Ai
[

(1− α)
(1 + τLi )w

]1−α [
α

(1 + τKi )r

]α1−η

(2.33)

PiQi = P
1
ηQ

(1− η)Ai
[

(1− α)
(1 + τLi )w

]1−α [
α

(1 + τKi )r

]α
1−η
η

(2.34)

PiQi ∝
(

Ai
(1 + τLi )1−α(1 + τKi )α

) 1−η
η

(2.35)

Combine 2.27 , 2.29 and 2.35 to get that more labor and capital in the absence of τKi and
τLi will go to the more productive firm - firm with higher Ai

Li ∝
1

1 + τLi

(
Ai

(1 + τLi )1−α(1 + τKi )α

) 1−η
η

(2.36)

Ki ∝
1

1 + τKi

(
Ai

(1 + τLi )1−α(1 + τKi )α

) 1−η
η

(2.37)
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Equivalently,

1 + τLi ∝
PiQi
wLi

(2.38)

1 + τKi ∝
PiQi
Ki

(2.39)

Expressing 2.35 in terms of how we can measure each of the distortions:

PiQi ∝

 Ai

(PiQiLi
)1−α(PiQiKi

)α


1−η
η

(4) (2.40)

Revenues of firms will be negatively correlated to the geometric average of the distortions
(themselves proportional to labour and capital productivities, implying higher labour and
capital productivity - labour and capital input is too small) and positively correlated with
their productivityAi. Again, remember that this assumes: α,w, r, η are identical across
firms. Any deviation in these will manifest itself in deviations in τK , and/or τL.

It is also useful to derive a model-based firm productivity:

PQη(AiKα
i L

1−α
i )1−η = PiQi (2.41)

Ai = (PQη)
−1

1−η
(PiQi)

1
1−η

Kα
i L

1−α
i

(2.42)

Ai = κ
(PiQi)

1
1−η

Kα
i L

1−α
i

(2.43)

κ = (PQη)−
1

1−η (2.44)

Aggregation

PiQi = P
1
ηQ

(1− η)Ai
[

(1− α)
(1 + τLi )w

]1−α [
α

(1 + τKi )r

]α
1−η
η

(2.45)
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PQ =
∑

PiQi (2.46)

Use the exact expressions for optimal Li and Ki

Li =
(1− α)(1− η)P

1
ηQ

(
(1− η)Ai

[
(1−α)

(1+τLi )w

]1−α [
α

(1+τKi )r

]α) 1−η
η

(1 + τLi )w
(2.47)

Ki =
α(1− η)P

1
ηQ

(
(1− η)Ai

[
(1−α)

(1+τLi )w

]1−α [
α

(1+τKi )r

]α) 1−η
η

(1 + τKi )r
(2.48)

L =
∑

Li = (1− α)(1− η)
∑ 1

(1 + τLi )w
PiQi = (2.49)

L = (1− α)(1− η)PQ
∑ 1

(1 + τLi )w
PiQi
PQ

(2.50)

L = (1− α)(1− η)PQ 1
MRPL

(2.51)

Equivalently, the expression from the market clearing condition for aggregate capital is:

K = α(1− η)PQ 1
MRPK

(2.52)

Let’s define the aggregate TFP the following way:

TFP ≡ Q

KαL1−α (2.53)

TFP = Q(
α(1− η)PQ 1

MRPK

)α (
(1− α)(1− η)PQ 1

MRPL

)1−α (2.54)
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TFP = TFPR

P
= 1
P (1− η)

(
MRPK

α

)α(
MRPL

1− α

)1−α

(2.55)

To get P, aggregate the expression 2.55

PQ =
∑
i

P
1
ηQ

(1− η)Ai
[

(1− α)
(1 + τLi )w

]1−α [
α

(1 + τKi )r

]α
1−η
η

= (2.56)

PQ = P
1
ηQ

(
(1− α)1−ααα

) 1−η
η
∑
i

(
(1− η)Ai(

(1 + τLi )w
)1−α ((1 + τKi )r)α

) 1−η
η

(2.57)

P
η−1
η =

(
(1− α)1−ααα

) 1−η
η
∑
i

(
Ai(1− η)

(MRPLi)1−α(1 + τKi )α

) 1−η
η

(2.58)

P = 1
(1− η)

(
(1− α)1−ααα

)−1
(∑

i

(
Ai

(MRPLi)1−α(MRPKi)α
) 1−η

η

) η
η−1

(2.59)

Plug 2.59 into 2.55.

TFP =
1/(1− η)

(
MRPK

α

)α (
MRPL

1−α

)1−α

1/(1− η) ((1− α)1−ααα)−1
(∑

i

(
Ai

(MRPLi)1−α(MRPKi)α
) 1−η

η

) η
η−1

(2.60)

Aggregate TFP if you have decentralized allocation with wedges.

TFP =

∑
i

Ai
(
MRPL

MRPLi

)1−α(
MRPK

MRPKi

)α
1−η
η


η

1−η

(2.61)

Aggregate TFP if you have efficient allocation without wedges.

TFP e =
(∑

i

(Ai)
1−η
η

) η
1−η

(2.62)

Distance of aggregate TFP to the efficient (frontier)
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TFP e

TFP
− 1 (2.63)

Equalizing TFPR within groups I also consider a separate counterfactual in which
I look at two groups in each sector: state-owned and private, and I redistribute existing
labour and existing capital of each group across firms within each group to equalize their
MRPL’s and MRPK’s (i.e. all firms within each group have the same average wedge).

Thus, I get two expressions of group MRPL and MRPK:

1)

(Lpriv)η
(
Lpriv
Kpriv

)α(1−η)

(1− α)(1− η)PQη
(∑ (Ai)

1−η
η

)η = 1
MRPLpriv

(2.64)

2)

(Kpriv)η
[
Kpriv
Lpriv

](1−α)(1−η)

α(1− η)PQη
(∑ (Ai)

1−η
η

)η = 1
MRPKpriv

(2.65)

3) I combine (1) and (2) to get an expression for group TFPR for private and state-owned
group (the expression for state-owned TFPR is similar):

1/TFPRpriv =

 (Kpriv)η
[
Kpriv
Lpriv

](1−α)(1−η)

α(1− η)PQη
(∑ (Ai)

1−η
η

)η

α  (Lpriv)η

(
Lpriv
Kpriv

)α(1−η)

(1− α)(1− η)PQη
(∑ (Ai)

1−η
η

)η


1−α

=

(2.66)

= (Kpriv)αη (Lpriv)(1−α)η

(1− α)1−ααα(1− η)PQη
(∑ (Ai)

1−η
η

)η (2.67)

TFPRpriv =

(∑(
Ai
κ

) 1−η
η

)η
(Kpriv)αη (Lpriv)(1−α)η (2.68)
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κ = (PQη)−
1

1−η (2.69)

where kappa cancels out in the aggregate TFP expression.

4) Note that this means that the Industry-level output, and thus industry-level TFPR (and
industry-level MRPL’s and MRPK’s) will increase because adjustments towards a more
optimal allocation are made.
Aggregate TFP after efficiently allocating capital and labour across firms within ownership-
industry groups.

TFP =

 ∑
o∈{priv,so}

(
MRPL

MRPLo

)1−α(
MRPK

MRPKo

)α∑
i∈o

(Ai)
1−η
η


η

1−η

(2.70)

or, equivalently:

TFP =

 ∑
o∈{priv,so}

(
TFPR

TFPRo

)∑
i∈o

(Ai)
1−η
η


η

1−η

(2.71)
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2.B Appendix B. Additional tables and figures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Ln
MRPK

Ln
MRPK

Ln Book
Value
of Capital

Ln Book
Value
of Capital

Ln Value
Added

Ln Value
Added Ln Revenue Ln Revenue

SSI dummy -0.041 -0.016 0.159** 0.136* 0.038 0.023 0.160*** 0.171***
(0.073) (0.084) (0.070) (0.077) (0.050) (0.057) (0.052) (0.064)

SDN dummy -0.037 -0.035 0.097* 0.095* 0.069 0.067 0.101* 0.103**
(0.055) (0.056) (0.057) (0.057) (0.047) (0.047) (0.048) (0.049)

SSI dummy × SOE -0.153 0.147 0.094 -0.067
(0.142) (0.136) (0.104) (0.140)

Firm FE
Industry-year FE
SOE-year FE
Firms 77647 77647 87736 87736 77648 77648 87731 87731
Sanctioned firms 991 991 1084 1084 991 991 1084 1084
Industries 751 751 763 763 751 751 763 763
Observations 347702 347702 417568 417568 347708 347708 417554 417554
R-squared .888 .888 .995 .995 .996 .996 .997 .997

Notes: All dependent variables are in logs. Firms are classified as SOEs according to Rosstat. MRPK is
estimated with the Value added/K method. Industry-year FE are 4-digit industry-by-year fixed effects.
SOE-by-year FE are the SOE dummy interacted with year dummies. Sanction firms give the count of any
sanction firm - SSI or SDN. Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and 4-digit industry by
year level. *, **, and *** denote 10%, 5%, and 1% statistical significance respectively.

Table 2.A1: Average effects of sanctions triple difference
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Notes: The plots show the kernel density of natural logs of value added, TFPQ, MRPK, MRPL and
TFPR. The red dotted lines are the kernel densities for the SOEs sample. The black lines are the kernel
densities for the sample of private firms. Labor productivity (or MRPLi) refers to value added per unit
of wage bill and capital productivity (or MRPKi) refers to value added per unit of capital, both of which
are proportional to the marginal products of each factor in my framework. Raw TFPQ is calculated using

the expression TFPQi = κ (PiQi)
1

1−η

Kα
i
L1−α
i

. Each measure is directly calculated from the raw data in 2018.

Figure 2.A1: Allocations of SOEs versus the private sector
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Notes: This figure reports event study graphs for the average effects of the sanctions on sanctioned firms.
The effect is identified within sanctioned firms: sanctioned firms are compared to not-yet sanctioned
firms. The sample used in this regression is constant and includes firms that are observed three years
prior and three years after the sanctions announcement. The first year of firm sanction is normalized to
take place in year 0. Each dot is the coefficient on the indicator of being observed t years after the
sanctions announcement. The same control variables are used as in baseline regression: SDN sanction,
firm fixed effects, 4-digit industry-year fixed effects and the size-year fixed effects. Non sanctioned firms
are used to identify the 4-digit industry-year fixed effects and the size-year fixed effects. The MRPK
dependent variable is in logs. The confidence intervals are at the 95% level.

Figure 2.A2: Constant sample SSI event study

2.C Appendix C. Data appendix

I construct a dataset of sanctioned firms.

1) firm SDN sanctions+subsidiaries (variable "sdn")
2) firm SSI sanctions +subsidiaries (variable "ssi")
3) person SDN sanctions + owned firms (variable "ind")
4) EU sanctions, which mimic the US sanctions, be it SDN or SSI.

In the regressions, I then take the unions of the variables (1), (3) and the "blocked" firms by
the EU (4) to make a combined SDN variable. There are only 9 firms that are sanctioned
by the EU but not the US (some of them are subsidiaries). I have coded them as SDN is
the EU treatment was to stop all transactions, and SSI if these were input sanctions.
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I create separate treatment year variables for the SSI and SDN categories. However, even
within categories, some firms have several treatment years, because they are sanctioned
both by association with other sanctioned firms and directly. Priority of the first treatment
year assignment for companies that fall into several sanction categories is the following:

(1) the year of mother company’s treatment (if the company is majority-owned)
(2) the year of the company is explicitly listed on the Department of Treasury, if (1) does
not exist.
(3) If the company is minority-owned by multiple sanctioned firms (where the total shares
from different companies add up to more than 50%) with different sanctioned years AND
(1) and (2) years do not exist, the assigned year is earliest among potential SDN years,
"individual SDN" sanction years for the SDN variable, and the earliest among the SSI
owner company years, for the SSI variable.

I used the sanction announcement date to assign the year according to the April 30th split:
if you get sanctioned after April 30th, your treatment year is the year after.

These sanctions do not include sanctions that took place before 2014 and sanctions that
are not to do with the Ukraine conflict. I also exclude firms that are in Crimea (around
40 firms), since they are embargoed based on their location in Crimea only, and not based
on the connections to the current government.
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Sector %
change
in
TFPs

Sector %
change
in
TFPs

Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment -3.36 Production of drugs and materials used for medical purposes -0.15

Transportation of gas and products of its processing through
pipelines

-3.23 Wholesale trade of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and similar
products

-0.14

Electricity production by thermal power plants, including activities
to ensure the operability of power plants

-2.34 Provision of drilling services related to oil, gas and gas condensate
production

-0.13

Activities in the field of communication based on wired technologies -1.81 Activities in the field of architecture -0.13

Production of petroleum products -1.28 Mechanical processing of metal products -0.11

Market research -1.25 Other scientific research and development in the field of natural and
technical sciences

-0.10

Communication equipment manufacturing -0.96 Investments in securities -0.10

Supporting activities related to air and space transport -0.93 Electrical work -0.09

Transportation of crude oil by sea-going tankers of foreign voyages -0.92 Activities of health resort organizations -0.06

Extraction of crude oil -0.46 Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers -0.05

Manufacture of parts for electronic tubes, tubes and other electronic
components, not elsewhere classified

-0.45 Printing newspapers -0.04

Retail sale of motor fuel in specialized stores -0.44 Research and development in the field of natural and technical sci-
ences

-0.04

Production of parts for railway locomotives, tram and other motor
cars and rolling stock; production of track equipment and devices
for traffic control of railway, tram and other tracks, mechanical and
electromechanical equipment for traffic control

-0.36 Cultivation of cereals -0.02

Construction of railways and metro -0.35 Activities for the provision of cash loans secured by real estate -0.01

Distribution of gaseous fuels through gas distribution networks -0.31 Lease and management of own or leased real estate -0.01

Manufacture of other electrical equipment. -0.31 Topographic and geodetic activities -0.01

Technical inspection of vehicles -0.23 Holding company management activities 0.00

Manufacture of parts of devices and instruments for navigation,
control, measurement, control, testing and other purposes

-0.22 Production of building metal structures, products and their parts 0.00

Tool production -0.20 Breeding of dairy cattle, production of raw milk 0.00

Storage and warehousing of grain -0.19 Real estate management on a fee or contract basis 0.00

Activities related to the use of computers and information techno-
logy, other

-0.19 Computer software development 0.01

Repair and maintenance of aircraft, including spacecraft -0.17 Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 0.01

Electricity transmission and technological connection to distribu-
tion grids

-0.17 Manufacture of bricks, tiles and other building products from baked
clay

0.02

Other types of printing activities -0.16 Activities in the field of communication based on wired technologies 0.07

Other auxiliary activities related to transportation -0.16 Manufacture of television receivers, including video monitors and
video projectors

4.10

Notes: The table shows aggregate effects on output (TFP) in each industry with sanctioned firms. The effect
comes from the combined effect of sanctions and government response on misallocation.

Table 2.A2: TFPs Results (aggregate effects of sanctions by industry)
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Chapter 3

People in space: a toolbox for an
economic geographer

3.1 Introduction: why do we care about population density?

Since at least Marshall & Marshall (1920) economists and geographers emphasized that
there are important reasons for and consequences from how people are distributed in space.
Only a small fraction of world land is built up. Even in very uniform locations in terms
of natural features, say in Midlands in the UK, people are not spread uniformly, and
people choose to reside together in small and big villages, towns and cities. Moreover,
the bigger cities tend to be more successful. Geographical features, such as good water
transport links that initially were favourable for people to settle in the historic European
capitals, like London, Paris, Berlin, would not explain why they are still some of the biggest
economic centres, now in the age when water as a constraint no longer exists in Europe.

Looking beyond Western Europe, population density premium in terms of GDP exists, as
shown in Figure 3.1 for equal and non-arbitrary units of space. Figure 3.1 shows a positive
correlation between GDP per capita and density at one-degree-by-one-degree squares the
world1. The relationship is statistically significant and survives controlling for transport
connections, latitude, longitude and country fixed effects; 1% increase in population density
is associated with 0.05% increase in GDP per capita. A higher density is undoubtedly the
consequence of the natural advantages of a location, which at least partly gives rise to
this correlation. However, a higher concentration of people in a location can also be a
cause for stronger economic performance and concentration of physical and human capital
investments, which reinforces this correlation.

1One decimal degree is around 111 km on average. Only cells with at least 10 people are included in the
analysis.
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Notes: The underlying source of this scatterplot is the G-Econ dataset and authors’ calculations. Each
dot represents a 1 degree by 1-degree cell with a minimum population of 10 people and minimum GDP per
capita of US$ 7.38 at PPP. Blue dots represent the raw scatterplot and the black line is the line of best fit.

Figure 3.1: Correlation of ln(GDP per capita) and ln(population density) of 1 decimal
degree by 1 decimal degree units using G-Econ data Nordhaus et al. (2018) in the entire
world in the year 2005
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Notes: The underlying raw data is from the GHSL dataset made by the European Commission, Columbia
University. The image is based on 100km2 grid squares for the period 1990-2015. Bar heights convey
population changes, with red bars denoting population increases and grey bars indicating decreases. Beige
areas without bars are places with population changes of less than 200 people.

Figure 3.2: Population changes in Europe in 1990-2014 people in 10km2.
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According to Krugman (1991) and Redding & Venables (2004), among many others, not
merely the more populated places are "special", but the places that are populated and in
easy access to other large places. Such favourable locations both enjoy higher levels of
incomes and higher future growth in population. The measurement of the concentration
of people and of access to other people will be one theme explored in this paper.

In the recent decades, the largest, and most connected places have gained people as trans-
port and trade costs dropped with the enlargement of the EU, as we see in Figure 3.2
(red means growth and blue means loss in population). We also see that smaller places in
Eastern Europe, except the larger capitals, have lost people2.

These among other examples, show that where people are placed in space matters for how
these places will fair in the long run. However, not all density is necessarily translated to
further population and economic growth3. What are the conditions for this to happen?
Can the certain distribution of people inside cities or across regions be associated with
higher or lower growth? These questions demand a more rigorous study of people (but
also workers and firms) in space.

In this paper, I will look at land as a continuum, or a set of discrete but comparable
and connected units and I will argue this will help me measure the distribution of people
in space better. Studying space in this way means that the population and population
density of economic units are not mismeasured due to administrative boundaries shaped
by political or historic considerations. Moreover, in theoretical models of geography, space
is often modelled continuously (with a notable exception of Ahlfeldt et al. (2015) who make
the opposite choice to fit the existing form of data better). It is empirically impossible to
have a continuous measure of people (or workers and firms) in space, although if space is
divided into equal "squares", one can get closer to this approximation and in principle find
it easier to test or calibrate the models. Finally, measuring people’s locations in a set of
discrete but equally-sized units allows me to create measures of spatial correlation that are
also comparable across cities, regions, countries and continents. This will be important
when I try to establish what measures are associated most with economic outcomes.

In this paper, I will also provide methodological insights on how to measure the way

2We also see large gains in population South of Mediterranean, which are likely due to high fertility. In the
later sections of the paper, I will demonstrate that not all density leads to gains in per capita incomes.

3Ongoing work by Henderson et al. (2020) explores the relationship between GDP per capita and a measure
of "quality-adjusted" population density at country-level rather than grid-level, adjusting for a wider set
of land quality characteristics and finds that at the country-level, the relationship between ln(GDP per
capita) and ln(population density) is reversed. With this in mind, it is important to remember that
a large part of the positive GDP per capita - density correlation can be explained by the land quality
fundamentals.
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Notes: The underlying raw data is the GHSL by European Commission, Columbia University and author’s

calculations. Localised population density (RPA) is a measure of the number of people living within 5 km

of a person, discounted by distance. The unit of change is the number of people in a 5 km radius. Each

point on the map shows how the number of people has changed within a 5km radius of it. Red is growth,

blue is loss in local population density. Units in the legend are the "people count within 5 km radius".

Figure 3.3: Change in local population density 2000-2014.

people are in space. I will first discuss the structure and tradeoffs of the new types of
gridded population data that can be used in spatial analysis. I will then demonstrate some
general methods of how to process these data, combine them with other data and create
insightful measures for further analyses, such as the creation of economically meaningful
city extents. In each section, I will try to highlight what the new measures reveal about
people’s placements in space, and what research questions the results trigger.

I will split the analysis into two parts: I will first focus on country-wide or region-wide
population distributions, and in the second part of the paper, I will look at within-city
distributions. I will separate my analysis this way because there remains a distinct differ-
ence between studying the country (or a continent) as a whole, or a self-contained labour
market, as we see in Figure 3.3. The trade costs and economic growth are shaping the
across-region dynamics in Europe and commuting costs and the changes in the distribution
of urban infrastructure are likely driving the within city dynamics. The Europe-wide shifts
are such that the population continues to agglomerate in the European core from all but
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the very large peripheral cities. However, zooming in to a couple of large cities – Moscow
(the right square) and Warsaw (the left square) we see very different dynamics from the
European-wide dynamics. While Moscow continues to grow at the very centre, and loose
people from the better-connected peripheral areas, Warsaw is losing people in the very
centre. Different dynamics require a separate analysis to be carried out, even if some of
the tools will be similar.

The paper is organized as follows. The data section, Part 2, describes two main datasets
that will be used in the analysis – Landscan (LandScan 2012) and the Global Human
Settlement Layer European Commission (2015) and will also discuss the nighttime lights
dataset which will complement the population data. Part 3 considers the measures and
outcomes for a multi-city region. Part 4 is the within-labour market analysis. This section
will test whether African cities are different to the cities on other continents and regions.
Part 5 will conclude.

3.2 Data

This section will primarily focus on the new population datasets and briefly touch on the
nighttime lights satellite data, which can be used in conjunction with the population data
in the analysis of people in space.

Population datasets. Today many new excellent datasets are becoming increasingly
available to analyze population at a finer scale and consistent units in space. The table
in the appendix details the new datasets of the population (Table 3.A2). This paper will
focus in detail on two datasets: Landscan and GHSL. The Landscan and GHSL will also
be used in Sections 3.4 and 3.3.

For the most part, all datasets listed in the appendix Table 3.A2 follow the same approach.
They use satellite images to disaggregate the population data that usually comes at the level
of census units of different size around once in 10 years. The major variable extracted from
the satellite data is usually built cover. The quality of such data depends on the quality
and comparability of the raw inputs – whether the census units were fine enough and near
enough in time across countries, whether the built cover was accurately determined by the
remote sensing algorithms. Then, some datasets enhance their population information by
additional variables, such as roads, soil, locations of villages and others, now even using the
machine learning techniques with the help of these ancillary variables that predict where
one expects people to be.
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There is a clear trade-off between using population data that is enhanced by more ancillary
variables and the data that are made via the simpler procedure. On the one hand, with
more data such as roads, water, ruggedness, soil, one can predict more precise population
location. On the other hand, the simple population data not contaminated by any auxiliary
variables allow to explicitly test if the people are present in a location due to, say, roads,
and access to water, and not because they are predicted to be there by the way data is
constructed. Aware of the trade-off, I use one of each type of datasets.

For the analyses in Parts 3.3 and 3.4, I use the Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL)
of the population at 1km2 resolution created by the European Commission. Like the
standard method described above, GHSL uses census units across all countries assembled
by Columbia University and named “Gridded Population of the World” at the smallest
scale available and "smears" it within each census unit based on where the buildings are,
using a built cover dataset. Columbia University lists census input data transparently with
the year and the number of units per country. Since each country has censuses in different
years, i.e. not aligned across countries, the data is projected forward or backwards to get
the population at 5-year intervals. The built cover dataset used for the "smearing" is made
from Landsat satellite images. Landsat images have around 30km2 resolution and exist
for the years 1975, 1990, 2000 and 2014. The final GHSL dataset is available for 2000,
2005, 2010, 2015, 2020. The drawback of the final population grid is that the data only
look at people, not workers. The strong advantage of it is the transparency of the method
and its consistency over time and across space. This makes it the best source of globally
consistent panel population data available to date.

For the analyses in Part 3.4, the within-city analysis, I make use of a global dataset of
population density developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Their dataset, Landscan
(2012), estimates population density, as does the GHSL, at approximately 1km resolution
(30” X 30” arc-seconds) for the entire globe. The data represents an "ambient" population,
or an average location of a person over 24 hours, and has been made to manage global
disaster relief. Population density is estimated by combining Landsat satellite, similarly to
GHSL, but also other high-resolution satellite imagery detailing the extent of the built area
within a certain location, with population census data at an administrative level such as the
ward level4. The population for each grid square is disaggregated, with some weights, from
the administrative level to the finer 30” X 30” arc-seconds using primarily built cover and
other information, such as roads, populated places and geological data. This methodology

4This may vary. I enquired Landscan about Dar-es-Salaam and established that three municipality units
are used for the whole of Dar-es-Salaam.
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reflects the fact that people are likely to occupy other buildings in the city than their place
of residence (where they answered their census questionnaire) during the day.

A major limitation of the Landscan data is that while the satellite-generated built cover
information is consistent across countries since it comes from the unbiased photographs
from the same satellite, the census sub-units used may vary across countries and may be
large, and it is not transparent which sub-units are used for each country unlike for the
GHSL. Besides, the auxiliary data, such as topographic maps or roads also depend on the
data available for each city or country. Finally, the methodology and the weights used
to disaggregate the census population data are a black box. Nevertheless, for a cross-city
analysis, this dataset is sufficient under the assumption that the measurement error of
where people are is not systematic.

I choose to use these data for the current within-city exercises since the number of input
variables mentioned on the Oak Ridge website is more than in most other gridded pop-
ulation datasets which making it a possibly superior cross-sectional gridded population
dataset in terms of precision5.

An accuracy assessment was carried out for the city of Kampala and Nairobi in Henderson
et al. (2019), the Chapter 5 of this thesis, using the population and economic censuses
and the non-residential building volume. The Landscan for the two cities appeared fairly
accurate both in terms of distribution across space and overall volumes of people. However,
future work should also assess accuracy across many more cities in different regions.

Nighttime lights datasets This paper will only focus on the use of night lights for the
delineation of city extents. However, for completeness, I provide a brief description of the
night lights datasets that are now available and can be used for measurements of economic
activity and its changes over time.

Night Lights data is introduced in the field of economics by Henderson et al. (2012),
and Chen & Nordhaus (2011). Both papers show that night lights data can supplement
measures of economic activity in countries where national statistics are poor. They also
give insights on growth in GDP and population at the subnational level. After these two
publications, night lights data was used extensively in other economic research papers by
among others, Michalopoulos & Papaioannou (2013, 2014), Harari (2016), Pinkovskiy &
Sala-i Martin (2016), Pinkovskiy (2017).

5Nonetheless, caution should be taken, and more tests should be done, as the exact methodology and input
variables are not known and not confirmed to be consistent across space.
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There are four usable datasets from NASA: Stable lights (“Average Visible, Stable Lights,
& Cloud Free Coverages”), the unfiltered lights, radiance calibrated lights and VIIRS.

Most papers so far have worked with the stable DMSP lights as they give the time-series
luminosity of cities and towns and are available for 22 years, between 1992 and 2013. In the
meantime, this dataset has well-known issues of top coding (values of luminosity truncated
for higher values), overglow (lights detected for a wider area than where they are actually
emitted) and alignment of luminosity values across years. The following papers addressed
the issues: time-series alignment of DMSP (Li & Zhou 2017), top coding (Bluhm & Krause
2016), and blooming (Cao et al. 2019). Overall, some papers have tried to further test the
explanatory power of DMSP nighttime lights over time and across space following up on
Henderson et al. (2012). The literature is currently split: these papers find that DMSP
night lights have weak explanatory power for levels or changes in GDP (Addison & Stewart
2015, Bickenbach et al. 2016, Gibson et al. 2021), and these, on the contrary, find that
nighttime lights are a good proxy (Asher et al. 2021, Mellander et al. 2015).

The unfiltered lights are available for the same period as DMSP and can potentially give
more values at low luminosity, which is helpful for studies in rural areas with low levels
of development, but it is often hard to disentangle it from the natural illumination of the
soil.

Radiance calibrated lights combine the stable DMSP with auxiliary data and give more
variation at high luminosity levels, as they are not top coded. However, they are only
available for several years, namely 1996, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2005 and 2010, and may
be more useful for cross-sectional analysis.

The VIIRS dataset is the new night lights dataset available for 2012-2019 and regularly
updated (Elvidge et al. 2021). It has a broader light range, it picks up lower light and is
not top-coded, so improves on the original time series of DMSP lights.

For the research looking only at a cross-section or a more recent time-series, the VIIRS
dataset is more desirable, but for the research that to studies an earlier time series starting
from 1992, one will need to combine DMSP and VIIRS datasets and inter-calibrate these
two datasets (see Li et al. (2017), Zhu et al. (2017), Zheng et al. (2019) for the techniques
of how to combine DMSP and VIIRS datasets).

While this paper discusses how DMSP nighttime lights are used to delineate city extents,
the same approach can be applied to other nighttime lights datasets.
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3.3 How to think about density across labour markets.

This part of the analysis will cover the methods for understanding the distribution and
dynamics of people across places within a country. How does one describe the degree of
spatial concentration of people in a country in an economically meaningful way?

The traditional measure is the share of urban population – which is likely to capture
the share of people living in somewhat higher density locations, without revealing what
happens within urban and rural groups. One step is to add more categories, besides urban
and rural. But the two measures that reveal the full distribution about where people are
would be 1) the experience of density on average by a person 2) the distribution of this
experience or a spatial Gini coefficient. The two measures should capture whether most
people are living in one big dense city, or if people are exposed to very different types of
density.

Let me describe the two measures more precisely. The average experience of density or
local average density is a measure proposed by De La Roca & Puga (2017) when trying to
measure the correct city size within pre-defined city boundaries. It is a revealing measure
when calculated within country boundaries as well. It considers both the average popu-
lation density and the spatial correlation of this density. The formula uses data from the
equal-sized squares, or grids and is the following6:

RPAc =
i=N∑
i=1

wi ∗ LocalPopi (3.1)

wi is a weight that is the share of the country population in each cell i; LocalPopi is the
sum of people within a certain radius of a grid-cell, including the grid-cell itself, discounted
by an exponential distance discount e(−0.5∗d) where d is distance. In effect, the measure
tells us what density on average a citizen of each country is exposed to. It is better than
the average density, because countries with much unlivable space such as Spain, the data
from which De La Roca & Puga (2017) use, will have a very low average density, but in
effect, many people live in dense cities, so the local average density will be high. This
measure can be flexible with regards to distance and spatial discount one applies. Why is
this economically meaningful? As we saw in the introduction, density has a positive and
significant correlation with GDP per capita. Therefore, if countries are getting denser or
sparser (holding gains in population fixed) may be important for economic outcomes.

6An equivalent formula and its decomposition is shown in part 4.
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Notes: The raw gridded population is from the GHSL by European Commission, Columbia University and
authors’ calculations. Average localised density (RPA) is the average number of people living within 5 km
of each individual, discounted locally by distance.

Figure 3.4: A scatterplot of average local density changes and population 1990-2014
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Some interesting patterns can be observed if one looks at the changes of local density using
the GHSL at the Eastern European countries and compare it to say other CIS countries and
Western European countries. With the accession into the EU, many countries in Eastern
Europe have alarmingly lost population. But do these losses correspond with the further
dispersion for an average dweller?

Figure 3.4 splits the countries into four quadrants - countries that gained in both the local
density and overall population (Kazakhstan, China, Mongolia), countries that lost the
population but gained in average local density (Russia, Albania, Bulgaria), countries that
lost in both (Georgia, Latvia, Romania), and finally, countries that gained in population
but got more dispersed (Italy, Poland, Slovakia). This is interesting, and it seems that the
smallest newly European countries have lost people both in larger towns and rural areas,
perhaps due to the agglomeration "pull" not being strong enough when the competitors
are Frankfurt, Berlin and London. Somewhat larger countries, such as Bulgaria and Serbia
managed to retain (or gain) some people in their densest places, including their capitals.
All Western European countries, except for Italy and Greece have gained more in average
local density than population, which is as predicted by core-periphery patterns Krugman
(1991).

Thinking of the agglomeration theories and the correlation I have shown in the introduc-
tion, countries that lose in local density should interpret this as a worrisome signal. If Riga
and Rome are emptying, it is possible that the opportunities for bigger and better firms
with new ideas are being lost. On the other hand, it is possible that even though Hungary
and Russia are losing population, it is not yet an alarming sign that the economic potential
is lost with it. See Appendix Figure 3.A1 for the chart of comparative losses in average
local density.

RPAc gives us the average density a citizen is exposed to. What if one wanted to learn
about how different the experience of density is for different people in each country and
how it is changing. To to get the differences in levels of the RPAc across people, one
can calculate the share of the population with high RPAc and with low RPAc. One can
analogously calculate the share of people living in areas experiencing the decline in the
local population density. This is relevant to understanding the extent of the “left-behind”
people and places, which are abundant in the Eastern European countries and extreme in
Latvia and Georgia. Countries with a high share of the “left-behind” population face a lot
of political and social pressures.

Already, some research questions emerge from these measures. What is the association
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Notes: The raw gridded population is from the GHSL by European Commission, Columbia University
and authors’ calculations. Figures are based on people’s place of residence in 2014. Localised population
density (RPA) is a measure of the number of people living within 5 km of a person, discounted by
distance.

Figure 3.5: Percent of people experiencing population decline in local population density.
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between innovation and the loss of local population density in a country? Looking at
Figure 3.5, what is the share of people becoming “left-behind” that is critical for social
turmoil? What is the optimal distribution of people across cities? This last question was
answered theoretically in Albouy et al. (2019) but can be looked at empirically using these
data. Finally, one can think of an ideal measure of population distribution that takes
into account the full economic geography: how are people (workers and firms) distributed
according to their market access to other populated places. This measure will combine both
the local population density, transport links and natural features. Germany with its well-
placed and well-connected middle-sized towns comes to mind, where every firm and every
worker is within relatively easy access. A contrast to this is Russia, in which, although
firms and population are concentrated in Moscow, the productive activity is generated in
far-away oil-wells. What is the cost of this lack of connectedness?

3.4 People in space within labour markets, or why the dens-
ity and GDP per capita correlation is lower in Africa?

The spatial distribution of people across cities is one angle from which we can look at
density. However, it is equally important to look at the spatial distribution within cities.
Why?

An analogous regression to Figure 3.1 at 1-degree-by-1-degree units, when controlling for
country fixed effects, existing transport density, latitude and longitude, is half of the size
for the continent of Africa (1% increase in population density is associated with 0.026%
increase in GDP per capita in 1 degree-by-1-degree cell).

Population density has been considered to be beneficial for economic performance because
firms located in densely populated areas have access to larger labour markets; households
residing in denser areas are within reach of more jobs. Services that benefit from econom-
ies of scale, such as hospitals, theatres, schools and restaurants, are cheaper to provide
whenever there are many firms and people. The physical proximity of firms and people
facilitates the exchange of ideas and innovation. Therefore, in many ways density of firms
and people drives economic progress forward.

However, the above scatterplot of Figure 3.1 and knowing that some people in Addis-
Ababa or Dar-es-Salaam may walk to their jobs for two hours one-way every day (Franklin
2018), call into question that agglomeration effects are the same in all places with the same
density. It seems that some conditions should be met, in addition to density for the growth
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Notes: The underlying source of this scatterplot is the G-Econ dataset and authors’ calculations. Each
dot represents a 1 degree by 1-degree cell with a minimum population of 10 people and minimum GDP
per capita of US$ 7.38 at PPP. The sample is restricted to the grids on the African continent. Blue dots
represent the raw scatterplot and the black line is the line of best fit.

Figure 3.6: Correlation of GDP per capita and density of 1 decimal degree by 1 decimal
degree units using G-Econ data Nordhaus et al. (2018) on the African continent in year
2005.

to be harnessed. That is, cities with high average density may not necessarily grow faster
or be much more productive.

In this part of the paper, I will consider how to measure the distribution of people within
appropriately defined cities. Taking the cities on the African continent as an extreme
example, using the global Landscan data I will test whether there are some differences
between Africa and the rest of the developing world, using a variety of measures describing
the city’s "shape".

3.4.1 Theoretical overview.

Urban Models

A standard monocentric city model (first developed by Alonso et al. (1964), Mills (1967),
Muth (1969), and summarized in Duranton et al. (2015)) predicts jobs located at the centre
and people (workers) in the periphery, with the highest density in the centre. Population
density at any location in the city is determined by the land rent gradient at this location
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over the cost of commuting. If the land rent falls sharply with distance to the CBD
population density does so too, because the land rent gradient determines the extent to
which housing consumption increases and capital intensity declines with distance to the
CBD. High consumption of housing and low capital intensity means lower population
density. Lower transport costs increase house prices because the population moves into
the city from elsewhere to gain utility from lower commuting costs. Densities rise, and
cities expand. A reduction in transport cost reduces the share of the population at the
centre as people substitute for their housing expenses with relatively cheaper commuting.

A more advanced model in Fujita & Ogawa (1982) takes into account agglomeration
spillovers and allows firms and workers to choose to locate anywhere in the city (CBD
is not predetermined). Several configurations can arise as a result:
1) Mixed land use in the city centre, where workers live in the area they work, a purely
commercial area further on and an area of pure residential use, from which workers com-
mute to the pure commercial area.
2) If productivity spillovers dominate commuting costs, the central commercial area sur-
rounded by residential areas.
3) If commuting costs dominate productivity spillovers, all of the city is in mixed-use and
every worker works where he lives.

The above models assume that the land is going to the highest bidder, which may not always
hold in reality, especially in Africa. Therefore, in Africa, there could be two potential causes
of firms and people failing to cluster much at the centre of the city: poor transport and
poor land markets.

Empirical evidence has shown that with time and at a later stage of development (and
better transport connections) cities (at least in the US) have decentralized. This is broadly
consistent with the monocentric city model in which the transport cost drops everywhere
in the city. However, little is known about the patterns of this decentralization, or the
emergence of sub-centres, except several works that have described and modelled this
pattern (Garreau 1991, Henderson & Cockburn 1996). In the latter paper, the decision to
create a sub-centre is made by a large developer that faces a tradeoff between developing
close to the CBD and enjoying the agglomeration effects thereof or having higher local
monopsony power and lower rents and lower commuting costs for its workers when locating
at the edge. Empirically, McMillen (2003) studies sub-centres in US cities and find that
population and travel time increases the number of sub-centres detected in one of the 62
large metropolitan areas.
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With the gridded population data, even if the Landscan dataset with its "ambient popula-
tion" is used, the test of the models that comes in the next sections is only approximate. To
fully understand the fabric of cities in developing countries and the Sub-Saharan African
region, in particular, one should wait for the separate datasets on workers and residents
(e.g., from mobile phone data), information on commercial vs. residential uses, and data
no transport infrastructure.

Land Markets

Potentially due to poorly functioning land markets, there are obstacles to the redevelop-
ment of the improperly used land and transfer of land to the user that pays the highest
rent. There is anecdotal evidence of areas having lower rents per land area than in the
surrounding neighbourhoods, with the same distance to the CBD. For example, Oyster
Bay in Dar-es-Salaam has large houses and many gardens on prime land, or Kibera slum
in Nairobi does not have tall buildings and big commercial firms. Both neighbourhoods
have houses built with relatively low capital, despite what the monocentric model would
predict. The model in Fujita & Ogawa (1982) would likely predict mixed or commercial
use, rather than residential use, higher rent per land area for both Kibera and Oyster Bay,
since both areas are very close to the CBD. As for population density, the Oyster Bay
area should theoretically have a higher population density than it is. Although Kibera
slum does have a high population density, it is arguably an “unhealthy” density, because
the buildings are short and there are many people per unit of floor space, which creates
negative externalities.

3.4.2 Methods: city extents.

To see whether any theoretical predictions on the distribution of people within cities are
supported by the data, one needs a consistent measure of the city extent. Measures of
density and clustering will be affected by how wide or how narrowly the city boundary is
drawn. Using official city boundaries is impractical since I want to study a labour market
as a whole and many people live and commute from the places outside the official city
extents. I propose three alternatives for defining city boundaries and boundaries of the
city core, where the city core is loosely defined as the central commercial area of the city,
where most jobs are concentrated: using night-lights, density, and built cover. The use of
all datasets for urban extents will bring an issue of arbitrary thresholds for density, built
cover or night light intensity, which I elaborate on below.

Night lights, specifically the DMSP nighttime lights dataset provide contiguously lit poly-
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gons, in which the full commuting zone is usually included due to light from cars on the
roads. This approach works even in such cities as Nairobi or Dar-es-Salaam, as visually
inspected with on-the-ground knowledge of the cities. Another benefit of the DMSP night-
time lights data is that it allows refining the city extent and the city core with the use
of the time dimension: for example, the city core can be proxied by “lit above a certain
threshold” and “lit in all years”, and that way any short-run light emissions do not distort
the city extent. Another plus of using the DMSP night lights is that the light emitted is
smooth and one does not see many “holes” within the city extents. The major drawback
of the DMSP night lights data is that you must impose different light thresholds globally.
In Sub-Saharan Africa, no threshold is necessary to define distinct city polygons, but even
in India electrification is high enough for many large separate cities, or labour markets to
merge into one at least when the DMSP nighttime lights dataset is considered7. Therefore,
night lights need to be truncated from below everywhere by different thresholds, except
Sub-Saharan Africa. Dingel et al. (2019) attempt to match the right night-lights threshold
with that of commuting flows in Brazil (30) and apply it to other developing countries such
as China. However, this approach works only if the degree of electrification is the same
everywhere else as in Brazil, and the commuting flows are the same. In the rare event that
the region of study has similar levels of electrification across all its locations, night lights
with the same threshold can be used for defining city extents consistently.

Build cover is becoming more and more popular for defining the borders of a city (Marron
Institute 2017, European Commission 2018 to name but a few). It is a robust method as it
captures contiguously built areas that define a city based on satellite data. However, still,
as of today there are computational constraints inferring building from satellite images
robustly. Landsat is argued to be an important exception. A low-resolution 30m-by-30m
satellite has enough colour bands to distinguish man-made from natural (Marron Institute
2017) and the two above-mentioned projects, European Commission and Marron Institute,
have provided their boundaries of building extent for 1990, 2000 and 2014 for open use.
However, again, neither data provider attempts to calibrate the correct threshold for build
cover to match the commuting flows. For example, Marron Institute uses the threshold of
50% of pixels built within a 1km radius. Also, see Baragwanath et al. (2019) for a method
combining built cover information and nighttime lights to define urban areas in India.

Finally, I have developed my own computationally simple measure of urban extent based

7It is expected that the problem of having to impose different thresholds across countries will arise for the
VIIRS nighttime dataset as well since the level of light emitted by an area varies highly with the level of
the economic development of an area.
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on density itself either for Landscan or GHSL. To calculate the density of each grid-cell, I
applied a smoothing methodology where each reference cell is assigned the average density
from a neighbourhood which includes itself and a 7x7km square around it8. This approach
is essential for dealing with natural breaks in density in the data which may relate to
changes in land use, terrain, and building restrictions within urban areas. Consider, for
instance, Central Park in Manhattan, or the River Thames in London; assigning a density
criterion just to each singular grid-cell would lead to unnatural breaks/holes in our urban
area polygons which would challenge our ability to analyze our urban areas as singular
units.

Once I know the average density of each grid cell within its 7x7km neighbourhood, I
consolidate all contiguous grid cells that have an average density above a certain population
threshold9.

Contiguous cells are combined based on a rook neighbour relationship, wherein, the rook
neighbours are the four cells adjacent to the reference cell in the vertical or horizontal
direction, but not including the diagonally adjacent cells which are queen neighbours.
Finally, contiguous cells meeting certain density criteria will be classified as a city (including
the urban core and fringe) or an isolated low-density settlement. The measure based on
density provides an alternative to the built cover, due to ease of computation and provided
that the population data is detailed enough. Furthermore, I can specify more stringent
thresholds to identify an urban core or cores. This beats using the built cover data from
Landsat to define urban cores since the share built is approaching 100% in most cities
already very far from the city centre.

3.4.3 Methods: combining data from different geographies

Once the city extents are made, it is often the case that one would like to combine it with
other data. The obvious data that one can add to the city extents first, is the information
from the census variables, area GDP or luminosity from the nighttime lights. The raw
data, be it population or nighttime lights, that itself was used to creating the city extents
as discussed in the previous section is easy to add as a sum or mean of raw values, since
it is naturally fully aligned with the extent boundary. However, any other data, such as
the census units or even the grids from other datasets of different size will rarely align

8This smoothing level was the minimum for the holes in polygons to disappear after manual trial-and-error
testing.

9This threshold, unfortunately still has to be arbitrary at this stage. For the analysis that follows I use the
threshold of 1500 people per square kilometre on average in 7 X 7 cell neighbourhood, and this threshold
has been accurate enough for cities in both Africa and Asia.
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perfectly with the city extent created with nighttime lights or with a gridded population.
How would one proceed? Let us use an example of the census units with the counts of
literate individuals, covering the area of the city with some units being "split" with the
boundary of the city. How to assign the precise count of literate individuals to the city?
This method can be used to assign data to any arbitrary boundary, not just city extents,
from other arbitrary spatial units, not just the count of literate individuals (e.g. soil quality
grid, GDP grid, elevation grid).

The logic is straightforward: 1) assume the data is distributed uniformly within the units
and calculate the density of these data per 1 unit of space 2) take a weighted average of
the density from each data unit, weighted by the share of unit area (or an area of the
intersected part of the unit) in the total area the city extent 3) multiply the weighted sum
with the area of the city to get the counts.

Notes: A sketch of how to assign arbitrary data from spatial units (grey hexagons) onto a city extent
(red rectangle). Black percentages are the shares of the areas of the partitions created by the hexagons in
the total area of the city extent.

Figure 3.7: An example of assigning data from arbitrary spatial units

Using 3.7 as an example, the red box is the schematic city extent, and the grey hexagons are
the schematic census units. First, one would calculate the literate population density (or
the density of another variable of interest that comes in that spatial unit) at every point
within the "hexagon", assuming the count in the census is uniformly distributed within
this unit (for the top middle hexagon, the density is 5 people/km2). Second, one would
calculate the shares of intersections of each hexagon and the city extent. These shares are
indicated in black in the sketch and add up to 100%. Third, one would use these shares as
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weights and calculate a weighted sum of the density of the variable of interest (the weight
of the top-middle hexagon is 10%, so its contribution to the weighted sum is 0.5 person per
km2). Finally, one can convert the variable of interest back to the "counts" by multiplying
the density with the area of the city extent.

This method provides an easy rule for combining the datasets spatially. An even easier
rule can be to only assign the population from the census units to the city boundary from
those units that are completely within the boundary or those units that have their centroid
with the city boundary, and weighting by the share accordingly. This is a faster way to
combine spatial data, but it loses the information from the cut census units, which may
be substantial if the units are very large. Chapter 4 used this method when we assigned
the census population information to the treatment areas and a similar method has been
proposed by Eckert et al. (2020) to harmonise the spatial units across time in the US.

3.4.4 Methods: within-city placement of people.

What measures of the distribution of people in a city capture the ease with which ag-
glomeration economies can take place? Tokyo is poly-centric and is considered a successful
city with a well-functioning subway system. Moscow is monocentric and is well-known for
its congestion forcing people to spend 1-2 hours to move within zone 1 to attend a work
meeting during weekdays. At the same time, there are other successful monocentric cities,
such as Paris. There are of course such important factors as transport systems that need
to be taken into account when comparing people’s distribution in cities. All cities have
different area, size and shape, all of which can matter for their productivity (Harari 2016).

Ideally, one could measure what it takes for firms to connect with each other, for people
to connect with jobs and for suppliers to connect with customers. As opposed to country-
level connectedness, where the trade and shipping costs are some of the key drivers of
the distributions of people in space, within a city, it is the commuting costs that come
to the forefront. Are there relevant measures of people’s placement that can proxy how
disconnected people and jobs are in a city?

Naturally, average local density (RPA) comes to mind from Part 3 De La Roca & Puga
(2017), but this time, within the city rather than within the country. When the popula-
tion is held constant, this measure discounts negative spatial correlation and rewards the
concentration of density, especially in one centre. When the city has primarily one large
cluster, the highest weight is assigned to the highest sum within the radius, so the RPA
score is higher.
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We illustrate this visually in Chapter 5. Figure 5.3 of Chapter 5 shows three schematic
cities with the same average density (5 people per square), and the same total population
(180 people)10. Cities 2 and 3 have the same within-square density and the same number
of dense and the same number of empty cells. However, City 2 has more clustering across
squares, which means more interaction with neighbours. This feature of City 2 will be
captured with a higher RPA measure. I also use a measure first proposed by Modi (2004)
and called personal population density (PPD), which highlights the difference between City
1 and 3.

Putting the above insights into mathematical language, I demonstrate two algebraic de-
compositions, one of the RPA measure, and the other of the PPD measure. The former is
based on the work of Henderson et al. (2019), and Chapter 5 of this Thesis and the latter
is based on the ongoing work by Henderson et al. (2020).

For the RPA agglomeration measure for city j, the decomposition is

RPAj =
∑
i

Aij
Pij
Pj

= ADj(1 + Cov(Aij , Pij)
ADjPDj

) (3.2)

where

ADj =
∑Nj
i Aij
Nj

; (3.3)

Aij =
∑
k∈S

Pkje
−αdik (3.4)

In equation 2, Aij is the measure over radius s of the discounted sum of neighbours’ cells’
populations and including own cell population. I use an s of about 6 km, limiting the
local radius so I can distinguish later the effects of citywide versus local density. RPAj
is the weighted average of the Aij , where weights are each grid squares share of the city
population. ADj is the simple average of the Aij across grid squares over the city (basically,

a spatial moving average of density in a city). While PDj =
∑N

i jPij
Nj

is a simple population
density of a city. RPAj can then be decomposed into the simple average, and 1 plus the
covariance of Aij and Pij , divided by their simple averages. The latter term captures the
degree to which population is allocated to grid squares with high measures of neighbours
(City 2), as opposed to either being uniformly spread (City 1) or being in grid squares
which are not clustered with others of high density (City 3). For personal population

10The definition and decomposition of personal population density is borrowed from on-going work by
Henderson et al. (2012, 2019). This is gratefully acknowledged.
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Evenness

Gini
Coeffi-
cient

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1

|xi−xj |
2N2x̄

Mean of all pairwise differ-
ences in population (xi) for
each spatial unit (grids i
and j) scaled by the mean
density of the city x̄

An index that varies
between 0 and 1, with 1
standing for all population
being in one grid cell; is in-
variant to total population
or density; is "blind" to the
values of the neighboring
units

Exposure

RPA and
PPD See equations 3.5 and 3.2 and descpription in text

A measure that has a real
interpretation: the number
of people a randomly drawn
person is exposed to within
a certain distance; depends
on total density

Concentration Index

Herfindahl-
Hirschman
Index
(HHI)

∑N
i=1 s

2
i

s2 is the share in total city
population in the spatial
unit i

Ranges between 1/N for
fully non-concentrated pop-
ulation and 1 for the pop-
ulation concentrated in one
cell

Centralization Index
Proportion
in the
Core

∑
i∈Core xi
P

A simple proportion of
people located at the cent-
ral part of the city

Ranges between 0 and 1; in-
variant to total population
or total density

Clustering Index

Moran’s I N
∑N

i=1
∑N

j=1 wij(xi−x̄)(xj−x̄)∑N

i=1(xi−x̄)

A spatial autocorrelation
index, where wij is an ar-
bitrary spatial weights mat-
rix that may discount spa-
tial units j as they move
further away form spatial
units i, W is the sum of all
weights, N is the count of
all spatial units and xi, xj
are deviations of the values
in each spatial unit i and j
from the city mean x̄

Spatial correlation index,
invariant to the average
density of the city; depend-
ing on the spatial weights
matrix, takes into account
the values of neighboring
cells; values range between
-1 and 1.

Table 3.1: A list of spatial indices
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density (PPD) the measure for city j, defined as:

PPDj =
Nj∑
i

PDij
Pij
Pj

= PDj(1 + V ar(Pij)
PD2

j

) = PDj(1 + CV (Pij)2) (3.5)

where CV is coefficient of variation; Nj is the number of grid squares in a city, and PDj is
defined as above. In some sense, personal population density is a limiting case of local pop-
ulation density, where the radius around each relevant grid-cell is 0km2 rather than 6km2.
PPDj can be decomposed into overall population density (PDj), a typical scale measure,
and one plus the coefficient of variation. The latter captures the degree of variation relat-
ive to the mean within the city and, thus the degree to which activity is concentrated in
particular cells. So Cities 2 and 3 have the same degree of variation and clustering, but
one that is higher than City 1 in Figure 5.3.

Note that the coefficient of variation has a long history, starting from Williamson (1965),
for use as a measure of regional income inequality within a country. Here I am using it as
a measure of economic density inequality within a city or settlement.

Massey & Denton (1988) provide an extensive overview of many other spatial concentra-
tion and clustering measures developed in the past 50-60 years and highlights the key
differences and uses of each11. When considering which measure to use it is important to
remember that they are merely proxies for different dimensions of the location of people (or
other agents) in space. Massey & Denton (1988) highlight five such dimensions: evenness,
exposure, concentration, centralization and clustering and several indices used to capture
each. The authors show that while most of these measures are correlated, each measure
that captures a separate dimension and adds information. In the table below I present
several indices that capture different aspects of concentration and have been commonly
used in the past. This is a by far not exhaustive list, with more measures analyzed in
the Massey & Denton (1988), but it gives an exposition of various dimensions which these
indices may take.

Moran’s I - the well-known index of spatial autocorrelation, has a similar flavour to RPAi
and PPDi: it measures the variation of a variable in the group of units near each other.
One can have a spatial weighting matrix that is identical to the one I use in the RPAj
that has weights decaying by distance within a 6 km radius. The key difference is that

11They do so with a purpose of measuring racial segregation, but most these measures can easily be used
when measuring how people locate in space in general, regardless of ethnicity. The same goes for the
coagglomeration indices, such as Ellison & Glaeser (1997), or Duranton & Overman (2005) that are
variants of the indices in Massey & Denton (1988), but the former indices are about industries rather
than different racial groups
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Moran’s I looks at variability alone, and does not incorporate the exposure of each unit to
nearby population. How many people one is exposed to is related to both how clustered
the population is, but also the overall sum of the population in a city. As a result, the
measure RPAj is not an index and has a real interpretation: how many people a randomly
drawn person is exposed to in a city. This measure is a function of Moran’s I, but it is also
a function of density and average exposure ADj .

Picking a measure should depend on three aspects: 1) which dimension the researcher
considers most important in their study 2) which measure ensures historical continuity
and comparability with other papers (for example, the Economics literature commonly
uses the HHI), and 3) which measure has desirable mathematical properties, for example,
for the measure of evenness, the population size invariance may be important and, at last,
4) a good index will have an intuitive interpretation. For the exercise in this paper, the
RPAj and PPDj were chosen due to their ease of interpretation and the decompositions
they generate, however, other measures may be desirable in other settings.

3.4.5 Results: how does economic density in Africa compare with the
rest of the world?

Cities on the African continent on average are no less dense than in the rest of the world,
however as I have shown, they are associated with lower productivity premium than cities
elsewhere. Many cities in Africa, for instance, Nairobi, Kampala and Dar-es-Salaam, are
characterized by large informal neighbourhoods, separated from very wealthy low-density
residential areas and commercial districts. The very centre of the city is not necessarily
the densest and there may be multiple commercial clusters that appear to be mixed with
patches of slums close to the centre. On average, the extreme density of some informal
and commercial areas create a high average density, however, the firms and workers may
still remain disconnected.

The reasons for this may be a lack of investment into transport systems and a dysfunctional
land market. Better transport links may make it easier for firms to cluster in the central
business district (CBD), because more labour force can reach them at a lower cost, and
they can have access to a larger labour pool. A better land market would allow firms
to replace the centrally located slums (or low-density residential areas) if these firms can
generate higher returns on the land that they occupy (Henderson, Regan & Venables 2018).

Does Landscan data combined with our measures support the idea that economic density
in Africa is lower than in other parts of the world, despite what is presumed to be high
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population density in urban Africa? I interpret lower economic density as implying that,
for the same overall ambient population density, there is less clustering of economic activity
within African cities, so that potentially RPAj and PPDc, are lower, and certainly that
the coefficient of variation and covariance terms in equations (2) and (3) would be lower.

I test this by comparing Africa to the whole world. To avoid and issue of large rural areas
merging into one agglomeration in India and China, I only focus on larger agglomerations
of density above 1,500 sq. km. Hence, I prefer the higher density thresholds for the urban
extents as well as a cross-check with the metropolitan areas listed in the official UN data.
The populations of all the listed UN metropolitan areas in the blob should sum to at least
800,000 in terms of UN-reported population. Once I have defined these areas, I then assign
to the agglomerations the Landscan population number obtained by summing over all grid
squares in the blob.

Given these criteria, I establish a set of 599 cities worldwide, with 451 in the developing
world. I ran regressions with the following dependent variables, in logs, as follows: personal
population density (PPD), simple population density (PD), the coefficient of variation
term in equation (2), the De La Roca-Puga agglomeration measure (RPA), or average
local density as, the simple average of the local agglomeration measure (AD), and the
covariance term in (3). For the RPA measure, I use a spatial discount rate of -0.5, as
compared to De La Roca & Puga (2017) who use no discounting. Henderson et al. (2013)
find that the optimal rate of discount for a particular and narrower context in Africa is
close to -0.5, as shown in Chapter 5.

My regression results are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, where the top panel of each table
gives the basic results controlling just for terrain ruggedness from Nunn & Puga (2012) and
will represent what the raw data tell us. The bottom panel additionally controls for GDP
per capita from the Penn World Tables (PWT 7.0), to see the extent to which differences
in levels of development explain the density patterns.

In the top panel of Table 3.2, the base case is the 148 large cities in developed coun-
tries. Relative to these, Sub-Saharan Africa cities have higher measures across the board,
including in particular the coefficient of variation and covariance terms, where they are
respectively 44 and 27 per cent higher. Moreover, terms for Africa are higher than the rest
of the developing world terms, including those for the coefficient of variation and covari-
ance terms. With no separation into workers and residents, I do not know if this involves
greater clustering of residences or workplaces or both; it is the ambient population as the
measure of economic density.
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Panel A: No GDP Control
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ln(PPD) Ln(Pop.
density) 1 + CV 2

Ln Puga
5km,
e0.5d

Ln Puga
5km,
e0.5d,
unweighted

1+Cov. Term

Sub-Saharan Africa 1.101∗∗∗ 0.662∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗ 0.930∗∗∗ 0.665∗∗∗ 0.265∗∗∗
(0.139) (0.101) (0.0778) (0.128) (0.0908) (0.0557)

Rest of the
Developing World 0.903∗∗∗ 0.564∗∗∗ 0.339∗∗∗ 0.792∗∗∗ 0.573∗∗∗ 0.219∗∗∗

(0.110) (0.0885) (0.0457) (0.111) (0.0724) (0.0425)

Ln(Ruggedness) 0.0938∗∗∗ 0.0535∗∗∗ 0.0403∗∗ 0.0574∗∗∗ 0.0475∗∗∗ 0.00988
(0.0244) (0.0143) (0.0197) (0.0178) (0.0141) (0.00841)

Ln Pop Landscan,
thsnds 0.179∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗∗ 0.0152 0.291∗∗∗ 0.198∗∗∗ 0.0934∗∗∗

(0.0162) (0.0129) (0.0171) (0.0146) (0.0154) (0.0102)
Observations 602 602 602 602 602 602

Panel B: GDP Control
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ln(PPD) Ln(Pop.
density) 1 + CV 2

Ln Puga
5km,
e0.5d

Ln Puga
5km,
e0.5d,
unweighted

1+Cov. Term

Sub-Saharan Africa 0.541∗∗∗ 0.411∗∗∗ 0.130 0.441∗∗∗ 0.347∗∗∗ 0.0944
(0.183) (0.130) (0.149) (0.149) (0.119) (0.0797)

Rest of the
Developing World 0.618∗∗∗ 0.436∗∗∗ 0.182∗∗ 0.543∗∗∗ 0.410∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗∗

(0.106) (0.0868) (0.0832) (0.0960) (0.0712) (0.0458)

Ln(Ruggedness) 0.0991∗∗∗ 0.0565∗∗∗ 0.0426∗∗ 0.0625∗∗∗ 0.0513∗∗∗ 0.0111
(0.0236) (0.0151) (0.0182) (0.0179) (0.0148) (0.00780)

Ln GDP per capita -0.180∗∗∗ -0.0794∗∗ -0.100∗∗ -0.156∗∗∗ -0.101∗∗∗ -0.0552∗∗
(0.0495) (0.0346) (0.0449) (0.0386) (0.0325) (0.0216)

Ln Pop Landscan,
thsnds 0.168∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗ 0.00974 0.282∗∗∗ 0.191∗∗∗ 0.0903∗∗∗

(0.0158) (0.0123) (0.0165) (0.0150) (0.0150) (0.0104)
Observations 599 599 599 599 599 599

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; errors are clustered by country. Asterisks indicate
p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗).

Table 3.2: Comparing within-city distributions of population in Africa with the developed
countries using Landscan data
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The bottom panel adds a control for ln GDPpc. This reduces the Africa terms making them
smaller absolutely and relative to the rest of the developing world. Now the differentials
on the coefficient of variation and covariance terms are insignificant.

In summary, in the raw data Sub-Saharan African cities have higher coefficients on the
coefficient of variation and covariance terms, which contradicts the initial presumption.
Moreover, greater clustering seems to be negatively related to GDPpc, with developed
countries having the lowest degree of clustering, perhaps where sprawling car-dependent
cities in the US come to mind.

In terms of just developing countries, Table 3.3, shows that relative to Asia, the outlier with
lower clustering is Latin America even controlling for income. Sub-Saharan Africa, as well
as North Africa and the Middle East, have similar measures of density and clustering as
Asia. Overall, compared to the rest of the developing world, Sub-Saharan Africa cities have
(not controlling for GDP per capita) higher average densities of people, but no different
degree of economic density as measured by PPD, a higher measure of RPA and no different
degree of clustering. Controlling for income, Sub-Saharan Africa cities are similar to others
in the developing world in all measures.

These results demand further study. Why do we see that Sub-Saharan Africa is not different
to Asia in terms of spatial correlation and African cities are even denser? One reason could
be that in the absence of modern transport connections, the density of people compensates,
however it is a puzzle why the clustering measures are no different to Asia. Alternatively,
the Landscan data may not be consistent across continents and a lot more precise in Asia,
yielding unexpected results. Ideally, we would have a dataset with precise transport costs.
It would be also revealing if we had worker’s density and ran the same regressions. Possibly
machine-learning techniques identifying commercial buildings with high-resolution satellite
images and combined with firm surveys can help us get closer to answering these questions.
Another reason might be that our threshold based on Landscan population data is incorrect
and is too low for some cities outside of the Sub-Saharan Africa region. Or, the 1kmˆ2
scale is still too coarse to capture the economically relevant clustering. Future work should
include tests of this exercise using both other more detailed input data.

Nevertheless, there may be a weak link between the spatial correlation of population (or
worker) density and the economic performance of African cities. It is also key that the
where people are in cities should be studied in conjunction with the transport network,
and the measures we currently have are imperfect12.

12An alternative explanation can be found in Henderson et al. (2020), where the authors develop a country-
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Panel A: No GDP Control
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ln(PPD) Ln(Pop.
density)

1+CV2

term

Ln Puga
5km,
e0.5d

Ln Puga
5km,
e0.5d,
unweighted

1+Cov. Term

Sub-Saharan Africa 0.0854 0.137∗∗∗ -0.0520 0.137∗ 0.145∗∗∗ -0.00869
(0.104) (0.0522) (0.0764) (0.0693) (0.0477) (0.0422)

Latin America -0.211∗∗ 0.0638 -0.274∗∗∗ -0.0240 0.0768 -0.101∗∗∗
(0.0918) (0.0505) (0.0834) (0.0653) (0.0609) (0.0350)

North Africa 0.214 0.127 0.0873 0.111 -0.00544 0.117∗
(0.220) (0.175) (0.115) (0.208) (0.202) (0.0684)

Ln(Ruggedness) 0.0796∗∗∗ 0.0409∗∗ 0.0387∗ 0.0400∗∗ 0.0402∗∗ -0.000219
(0.0272) (0.0163) (0.0218) (0.0192) (0.0164) (0.00796)

Ln Pop Landscan,
thsnds 0.152∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗ -0.00331 0.287∗∗∗ 0.199∗∗∗ 0.0873∗∗∗

(0.0240) (0.0173) (0.0250) (0.0194) (0.0196) (0.0144)
Observations 454 454 454 454 454 454

Panel B: GDP Control
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ln(PPD) Ln(Pop.
density)

1+CV2

term

Ln Puga
5km,
e0.5d

Ln Puga
5km, e0.5d,
unweighted

1+Cov. Term

Sub-Saharan Africa -0.0444 0.0712 -0.116 -0.00812 0.0375 -0.0456
(0.132) (0.0645) (0.112) (0.0792) (0.0580) (0.0590)

Latin America -0.118 0.114∗ -0.232∗∗ 0.0811 0.158∗∗ -0.0764∗∗
(0.103) (0.0614) (0.0901) (0.0772) (0.0662) (0.0344)

North Africa 0.178 0.108 0.0696 0.0708 -0.0359 0.107
(0.202) (0.165) (0.112) (0.187) (0.186) (0.0689)

Ln(Ruggedness) 0.0843∗∗∗ 0.0442∗∗∗ 0.0401∗ 0.0457∗∗ 0.0450∗∗∗ 0.000649
(0.0269) (0.0167) (0.0207) (0.0197) (0.0170) (0.00780)

Ln GDP per capita -0.115∗∗ -0.0595 -0.0555 -0.129∗∗∗ -0.0967∗∗ -0.0320
(0.0551) (0.0407) (0.0572) (0.0443) (0.0388) (0.0252)

Ln Pop Landscan,
thsnds 0.151∗∗∗ 0.154∗∗∗ -0.00345 0.285∗∗∗ 0.198∗∗∗ 0.0871∗∗∗

(0.0238) (0.0169) (0.0249) (0.0183) (0.0191) (0.0140)
Observations 451 451 451 451 451 451

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; errors are clustered by country. Asterisks indicate
p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗).

Table 3.3: Comparing within-city distributions of population in Africa with the developing
countries using Landscan data
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3.5 Conclusion

This paper has presented, described and developed spatial methods and new data for meas-
uring the distribution of people across space. I focused both on measuring people across
cities and within cities and proposed, elaborated on and tested measures, such as local
population density, personal population density that can capture the spatial dimension of
where people are relative to one another in an economically meaningful way.

A few interesting questions emerged from the analysis. The cross-city study demonstrated
that many countries in Eastern Europe are losing people, but only some are losing local
density. How detrimental is the loss of local population density for the country’s agglom-
eration benefits, such as innovation, preservation of supply chains, local producers? What
share of the population should have been experiencing local losses in population for the
country to have political tensions? What is the optimal distribution of density within a
country?

The within-city study has shown some surprising findings: African cities are denser than
the rest of the developing countries, and not less cohesive, despite what I expected. This
poses a question. Can we capture the “efficiency of agglomeration” in a city using gridded
population data, or one must resort to other data, such as transport networks and aver-
age commuting times? The latter data is still difficult to find, although some impressive
advances were made using Google maps (Akbar et al. 2018)

This study also showed a need for more ground-truthing and understanding the issues
with the gridded population, built cover and satellite data. Often even the raw inputs
differ across countries for the same dataset, and the data should not only be chosen for
its accuracy, but also the consistency of methodology. Comparing and contrasting the
novel spatial datasets with the traditional survey and economic census data would be a
contribution to the field of economic geography. See Jean et al. (2016) for the first push
in this direction.

Nonetheless, I advocate the use of new gridded data, as it helps us to see space in new,
more nuanced ways. The gridded data based on satellites has the benefit of being more

widemeasure of population density controlling for a much wider set of land quality characteristics and find
the negative correlation between GDP per capita and the adjusted population density. Therefore, many
Sub-Saharan African countries see their countrywide population density as too high given the natural
fundamentals, rather than too low. They further show that across countries it is not the density per se
that determined the economic outcomes, but the high density and lower GDP happen to co-exist due to
the timing of development: the health improvements preceded economic improvements in the developing
countries. This lead to higher density to coexist with lower GDP per capita
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consistent and comparable across space, allowing the traditional city models and theories
of geography can be tested and calibrated. These data also allow researchers not only to
use the data in the USA (where the most detailed data are available) but also in other
parts of the world, where the answers are most needed.
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3.A Appendix A. Additional tables and figures

Notes: The raw gridded population is from the GHSL by European Commission, Columbia University
and authors’ calculations. Figures are based on people’s place of residence in 2014. Localised population
density (RPA) is a measure of the number of people living within 5 km of a person, discounted by distance.

Figure 3.A1: Changes in local population density for Eastern Europe and CIS countries.
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Figure 3.A2: Summary of gridded population datasets.

3.B Appendix B. Calculating metropolitan areas for the world

In Section 3.4.5, I create polygons for cities with a population above 800,000. These metro-
politan areas are defined by the following criteria: first, each grid cell in the metropolitan
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area must have an average density of 1,500 people per sq. km. or more; second, each
polygon must contain at least one metropolitan area of above 300,000 people as defined
by the UN (2015); third, the sum of the UN metropolitan area or areas within our poly-
gon must be at least 800,000 people. I use the intersection with the UN metropolitan
areas population data as it provides an external check on the Landscan data. One issue
appeared in India and China, in particular: large swathes of seemingly high-density rural
areas had been combined into gigantic urban areas, which were not urban areas in reality.
Presumably, this was occurring because Landscan is smearing people in these regions into
agricultural areas. Hence, the UN allowed me to sense check the data against reported
evidence. Applying our initial density-cutoffs to create contiguous polygons, leaves us with
a set of 13,638 metropolitan area polygons. After I overlay this with the coordinates of the
metropolitan areas above 300,000 in the 2015 UN data, I get 1,544 polygons which match,
and I therefore keep. Only 54 of the total 1,692 UN points above 300,000 did not match
with our polygons. In the case that several metropolitan areas fall into one polygon, the
UN population is summed up, and the name of the largest metropolitan area is kept. Once
I apply the total population threshold of above 800,000, I am finally left with a set of 599
cities worldwide, with 451 in the developing world.
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Chapter 4

Planning ahead for better neighbor-
hoods: evidence from Tanzania

4.1 Introduction

Africa’s cities are growing rapidly. With its expanding population (United Nations 2015)
and rising urbanization rate (Freire et al. 2014), we expect that almost a billion people
will join the continent’s cities by 2050. But many of these cities, especially in Sub-Saharan
Africa, already face problems of poor infrastructure and low quality housing (Henderson
et al. 2016 and Castells-Quintana 2017). According to UN Habitat (2012), as many as
62% of this region’s urban dwellers live in slums, whose population was expected to double
within 15 years. The poor living conditions in those slums have important consequences
for residents’ lives (Marx et al. 2013).

There are various policy options for addressing the immense challenges posed by African
urbanization. One option, which is often the default, is to allow neighborhoods to develop
organically without much planning or infrastructure. At the other end of the spectrum,
a second option is for the state to not only plan but actually build public housing. This
is expensive, but has been done for example in South Africa (Franklin 2020). Between
these two alternatives lies a third option of laying out basic infrastructure on the fringes
of cities, and allowing people to build their own homes, an option advocated by Romer
(2012) and Angel (2012). A fourth option is to improve infrastructure in areas where low
quality housing develops.

Understanding the implications of these options is important for current policy discussions.
For example, there are debates about the respective merits of upgrading and starting
anew (e.g. Duranton and Venables 2020). But we know relatively little about these
options’ implications for private investments and the survival of infrastructure, or about
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their distributional consequences. One of the main contributions of this paper is to shed
light on these issues. To do so, we study the long run development of neighborhoods, which
were part of the "Sites and Services" projects (described below).1 These took place not
only in Tanzania’s biggest city, Dar es Salaam, but also in six of its secondary cities.2

Our paper focuses on the long run consequences of the third option discussed above (de
novo) compared to the first (default) option of unregulated development. We study de novo
neighborhoods, which were developed in greenfield areas on what were then the fringes of
Tanzanian cities. The developments included the delineation of formal residential plots
and the provision of basic infrastructure, consisting primarily of roads and water mains.
People were then offered an opportunity to build homes on these plots in exchange for a
fee. To provide a counterfactual, we use nearby control areas that were also greenfields
before the Sites and Services projects began. We also provide descriptive evidence on the
fourth approach discussed above by studying upgrading areas, which received infrastructure
investments similar to the de novo areas, but only after people had built low quality
housing.3 We compare these upgrading areas to nearby areas and also, for Dar es Salaam
only, to slums that were not upgraded.

We investigate how different neighborhoods developed over more than three decades, and
we ask a number of questions. First, do de novo investments solve coordination failures
and facilitate neighborhood development in the long run? Second, how do they shape
private housing investments and the survival of public infrastructure? And finally, what
characterizes the sorting of owners and residents across neighborhoods, and to what extent
can owners’ sorting account for the differences in outcomes across neighborhoods?

Concretely, we study Sites and Services projects, which were co-funded by the World Bank
and the Tanzanian government, and were similar to projects carried out in other countries.
In Tanzania they were implemented in two rounds: one began in the 1970s and the other
in the early 1980s. Altogether, 12 de novo neighborhoods and 12 upgrading neighborhoods

1Throughout the paper we refer interchangeably to: "areas" and to the "neighborhoods" that develop in
them; houses and housing units; and squatter settlements and slums. Finally, we refer to "owners" as those
with de-facto rights to reside in a house or rent it out. Legally, even formal ownership consists of a long
and renewable lease from the state.

2This is important because Africa’s secondary cities are relatively understudied, despite being home to
the majority of its urban population. See for example Brinkhoff (2017), Agence Française de Développe-
ment (2011), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (2012), and Tanzania National Bureau
of Statistics (2011).

3Unlike de novo areas, however, upgrading areas did not receive formal plots.
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were developed in Dar es Salaam, Iringa, Morogoro, Mbeya, Mwanza, Tabora, and Tanga.
(World Bank 1974a,b, 1977a,b, 1984, and 1987).4

To study the consequences of de novo investments, we combine high resolution spatial im-
agery on all seven cities and building-level survey data on three of the cities with historical
imagery and maps. We analyze these data using a spatial regression discontinuity (RD)
design. We find that in de novo areas, houses are larger and more densely and regularly
laid out, are better connected to electricity, and (in some specifications) also have better
sanitation. A "family of outcomes" index and a hedonic measure of house values show
that de novo areas have higher quality housing. These results, which are robust to the
inclusion of various controls and robustness checks, demonstrate the crowding-in of private
investment in response to the public de novo infrastructure investments. We also find that
de novo areas have better access to roads and water mains, reflecting the persistence of
the Sites and Services infrastructure investments over several decades.

To shed light on the mechanisms that underlie our findings, we develop a simple model of
owners’ investment decisions, which features complementarity between public and private
investments. In de novo neighborhoods, where a sufficient fraction of owners can invest in
housing quality, infrastructure investment crowds in private investment in housing quality,
which in turn preserves infrastructure quality. This virtuous feedback, however, does
not occur in upgrading areas, both because the existing stock of (low quality) housing
disincentivizes wholesale reconstruction of housing, and because owners’ credit constraints
prevent them from investing sufficiently, and as a result infrastructure deteriorates. At the
same time, in control areas the infrastructure investments are lower, so no high quality
housing is built.

The model helps us interpret our empirical findings in two important ways. First, it
allows us to separate the roles of owners’ different credit constraints from the effect of
infrastructure investments, when comparing de novo and control areas. In practice, we
find that adding owner fixed effects reduces the quality differences between de novo and
control areas by up to one-third, but these differences remain large and precisely estimated.
Second, the model allows us to infer land value differences across neighborhoods from
differences in housing quality. Our calculations suggest that the local gains in land value
from de novo were, at least in Dar es Salaam, no less than $75-100 per square meter of
plot (in 2017 prices). These gains far exceed the costs of the project, which amounted to
no more than $8-13.
4Until recent years the government maintained sole authority for creating new formal plots in Tanzania, so
we cannot study the long run consequences of privately provided plots.
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In our empirical analysis we also use census micro data to characterize the sorting of
residents across neighborhoods. We find that as of 2012, de novo neighborhoods attracted
better educated residents, who likely had higher incomes to pay for better amenities. The
sorting on education across neighborhoods is, however, only partial: about 45 percent of
the adults in de novo areas had no more than a primary school education. Furthermore,
even less educated people who initially owned de novo plots and eventually sold them likely
gained from some of the land value appreciation.5

In contrast to our findings on de novo areas and in line with our model, our descriptive
analysis of upgrading areas suggests that their housing quality is either similar to that of
nearby areas or non-upgraded slums, or in some cases even worse. Our findings also suggest
that upgrading areas do not enjoy better access to water mains or roads than the control
areas, so the Sites and Services investments in these areas likely deteriorated. These results
should be interpreted cautiously, however, since it is harder to find a clean counterfactual
for upgrading areas (which were populated to begin with) than for de novo areas.

The economic evaluation of de novo Sites and Services areas is thus the focal point of our
paper. Previous studies of Sites and Services around the world include surveys (e.g. La-
quian 1983) and critical discussions (e.g. Mayo and Gross 1987 and Buckley and Kalarickal
2006). In the Tanzanian context, there are descriptive studies of Sites and Services in Dar
es Salaam (Kironde 1991 and 1992 and Owens 2012). Other work on Dar es Salaam stud-
ies different interventions, including the short-term impact of more recent slum upgrading
projects on health, schooling, and income (Coville and Su 2014); descriptive analyses of a
more recent episode of serviced plot provision, known as the "20,000 plots" project, which
suggests sizeable short-run gains in land values (Tiba et al. 2005 and Kironde 2015); and
willingness to pay for land titling in poor neighborhoods (Ali et al. 2016 and Manara and
Regan 2019). But as far as we are aware, ours is the first long run econometric evaluation
of de novo Sites and Services areas.

Our study is related to research on the role of coordinating land institutions (Libecap
and Lueck 2011) - in our case formal plots - in underpinning economic development. It is
also related to studies of housing externalities in cities (Hornbeck and Keniston 2017 and
Rossi-Hansberg et al. 2010). Another recent and related paper - on Indonesia rather than
Tanzania - is Harari and Wong (2017). They, like us, find that upgraded slums do not
perform well economically in the long run. Our paper, however, differs from theirs since
we focus on de novo neighborhoods, which are not part of the context they study.
5As we discuss below, a few years after Sites and Services were implemented, most of the residents in de
novo neighborhoods in Dar es Salaam were still those targeted by the policy, many of whom were poor.
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Our paper is also related to the literature on the economics of African cities (Freire et al.
2014). Like Gollin et al. (2016) we study not only the largest African cities (such as Dar es
Salaam in Tanzania), but also secondary cities. Our contribution to this literature comes
from studying these cities at a fine spatial scale, examining individual neighborhoods and
buildings, using a combination of very high resolution daylight satellite images, building-
level survey data, and precisely georeferenced census data.

A few recent papers study outcomes not only across African cities but within them (see
for example Henderson et al. 2016). Our study differs not only in our focus on secondary
African cities, but also in the longer time horizon we cover. We use historical satellite
images and highly detailed maps going back over 50 years, which allow us to evaluate
long run changes on historically undeveloped land in response to specific infrastructure
investments. By combining these with data on individuals, we also provide more evidence
about the sorting across neighborhoods.

Also related to our paper is a broader literature on the economics of slums (e.g. Castells-
Quintana 2017 and Marx et al. 2019). Our contribution to this literature is to illustrate
conditions under which housing of better quality forms and persists, and the limitations
of upgrading existing slums. Poor neighborhoods have also been studied in other settings,
especially in Latin America and South Asia. For example, Field (2005) and Galiani and
Schargrodsky (2010) find that providing more secure property rights to slum dwellers in
Latin America increases their investments in residential quality.6 Our paper differs in
its setting (Tanzania is considerably poorer than Latin America) and its focus on early
infrastructure provision.

While our paper’s focus is on new neighborhoods rather than new cities, it is also related
to Romer (2010), who investigates the potential for new Charter Cities as pathways for
urban development in poor countries. Our work is also related to the position advocated by
Shlomo Angel, that Sites and Services may be a relevant model for residential development
in some circumstances.7

Methodologically, we contribute to the nascent literature using very high resolution daylight
images (e.g. Jean et al. 2016). Like Marx et al. (2019) we study roof quality as a
measure of residential quality. Our measure of quality differs, however; instead of measuring
luminosity, we assess whether roofs are painted, since paint protects the roofs from rust.

6In another paper, Galiani et al. (2013) study an intervention that provides pre-fabricated homes costing
around US$1,000 each in Latin America, but come without any infrastructure.

7See for example this interview with Angel, which discusses this idea:
http://www.smartcitiesdive.com/ex/sustainablecitiescollective/conversation-dr-shlomo-angel/216636/
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We also use the imagery data to develop a set of measures of residential quality, including
building size, access to roads, and a measure of regularity of neighborhood layout, which
we combine with survey data on building quality.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the institutional
background and data we use; Section 3 presents the research design and our empirical
findings; Section 4 contains a model of investments in infrastructure and housing in different
neighborhoods; and Section 5 concludes.

4.2 Institutional background and data

4.2.1 Institutional background

What were Sites and Services projects?

This paper studies the long term consequences of ambitious projects that were designed to
improve the quality of residential neighborhoods in Tanzania. These projects, called “Sites
and Services”, formed an important part of the World Bank’s urban development strategy
during the 1970s and 1980s. Sites and Services projects were implemented not only in
Tanzania, but also in other countries such as Senegal, Jamaica, Zambia, El Salvador, Peru,
Thailand, and Brazil (Cohen et al. 1983). Of the World Bank’s total Shelter Lending of
$4.4 billion (2001 US$) from 1972-1986, Sites and Services accounted for almost 50 percent,
and separate slum upgrading accounted for over 20 percent.

In Tanzania, Sites and Services were implemented in two rounds – the first began in the
1970s (World Bank 1974b and 1984) and the second in the 1980s (World Bank 1977b and
1987). These projects were co-financed by the World Bank and the Tanzanian government
(World Bank 1974a and 1977a).

Sites and Services projects in Tanzania fell into two broad classes. The first involved de
novo development of previously unpopulated areas. The second involved upgrading of
pre-existing squatter settlements (sometimes referred to as “slum upgrading”). In total
across both rounds, the program laid the groundwork for 12 de novo neighborhoods and
12 upgrading neighborhoods spread across seven cities (World Bank 1974b, 1977b, 1984,
and 1987).

The overall cost of the Sites and Services projects in Tanzania was approximately $130 mil-
lion (in US$2017), of which $83 million were direct costs, covering for infrastructure, land
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compensation, equipment and consultancy (World Bank 1974b, 1977b, 1984 and 1987).8

The direct costs per square meter in the first round in de novo ($2.20) and upgrading
($2.37) were similar (World Bank 1974b, 1977b, 1984 and 1987). To compare these costs
to present-day land values (see below), we focus on costs per square meter of plot, exclud-
ing public areas. As we explain in the Data Appendix, we estimate that the direct costs
per square meter of plot were no more than $8, and the total costs were no more than $13
per square meter.

What were the treatment and counterfactual?

Our main empirical analysis compares de novo (our main treatment) to nearby control
areas (our counterfactual). As we explain in Section 3, we implement a spatial regression
discontinuity design, focusing on the difference in outcomes close to the boundary of de
novo areas and adjacent control areas, which were (like de novo) unbuilt before the Sites
and Services projects began. In Section 3 we also discuss and address potential threats to
our identification strategy. Here we explain why we focus on the comparison between de
novo and control areas and what we learn from it.

De novo areas received roads, which were mostly unpaved, and water mains, as well as
formal plots.9 The combination of these three infrastructure elements (formal plots, roads,
and water mains) constitutes the main treatment for de novo areas.10 Roads reduce travel
costs for both work and leisure for residents, customers and visitors. Water mains may
improve the quality and reliability of water consumed, and reduce the transaction costs
of purchasing water (e.g. from water trucks). They may also improve the residents’
health and help them grow food. Formal plots reduce the risk of full expropriation, and
of infringements onto parts of owners’ plots and public spaces (such as roads and areas
required to maintain water mains). They may also reduce conflicts over ownership, and
the need to engage in costly defensive actions (such as building fences or walls). Moreover,
the formal and regular plots may mitigate coordination problems, lead to easier access
and better use of space, and make plots more easily tradeable, increasing the incentives to

8The remainder of the costs covered a loan scheme and community buildings.
9Formal plots are delineations of land, which meet local surveying and town planning standards. They
increase tenure security, and are a prerequisite in any application for a Certificate of Right of Occupancy
(the highest land tenure document in Tanzania).

10Upgrading areas also received roads and water mains, but no formal plots. The Data Appendix contains
more information about the precise timing and more details the investments cost breakdown. The second
round investments were generally lower - in some cases they may have excluded water mains, and for one
of the de novo areas (the one in Tanga), we have some uncertainty as to the extent of infrastructure that
was actually provided (World Bank 1987). Most of the de novo plots were, however, laid out in the first
round.
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invest in them. Long-term gains in land values from a regular grid of plots (compared to
a decentralized and irregular system) have been documented in the US context (Libecap
and Lueck 2011).11

In addition to the main treatment components, both de novo and upgrading areas received
a small number of public buildings, which were designated as schools, health clinics, and
markets.12 While these could have had an impact, we think that they matter less than
the plots, the roads and the water mains. First, the total cost of the public buildings
was lower than either the roads or the water mains; and second, even if Sites and Ser-
vices areas received more buildings than other areas (which we don’t know), there is no
evidence that access to them ends discontinuously at the project boundaries. In addition
to the infrastructure investments, some Sites and Services residents were offered loans,
which were not fully repaid. We think of these loans as relaxing some owners’ budget
constraints, and below we explain our strategy for studying the implications of differences
across neighborhoods in owners’ credit constraints.

As we discuss in more detail in the Data Appendix, control areas appear to have received
significantly less infrastructure investments, although our data do suggest that they have
some roads and connections to water mains.

For upgrading areas we do not have a clean counterfactual, because those areas were built
on by squatters before Sites and Services began. Thus any present-day differences between
them and other areas may reflect a combination of preexisting differences and the treatment
effect of upgrading. In Section 3 we explain what we can nevertheless learn about those
areas, at least descriptively, by comparing them to nearby areas or to other preexisting
squatted areas that were not treated by Sites and Services.

How were treatment areas selected?

While our regression discontinuity design helps to mitigate concerns about selection of
areas, it is nonetheless important to explain how the locations of the treatment and control
areas were selected. For de novo neighborhoods, the planners intended to purchase mostly
empty (greenfield) land parcels measuring at least 50 hectares each, although in practice
this criterion appears to have been met only for seven of the twelve de novo areas. The
planners also sought land suitable for construction (e.g. with natural drainage) with access
to off-site water mains, trunk roads, and employment opportunities. For upgrading the

11Hornbeck and Keniston (2017) similarly emphasize that starting afresh can lead to higher local land
values in an urban setting.

12The first round buildings public buildings were also surrounded by street lighting
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planners looked for squatter settlements that were large, well-defined, hazard-safe, and
suitable for infrastructure investments (World Bank 1974a, 1977b). In most but not all
cities, de novo and upgrading areas were adjacent to each other. We discuss our selection
of the control areas in more detail below. All the areas are depicted in Figure A1.

Who took part in the program?

Another important aspect of the Sites and Services projects was the characteristics of
the population they targeted. The planners had intended for the plots to be allocated
following a point system, which prioritized applicants who met certain criteria. Different
sources do not agree precisely on the criteria used, although it seems that a preference was
given to the poor – but not the poorest – urban residents (World Bank 1974 and World
Bank 1977). Laquian (1983) explains that the de novo projects in Tanzania were intended
for income groups between the 20th and 60th income percentile of a country. In similar
vein, Kironde (1991) argues that eligibility for de novo sites in Dar es Salaam excluded
the poorest and richest households, but targeted an intermediate range of earners which
covered over 60% of all urban households. It seems that the opportunity to purchase de
novo plots was initially given to low income households, including those displaced from
upgrading areas, presumably as a result of building new infrastructure (World Bank 1984
and Kironde 1991).13

There is some disagreement as to how this process was implemented in practice. One
report (World Bank 1984) argues that there were irregularities in this process, which
allowed some richer households to sort into de novo neighborhoods. But in discussing the
de novo sites in Dar es Salaam in the late 1980s, Kironde (1991) argues that most plots
were awarded to the targeted income groups, and as of the late 1980s: "The majority of
the occupants (57.9 percent) are still the original inhabitants but there are many ‘new’
ones who were either given plots after the original awardees had failed to develop them,
or who were given ‘created’ plots. A few, however, obtained plots through purchase or
bequeathment". Taken together, the evidence suggests that de novo locations attracted
some households with modest means, but gradually also richer ones. As our model below
illustrates, this type of sorting would likely have occurred even if the project had been
administered flawlessly.

13The planners had intended for the plots to be allocated following a point system, which prioritized
applicants who met certain criteria. But different sources (e.g. World Bank 1974, World Bank 1977, and
Kironde 1991) differ in their accounts of what these precise criteria were.
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How relevant are Sites and Services today?

The difficulty of recouping Sites and Services costs, and criticism that they excluded the
poorest urban population, appear to have motivated a shift away from them during the
1980s (World Bank 1987, Mayo and Gross 1987, and Buckley and Kalarickal 2006). As
a result, the share of Sites and Services (including slum upgrading) in the World Bank’s
Shelter Lending fell from around 70% from 1972-1986 to around 15% from 1987-2005
(Buckley and Kalarickal 2006).

Nevertheless, Sites and Services projects deserve renewed attention for several reasons.
First, as mentioned above, Africa’s urban population is growing rapidly, and adding pres-
sure to its congested cities. Second, Africa’s GDP per capita has grown in recent decades,
so more Africans can now afford better housing, and an important question is how to
deliver this. Alternative solutions, such as government provision of public housing, are
considerably more expensive than a de novo approach of the type we study.14 Third, cost
recoupment and administration have since improved through increased use of digital re-
cord keeping, as evidenced by the Tanzanian Strategic Cities Project (TSCP - World Bank
2013).15 For example, the "20,000 Plots" project, a de novo program implemented in Tan-
zania in the early 2000s appears to have reduced the cost per plot by about half compared
to the historical Sites and Services projects, even though the new plots were bigger (Tiba
et al. 2005). Finally, land on the fringes of Tanzanian cities remains inexpensive (Tanzania
Ministry of Lands 2012), so there are still opportunities for more de novo developments.16

To shed light on the motivations of urban planners in considering de novo projects, we turn
to the above-mentioned "20,000 Plots" project. Among the concerns that lay in the back-
ground to this program were the ongoing expansion of unplanned squatter areas, which
suffer from poor waste management, an inadequate supply of urban services and infrastruc-
ture, and transportation problems. These unplanned areas also hamper the government’s
ability to collect tax revenues (Tiba et al. 2005). It is in this context that the “20,000
Plots” project aimed to alleviate the shortage of surveyed and serviced plots and to reduce
the rapid increase of informal settlements, as well as to restrict land speculation and cor-

14According to correspondence with Simon Franklin, from the experience of housing programs in cities such
as Addis-Ababa, four room apartments (with a bathroom) in five-story buildings entail construction cost
of around $10,000, plus a further $3,000-4,000 for infrastructure and administration. This figure excludes
land costs.

15The TSCP was approved by the World Bank in May 2010 (see
http://projects.worldbank.org/P111153/tanzania-strategic-cities-project?lang=en).

16Even cheap land on the city fringes is likely to have some residents, however, and ensuring that de novo
programs treat them inclusively is an important issue, which we revisit in the conclusions.
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ruption (Tiba et al. 2005). At the same time, distributional concerns regarding de novo
projects remain relevant (Kironde 2015), and we revisit those in Section 5.

4.2.2 Data description

This section outlines how we construct the datasets that we use in our empirical analysis,
leaving further details to the Data Appendix. First, we explain how we measure the
treatment and control areas. Second, we explain our choice of units of analysis. Third,
we explain how we construct the variables that we use in our analysis. Lastly, we discuss
summary statistics for key outcomes.

How do we measure treatment and control areas?

For five of the seven Sites and Services cities (Dar es Salaam, Iringa, Tabora, Tanga, and
Morogoro) we have maps showing the program area boundaries (World Bank 1974a,b,
1977a,b, 1984, 1987). For the two remaining cities we use information from local experts
(for Mbeya) and other historical maps (for Mwanza), as we explain in the Data Appendix.
Tables A1 and A2 list all 24 areas (12 de novo and 12 upgrading) with some information
on the data we have on each.

Having defined the treated areas, we now explain how we construct our control areas. In
much of our analysis, we use all initially unbuilt (greenfield) land within 500 meters of
the boundary of de novo, as control areas.17 We exclude areas that were uninhabitable
(e.g. off the coast), built up, or designated for non-residential use prior to the start of
the Sites and Services projects. In order to infer what had been previously built up, we
use historical maps and imagery collected as close as possible to the start of the Sites
and Services project, and where possible before its start date, as discussed in the Data
Appendix.18

To construct control areas for the upgrading areas we similarly use greenfield areas within
500 meters of upgrading; or alternatively 21 slums that were delineated in the 1979 Dar
es Salaam Masterplan (Marshall, Macklin, Monaghan Ltd. 1979) and were not upgraded
as part of Sites and Services. Comparisons across slums should be taken with caution,
since in accordance with the planners’ intention to target larger slums (see Section 2), the
upgraded slums covered an average area about four times larger than the control slums.
Both upgraded and non-upgraded slums, however, had similar initial population densities

17Note that throughout our paper the control areas always exclude de novo and upgrading areas.
18For some of the analysis we also study untreated areas further than 500 meters from the treatment areas,
in which case we again excluded areas that were built up before Sites and Services began.
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(195 people per hectare in the upgraded slums and 234 in non-upgraded slums in 1979).
Figure A1 shows the de novo, upgrading, and control areas in all seven cities.19

Our empirical approach described below assumes that both the de novo and the control
areas were unbuilt (greenfields) before the onset of Sites and Services. To provide evidence
that this was indeed the case, we use a subsample of the TSCP survey data, which provides
construction years for buildings in Mbeya and Mwanza (see Data Appendix). We report
results from using these data cautiously, since they involve a fairly small sample and a
variable (construction year), which is measured with noise, and only observed for surviving
houses. With these caveats in mind, we note that only about 0.5 percent of the housing
units in de novo areas and about 1.3 percent of the housing units in the nearby control
areas were built before the start of Sites and Services, suggesting that the control and de
novo areas were probably very sparsely populated.

How do we construct the units of analysis?

Our research design (discussed below) uses as its main units of analysis a grid of 50 x 50
meter "blocks", each of which is assigned to novo, upgrading, or control area depending on
where its centroid falls. This creates a fine partition of our study area, which allows us to
account for empty areas at the block level and within blocks. As we explain below, however,
data constraints compel us to conduct some of the analysis at the level of individual housing
units, or at the level of 2012 census enumeration areas (EAs) or subunits of EAs (Tanzania
National Bureau of Statistics, 2014, 2017).

What are the key variables we measure?

To study the quality of housing across all 24 Sites and Services locations we use high
resolution Worldview satellite images (DigitalGlobe 2016).20 We employed a company
(Ramani Geosystems) to trace out the building footprints from these data for six of the
seven cities. For the final city, Dar es Salaam, we used separate building outlines from a
freely available source – Dar Ramani Huria (2016). For all seven cities we then assembled
more information on outcomes and control variables, as we explain in the Data Appendix.
Here we describe some of the key variables.

For the purpose of measuring private housing quality using imagery data, we think of
slums as typically containing small and irregularly laid out buildings, made of low quality

19To keep the maps on a fixed and legible scale, we do not show the locations of the non-upgraded slums
in Dar es Salaam.

20The images’ resolution is 50 x 50 centimeters for greyscale, and a little coarser for color.
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materials and with poor access to roads. We therefore define as positive outcomes the
opposite of this image of slums: buildings with large footprints, which are regularly laid
out, and have good roofs and access to roads. We use three outcomes which we think of
as largely reflecting private complementary investments. First is the logarithm of build-
ing footprint size, derived directly from the processed imagery. Second, we use the color
satellite imagery to assess whether each roof is likely painted, and therefore less prone to
rust. Third, we calculate the orientation of each building using the main axis of the min-
imum bounding rectangle that contains it. We then calculate the difference in orientation
between each building and its nearest neighboring building, modulo 90 degrees, with more
similar orientations representing a more regular layout.21 Finally, we construct an indic-
ator for buildings that are within no more than 10 meters from the nearest road. Unlike
the three previous measures, we think of this measure of road access as largely representing
persistence of Sites and Services infrastructure investments.

While the imagery and the outcomes we derive from it have the advantage of broad cov-
erage, we complement them with detailed survey data on all the buildings in three of the
Sites and Services cities, Mbeya (in southwest Tanzania), Tanga (in northeast Tanzania),
and Mwanza (in northwest Tanzania). These data are derived from the TSCP survey,
which was conducted from 2010-2013 (World Bank 2010). We use these data to build a
more detailed picture of building quality in the areas we study. The TSCP data allow us
to identify outbuildings (e.g. sheds, garages, and animal pens), which are generally smal-
ler, and which we exclude from the analysis.22 This leaves us with a sample of buildings
that are used mostly for residential purposes, although a small fraction may also serve
commercial or public uses.

We use the TSCP survey data to measure the logarithm of building footprint, and create
indicators for buildings which have more than one story, good (durable) roof materials,
connection to electricity, and at least basic sanitation.23 These measures likely reflect
private investments, since they were not part of the Sites and Services investments. In
addition, we measure connection to water mains and having road access as largely reflecting
21When we regress the log hedonic price index (discussed below) on the three imagery measures using
a block-level regression, the coefficients on each of the three measures is positive and significant. This
provides further support for our use of these measures of housing quality. Where applicable we standardize
and pool the three quality measures together to construct a "family of outcomes" z-index (Kling et al.
2007; Banerjee et al. 2015).

22Outbuildings account for around 10-30% of buildings in the areas we consider, where the fraction varies
by city. Their mean size is typically around one third that of the average regular building size.

23In the de novo, upgrading, and control areas we classify as "basic sanitation" having either a septic tank
(30% of buildings) or sewerage connection (0.5% of buildings). Not having basic sanitation usually means
a pit latrine (67% of buildings) or "other" or none. As before, we construct a "family of outcomes" measure
based on non-missing observations for each variable.
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persistence of Sites and Services investments. The TSCP data also provide the full names
of owners of housing units, which we use as explained below.

We also use separate TSCP (World Bank 2013) valuation data for Arusha, a city where Sites
and Services were not implemented, to construct a hedonic measure of building quality, as
we explain in the Data Appendix.24 Another separate data source (Tanzanian Ministry of
Lands 2012) provides us information about land values in Dar es Salaam, although at a
coarser level.

In addition to these variables we construct geographic variables (distance to the nearest
shore; an indicator for rivers or streams; and a measure of ruggedness), and other variables,
which we use in our analysis below. All these are again explained in the Data Appendix.

We complement all these measures of the physical environment, with some data on people,
including indicators for owners (identified by their full name and the city), taken from the
TSCP survey, and population density and measures of schooling and literacy, which we
calculate from the 2002 and 2012 censuses at the level of enumeration areas. We sometimes
split enumeration areas to allocate them across treatment and control areas, as we explain
in the Data Appendix.

How do the different areas compare using raw data?

Table A3 summarizes information on the number of plots and the population density, as
of 2002, in de novo and upgrading areas, and their respective control areas. As the table
shows, de novo areas were more densely populated than nearby control areas. Upgrading
areas were very densely populated, and again denser than control areas near them. As
we shall see below, the higher density in upgrading areas did not correspond to more
multistory buildings, but in fact the opposite.

Figure A2 shows visual examples of parts of a de novo area, a control area near de novo,
and an upgrading area, all in the same district of Dar es Salaam. The differences between
the most orderly location (de novo) area and the least orderly one (upgrading) are visibly
clear, and the control area lies somewhere in between.

The impression that de novo areas have higher quality housing is corroborated in the
summary statistics table (Table A4). The imagery data shows that compared to the control
areas, de novo areas have buildings with larger footprints, a higher fraction of painted roofs,

24Our approach of using characteristics linearly in a hedonic regression follows Giglio et al. (2014). There
is also some evidence that in the case of housing, using the imputed hedonic values as dependent variables
does not lead to much bias in the inference (McMillen et al. 2010 and Diewert et al. 2015).
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more regularly laid out buildings, and better access to roads. The survey data shows that
de novo areas are also more likely to have multiple stories, good roof materials, connection
to electricity, basic sanitation, and connection to water mains, as well as a much higher
hedonic value. On almost all these measures, including the fraction of buildings with
multiple stories, upgrading areas look worse, and control areas are somewhere in between
de novo and upgrading. The log hedonic price differences suggest that on average, de novo
housing units are about 63 percent more valuable than those in control areas and about
92 percent more valuable than those in upgrading areas.

4.3 Research design and empirical findings

4.3.1 Research design

The differences in outcomes described in Table A4 suggest that housing quality in de novo
areas is considerably better than in control areas. The higher quality of housing in de novo
areas reflects both elements that Sites and Services invested in directly, such as roads and
water, and elements that it did not, such as electricity. But in order to study whether the
de novo investments did in fact crowd in private investments (and if so - how much), we
need to move beyond the descriptive statistics, as this section explains.

Our identification strategy compares de novo areas to nearby control areas, which (like de
novo areas) were largely empty before the onset of Sites and Services. In our main ana-
lysis, we follow Gelman and Imbens (2017), by implementing a semi-parametric regression
discontinuity design:

yi = β0 + β1Denovoi + β2Disti + β3Disti ×Denovoi + β4Nearest_Denovoi+

+β5Dist_CBDi + β6Controlsi + εi,
(4.1)

where yi measure various outcomes, as described in Section 2 and the Data Appendix;
Denovoi is the main regressor of interest, which indicates whether the centroid of i is
in de novo areas, where control areas are the omitted category; Disti is the distance in
kilometers to the boundary between de novo and control areas; Nearest_Denovoi is a
vector of fixed effects for the nearest de novo areas; Dist_CBDi measures the distance
in kilometers of unit i from the Central Business District (CBD) of the city in which it
is located; Controlsi is a vector of additional controls, which we discuss below; and εi

denotes the error term. The role of distance to the central business district is emphasized
in many urban economics models (see Duranton and Puga 2015 for an overview), and
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adding Nearest_Denovoi ensures that we only compare control areas to their nearest de
novo area. In our baseline specification, each observation is a 50 x 50 meter block, but
later on, as we explain, we also use housing units within buildings and enumeration areas
as units of analysis.

Our baseline analysis uses data from within 500 meters of the boundary between de novo
and control areas. Using this fixed distance allows us to analyze all our outcomes across
imagery and TSCP survey data (World Bank 2013) consistently. As we discuss further
below, 500 meters also turns out to be fairly close to the optimal bandwidth we find
for our key outcomes using the survey data. Finally, we also present below alternative
specifications using more - and less - data.

In our baseline estimates we cluster the standard errors on 850 x 850 meter blocks, following
the approach of Bester et al. (2011) and Bleakly and Lin (2012). The size of the blocks
on which we cluster reflects the size of the Sites and Services neighborhoods. The median
size of the 12 de novo neighborhoods was approximately 0.538 square kilometers, and the
median size of all 24 neighborhoods was around 0.718 square kilometers. This last figure
is just a little smaller than the area of a square whose sides are 850 meters, which we chose
as a conservative benchmark for clustering.25

Addressing threats to identification

Our identification strategy assumes that conditional on the controls in specifications (4.1),
the potential expected outcome functions are continuous at the discontinuity threshold.
Our spatial regression discontinuity approach is similar to Dell (2010), and much of our
analysis likewise applies a semi-parametric RD, which combines both controls, as in equa-
tion (4.1), and a focus on areas that are close to (within 500 meters of) the boundary of
de novo and control areas.26

One potential concern is that the areas selected for de novo differed in their "first nature"
location fundamentals. But in our setting the geographic distances are much smaller than in
most other settings, so we are less concerned with larger scale changes in geography, such as

25In earlier versions of this paper we also reported specifications using Conley (1999) standard errors
with a decay area equal to the size of the above-mentioned blocks, and the results were similar. To
mitigate concerns about the variation in neighborhood size, we also experimented with modifying our
baseline clustering blocks to treat each Sites and Services neighborhood as a separate clustering unit,
with the remainder of the cluster units based on the grid (cut where necessary by the Sites and Services
neighborhoods). Once again the estimated standard errors were quite similar.

26Since we have variation within several cities, we use functions of distance to the de novo boundary in our
main specification, and functions of longitude and latitude only in our robustness checks, as we discuss
below.
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climate or soil fertility. Further, in our empirical analysis, we report balancing tests, which
use specification (4.1) to compare the geographic variables as outcomes as we cross the
de novo - control boundary. Some of the geographic variables - the land’s ruggedness and
the presence of rivers or streams - may be endogenous to housing development. Therefore
below we report estimates both with and without the geographic controls.

Our identification strategy also assumes that both de novo and control areas were essen-
tially empty (greenfields) before the start of Sites and Services. As we discuss in the
Appendix, our classification of areas relies on historical aerial images and topographic
maps, which allow us to detect pre-existing buildings. And in Section 2 we provide sup-
port for this assumption using a subsample of buildings for which we have construction
dates.

Another relevant question is whether administrative boundaries correspond to some of
the de novo - control boundaries, leading to different municipal policies on either side
of the boundary. To address this question, we verified that in none of the cases do the
boundaries between any treatment areas and the control areas coincide with the ward or
district boundaries.27

A different type of concern is that there may be spillovers across neighborhoods.28 So, for
example, it is possible that proximity to de novo areas improves nearby control areas, or
that proximity to control areas worsens de novo areas; both would attenuate our estimates.
To mitigate this concern we report "doughnut RD" specifications, which exclude bands of
100 meters around the boundary between de novo and control areas. To mitigate a related
concern that upgrading areas may be affecting our estimates, we also report specifications,
which exclude all blocks within 100 meters of upgrading areas. In a similar vein, since the
TSCP data, but not the imagery data, cover entire cities, we also report specifications that
use wider control areas, rather than only those near de novo areas. In those cases we use
the same specification as in the baseline, but also report some results using second- and
third-order polynomials in distance to the boundary.29

A related concern is that Sites and Services may have reshaped cities, and even affected the

27The closest case is Mwanza in 2012, where one district (Nyamangana) cuts into less than a quarter of the
control area, while another (Ilemela) contains all of the treatment and most of the control area. However,
this boundary was only observed in the 2012 census and not in the 2002 census, so it is almost certainly
either unrelated to the Sites and Services project, or an indirect outcome of it. In the 2002 census, Ilemela
district fully contained the Mwanza treatment and control areas.

28See related discussions in (Turner et al. 2014), Hornbeck and Keniston (2017) and Redding and Sturm
(2016).

29The full city data also allow us to estimate regressions using an optimal bandwidth (Imbens and
Kalyanaraman 2012), which we also report.
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location of their CBD, and the distance to it. To address this concern we report robustness
checks, which use distances to historically central locations - mostly railway stations, as
discussed in Section 2 and the Data Appendix.

Did Sites and Services create or displace value?

Another question that we consider is whether Sites and Services created value or merely
displaced it. Like many studies of place-based policies, it is difficult for us to answer
this question definitively, since we do not have counterfactual cities of similar size, which
were untreated by Sites and Services. And even if such cities had existed, one might still
have worried about displacement of activity across cities. Nevertheless, our findings below
suggest that de novo areas are relatively regularly laid out, and preserve good access to
roads. It therefore seems likely that by solving coordination failures they created value
and not merely displaced it.30

Exploring mechanisms: sorting across neighborhoods and infrastructure per-
sistence

Our setting allows us to explore another important issue - the role of sorting of owners
across neighborhoods. As we discuss above, initial ownership criteria in de novo areas
excluded the poorest, and program loans may have further alleviated credit constraints for
some of these owners (as well as for some of the owners in upgrading areas). The model
characterizes sufficient conditions under which including owner fixed effects overcomes the
potential differences in credit constraints of owners who rent out multiple housing units.31

We note that renting is fairly common in our setting: as of 2007, renters accounted for
a small majority of Dar es Salaam’s residents, and over a third of the residents in other
urban areas; back in 1992, the share of renters was even higher (Komu 2013).

To shed light on the sorting across neighborhoods of residents, we also use census data to
characterize residents by measures of education, which are the best proxies we have for
lifetime earnings.

Our model also highlights the role of persistently better infrastructure in de novo neigh-

30As we also discuss below, our findings suggest that Sites and Services not only had positive effects on local
land values, they may also have generated positive spillovers on nearby areas, an issue that we revisit in
Section 3.

31To be precise, we consider a full name as different if it appears in more than one city. In practice this
does not seem to make much difference. Since this strategy uses variation within owners, it only employs
part of the data, so in this case we need to use control areas from the rest of the city to ensure sufficient
variation. We also acknowledge that some units may be owner-occupied, while others may be rented out,
but we cannot separate the two with our data.
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borhoods as a mechanism for crowding-in investments in housing quality. Empirically, we
estimate regressions of the same form of as equation (4.1), using measures of water con-
nection and access to roads as outcomes, since these closely relate to the investments made
in the Sites and Services projects.

Studying upgrading areas

Finally, we repeat our analysis for upgrading areas, comparing them to proximate control
areas, following the procedure outlined above.32 Finding appropriate counterfactuals for
upgrading areas (which were populated before the program began) is harder than for de
novo areas (which were essentially empty). To mitigate concerns about different starting
conditions, we also report regressions that compare upgrading areas to 21 other slums
that existed in Dar es Salaam in 1979, and which were not upgraded as part of Sites and
Services. The slums that were not upgraded were on average smaller in area (see Section
2), but had similar, or even slightly higher, population density in 1979. The comparisons
of upgrading areas to non-upgraded slums come with two caveats: first, this analysis is
not a spatial RD, since the non-upgraded slums were not adjacent to the upgraded ones,
although for consistency we still use specification (4.1); and these comparisons are only
possible for the imagery data, since Dar es Salaam is not covered by the TSCP survey
data.

4.3.2 Empirical findings

Balancing tests

We begin the discussion of our findings by reporting balancing tests on geographic char-
acteristics. As Table A5 shows, when we compare geographic characteristics in de novo
areas to nearby control areas, both distance to the shore and ruggedness differ in de novo
areas (Panel A), but after including our baseline controls as in equation (4.1) (Panel B) de
novo and control areas look balanced. We also report balancing tests using TSCP data,
which also look balanced (with the exception of rivers and streams in the sample adjacent
to the de novo areas). We note, however, that rivers and ruggedness may be endogenous
to the de novo development, which may have flattened the soil and buried or diverted
some streams. For completeness we report below estimates both with and without the
geographic controls.

32In upgrading area regressions we measure distance to the upgrading (instead of de novo) - control bound-
ary, and fixed effects for the nearest upgrading (instead of de novo) area.
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Crowding in of private investments

We now turn to our main results. In Table 1 we report estimates using specification (4.1)
and our imagery sample. Panel A shows that de novo areas have footprints that are roughly
12 percent larger and have more regular layout, but their roof quality is not better. The
z-index aggregating all three measures indicates that de novo areas have higher quality
housing than nearby areas, and other estimates show that they have fewer empty blocks
and a higher fraction of their area is built up.33 Panel B reports robustness checks for
the z-index using geographic controls, longitude and latitude polynomials, an alternative
measure of CBDs that predates Sites and Services, and excluding blocks near upgrading
areas - all are similar to our baseline estimate. When we use doughnut RD specifications to
exclude areas near the boundary of de novo and control the estimates increase somewhat,
suggesting that our baseline estimates may be a little attenuated due to spillovers (positive
ones from de novo to controls, or negative ones from controls to de novo, or both). This
finding also suggests that the higher quality housing in de novo areas may generate positive
spillovers on neighboring areas (see Hornbeck and Keniston (2017) and Turner et al. (2014)
for related discussions of local spillovers).

In sum, results for all seven cities using the satellite image data suggest that de novo areas
have larger and more regularly oriented buildings. To get a more detailed picture of the
differences in residential quality we turn to the TSCP survey data for Mbeya, Mwanza,
and Tanga. In Panel A of Table 2 we report results again using specification (4.1). One
advantage of the survey data is that unlike the imagery data they allow us to focus on
residential buildings by excluding outbuildings, which we do. As Panel A shows, buildings
in de novo areas have footprints that are about 50 percent (or 0.41 log points) larger than
the control areas. They are also about 23 percentage points (or 48 percent) more likely to
be connected to electricity. The regressions also show economically large but statistically
imprecise differences in favor of de novo areas in the share of buildings with multiple stories
and with at least basic sanitation, but again almost no difference in roof quality.

We aggregate the measures of quality in the survey data in two ways: first using a z-index,
and second using the predicted log hedonic value. Regressions using either as an outcome
indicate significantly higher residential quality in de novo areas than in control areas.34

Specifically, the regressions suggest that the hedonic price is around 56 percent. This may
understate the actual differences in house values, since the hedonics do not directly account

33To visualize our results, Panel A of Figure A3 shows a regression discontinuity plot of binned values of
the z-index.

34Panels B and C of Figure A3 show regression discontinuity plots for the Z-index and log hedonic prices.
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for all housing characteristics, nor for the full impact of local neighborhoods’ infrastructure.
Noting this caveat, a result from the model in section 4.4 below suggests that land value
differences in de novo (compared to control areas) are about 50 percent larger than house
price differences. This result, combined with our hedonic estimates, suggests that land
values in de novo areas are at least 86 percent higher than in control areas. To interpret
this difference, we note that in Dar es Salaam, land values in de novo neighborhoods is in
the range of $160-220 per square meter (in 2017 prices).35 Combined with our estimates
above, this suggest that de novo may have increased local land values by at least $75-100
per square meter.

These values are high compared to the cost of investments per unit of treated plot area
which we estimate above to be no more than $8 per square meter of plot area, or no more
than $13 per square meter if we include indirect costs (in US$2017). While these estimates
should be interpreted with caution, they suggest that the gains from de novo investments
were large, at least in Dar es Salaam. That said, we acknowledge that the gains in other
cities, where prices are lower, may not be quite as high.36

In Panel B of Table 2 we report results from a series of robustness checks, focusing for
brevity on the z-index and the log hedonic price. The estimates with geographic con-
trols in column (1) are a little lower than the baseline; this could be either because the
baseline regressions overstate the difference due to better geographic fundamentals in de
novo location, or that the geographic controls are themselves outcomes and adding them
understates the impact of de novo. Columns (2) and (3) show that controlling for the poly-
nomial of longitude and latitude or using distance to historical (instead of contemporary)
CBDs makes little difference compared to Panel A. The doughnut specification in column
(4) is larger than the baseline, suggesting (as in Table 1) that the baseline estimates may
be too small due to positive spillovers from de novo to controls (or negative ones going the
other way). Column (5) excludes blocks near upgrading areas, and the results are similar
to the baseline. Columns (6) uses control areas from the rest of the city, and the estimates
are again larger, possibly because we are comparing de novo areas to a control group that
is on average further away, and less affected by local spillovers.37 Finally, column (7) uses
an optimal bandwidth, following Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012), and the estimates is
again quite similar to the baseline.

35The coarse data we have on land values do not separately identify the control areas near de novo.
36Unfortunately, our land value data for other cities are either missing or not detailed enough to give a
credible picture.

37The estimates are robust to using second- and third order polynomials, although in the latter case they
are smaller.
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The results using hedonic values as outcomes in Panel C follow a similar pattern, where
adding geographic controls reduces the estimate a little, and excluding areas near the
boundary increases them a little. The main message, however, is that our baseline estimates
are robust to using different specifications.

The role of sorting

The results discussed so far are silent on the respective role of the de novo treatment
and the endogenous sorting across neighborhoods of owners with different levels of credit
constraints. As our model below (in Section 4) shows, we can account for differences across
areas in owners’ credit constraints by adding owner fixed effects, which allow us to isolate
the impact of de novo areas compared to control areas for owners with multiple housing
units. The units of analysis used in these regressions are individual housing units, since
this is the level at which ownership is defined. The housing units we focus on are those
owned by owners of multiple units, which account for about 13 percent of all housing units.
To ensure a sufficiently large sample, we reestimate specifications as in (4.1) for the full
city TSCP sample, but now focusing on housing units whose owners have more than one
unit. Table 3 reports estimates of these regressions with owner fixed effects (Panel A) and
without them (Panel B). The estimates show that in this sample, housing units in de novo
areas are considerably larger, and much more likely to have electricity and basic sanitation.
Without owner fixed effects they also are more likely to be in multistory buildings, although
this difference vanishes once we control for owner fixed effects. As reported previously, de
novo housing units do not have better roof materials. The difference in quality between
de novo and control areas, as reflected in the z-index and the hedonic value, suggests
that de novo areas may be about 60 log points (or about 83 percent) more valuable; as
discussed above, this may understate the actual differences since it is unlikely to reflect
all the amenity differences. Panels C and D of the table report robustness checks for the
specifications with and without fixed effects, using the z-index as an outcome. Across a
range of specifications reported in Table 3, roughly a third of the quality advantage of de
novo areas is accounted for by the different ownership, and the rest likely reflects the impact
of de novo on quality for owners who are relatively unconstrained in terms of investment.38

The characteristics of residents in de novo areas, compared to control areas, likely reflect
their willingness to pay for higher quality housing. In Table A6 we report regressions using
2012 census data with "cut" enumeration areas as units of analysis (see Section 2 and Data

38When we use the hedonic measure as an outcome, the regressions estimates with and without owner fixed
effects are more similar to each other (results available on request).
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Appendix for details).39 Consistent with the results discussed above, residents in de novo
areas are better educated and more likely to be literate in English. The higher schooling of
de novo residents is consistent with sorting across neighborhoods and a higher willingness
of the more educated to pay for better housing quality, although it is also possible that
some of it is the result of better access to schooling of existing residents. Still, as Table
A6 shows, only about 55 percent of adults in de novo areas had more than primary school
education, so the other 45 percent had no more than primary school education. This means
that many less educated Tanzanians are still benefitting from de novo amenities.

The persistence infrastructure

To conclude our empirical analysis of the de novo areas, we explore whether their better
housing quality corresponds to persistently better infrastructure. Here we focus on two
of the main investments in Sites and Services, roads and water mains, and we again use
specification (4.1). As Panel A of Table 4 shows, across both our imagery and TSCP
data, de novo areas enjoy better access to roads, and the TSCP data also show that they
are more likely to be connected to water mains.40 Panels B-D report robustness checks
using the same specifications as in Table 2. Again the estimates are a little smaller when
we control for geographic covariates, and a little larger when we focus on control areas
that are further from de novo, with our main estimates in between. And all the estimates
are positive and statistically significant, showing that de novo investments translated into
better infrastructure in the long run.

Upgrading areas

Having discussed the de novo areas, we now briefly discuss what we can learn from similar
regressions for upgrading areas. As Table A7 suggests, upgrading areas look fairly similar to
nearby control areas in terms of the geographic controls, except that in most specifications
they are less likely to have rivers or streams. When compared to the non-upgraded slums,
and conditional on our baseline controls, the upgrading areas are closer to the shore but not
significantly different in the other two geographic controls (results available on request).

Table A8 reports estimates using imagery data for all seven cities. Panel A suggests
that housing quality in upgrading areas is similar to that of nearby control areas. The
39In this case number of units of analysis is small and they are uneven (some are whole EAs and some
are cut), which makes it difficult to get a good measure of distance to the boundary. Therefore in
these specifications we use non-parametric regression discontinuity, without controls for distance to the
boundary.

40This last result is robust to excluding Tanga, where we have some uncertainty about the nature of de
novo investments.
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only significant differences are that upgrading areas have fewer empty areas and are more
densely built up. Panel B shows that this conclusion is robust to a range of different
specifications.

In Panels C and D we compare upgrading areas in Dar es Salaam only to the preexisting
("old") slums that were not upgraded as part of Sites and Services. Once again the results
suggest that upgrading areas are no different, except perhaps in a slightly more regular
orientation of buildings than their control areas. Upgrading areas also seem to have fewer
empty blocks and a larger fraction of built up area.

Next, in Table A9, we use TSCP survey data outcomes. Here the upgrading areas look
somewhat worse than nearby control areas: they have fewer multistory buildings, worse
roofs, and possibly worse sanitation, and their overall quality seems lower. This conclusion
is reinforced in most of the robustness checks in Panels B and C, although not all the
estimates are precise.

In Table A10 we examine the role of ownership in accounting for the worse quality in
upgrading areas. The results suggest that ownership differences may partially explain the
worse housing quality in upgrading areas, since controlling for owner fixed effects results
in estimates that are small and in most cases imprecise.

A comparison of infrastructure persistence measures in upgrading areas may also help to
explain why their housing is no better than that of nearby control areas. As Table A11
shows, upgrading areas look similar to nearby areas in their access to roads and water;
the coefficients on upgrading areas are small, imprecise, and mostly negative. Adding
the coefficients and the control means and comparing them to the estimates in de novo
areas (Table 4) suggest that upgrading areas have worse infrastructure than de novo areas.
As we discussed in Section 2, upgrading areas did receive roads and water mains, and
investments measured in dollars per square meter were similar to those of de novo areas.
A likely explanation for the poor state of upgrading areas’ infrastructure today is that those
areas’ infrastructure deteriorated more than that of de novo areas. Kironde (1994, page
464) and Theodory and Malipula (2012) discuss evidence that infrastructure did in fact
deteriorate in upgrading slums in Dar es Salaam. Kironde (1994) mentions, for example,
the deterioration of roadside drainage due to lack of maintenance; private construction on
land that was intended for public use; and the degradation of water provision infrastructure.

Finally, Table A12 shows that residents of upgrading areas are less educated than those of
nearby areas, consistent with the lower housing quality in these neighborhoods.
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4.4 Model

4.4.1 Assumptions and their relationship to the institutional setting

To frame our empirical analysis we present a model, which characterizes conditions under
which investment in infrastructure (as defined below) incentivizes owners to build higher
quality housing. The model captures key aspects to our description of the Sites and Services
projects in Section 2. It also connects to our econometric analysis in Section 3, by relating
gains in house values to gains in land values, and motivating our use of owner fixed effects
to account for owner sorting across neighborhoods.41

We consider a population of infinitely lived, profit maximizing owners, with formal or
informal rights to build on their plot(s), which are organized into neighborhoods (areas).
In each plot, the owner can build a house and rent it out.42 The model is in discrete time,
and in each period t ≥ 1, owners maximize their expected present discounted stream of
rents, net of house construction costs, on each plot they own:

E

[ ∞∑
s=t

δt [r (qt, It)−Btc (q (It))]
]
, s.t.Pr (qt+1 = qt) = 1− d,Pr (qt+1 = 0) = d. (4.2)

The expectations are defined over the exogenous destruction probability of houses in each
period, as discussed below. Owners are assumed to have a time preference δ ∈ (0, 1). The
rent that each owner receives on each house in each period is r (q, I) = qαI1−α, where q and
I denote the quality of the house and the neighborhood infrastructure, and α ∈ (0, 1). Bt is
an indicator equal to one if a house is built in period t and zero otherwise. The construction
costs of a house of quality q are: c (q) = cqγ , where c > 0, γ > 1. This convex cost function
generalizes Hornbeck and Keniston (2017), who assume γ = 2. In a different context,
Combes, Duranton and Gobillon (2016) finds that the production function for housing can
be approximated by a constant returns to scale Cobb-Douglas function using land and
other inputs, where the coefficient on non-land inputs is approximately 0.65. Holding land
constant, this production function is consistent with a cost function c(q) = cqγ = cq1/0.65,

or γ ' 1.54.

41Our model builds on Hornbeck and Keniston (2017), but differs from theirs in several ways. We add to
the model infrastructure and variation across owners in credit constraints, and we derive new analytical
results. We also model spillovers across houses differently, and for simplicity we exclude the exogenous
time trends.

42A "house" in the model denotes is a shorthand for a housing unit that we consider in the empirical
analysis. Unlike Bayer et al. (2007), our model does not account for renter heterogeneity, because we
have no data on the rents paid and have little information on the residents. Knowing more about renters
would have allowed to build a better picture of the welfare gains from de novo areas.
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Infrastructure captures a broad set of neighborhood characteristics, including formal and
regularly laid out plots, which reduce coordination failures and protect owners’ property
rights; roads, which reduce the cost of travel and trade; and water mains, which contribute
to living standards and health.43 Infrastructure also reflects other neighborhood level
effects.44 For tractability, we consider three types of infrastructure: high quality (IH),
medium quality (IM ), and low quality (IL), where IH > IM > IL > 0. High quality
describes the bundle that Sites and Services offered - mostly formal plots, roads, and
water mains. We assume that high quality infrastructure deteriorates to medium quality
unless the fraction of high quality housing is larger than a constant φ > 0.45 Medium
quality infrastructure is basic and unmaintained (e.g. bumpy dirt roads). It may be
either high quality infrastructure that has deteriorated or it may start out as medium
quality. We assume that medium quality infrastructure does not deteriorate.46 Low quality
infrastructure corresponds to the level that prevails without any infrastructure investments
in the neighborhood.

There are two types of owners in the model. Unconstrained owners may each own any
finite number of plots and afford any level of investment in each plot, while Constrained
owners may own no more than a single plot, and may afford to build at most low quality
housing qL = q (IL), as defined below.47 Consistent with our setting, we assume that no
single owner has a sufficiently large number of plots to exert market power or to solve
coordination problems that arise from neighborhood-level externalities.48

43Property rights protection may reduce the risk of outright expropriation, as we discuss below, as well as
the risk of partial expropriation, when part of an owner’s plot is built without authorization, which we
do not model explicitly.

44In practice, other types of neighborhood effects may also matter. For example, the absence of proper
sewerage may increase the risk of contagious diseases. Consistent with this, Jaupart et al. (2016) show
that cholera outbreaks in Dar es Salaam were much more severe in slum areas with poor infrastructure.
Another possibility is that neighborhoods with poor electrification and lighting (Painter and Farrington
1997) and high population density (Gollin et al. 2017) may attract crime. While we think that both of
these channels could amplify the land value differentials between neighborhoods, we do not have the data
to study them in our context.

45High quality housing is qH = q (IH) , as defined below. The potential for infrastructure deterioration
means that owners’ housing quality can be indirectly affected by those of their neighbors, through the
effect on infrastructure. This mechanism is different from the direct impact of neighbors’ housing quality
in Hornbeck and Keniston (2017).

46Our assumption that medium infrastructure and deteriorated infrastructure are equal in quality is a
simplifying assumption, motivated by our empirical finding that upgrading areas are no better than
nearby control areas in terms of access to roads and water. Adding further parameters for deteriorated
high quality and deteriorated medium quality infrastructure would not add much insight to the model.

47The distinction between two types of owners allows us to analyze owner sorting in a simple way. The
results would have been similar if we had assumed that constrained owners could build up to any quality
that is strictly lower than q (IM ), as defined below.

48Our TSCP data indicate that only a small share of housing units are owned by those with more than a
handful of plots. It is true that in principle a rich individual or a firm could buy up an entire neighborhood
and internalize the externalities involved. But until recent years the Tanzanian government exerted strict
control that prevented the concentration of neighborhood ownership.
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We consider three types of areas (neighborhoods), each with a continuum of plots.49 De
novo areas start with empty plots (q = 0) and high quality infrastructure (IH); control
areas start with empty plots and medium quality infrastructure (IM ); and upgrading areas
start out with low quality housing (qL) and high quality infrastructure.50 This reflects the
situation at the time when Sites and Services was implemented.51

The initial fractions of unconstrained owners are: θD in de novo areas, θC in control areas,
and θU in upgrading areas. We assume that (as in the real world) upgrading areas are
targeted for their relatively poor population, so they have few unconstrained owners, and
therefore θU < φ.

In every period, the following sequence of events takes place. First, each owner decides
whether to build (or rebuild) a house on each plot they own.52 Second, if the neigh-
borhood’s housing quality is insufficiently high, infrastructure quality deteriorates, as we
discuss below. Third, each owner collects the rent on each house they own. Finally, there
is an exogenous probability d > 0 that each house is destroyed, resetting housing quality
to zero.53

We assume that the risk that houses are destroyed and the fraction of owners of each type in
each neighborhood are common knowledge, as is the understanding that all unconstrained
owners will build high quality housing if the share of unconstrained owners is at least φ. In
Nash Equilibrium, each owner solves her maximization problem in each period, assuming
that all other owners do the same.

49Our model does not account for other types of neighborhoods, such as former colonial areas (which
typically constitute a small and wealthy part of cities), nor do we consider movements between different
neighborhoods within the city.

50In Section 2 we discuss the investments that were made as part of the Sites and Services projects. These
suggest that though the investment per total land area in de novo and upgrading were similar.

51We also note that while the control areas we use were by definition empty to begin with, other areas
looked like control areas but had a stock of low quality housing by the time they received infrastructure
IM .

52Following Hornbeck and Keniston (2017) and Henderson et al. (2017), we assume that owners cannot
renovate incrementally, and that houses do not depreciate. The assumption that rebuilding a higher
quality house requires a fresh start is particularly relevant for low quality housing that characterizes
poorer neighborhoods in East African cities. It may be possible to make minor improvements to a
house built of tin or mud walls. However, demolition and construction from scratch is required to make
meaningful improvements such as adding brick walls, multiple stories, or plumbing. For simplicity, we
maintain the assumption that no incremental improvement is possible. Relaxing this would reduce the
benefit of early (de novo) investments.

53If a house is destroyed, the owner retains their plot. Given the paucity of construction dates in our data,
it is difficult to assess d. But Henderson et al. (2017) estimate it at 3.2 percent per year using data from
Tanzania’s neighbor, Kenya.
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4.4.2 Solving the model

This section characterizes the optimal level of investment by owners, beginning with un-
constrained owners and then by constrained owners.

Unconstrained owners maximize profits on each plot they own by solving the following
Bellman equation:

V (q, I) = Max

 r (q, I) + δE [V (q, I)]
r (q (I) , I) + δE [V (q (I) , I)]− c (q (I)) ,

(4.3)

where r is return on house (e.g. rent), q ≥ 0 is the house quality; I ≥ 0 is the infrastructure
quality which is expected when rents are collected and from that point onward; q (I) is the
optimal house quality; and c (q (I)) is the cost of building a house of quality q (I).54

The infrastructure quality which is anticipated when rents are collected and from that point
onward is equal to the existing level, except where infrastructure of quality IH deteriorates
to IM . This deterioration happens when the fraction of high quality housing (qH = q (IH),
as described below) is strictly lower than φ.

The model reflects a tradeoff between keeping the current house quality q and improving
it to q (I). But if an unconstrained owner’s house is exogenously destroyed it is always
rebuilt at the optimal quality q (I). Starting from an empty plot, the optimal house quality
for an unconstrained owner anticipating infrastructure I at the time of rent collection is:

q (I) =
[

αI1−α

γc (1− δ + dδ)

] 1
γ−α

. (4.4)

The quality of housing is characterized by the following comparative statics. First, ∂q(I)∂δ >

0, so more patient people invest more. Second, ∂q(I)∂d < 0, so a higher probability of house
destruction leads to lower quality housing. And finally, ∂q(I)∂c < 0, so a higher construction
cost reduces housing quality.

If an unconstrained owner starts with housing q1 ≡ q (I1) but with infrastructure I2 (where
I2 > I1), they choose between two options.55 They can replace their house with a higher

54We could have included a probability (1−ψ) that a plot is fully expropriated at the end of each period. If
that were the case we would need to substitute ψδ instead of δ throughout the analysis, but for simplicity
we focus on the case without expropriation, namely ψ = 1. Higher patience may reflect, at least in part,
a lower risk of expropriation. Collin et al. (2015) elicit owners’ perceived expropriation risk in Temeke,
an informal area close to the CBD of Dar es Salaam, which implies a risk of around 8% per year. Given
the setting, this is likely an upper bound to the perceived expropriation risk in the locations we study.

55We assume that if owners are indifferent they do not improve their houses.
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quality house, in which case their expected payoff is equal to the expected value of an
unbuilt a plot of land:

π (0, I2) = qα2 I
1−α
2 − cdqγ2
1− δ − (1− d) cqγ2 , (4.5)

where π (q, I) is the maximized expected payoff from an existing house of quality q and
infrastructure quality I. Alternatively, they can keep the current quality q1 and only build
a better house when their house needs rebuilding. In this case their expected payoff is:

π (q1, I2) = qα1 I
1−α
2 + δ [(1− d)π (q1, I2) + dπ (0, I2)] . (4.6)

Solving this expression we get:

π (q1, I2) = qα1 I
1−α
2 + dδπ (0, I2)

1− δ + dδ
. (4.7)

Proposition 4.1 For each level of infrastructure I1 > 0, there exists a unique value Icrit1 =(
γ

γ−α

) γ−α
α(α−1) I1, such that unconstrained owners starting with q1 = q (I1) and infrastructure

I2 = Icrit1 are indifferent between rebuilding and not rebuilding, and owners rebuild if and
only if I2 > Icrit1 .

To obtain I2 = Icrit1 , combine the condition π
(
q1, I

crit
1
)

= π
(
0, Icrit1

)
with (4.5) and (4.6),

where housing quality q2 = q (I2) comes from (4.4). To show that owners rebuild if and
only if I2 > Icrit1 , note that ∂

∂I2
(πI2 − πq1,I2) > 0.

This result implies that unconstrained owners face what we refer to as an "inaction zone",
(I1, I

crit
1 ]. If infrastructure is upgraded from I1 to a level in the inaction zone, owners will

not improve their house right away, but only when it is exogenously destroyed. But if
the infrastructure upgrade is to I2 > Icrit1 , unconstrained owners will rebuild at a higher
quality q2 right away.

The investment problem for constrained owners is similar to that of unconstrained owners,
except that the maximum quality they can build is qL. As a result, in equilibrium they
build qL if their plot is empty, and otherwise they do not rebuild.

4.4.3 Neighborhood development

De novo areas

De novo areas begin empty with infrastructure (IH). Constrained owners build qL, so
that the share of low quality houses is 1 − θD. If θD ≥ φ then there is no deterioration
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in equilibrium, anticipated infrastructure is IH , and the unconstrained owners build qH .
If θD < φ then there is deterioration in equilibrium, anticipated infrastructure is IM ,
and unconstrained owners build qM = q (IM ). In practice it seems that de novo areas’
infrastructure is better than other areas’ (Table 4), suggesting that at least some higher
quality infrastructure survived.

Control areas

Control areas begin empty and with medium quality infrastructure (IM ). Unconstrained
owners build housing quality qM , while constrained owners build qL.

As discussed above, Tanzanian cities also contained areas (which are not part of our main
analysis), which are similar to control areas but had a stock of low quality housing by the
time they received infrastructure IM . In those areas the constrained owners keep qL, while
the unconstrained owners either build qM right away (if IM > IcritL ) or otherwise build qM
only when their house is destroyed.

Upgrading areas

Upgrading areas begin with housing quality qL and infrastructure IH , and we consider four
different cases. In the first case IcritL > IH , so the upgrading is minimal and all owners
initially keep qL, and infrastructure deteriorates to IM ; in later periods, as houses are
exogenously destroyed, unconstrained owners build to qM . In the second case IH ≥ IcritL >

IM and θU < φ, in which case everyone initially keeps qL, infrastructure deteriorates to
IM ; and unconstrained owners improve their houses to qM when they are destroyed. In the
third case IM ≥ IcritL and θU < φ, in which case unconstrained owners build qM right away
while constrained owners keep qL, and infrastructure deteriorates to IM . In the final case
IH ≥ IcritL and θU ≥ φ, so unconstrained owners build qH and infrastructure remains IH ,
while constrained owners keep qL. But in practice this final case is unlikely to be relevant,
because upgrading areas were targeted as poor.

4.4.4 Relating the model to the empirical analysis

The model demonstrates the role of differing infrastructure investment and owner sorting in
accounting for neighborhood quality. For example, consider the following scenario. De novo
areas had enough unconstrained owners to ensure that their higher quality infrastructure
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(IH) survived. In this case, the difference in the logarithm of mean housing quality between
de novo and control areas is:

ln(θDqH + (1− θD) qL)− ln(θCqM + (1− θC) qL). (4.8)

This quality difference reflects both the effect of the higher infrastructure quality in de
novo areas and the different composition of owners in those areas. But controlling for
owner fixed effects allows us to focus on houses owned by unconstrained owners, for whom
the difference in log mean housing quality between de novo and control areas is:

ln(q (IH))− ln(q (IM )). (4.9)

In other words, under the model’s assumptions, adding owner fixed effects allows us to
identify the effect of de novo investments on housing quality for unconstrained owners. We
acknowledge that in practice adding owner fixed effects may not solve all the potential
problems, if for example some owners are constrained in investing in a second house (but
not in the first), or have some different preferences for investing across areas. Nevertheless,
the model shows that adding owner fixed effects is useful in the context of Sites and
Services, where owners in different areas may have had different levels of wealth, due both
to sorting and to the program’s loans scheme.

The model also allows us to relate differences in infrastructure and housing quality, which
we cannot measure directly, to the estimated differences in the value of housing, which are
approximated by the hedonic regressions, subject to the limitations discussed in Section 2.
Specifically, our model predicts the following:

Proposition 4.2 For unconstrained owners who face no risk of exogenous house destruc-
tion (d = 0)

ln (IH)− ln (IM ) = γ − α
γ − αγ

(ln(π (q(IH), IH)− ln(π (q(IM ), IM )) , (4.10)

and
ln (q(IH))− ln (q(IM )) = 1

γ
(ln(π (q(IH), IH)− ln(π (q(IM ), IM )) (4.11)

To derive the expression for ln (IH) − ln (IM ), use (4.5) and the fact that π (q2, I2) =
π (0, I2) + c(q2), and plug in d = 0 to obtain ln(π (q2, I2)) = ln(qα2 I 1−α

2 )− ln(1− δ). Next
apply a similar calculation for ln(π (q1, I1)) and plug in (4.4) to calculate ln π (q2, I2) −
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ln(π (q1, I1) . Now combine the expression for ln (IH) − ln (IM ) with (4.4) to derive the
expression for ln (q(IH))− ln (q(IM )) .

This result indicates that the difference across areas in log housing quality are smaller than
the differences in log values. Taking the above-mentioned estimate of γ suggests that the
quality differences across neighborhoods are about 1

γ = 0.65 times the value differences for
unconstrained owners, for low values of d, which seem empirically relevant. Our baseline
estimate of the hedonic log value differences between de novo and control areas, with owner
fixed effects, are around 0.5, suggesting log quality differences of around one third.56

The model also allows us to consider differences between upgrading and control areas. As
discussed in Section 3, upgrading areas look similar, or in some cases worse than control
areas. Table A10 suggests that the worse housing in upgrading areas may in part be
explained by owner fixed effects. In the context of the model, this may reflect persistence
in upgrading areas of some of the initial owners (or their descendants), who were targeted by
the program, and may have been poorer than their counterparts in control areas (θU < θC).

Finally, the similarity of housing quality in upgraded and non-upgraded slums is also
consistent with the model, if we think of the non-upgraded slums as control areas with
constrained owners.

4.4.5 Implications of the model

The model offers several implications for thinking about infrastructure investments for
housing. First, an important theme of the paper is that infrastructure investment may
crowd in private investments. The model helps us to think about the conditions under
which this takes place. In the model, infrastructure investments crowd in more private
investments when its quality is sufficiently high and owners can afford to invest in housing
quality. In these cases, private investment in housing quality takes place when there is a
sufficient fraction of unconstrained owners, either due to their own wealth or through loans
that allow them to invest. This also suggests a note of caution: if de novo investments
were expanded widely, poor and credit constrained residents may be unable to make full
use of them, since infrastructure may deteriorate without sufficient complementary private
investment.

Second, the model helps us think about the benefits of early infrastructure investments
compared to ex-post infrastructure upgrading. Upgrading areas do not always fully benefit

56As discussed in Section 2, the log value differences in the hedonic regressions may understate the actual
value differences.
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from high levels of infrastructure investments, since in those settings infrastructure either
deteriorates or leads to the scrapping of existing houses.57

Finally, turning back to our empirical findings, the model can help explain why infrastruc-
ture survived better in de novo areas, but not in upgrading areas. The model highlights
the importance of feedback from owner investments to infrastructure, which can be seen as
a neighborhood externality, and is sometimes overlooked when infrastructure investments
are made.

4.5 Concluding remarks

This paper examines the consequences of different strategies for developing basic infra-
structure for residential neighborhoods. Specifically, we study the Sites and Services pro-
jects implemented in seven Tanzanian cities during the 1970s and 1980s. These projects
provided basic infrastructure, leaving it to the residents to build their own houses. We
examine the long run development of these neighborhoods, emphasizing the comparison
between de novo neighborhoods and other nearby areas that were greenfields when the Sites
and Services program started. We also provide descriptive evidence on the development of
neighborhoods whose infrastructure was upgraded.

We use high-resolution imagery and building level survey data to study housing quality
and infrastructure in the de novo neighborhoods and other areas in their vicinity that
were also greenfields to begin with. We find that the de novo neighborhoods developed
significantly higher quality housing than other initially unbuilt areas. Our findings reflect
complementary private investments that were made in response to the Sites and Services
programs. We also present evidence that the initial infrastructure investments in roads
and water mains were more likely to persist in de novo areas. For three cities where we
have survey data, we find sizeable gains in quality from de novo even when we control for
owner fixed effects, although these fixed effects account for up to a third of the average
housing quality. Our findings suggest that de novo areas increased local land values by at
least 75-100 USD per square meter, compared to total costs of no more than 8-13 USD per
square meter (all in 2017 prices).

We also report evidence that de novo neighborhoods attract more educated residents, who

57In reality there are other costs of delivering infrastructure in a dense settlement that has developed
organically, because it is difficult to resolve coordination failures and negative externalities once they
have been put in place. In Sites and Services, for example, the cost per square meter was similar in de
novo and upgrading areas, even though de novo areas received formal plots, which upgrading areas did
not.
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can afford to pay for the higher quality on offer. But as of 2012 almost half of the adults in
de novo areas still had no more than primary school education, suggesting that some people
with lower lifetime incomes also benefitted from the de novo investments. But we also note
that de novo areas were unaffordable to the poorest of the urban poor, a consideration
that future projects may want to take into account, perhaps by creating some smaller and
more affordable plots. Such plots may also benefit the few people who may be displaced
by such projects, even when they target largely empty areas.

Our paper also reports descriptive evidence on upgrading areas, comparing them to nearby
control areas, or where the data permit to slums that were not upgraded. The results
suggest that upgrading areas now have either similar, or worse, housing quality, and the
program’s investments in roads and water mains did not survive well in upgrading areas.
While we should be cautious in interpreting these results, they suggest that upgrading,
at least as implemented in Sites and Services, was not a panacea for pre-existing squatter
areas. We cannot rule out that other upgrading efforts may be prove more successful, but
in order to provide long lasting benefits, upgrading programs should aim to address the
risk of infrastructure deterioration.

Taken together, our findings suggest that de novo investments are a policy tool worthy
of consideration for growing African cities. They are considerably cheaper than building
public housing, and therefore more affordable for poor countries. They also offer important
advantages to residents, who can invest in higher quality housing. Our findings also suggest
that it is important to ensure that the infrastructure investments do not deteriorate as a
result of poor private investments. While the implementation of Sites and Services projects
in Tanzania in the 1970s and 1980s was not flawless, it has taught us important lessons. We
hope that these lessons can inform future planning and investment decisions in a continent
that is growing in both population and income per capita, but where many poor people
still live in poor quality buildings and neighborhoods.
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4.6 Main tables

Table 4.1: De novo regressions using imagery data for all seven cities

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mean
log

building
footprint

area

Share of
buildings

with
painted
roof

Mean
similarity

of
building
orien-
tation

Mean
z-index

Share of
empty
blocks

Share of
area

built up

Panel A: 500m bandwidth

De novo 0.114 -0.013 2.821 0.168 -0.152 0.094
(0.051) (0.012) (0.722) (0.057) (0.037) (0.013)

Observations 6,562 6,500 6,562 6,562 8,440 8,440
Mean (control) 4.457 0.184 -8.669 0.042 0.306 0.155

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Upgrade

Panel B: robustness (mean z-index only as outcome)

De novo 0.143 0.156 0.168 0.241 0.175
(0.053) (0.057) (0.057) (0.100) (0.059)

Observations 6,562 6,562 6,562 4,568 6,158
Mean (control) 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.015 0.047

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and block level observations with outcomes derived from
imagery for all seven Sites and Services cities. The sample includes the de novo areas and control areas within 500 meters of their
boundary. The outcomes are measures of housing quality that do not reflect direct investments in de novo areas. Each observation is
a block based on an arbitrary grid of 50x50 meter blocks. Blocks are assigned to de novo or control areas based on where their
centroid falls. Outcomes are derived from the set of buildings with a centroid in the block (see Data Appendix for further details).
In Panel A the outcomes vary, while in Panel B the dependent variable in all columns is the z-index (composed of all outcomes in
columns (1)-(3) in Panel A). In each specification the regressor of interest is de novo, and the control variables include a linear
control in distance to the de novo-control area boundary interacted with the de novo indicator, fixed effects for the nearest de novo
area, and distance to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city. In addition, in Panel B, column (1) includes geographic
controls, column (2) includes a second order polynomial in longitude and latitude, column (3) uses distance to historical (instead of
contemporary) CBDs, column (4) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between de novo and control areas, and column
(5) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between upgrade and control areas. Standard errors, in parentheses, are
clustered by arbitrary 850x850 meter grid squares, corresponding to the median size of Sites and Services areas. There are 90
clusters, except in columns (5) and (6) of Panel A, which have 92 clusters, and column (4) of Panel B, which has 89 clusters, and
column (5) of Panel B, which has 88 clusters.
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Table 4.2: De novo regressions using TSCP survey data for Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Mean
log

building
footprint

area

Share of
buildings

with
multiple
storeys

Share of
buildings

with
a good roof

Share of
buildings

connected to
electricity

Share of
buildings

with sewerage
or septic
tank

Mean
z-index

Mean
log hedonic

value

Panel A: 500m bandwidth

De novo 0.405 0.081 -0.010 0.226 0.142 0.342 0.446
(0.070) (0.066) (0.008) (0.039) (0.091) (0.091) (0.081)

Observations 2,009 1,975 2,009 2,009 2,008 2,009 2,009
Mean (control) 4.739 0.096 0.984 0.466 0.381 0.033 17.234

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Upgrade

Full City
Optimal

bandwidth

Panel B: robustness (mean z-index only as outcome)

De novo 0.263 0.323 0.342 0.408 0.375 0.588 0.312
(0.091) (0.076) (0.090) (0.190) (0.093) (0.079) (0.082)

Observations 2,009 2,009 2,009 1,410 1,887 34,602 34,602
Mean (control) 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.001 0.022 -0.149 0.038

Panel C: robustness (mean log hedonic value only as outcome)

De novo 0.329 0.431 0.446 0.541 0.427 0.505 0.411
(0.081) (0.059) (0.077) (0.190) (0.077) (0.089) (0.063)

Observations 2,009 2,009 2,009 1,410 1,887 34,602 34,602
Mean (control) 17.234 17.234 17.234 17.231 17.229 17.113 17.239

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and block level observations with outcomes derived from
TSCP survey data for the three cities where these data exist: Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga. The sample includes the de novo areas
and control areas within 500 meters of their boundary. The outcomes are measures of housing quality that do not reflect direct
investments in de novo areas. Each observation is a block based on an arbitrary grid of 50x50 meter blocks. Blocks are assigned to
de novo or control areas based on where their centroid falls. Outcomes are derived from the set of buildings with a centroid in the
block (see Data Appendix for further details). In Panel A the outcomes vary, while in Panel B the dependent variable in all columns
is the z-index (composed of all outcomes in columns (1)-(5) in Panel A), and in Panel C the dependent variable is the predicted log
value from hedonic regressions. In each specification the regressor of interest is de novo, and the control variables include a linear
control in distance to the de novo-control area boundary interacted with the de novo indicator, fixed effects for the nearest de novo
area, and distance to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city. In addition, in Panels B and C, column (1) includes
geographic controls, column (2) includes a second order polynomial in longitude and latitude, column (3) uses distance to historical
(instead of contemporary) CBDs, column (4) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between de novo and control areas,
column (5) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between upgrade and control areas, column (6) changes the control
area to the sample of blocks covering the whole city excluding de novo areas, and column (7) uses 2033 observations inside the
optimal bandwith for panel B and 1882 observations inside the optimal bandwith for panel C based on Imbens and Kalyanaraman
(2012). The ’Full City’ in column (6) is robust to higher order polynomials in distance to boundary: In panel B: second order
polynomial gives an estimate of 0.571 and standard error of 0.087, and third order polynomial gives an estimate of 0.381 and
standard error of 0.098. In panel C: second order polynomial gives an estimate of 0.498 and standard error of 0.104, and third order
polynomial gives an estimate of 0.296 and standard error of 0.117. The control mean in column (7) reports the mean for the control
areas inside the optimal bandwidth (Imbens and Kalyanaraman 2012). Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered by arbitrary
850x850 meter grid squares, corresponding to the median size of Sites and Services areas. There are 29 clusters, except in column (5)
of Panels B and C, which has 28 clusters, and column (6) of Panels B and C, which has 439 clusters.
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Table 4.3: De novo regressions using TSCP survey data for Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga
with owner name fixed effects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Log
building
footprint

area

Multistorey
building

Good
roof

Connected
to

electricity

Sewerage or
septic tank

Z-index
Log hedonic

value

Panel A: Full City, Owner FE

De novo 0.553 0.119 -0.002 0.417 0.123 0.447 0.604
(0.145) (0.062) (0.038) (0.078) (0.091) (0.088) (0.133)

Observations 20,177 16,605 20,054 20,139 19,595 20,177 20,177
Mean (control) 4.573 0.164 0.968 0.404 0.249 -0.016 17.016

Panel B: Full City, no Owner FE, same sample as A

De novo 0.594 0.514 -0.010 0.405 0.122 0.642 0.612
(0.177) (0.138) (0.015) (0.066) (0.069) (0.086) (0.185)

Observations 20,177 16,605 20,054 20,139 19,595 20,177 20,177
Mean (control) 4.573 0.164 0.968 0.404 0.249 -0.016 17.016

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Upgrade

Second Order
Polynomial

Third Order
Polynomial

Panel C: robustness owner FE (z-index only as outcome)

De novo 0.422 0.411 0.434 0.336 0.471 0.431 0.372
(0.085) (0.092) (0.087) (0.166) (0.093) (0.112) (0.140)

Observations 20,177 20,177 20,177 19,694 19,729 20,177 20,177
Mean (control) -0.016 -0.016 -0.016 -0.019 -0.018 -0.016 -0.016

Panel D: robustness, no owner FE, same sample as C (z-index only as outcome)

De novo 0.616 0.648 0.631 0.654 0.675 0.674 0.627
(0.086) (0.089) (0.084) (0.134) (0.102) (0.081) (0.092)

Observations 20,177 20,177 20,177 19,694 19,729 20,177 20,177
Mean (control) -0.016 -0.016 -0.016 -0.019 -0.018 -0.016 -0.016

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and unit level observations with outcomes derived from
TSCP survey data for the three cities where these data exist: Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga. The sample includes the de novo areas
and the entire city as control areas. The outcomes are measures of housing quality that do not reflect direct investments in de novo
areas. Each observation is a property unit in a building, and only multi-unit owners are used. Units are assigned to de novo or
control areas based on where their building’s centroid falls. Outcomes are measured at the building level (see Data Appendix for
further details). In Panels A and B the outcomes vary, while in Panels C and D the dependent variable in all columns is the z-index
(composed of all outcomes in columns (1)-(5) in Panel A). Panels A and C display results with unit owner last name fixed effects,
including units inside de novo and control areas but restricting the sample by keeping only last name owners that appear more than
once in the sample. Panel B (D) displays results with the same sample as in A (C) but without owner last name fixed effects. In
each specification the regressor of interest is de novo, and the control variables include a linear control in distance to the de
novo-control area boundary interacted with the de novo indicator, fixed effects for the nearest de novo area, and distance to the
Central Business District (CBD) of each city. In addition, in Panels C and D, column (1) includes geographic controls, column (2)
includes a second order polynomial in longitude and latitude, column (3) uses distance to historical (instead of contemporary) CBDs,
column (4) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between de novo and control areas, column (5) excludes areas within
100 meters of the boundary between upgrade and control areas, and columns (6) and (7) control for second and third order
polynomials in distance to the boundary, respectively. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered by arbitrary 850x850 meter grid
squares, corresponding to the median size of Sites and Services areas. There are 342 clusters, except in column (2) of Panels A and B
and in columns (4) and (5) of Panels C and D, which all have 341 clusters.
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Table 4.4: De novo regressions on persistence measures using imagery and TSCP survey
data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Imagery TSCP Survey
TSCP Survey,
Excl. Tanga

Share
of buildings
with road
within
10m

Share of
buildings

with
road access

Share of
buildings

connected to
water
mains

Share of
buildings

connected to
water
mains

Panel A: 500m bandwidth

De novo 0.141 0.197 0.211 0.233
(0.028) (0.050) (0.057) (0.060)

Observations 6,562 2,008 2,009 1,952
Mean (control) 0.202 0.477 0.547 0.547

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Upgrade

Panel B: robustness for share of buildings with road within 10m (Imagery)

De novo 0.129 0.142 0.142 0.185 0.150
(0.025) (0.029) (0.028) (0.056) (0.029)

Observations 6,562 6,562 6,562 4,568 6,158
Mean (control) 0.202 0.202 0.202 0.205 0.197

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Upgrade

Full City

Panel C: robustness for share of buildings with road access (TSCP)

De novo 0.134 0.190 0.199 0.191 0.206 0.170
(0.039) (0.049) (0.050) (0.159) (0.051) (0.056)

Observations 2,008 2,008 2,008 1,409 1,886 34,578
Mean (control) 0.477 0.477 0.477 0.485 0.449 0.573

Panel D: robustness for share of buildings connected to water mains (TSCP)

De novo 0.164 0.188 0.209 0.319 0.204 0.403
(0.060) (0.051) (0.057) (0.128) (0.062) (0.042)

Observations 2,009 2,009 2,009 1,410 1,887 34,588
Mean (control) 0.547 0.547 0.547 0.535 0.534 0.433

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and block level observations with outcomes derived from
imagery for all seven Sites and Services cities (road within 10m) and TSCP survey data for Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga (road access
and connection to water mains). The sample includes the de novo areas and control areas within 500 meters of their boundary. The
outcomes are measures of persistence of infrastructure treatment. Each observation is a block based on an arbitrary grid of 50x50
meter blocks. Blocks are assigned to de novo or control areas based on where their centroid falls. Outcomes are derived from the set
of buildings with a centroid in the block (see Data Appendix for further details). In Panel A the outcomes vary, while in Panel B the
dependent variable in all columns is the share of buildings with a road within 10 meters (from imagery data), in Panel C the
dependent variable in all columns is the share of buildings with road access (from TSCP data), and in Panel D the dependent
variable is the share of buildings connected to water mains (from TSCP data). In each specification the regressor of interest is de
novo, and the control variables include a linear control in distance to the de novo-control area boundary interacted with the de novo
indicator, fixed effects for the nearest de novo area, and distance to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city. In addition, in
Panels B, C and D, column (1) includes geographic controls, column (2) includes a second order polynomial in longitude and
latitude, column (3) uses distance to historical (instead of contemporary) CBDs, column (4) excludes areas within 100 meters of the
boundary between de novo and control areas, and column (5) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between upgrade and
control areas. Moreover, in Panels C and D, column (6) changes the control area to the sample of blocks covering the whole city
excluding upgrade areas. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered by arbitrary 850x850 meter grid squares, corresponding to
the median size of Sites and Services area. There are 29 clusters in TSCP data, except in column (5) of Panels C and D, which have
28 clusters, and in column (6) of Panels C and D, which have 439 clusters. There are 90 clusters in imagery data, except in column
(4) of Panel B which has 88 clusters, and column (5) of Panel B which has 89 clusters.
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4.A Appendix tables and figures
Figure 4.A1: Locations of de novo, upgrading, and control areas by city

(a) Dar es Salaam: Kinondoni (b) Dar es Salaam: Temeke

_

_̂

(c) Iringa (d) Mbeya

_

_

(e) Morogoro (f) Mwanza

_ _

(g) Tabora (h) Tanga

_
Upgrade
De Novo
Control

_ CBD
0 2 4 km

_

Notes: This figure maps de novo (green cross-hatch), upgrading (red hatch), control areas (blue dots), and the CBD (yellow star) for
each city. Panel (a) shows the northern part of Dar es Salaam (Kinondoni), while the southern part (Temeke) is shown in panel (b).
Control areas are all 500m buffers of study areas, excluding land that was determined uninhabitable, built-up, or designated for
specific use prior to the program. Each map is set to the same scale. Background imagery from ArcGIS is for context only and was
not used for analysis, it depicts modern day roads (white lines), heavily vegetated areas (green-grey) and water bodies (dark grey).
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Figure 4.A2: Example images of de novo, upgrade and control areas

Notes: Each of the three images covers an area of approximately 440 x 360 meters. Source:
Google earth V 7.1.2. (2018). Kinondoni District, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania.
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Figure 4.A3: Regression discontinuity plots of summary outcomes from Tables 1 and 2

(a) Z-index from Table 1

(b) Z-index from Table 2

(c) Log hedonic value from Table 2

Notes: This figure plots the raw summary outcomes (z-index and log hedonic value) on the y-axis against the running variable
(x-axis) being distance to boundary between de novo and control areas in kilometers. Observations from control areas are to the left
of the cutoff (marked 0) and de novo areas to the right. The graphs are created with the command rdplot (Calonico et al 2017),
using a triangular kernel. The sample is defined by a 500m bandwidth on either side of the boundary. For subfigure (a), the variable
definition and data is the same as in Table 1, panel A, column 4 and the number of observations in (a) is 6562, with 3147 to the left
(control) and 3415 to the right (de novo) of the cutoff. The average bin length is 6m to the left of the cutoff and 5m to the right for
subfigure (a). For subfigure (b), the variable definition and data is the same as in Table 2, panel A, column 6 and the number of
observations in (b) is 2009, with 1177 to the left (control) and 832 to the right (de novo) of the cutoff. The average bin length is 16m
to the left of the cutoff and 12m to the right for subfigure (b). For subfigure (c), the variable definition and data is the same as in
Table 2, panel A, column 7 and the number of observations in (c) is 2009, with 1177 to the left (control) and 832 to the right (de
novo) of the cutoff. The average bin length is 14m to the left of the cutoff and 12m to the right for subfigure (c).
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Table 4.A1: De novo neighborhoods

City Area within city Round Pre-treatment
satellite photos

Pre-treatment
topographic map

Dar es Salaam Sinza 1 1966 N
Dar es Salaam Kijitonyama 1 1966 N
Dar es Salaam Mikocheni 1 1966 N
Mbeya Mwanjelwa (*) 1 1966 N
Mwanza Nyakato (**) 1 1966 N
Tanga Nguvu Mali (***) 2 1966 N
Tabora Isebya 2 1978 1967
Tabora Kiloleni 2 1978 1967
Morogoro Kichangani 2 N 1974
Morogoro Msamvu 2 N 1974
Iringa Kihesa & Mtuiwila 2 1966 1982
Iringa Mwangata 2 1966 1982

Notes: This table reports information about the 12 de novo neighborhoods, the round in which the Sites
and Services projects were implemented, and the data we have on the areas before the program was
implemented. (*) Treatment area maps were unavailable, so areas were drawn by experts that were
involved in the projects, as explained in the Data Appendix. (**) Treatment area maps were unavailable,
so we inferred from the detailed Mwanza central plan. (***) We have some uncertainty as to the extent of
infrastructure that was actually provided in Nguvu Mali.
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Table 4.A2: Upgrading neighborhoods

City Area within city Round Pre-treatment
satellite photos

Pre-treatment
topographic map

Dar es Salaam Manzese A 1 1966 & 1969 N
Dar es Salaam Manzese B 1 1966 & 1969 N
Mbeya Mwanjelwa (*) 1 1966 N
Dar es Salaam Mtoni & Tandika 2 1966 N
Iringa Kihesa 2 1966 1982
Iringa Mwangata 2 1966 1982
Morogoro Kichangani 2 N 1974
Morogoro Msamvu 2 N 1974
Tabora Isebya 2 1978 1967
Tabora Kiloleni 2 1978 1967
Tanga Gofu Juu 2 1966 N
Tanga Mwakizaro 2 1966 N

Notes: this table reports information about the 12 upgrading neighborhoods, the round in which the Sites
and Services projects were implemented, and the data we have on the areas before the program was
implemented. (*) Treatment area maps were unavailable, so areas were drawn by experts that were
involved in the projects, as explained in the Data Appendix.
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Table 4.A3: Plot counts and population by project type

Plots
com-
pleted
by

1980s

Population
in 2002

Ratio of
popula-
tion to
plots
com-
pleted

Area
(sq-km)

Population
density
(people
per

sq-km)

Built
area

(build-
ing
foot-
prints,
sq-km)

Crowding
(people
per

sq-km
of built
area)

Round 1 De novo 8,527 89,207 10.5 8.6 10,400 2.7 32,975
Control for de novo 44,846 6.7 6,723 1.5 29,151
Upgrading 14,634 200,630 13.7 6.5 31,064 2.9 68,084
Control for upgrading 89,920 6.2 14,415 2.0 44,849

Round 2 Denovo 1,978 17,927 9.1 2.5 7,158 0.5 36,883
Control for de novo 14,708 6.5 2,253 0.6 23,976
Upgrading 20,128 204,074 10.1 10.5 19,483 3.2 64,721
Control for upgrading 67,871 11.7 5,801 1.9 36,593

Total Denovo 10,505 107,134 10.2 11.1 9,667 3.2 33,570
Control for de novo 59,554 13.2 4,512 2.2 27,676
Upgrading 34,762 404,704 11.6 16.9 23,900 6.1 66,346
Control for upgrading 157,791 17.9 8,796 3.9 40,882

Notes: This table reports completed plot counts and population in 2002 by treatment type and round.
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Table 4.A4: Summary statistics

Imagery data (Blocks)
De novo Upgrade Control Total

Mean log building footprint area 4.580
(0.569)

4.243
(0.503)

4.381
(0.699)

4.394
(0.625)

Share of buildings with painted
roof

0.337
(0.314)

0.186
(0.222)

0.174
(0.266)

0.221
(0.277)

Mean similarity of building
orien-tation

-4.735
(5.751)

-6.981
(5.208)

-8.202
(7.638)

-6.911
(6.657)

Share of buildings with road
within 10m

0.288
(0.322)

0.213
(0.277)

0.202
(0.307)

0.228
(0.305)

Obs. 3,925 4,341 6,380 14,646

TSCP data (Blocks)

De novo Upgrade
Control

(Full City)
Total

Mean log building footprint area 5.134
(0.464)

4.612
(0.456)

4.706
(0.688)

4.712
(0.684)

Share of buildings with multiple
storeys

0.202
(0.384)

0.015
(0.100)

0.071
(0.240)

0.072
(0.243)

Share of buildings with a good roof 0.975
(0.109)

0.868
(0.268)

0.951
(0.174)

0.950
(0.175)

Share of buildings connected to
electricity

0.713
(0.344)

0.423
(0.322)

0.425
(0.431)

0.430
(0.429)

Share of buildings with sewerage
or septic tank

0.547
(0.412)

0.227
(0.328)

0.387
(0.431)

0.387
(0.430)

Share of buildings connected to
water mains

0.767
(0.320)

0.493
(0.329)

0.483
(0.434)

0.488
(0.433)

Share of buildings with road access 0.676
(0.440)

0.748
(0.341)

0.611
(0.453)

0.615
(0.451)

Mean log hedonic value 17.689
(0.496)

17.039
(0.468)

17.200
(0.723)

17.207
(0.719)

Obs. 798 729 40,563 42,090

Notes: Summary statistics are estimates of the sample mean and its standard deviation in parentheses. The first panel displays
summary statistics for outcomes derived from satellite imagery for all seven Sites and Services cities over the sample of observations
with their centroid in either a de novo, upgrading, or control area. The second panel displays summary statistics for outcomes
derived from TSCP survey data for Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga over the whole city sample. Observations are blocks based on an
arbitrary grid of 50x50 meter blocks for both imagery and TSCP data. All columns report the maximum populated number of
observations. Block outcomes are derived from all buildings with a centroid in the block. Blocks that fall between two treatment
types are assigned according to where their centroid falls. The imagery variable painted roof has 14530 observations for the Total
column, i.e. 116 less than the other variables. This is due to measurement error in assigning roof type to a building (outlines of some
buildings in Dar es Salaam did not correspond to an actual building on the satellite image). Similarly, due to the survey nature of
the TSCP data, in the Total column, the following TSCP variables have fewer than 42,090 observations: multiple storeys has 40,990
observations, good roof has 42,047 observations, sewerage or septic tank has 41,948 observations, water mains has 42,063
observations, and road access has 42,062 observations.
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Table 4.A5: De novo regressions balancing first geography

(1) (2) (3)

Distance to
Shore (km)

Block contains
river or stream

Ruggedness
within 50m

Panel A: no controls, 500m bandwidth (Imagery)

De novo -0.167 -0.007 -0.646
(0.087) (0.013) (0.211)

Observations 8,440 8,440 8,440
Mean (control) 7.292 0.050 2.930

Panel B: baseline controls, 500m bandwidth (Imagery)

De novo -0.080 -0.017 -0.266
(0.063) (0.017) (0.223)

Observations 8,440 8,440 8,440
Mean (control) 7.292 0.050 2.930

Panel C: baseline controls, 500m bandwidth (TSCP)

De novo -0.064 -0.074 -0.760
(0.056) (0.025) (0.555)

Observations 2,693 2,693 2,693
Mean (control) 5.512 0.062 3.721

Panel D: baseline controls, Full City (TSCP)

De Novo -0.819 0.009 -0.364
(0.222) (0.011) (0.337)

Observations 35,662 35,662 35,662
Mean (control) 4.850 0.016 3.236

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and block level observations with outcomes derived from
imagery for all seven Sites and Services cities in Panels A and B, while in Panels C and D the outcomes are derived from TSCP
survey data for the three cities where these data exist: Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga. The sample includes the de novo areas and
control areas within 500 meters of their boundary in Panels A, B and C. In Panel D, the sample includes de novo areas and the full
city as control areas. In all panels, all blocks, including empty ones, are used. The outcomes are measures of geographical
fundamentals and can be interpreted as quantifying any imbalance in selection of de novo and control areas. Each observation is a
block based on an arbitrary grid of 50x50 meter blocks. Blocks are assigned to de novo or control areas based on where their
centroid falls. Outcomes are derived from the set of buildings with a centroid in the block (see Data Appendix for further details).
In Panel A, the controls are only nearest de novo fixed effects. In Panels B, C and D, the controls are the regular ones: a linear
control in distance to the de novo-control area boundary interacted with the de novo indicator, fixed effects for the nearest de novo
area, and distance to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city.
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Table 4.A6: De novo regressions of adult census outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Mean
years of
schooling

Share with
exactly
primary
education

Share with
more than
primary
education

Share
attending
school

Share
literate
in any

language

Share
literate

in Swahili

Share
literate

in English

De novo 0.566 -0.041 0.051 0.018 0.010 0.004 0.053
(0.121) (0.016) (0.015) (0.009) (0.006) (0.010) (0.023)

Observations 814 814 814 814 814 814 814
Mean (control) 9.343 0.412 0.497 0.128 0.960 0.936 0.449

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using cut Enumeration Area (EA) level observations with outcomes derived
from Tanzania 2012 Census microdata for all seven Sites and Services cities. In each specification the regressor of interest is de novo,
and the control variables include city fixed effects (separate for Temeke and Kinondoni in Dar es Salaam), and distance to the
Central Business District (CBD) of each city. The sample includes de novo observations and control areas which are near de novo
areas. The outcomes are measures of sorting into the treatment and control areas. Outcomes are the EA mean over the set of all
adults at least 18 years old enumerated in the EA. Each observation is an EA of varying size, or a cut EA if the EA intersects both
de novo and control areas. Cut EAs are assigned to de novo, and/or control areas if more than 5 percent of the cut EA lies inside the
respective area. Analytic weights for the cut EA observations used in the regression are based on the proportion of the EA area that
lies inside each treatment or control area. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered by arbitrary 850x850 meter grid squares.
There are 90 clusters.
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Table 4.A7: Upgrading regressions balancing first geography

(1) (2) (3)

Distance to
Shore (km)

Block contains
river or stream

Ruggedness
within 50m

Panel A: no controls, 500m bandwidth (Imagery)

Upgrade -0.057 -0.029 -0.389
(0.075) (0.012) (0.161)

Observations 12,854 12,854 12,854
Mean (control) 6.778 0.060 2.663

Panel B: baseline controls, 500m bandwidth (Imagery)

Upgrade 0.021 -0.050 0.099
(0.049) (0.019) (0.233)

Observations 12,854 12,854 12,854
Mean (control) 6.778 0.060 2.663

Panel C: baseline controls, 500m bandwidth (TSCP)

Upgrade 0.058 -0.075 -0.370
(0.039) (0.041) (0.328)

Observations 2,576 2,576 2,576
Mean (control) 7.873 0.063 2.386

Panel D: baseline controls, Full City (TSCP)

Upgrade 0.045 0.042 -1.002
(0.126) (0.024) (0.315)

Observations 11,798 11,798 11,798
Mean (control) 7.079 0.019 2.422

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and block level observations with outcomes derived from
imagery for all seven Sites and Services cities in Panels A and B, while in Panels C and D the outcomes are derived from TSCP
survey data for the three cities where these data exist: Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga. The sample includes the upgrading areas and
control areas within 500 meters of their boundary in Panels A, B and C. In Panel D, the sample includes upgrading areas and the
full city as control areas. In all panels, all blocks, including empty ones, are used. The outcomes are measures of geographical
fundamentals and can be interpreted as quantifying any imbalance in selection of upgrading and control areas. Each observation is a
block based on an arbitrary grid of 50x50 meter blocks. Blocks are assigned to upgrading or control areas based on where their
centroid falls. Outcomes are derived from the set of buildings with a centroid in the block (see Data Appendix for further details).
In Panel A, the controls are only nearest upgrading fixed effects. In Panels B, C and D, the controls are the regular ones: a linear
control in distance to the upgrading-control area boundary interacted with the upgrading indicator, fixed effects for the nearest
upgrading area, and distance to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city.
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Table 4.A8: Upgrading regressions using imagery data for all seven cities

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mean
log

building
footprint

area

Share of
buildings

with
painted
roof

Mean
similarity

of
building
orien-
tation

Mean
z-index

Share of
empty
blocks

Share of
area

built up

Panel A: 500m bandwidth

Upgrade -0.053 -0.005 0.500 -0.010 -0.139 0.076
(0.042) (0.010) (0.389) (0.034) (0.033) (0.016)

Observations 10,909 10,837 10,909 10,909 12,854 12,854
Mean (control) 4.333 0.146 -7.352 -0.008 0.234 0.219

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Denovo

Panel B: robustness (mean z-index only as outcome)

Upgrade -0.014 -0.014 -0.011 -0.049 -0.007
(0.035) (0.035) (0.034) (0.061) (0.035)

Observations 10,909 10,909 10,909 7,573 10,531
Mean (control) -0.008 -0.008 -0.008 0.008 -0.017

Mean
log

building
footprint

area

Mean
similarity

of
building
orien-
tation

Share of
empty
blocks

Share of
area

built up

Panel C: upgrade vs old slums

Upgrade -0.152 0.801 -0.278 0.122
(0.073) (0.396) (0.106) (0.047)

Observations 8,000 8,000 9,319 9,319
Mean (control) 4.214 -6.195 0.231 0.303

Panel D: upgrade vs old slums, first geography controls

Upgrade -0.139 0.755 -0.233 0.123
(0.065) (0.264) (0.091) (0.045)

Observations 8,000 8,000 9,319 9,319
Mean (control) 4.214 -6.195 0.231 0.303

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and block level observations with outcomes derived from
imagery for all seven Sites and Services cities. The sample in Panels A and B includes the upgrading areas and control areas within
500 meters of their boundary. The sample in Panels C and D includes the upgrading areas in Dar es Salaam and the areas of that
city which could be identified as slums before Sites and Services and that were not treated (see the Data Appendix for more details).
The outcomes are measures of housing quality that do not reflect direct investments in upgrading areas. Each observation is a block
based on an arbitrary grid of 50x50 meter blocks. Blocks are assigned to upgrading or control areas based on where their centroid
falls. Outcomes are derived from the set of buildings with a centroid in the block (see Data Appendix for further details). In Panels
A, C and D the outcomes vary, while in Panel B the dependent variable in all columns is the z-index (composed of all outcomes in
columns (1)-(3) in Panel A). In each specification the regressor of interest is upgrading, and the control variables include a linear
control in distance to the upgrading-control area boundary interacted with the upgrading indicator, fixed effects for the nearest
upgrading area, and distance to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city. In addition, in Panel B, column (1) includes
geographic controls, column (2) includes a second order polynomial in longitude and latitude, column (3) uses distance to historical
(instead of contemporary) CBDs, column (4) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between upgrade and control areas,
column (5) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between de novo and control areas. Standard errors, in parentheses,
are clustered by arbitrary 850x850 meter grid squares, corresponding to the median size of Sites and Services areas. There are
117-125 clusters in Panel A, 117 clusters in Panel B, and 104-105 clusters in Panels C and D.
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Table 4.A9: Upgrading regressions using TSCP survey data for Mbeya, Mwanza, and
Tanga

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Mean
log

building
footprint

area

Share of
buildings

with
multiple
storeys

Share of
buildings

with
a good roof

Share of
buildings

connected to
electricity

Share of
buildings

with sewerage
or septic
tank

Mean
z-index

Mean
log hedonic

value

Panel A: 500m bandwidth

Upgrade -0.111 -0.112 -0.178 -0.082 -0.130 -0.569 -0.181
(0.101) (0.050) (0.084) (0.078) (0.079) (0.253) (0.133)

Observations 2,066 1,863 2,062 2,066 2,059 2,066 2,066
Mean (control) 4.801 0.094 0.972 0.524 0.350 0.041 17.281

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Denovo

Full City
Optimal

bandwidth

Panel B: robustness (mean z-index only as outcome)

Upgrade -0.572 -0.631 -0.597 -0.456 -0.578 -0.681 -0.633
(0.246) (0.243) (0.242) (0.323) (0.264) (0.209) (0.265)

Observations 2,066 2,066 2,066 1,462 2,001 11,225 11,225
Mean (control) 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.046 0.030 -0.084 0.045

Panel C: robustness (mean log hedonic value only as outcome)

Upgrade -0.211 -0.286 -0.236 -0.200 -0.189 -0.370 -0.217
(0.129) (0.119) (0.119) (0.224) (0.135) (0.083) (0.149)

Observations 2,066 2,066 2,066 1,462 2,001 11,225 11,225
Mean (control) 17.281 17.281 17.281 17.300 17.273 17.259 17.267

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and block level observations with outcomes derived from
TSCP survey data for the three cities where these data exist: Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga. The sample includes the upgrading areas
and control areas within 500 meters of their boundary. The outcomes are measures of housing quality that do not reflect direct
investments in upgrading areas. Each observation is a block based on an arbitrary grid of 50x50 meter blocks. Blocks are assigned to
upgrading or control areas based on where their centroid falls. Outcomes are derived from the set of buildings with a centroid in the
block (see Data Appendix for further details). In Panel A the outcomes vary, while in Panel B the dependent variable in all columns
is the z-index (composed of all outcomes in columns (1)-(5) in Panel A), and in Panel C the dependent variable is the predicted log
value from hedonic regressions. In each specification the regressor of interest is upgrading, and the control variables include a linear
control in distance to the upgrading-control area boundary interacted with the upgrading indicator, fixed effects for the nearest
upgrading area, and distance to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city. In addition, in Panels B and C, column (1)
includes geographic controls, column (2) includes a second order polynomial in longitude and latitude, column (3) uses distance to
historical (instead of contemporary) CBDs, column (4) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between upgrade and
control areas, column (5) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between de novo and control areas, column (6) changes
the control area to the sample of blocks covering the whole city excluding treatment areas, and column (7) uses 2889 observations
inside the optimal bandwith for panel B and 1699 observations inside the optimal bandwith for panel C based on Imbens and
Kalyanaraman (2012). The control mean in column (7) reports the mean for the control areas inside the optimal bandwidth. The
’Full City’ in column (6) is robust to higher order polynomials in distance to boundary: In panel B: second order polynomial gives an
estimate of -0.737 and standard error of 0.243, and third order polynomial gives an estimate of -0.662 and standard error of 0.243. In
panel C: second order polynomial gives an estimate of -0.361 and standard error of 0.117, and third order polynomial gives an
estimate of -0.237 and standard error of 0.143. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered by arbitrary 850x850 meter grid
squares, corresponding to the median size of Sites and Services areas. There are 30 clusters in Panel A, and 28-30 clusters in Panels
B and C, except in column (6) of Panels B and C, which have 132 clusters.
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Table 4.A10: Upgrading regressions using TSCP survey data for Mbeya, Mwanza, and
Tanga with Owner Name Fixed Effects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Log
building
footprint

area

Multistorey
building

Good
roof

Connected
to

electricity

Sewerage or
septic tank

Z-index
Log hedonic

value

Panel A: Full City, Owner FE

Upgrade -0.225 -0.186 -0.021 -0.058 -0.039 -0.243 -0.218
(0.150) (0.067) (0.047) (0.094) (0.076) (0.140) (0.144)

Observations 18,843 14,227 18,708 18,805 18,231 18,843 18,843
Mean (control) 4.601 0.205 0.966 0.416 0.221 0.002 17.026

Panel B: Full City, no Owner FE, same sample as A

Upgrade -0.243 -0.123 -0.011 -0.098 -0.172 -0.256 -0.310
(0.146) (0.084) (0.012) (0.054) (0.082) (0.105) (0.152)

Observations 18,843 14,227 18,708 18,805 18,231 18,843 18,843
Mean (control) 4.601 0.205 0.966 0.416 0.221 0.002 17.026

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Denovo

Second Order
Polynomial

Third Order
Polynomial

Panel C: robustness owner FE (z-index only as outcome)

Upgrade -0.244 -0.264 -0.250 -0.475 -0.228 -0.066 0.040
(0.136) (0.137) (0.140) (0.161) (0.141) (0.155) (0.180)

Observations 18,843 18,843 18,843 17,914 18,780 18,843 18,843
Mean (control) 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.002

Panel D: robustness, no owner FE, same sample as C (z-index only as outcome)

Upgrade -0.329 -0.218 -0.272 -0.390 -0.255 -0.060 0.116
(0.101) (0.105) (0.106) (0.094) (0.105) (0.133) (0.137)

Observations 18,843 18,843 18,843 17,914 18,780 18,843 18,843
Mean (control) 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.002

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and unit level observations with outcomes derived from
TSCP survey data for the three cities where these data exist: Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga. The sample includes the upgrading areas
and the entire city as control areas. The outcomes are measures of housing quality that do not reflect direct investments in
upgrading areas. Each observation is a property unit in a building, and only multi-unit owners are used. Units are assigned to
upgrading or control areas based on where their building’s centroid falls. Outcomes are measured at the building level (see Data
Appendix for further details). In Panels A and B the outcomes vary, while in Panels C and D the dependent variable in all columns
is the z-index (composed of all outcomes in columns (1)-(5) in Panel A). Panels A and C display results with unit owner last name
fixed effects, including units inside upgrading and control areas but restricting the sample by keeping only last name owners that
appear more than once in the sample. Panel B (D) displays results with the same sample as in A (C) but without owner last name
fixed effects. In each specification the regressor of interest is upgrading, and the control variables include a linear control in distance
to the upgrading-control area boundary interacted with the upgrading indicator, fixed effects for the nearest upgrading area, and
distance to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city. In addition, in Panels C and D, column (1) includes geographic
controls, column (2) includes a second order polynomial in longitude and latitude, column (3) uses distance to historical (instead of
contemporary) CBDs, column (4) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between upgrade and control areas, column (5)
excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between de novo and control areas, and columns (6) and (7) control for second and
third order polynomials in distance to the boundary, respectively Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered by arbitrary 850x850
meter grid squares, corresponding to the median size of Sites and Services areas. There are 111-112 clusters.
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Table 4.A11: Upgrading regressions on persistence measures using imagery and TSCP
survey data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Imagery
Imagery

Slums 1979
TSCP Survey

TSCP Survey,
Excl. Tanga

Share
of buildings
with road
within
10m

Share
of buildings
with road
within
10m

Share of
buildings

with
road access

Share of
buildings

connected to
water
mains

Share of
buildings

connected to
water
mains

Panel A: 500m bandwidth

Upgrade -0.019 0.018 0.004 -0.078 -0.059
(0.018) (0.039) (0.056) (0.087) (0.109)

Observations 10,909 8,000 2,065 2,066 1,923
Mean (control) 0.190 0.032 0.775 0.586 0.586

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Denovo

Panel B: robustness for share of buildings with road within 10m (Imagery)

Upgrade -0.021 -0.015 -0.019 -0.008 -0.022
(0.019) (0.018) (0.019) (0.038) (0.019)

Observations 10,909 10,909 10,909 7,573 10,531
Mean (control) 0.190 0.190 0.190 0.197 0.190

Geography
Lat-Long
2nd Poly.

Historical
CBD

Doughnut
100m

Exclude 100m
to Denovo

Full City

Panel C: robustness for share of buildings with road access (TSCP)

Upgrade 0.006 -0.014 -0.007 -0.053 0.012 -0.013
(0.046) (0.052) (0.053) (0.098) (0.057) (0.048)

Observations 2,065 2,065 2,065 1,461 2,000 11,207
Mean (control) 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.764 0.768 0.771

Panel D: robustness for share of buildings connected to water mains (TSCP)

Upgrade -0.079 -0.102 -0.089 -0.045 -0.076 -0.181
(0.083) (0.081) (0.081) (0.132) (0.089) (0.058)

Observations 2,066 2,066 2,066 1,462 2,001 11,214
Mean (control) 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.587 0.579 0.586

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using specification (1) and block level observations. The outcomes in both
columns (1) and (2) of Panel A, and in Panel B (road within 10m) are derived from imagery for all seven Sites and Services cities.
The outcomes in columns (3) and (4) of Panel A, and in Panels C and D (road access and connection to water mains) are derived
from TSCP survey data for Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga. In column (5) of Panel A, Tanga is excluded from the TSCP survey data
because of the uncertainty about water mains in that city (see Data Appendix). The sample in Panels B-D and in Panel A columns
(1) and (3)-(5) includes the upgrading areas and control areas within 500 meters of their boundary. The sample in column (2) in
Panel A includes upgrading areas and the areas of Dar es Salaam that could be identified as slums in 1979 but excluded from the
Sites and Services projects (see Data Appendix). The outcomes are measures of persistence of infrastructure treatment. Each
observation is a block based on an arbitrary grid of 50x50 meter blocks. Blocks are assigned to upgrading or control areas based on
where their centroid falls. Outcomes are derived from the set of buildings with a centroid in the block (see Data Appendix for
further details). In Panel A the outcomes vary, while in Panel B the dependent variable in all columns is the share of buildings with
a road within 10 meters (from imagery data), in Panel C the dependent variable in all columns is the share of buildings with road
access (from TSCP data), and in Panel D the dependent variable is the share of buildings connected to water mains (from TSCP
data). In each specification the regressor of interest is upgrading, and the control variables include a linear control in distance to the
upgrading-control area boundary interacted with the upgrading indicator, fixed effects for the nearest upgrading area, and distance
to the Central Business District (CBD) of each city. In addition, in Panels B, C and D, column (1) includes geographic controls,
column (2) includes a second order polynomial in longitude and latitude, column (3) uses distance to historical (instead of
contemporary) CBDs, column (4) excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between upgrade and control areas, column (5)
excludes areas within 100 meters of the boundary between de novo and control areas. Moreover, in Panels C and D, column (6)
changes the control area to the sample of blocks covering the whole city excluding de novo areas. Standard errors, in parentheses,
are clustered by arbitrary 850x850 meter grid squares, corresponding to the median size of Sites and Services area. There are 28-30
clusters in TSCP data, except in column (6) of Panels C and D, which have 132 clusters. There are 117 clusters in imagery data,
except in column (2) of Panel A which has 104 clusters.



Table 4.A12: Upgrading regressions of adult census outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Mean
years of
schooling

Share with
exactly
primary
education

Share with
more than
primary
education

Share
attending
school

Share
literate
in any

language

Share
literate

in Swahili

Share
literate

in English

Upgrade -0.469 0.049 -0.060 -0.018 -0.012 -0.011 -0.066
(0.131) (0.012) (0.016) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.017)

Observations 2,842 2,842 2,842 2,842 2,842 2,842 2,842
Mean (control) 8.349 0.533 0.357 0.084 0.955 0.934 0.315

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions using cut Enumeration Area (EA) level observations with outcomes derived
from Tanzania 2012 Census microdata for all seven Sites and Services cities. In each specification the regressor of interest is upgrade,
and the control variables include city fixed effects (separate for Temeke and Kinondoni in Dar es Salaam), and distance to the
Central Business District (CBD) of each city. The sample includes upgrading observations and control areas which are near
upgrading areas. The outcomes are measures of sorting into the treatment and control areas. Outcomes are the EA mean over the
set of all adults at least 18 years old enumerated in the EA. Each observation is an EA of varying size, or a cut EA if the EA
intersects both treatment and control areas. Cut EAs are assigned to upgrading and/or control areas if more than 5 percent of the
cut EA lies inside the respective area. Analytic weights for the cut EA observations used in the regression are based on the
proportion of the EA area that lies inside each treatment or control area. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered by arbitrary
850x850 meter grid squares. There are 124 clusters.
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Table 4.A13: Details on the selection of control areas by city

Dar es Salaam
• Sources: the 1974 (World Bank 1974a) and 1977 (World Bank 1977b) project proposal maps.
• De novo and upgrading: the 1974 map is used to trace areas in the north of Dar es Salaam (Kinondoni Municipality), and the
1977 map is used in the south of Dar es Salaam (Temeke municipality).
• Exclusions: the 1974 map is used to exclude areas in Kinondoni where we identify previously established residential areas and
land reserved for special institutions and industry. The 1977 map is used to exclude areas in Temeke where there are low density
residential areas and special institutions.

Iringa
• Sources: the 1977 project proposal map (World Bank 1977b), and a 1978 topographic map (Directorate of Overseas Surveys,
2015).
• De novo and upgrading: the 1977 project proposal map is used to trace areas.
• Exclusions from control areas: the 1977 project proposal map is used to exclude industrial and established residential areas
east of Mwangata. The 1978 topographic map is used to exclude already developed areas west and east of Mwangata, and also
north, south and east of Kihesa. Additionally, north of Mwangata is excluded because of a power plant.

Mbeya
• Sources: a 1966 satellite image (United States Geological Survey, 2015), and drawings by experts on the Sites and Services
projects in Mbeya. Those experts are Shaoban Sheuya, Anna Mtani, and Amulike Mahenge and were all interviewed by the
authors in Dar es Salaam, June 30, 2016.
• De novo and upgrading: the drawings from our experts were used to trace areas.
• Exclusions: the 1966 satellite image is used to exclude already built-up areas at the center of the city and areas with shops
along the highway southeast of Mwanjelwa, already developed areas northwest of Mwanjelwa, and the airport.
• For consistency across TSCP and imagery data, we kept all TSCP buildings in Mbeya within the minimum bounding rectangle
of the Worldview imagery for Mbeya, this excluded a very small fraction of buildings at the fringes.

Morogoro
• Sources: the 1977 project proposal map (World Bank 1977b), and a 1974 topographic map (Directorate of Overseas Surveys,
2015).
• De novo and upgrading: the 1977 project proposal map is used to trace areas.
• Exclusions: the 1977 project proposal map is used to exclude a large industrial area southwest of Msamvu and a large
previously developed area to the south of Msamvu. The 1974 topographic map is used to exclude a previously developed area
south of Kichangani, and to confirm the exclusions from the 1977 project proposal map. Finally 0.07km2 of undeveloped farm
land is excluded from the area to the adjacent to the railway station.

Mwanza • Sources: a 1973 cadastral map (Mwanza City Municipality, 1973).
• De novo: the cadastral map is used to trace areas, it delineates all surveyed plots and so contains a few that are outside of the
actual Sites and Services treatment. We include plots that are small (288m2 is the known treated plot area) and recorded with
a plot number, and community buildings. We do not include plots that are large or that are small but do not have a recorded
plot number.
• Exclusions: the cadastral map is used to exclude areas with large plots or plots without a recorded number. Also excluded are
previously developed areas along the road in the southeast of Mwanza, as well as areas to the north that are off of the map. The
1966 satellite imagery was used to exclude built-up center of the city.

Tabora
• Sources: the 1977 project proposal map (World Bank 1977b), a 1967 topographic map (Directorate of Overseas Surveys, 2015),
and 1978 aerial imagery (Directorate of Overseas Surveys, 2015).
• De novo and upgrading: the 1977 project proposal map is used to trace areas.
• Exclusions: the project proposal map is used to excluded previously built areas to the west and southwest of the Kiloleni. The
1967 topographic map is used to exclude an industrial area to the south of Isebeya in between the two of upgrading area. The
1978 aerial image is used to confirm the exclusions.

Tanga
• Sources: the 1977 project proposal map (World Bank 1977b), and a 1966 satellite image (United States Geological Survey,
2015).
• De novo and upgrading: the 1977 project proposal map is used to trace areas.
• Exclusions: the 1966 satellite image is used to exclude already developed areas south, southwest, north and east of Gofu
Juu and east of Mwakizaro, as well as the center of the city near the coast. The 1977 project proposal map is used to exclude
industrial area between Gofu Juu and Mwakizaro.

Notes: This table explains what imagery and maps were used to (a) delineate the de novo and upgrading areas, and (b) create
exclusion areas (i.e. areas to be excluded from the control areas) among areas that are within 500 meters of Sites and Services, as
explained in the Data Appendix. Sources are all georeferenced maps of the city in question. Almost all areas in the studied cities
were covered by these maps, with minor exceptions in the western areas of Tabora, and north of the northern treatment area (Kihesa
neighborhood) in Iringa.
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Table 4.A14: Description of variables derived from imagery data

Variable label Definition

Log building footprint area Calculated directly for the shape file (calculated as a direct measure
for the building, or a sample average of that measure for each block.)

Painted roof Indicator for painted as opposed to tin or rusted tin (an indicator for
the building or a share of buildings with painted roofs for each block).
Please see the Data Appendix.

Similarity of orientation Calculated using the main axis of the minimum bounding box that
contains each building. We then calculated the difference in orientation
between each building and its neighboring building, modulo 90 degrees,
with more similar orientations representing a more regular layout (an
indicator for the building or a sample average for each block).

Z-index We construct a family of outcomes measure following Kling et al. 2007
and Banerjee et al. 2014. We integrate all “good” variables into one
index. We subtract the mean in the control group and divide the result
by the standard deviation in the control group. Then we create the
index by taking a simple average of the normalized variables (a measure
for the building or a sample average for each block). Please refer to the
Data Appendix for more details.

Road within 10m An indicator that the distance form the boundary of the building to
the nearest roads is no more than 10m).

Distance to the CBD The CBD for each city is the centroid of the most lit pixel in 1992 from
the NOAA “Average Visible and Stable Lights, Cloud Free Coverage”
dataset. The distance to the CBD is calculated from the centroids of
each building or block.

Empty block indicator Indicator for a block that has no buildings.

Share of area built up Share of the area of the block that is built.

Number of buildings Count of buildings in a 50x50m block.

Note: this table describes the variables derived from imagery data.
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Table 4.A15: Description of TSCP variables and how they are created

Variable label Definition

Connected to electricity Indicator for whether a building is connected to electricity.

Sewerage or septic tank Indicator for good sanitation, i.e. having sewerage or a septic tank as
opposed to an alternative of pit latrine, no sanitation at all, or other.

Good roof Indicator for roof being made of concrete, metal sheets, clay tiles or ce-
ment tiles as opposed to an alternative of grass/palm, asbestos, timber
or other. This is a different measure from the "Painted roof" variable
in Table A14.

Multistorey building Indicator for one or more storeys above the ground floor.

Z-index We construct a family of outcomes measure following Kling et al. 2007
and Banerjee et al. 2014. We integrate all “good” variables into one
index. We subtract the mean in the control group and divide the result
by the standard deviation in the control group. Then we create the
index by taking a simple average of the normalized variables.

Hedonic Value We run a hedonic regression using property values of 3663 buildings in
Arusha based on log area, electricity, and indicators for good sanitation,
good roof, and multi-story. We predict this value in our three TSCP
cities (Tanga, Mbeya, and Mwanza).

Connected to water mains Indicator for good water supply (metered/mains as opposed to bore-
hole; stand tap; river; rain; water trucks; or other/none).

Road access Indicator for access to tarmac; gravel; or earth road.

Note: this table describes the variables the we derived from TSCP building data.
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Table 4.A16: Hedonic housing value regressions using TSCP survey data

(1)
ln value

Log building footprint area 0.797
(0.019)

Connected to electricity 0.235
(0.040)

Sewerage or septic tank 0.524
(0.041)

Good roof 0.0474
(0.090)

Multiple storeys -0.0359
(0.178)

Intercept 13.11
(0.221)

Observations 3,663
R2 0.416
This table reports estimates from a hedonic regression
with buildings as units of observation using property
values of 3,663 buildings in Arusha. The dependent
variable is property value. This sample is selected
because these buildings had both valuation data and data
from the TSCP survey. Regressors are the buildings’
log area, electricity, and indicators for good sanitation,
good roof, and multi-storey. We then use the coefficient
estimates to construct measures of hedonic values,
as we explain in the Data Appendix.
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Table 4.A17: Description of variables from Tanzanian census 2012

Variable label Definition

Years of schooling How many years of schooling the adult respondent has obtained. Miss-
ing values in the microdata are coded as 0 since there was no category
for "Never attended school", and since the missing values were found to
match reasonably well with the proportion of people with no schooling
in the IPUMS 2012 Tanzanian Census data (which does not, however,
have low level geographical identifiers). Moreover, the proportion of
missing values in the microdata increased with age and with gender
and age, which corresponds to the pattern of people lacking any school-
ing in Tanzania. Respondents with Training after primary school/Pre-
secondary school or Training after secondary school are coded as 8 or
12 years respectively, i.e. one more year than primary or secondary
schooling. Respondents with university education, are coded as 15, i.e.
one more year than the maximum number of secondary schooling.

Exactly primary school Binary indicator that takes the value 1 if the adult respondent has
completed exactly 7 years of schooling, 0 otherwise. Missing values
coded as 0 as in the variable above.

More than primary school Binary indicator that takes the value 1 if the respondent has completed
more than 7 years of schooling, 0 otherwise. Missing values coded as 0
as in the variables above.

Literate in any language Binary indicator that takes the value 1 if the adult respondent is literate
in any language.

Literate Swahili Binary indicator that takes the value 1 if the adult respondent is literate
in Swahili.

Literate English Binary indicator that takes the value 1 if the adult respondent is literate
in English.

Note: this table describes the variables we derived from the Tanzanian Census 2012 microdata.

4.B Data appendix

This data appendix is organized as follows. We begin by describing the Sites and Services
projects, the nature of the treatment, selection of the treated areas, and how the de novo
plots were allocated. We then explain how we measure the treatment and control areas in
the seven cities. We then describe the three main datasets: the first comes from imagery
data; the second from the Tanzania Strategic Cities Project Survey (TSCP, World Bank
2013); and the third comes from 2012 Tanzanian census micro data. Finally, we discuss
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other auxiliary datasets, including: geographic variables; additional census data; land
values data; data on project costs; and population data for 2002. Finally, we explain how
we make currency conversions.

4.B.1 Project background and treatment

Background

The Sites and Services projects were implemented in seven Tanzanian cities. The projects
treated 12 de novo areas (greenfield investments) and 12 slum upgrading areas (involving
the upgrading of squatter settlements). The projects were rolled out in two rounds. The
first round was implemented from 1974-1977, with infrastructure construction taking place
in 1975-1976; and the second round was implemented from 1977-1984, with infrastructure
construction taking place from 1980-1984. In the First Round, the World Bank treated
the northwest of Dar es Salaam (Kinondoni district) and Mbeya with both de novo and
upgrading and Mwanza with de novo investment only. In the Second Round the two
types of treatment took place in the southeast of Dar es Salaam (Temeke district), Tanga,
Tabora, Morogoro and Iringa. The number of de novo and upgrading plot surveyed in
each round is reported in Table A3.58 Details of the projects are discussed in World Bank
(1974a,b, 1977a,b, 1984, and 1987).

Sites and Services projects in Tanzania fell into two broad classes. The first involved de
novo development of previously unpopulated areas. The second involved upgrading of
pre-existing squatter settlements (sometimes referred to as “slum upgrading”).

We provide a more detailed breakdown of the project costs below, but we note that among
the infrastructure costs, the two main components were roads and water mains, and the
cost of surveying the plots formal de novo plots was also important. Other investments,
which covered public buildings (schools, clinics, and markets) were minor parts of the
overall scheme.59 It is also unlikely that access to these services ends discontinuously at
the program boundaries, so our regression discontinuity design should mitigate any effect
from such services. The indirect costs of the project mainly consisted of loans, which we
discuss below. Taken together, it seems that roads, water mains, and plot surveys were
the most relevant elements of the program. The roads and water mains were implemented

58An additional upgrade was planned for the area Hanna Nassif in Dar es Salaam, but it was not implemen-
ted as part of Sites and Services. This area was nevertheless upgraded later on in a separate intervention
(Lupala et al. 1997), but it is excluded from our analysis. Two additional areas, Mbagala and Tabata,
were considered for the Second Round of Sites and Services, but it appears that they were eventually
excluded from the project (World Bank 1987 and Kironde 2017).

59The first round buildings public buildings were also surrounded by street lighting.
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in both de novo and upgrading, but the formal plots were only implemented in de novo
areas.60

In addition to the three elements discussed above, both de novo and upgrading areas
received a small number of public buildings, which were designated as schools, health
clinics, and markets. While these could have had an impact, we think that they matter
less than the plots, the roads and the water. First, the total cost of the public buildings
was lower than both the roads and the water mains (separately); and second, even if Sites
and Services received more buildings than other areas, there is no evidence that access
to those facilities ended discontinuously at the project boundaries, which is relevant for
the empirical strategy that we explain below. And some Sites and Services residents were
offered loans, which were not fully repaid. We think of these loans as relaxing some owners’
budget constraints, so we explain in the main body of the paper our strategy for addressing
this channel.

The control areas (see more details below) mostly developed in an informal way. We have
traced back the history of the control areas near de novo using various reports, at least for
Dar es Salaam, whose urban evolution seems better documented. For example, according
to the 1968 Dar Masterplan (Project Planning Associates Ltd. 1968) the De-novo control
areas appear to be "Vacant land and land used for agriculture", and according to the 1979
Dar Masterplan (Marshall, Macklin, Monaghan Ltd. 1979), the de-novo areas are not
indicated as being squatted; by the late 1980s, however, it seems that all the control areas
have some unplanned sections (Kironde 1994). Finally, the Transport Policy and System
Development Master Plan (Dar es Salaam City Council 2008) in Dar indicates all de-novo,
control and upgrading areas as "built up" by 1992. But we note that our data gives a
more disaggregated picture on the extent of built up area, and it appears that at this more
fine-grained resolution not all the control areas were built up.

For the six secondary cities in which Sites and Services projects were implemented, we
have not found evidence that any parts of the control areas were made formal under any
planning scheme. In Dar es Salaam, however, Kironde (1994) documents that one planning
scheme (Mbezi Beach) took place after the Sites and Services project. While we do not
have precise maps, looking at present-day neighborhood boundaries this planned area may
overlap with around 10-15% of our control area in Dar es Salaam. For the Mbezi scheme
it seems that there was very little, if any, government provision of infrastructure, at least

60The Second Round investments were generally lower, and for one of the de novo areas (the one in Tanga),
we have some uncertainty as to the extent of infrastructure that was actually provided (World Bank
1987).
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in the initial stages. As we discuss in the paper, however, eventually it seems that some
investments in water mains and roads were made, but these were modest at best.

Treatment and control areas

We use a variety of historical maps and imagery from satellites and aerial photographs to
define the exact boundaries of treatment and control areas. For Dar es Salaam, Iringa,
Tabora, Tanga, and Morogoro, the World Bank Project Appraisals (World Bank, 1974a
and World Bank, 1977b) provide maps with resolutions from 1:10,000 to 1:30,000 of the
planned boundaries of the upgrading and de novo sites. In Dar, two maps were available,
from 1974 and 1977, differing slightly for Mikocheni area. For all the areas except Tandika
and Mtoni, we used the 1974 map, which appeared more precise. However, for Tandika
and Mtoni we had to use the 1977 map, since these areas were not covered by the 1974
map.

For the two remaining cities, Mbeya and Mwanza, the maps from the project appraisal
were unavailable. Therefore, for Mbeya we asked three experts to draw the boundaries of
treatment. These experts were Anna Mtani and Shaoban Sheuya from Ardhi University,
who both worked on the first round of Sites and Services project, and Amulike Mahenge
from the Ministry of Land, who was the Municipal Director in Mbeya.

To delineate the treatment areas in Mwanza we obtained from the city municipality cadas-
tral maps, dating back to 1973, at a resolution of 1:2,500. Since in Mwanza the treatment
included only de novo plots, the cadastral map was sufficient to get the information for
the intended treatment areas. We define the treatment area as covering the numbered
plots that were of a size that (approximately) fitted the project descriptions (288 square
meters); we also include public buildings into the treatment areas, to be consistent with the
procedure in other cities. This procedure gives us a comprehensive picture of the twelve
de novo and twelve upgrading neighborhoods across all seven cities.

To define our control areas, along with the historical World Bank maps from the Appraisal
reports (World Bank, 1974a and World Bank, 1977b), we use historical topographic maps,
and satellite and aerial images taken just before the dates of the treatment. We assign all
undeveloped ("greenfield") land within 500 meters of any treatment border to our set of
control areas. However, as we explain in more detail below, we exclude areas that were
either designated for non-residential use, or that were developed prior to treatment, or
that are uninhabitable. Our rationale for looking at greenfield areas as controls because
we want a clear counterfactual for the de novo areas. We have no “natural” counterfactual
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for the upgraded squatter areas, because we do not observe untreated squatter areas in the
vicinity. The 500 meter cut-off reduces the risk of substantial heterogeneity in locational
fundamentals. As part of our analysis we also focus on areas that are even closer to the
boundaries between areas.

In order to know what had been previously developed, we used historical maps or imagery
as close in time to the treatment date as we could find. We used all planned treatment
maps. These include the 1974 and 1977 maps for Dar es Salaam and the 1977 maps
for Morogoro, Iringa, Tanga and Tabora (World Bank 1987); the 1973 cadastral map of
Mwanza (Mwanza City Municipality, 1973); satellite images from 1966 (United States
Geological Survey 2015); aerial imagery from 1978 for Tabora and topographic maps from
1967, 1974, and 1978 for Tabora, Iringa and Morogoro (Directorate of Overseas Surveys
2015).61 All areas (with some minor exceptions described below) were covered by at least
one source. Satellite images and maps also confirm that the areas designated as de novo
were indeed unbuilt before the Sites and Services program was implemented.

We use all these data to determine which areas within 500 meter of Sites and Services areas
to exclude from our baseline control group. Our rules for exclusion from the control areas
are as follows. First, we exclude areas that were planned for non-residential use. These
were indicated on the planned treatment map for industrial or governmental use. Second,
we exclude areas that were developed before the Sites and Services projects began. These
were either indicated as houses or industrial areas on topographic maps, or visibly built in
the historical satellite images. Third, we exclude uninhabitable areas, for example, those
off the coast. Finally, in the case of Mwanza (where we had to infer the treatment areas) we
applied additional criteria for exclusion. In this case we exclude large numbered plots and
all unnumbered plots, which do not seem to fit the description of de novo plots. We also
exclude areas where the treatment areas are truncated at the edge, since we do not know
where the exact boundary of treatment is. In this case we drew rectangles perpendicular to
the map edge where the treatment area is truncated, and exclude the area within them.62

Further details on defining exclusion areas in each city are outlined in Table A13.

It is possible that some of the areas that were unbuilt in 1966 were built up from 1966
until the start of Sites and Services. But from partial evidence on construction dates in
the TSCP data for two cities - Mbeya and Mwanza - it seems that only a very small share

61The resolutions of these maps range from 1:2,500 to 1:50,000.
62We include in the baseline control areas (minor) areas where there is no pre-treatment data, because they
are very sparse and are located near other empty areas.
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(about 1.3 percent) of the buildings with construction dates in control areas near de novo
were built before 1974.

Our treatment maps (Figure A1) show upgrading, de novo and control areas, as well as
excluded areas. Moreover, with these appropriately defined control areas net of excluded
locations, we can analyze present day outcomes using boundaries between control areas
and de novo areas, and between control areas and upgrading areas.

We also note that for some of the analysis using the TSCP survey data (more below) we
also used data further than 500 meters from Sites and Services. For the three Sites and
Services cities with TSCP data (Mbeya, Mwanza, and Tanga), we used imagery from 1966
to exclude areas that were built up at the time.

Allocation of de novo plots

Plots were allocated to beneficiaries according whose i) houses were demolished in the up-
grading areas ii) income was in the range of 400-1000 Tanzanian shilling (Tsh) a month.
The income range was meant to target the 20th-60th percentiles of countrywide incomes
(Kironde, 1991). According to project completion reports (World Bank 1984 and World
Bank, 1987), between 50% and 70% of all project beneficiaries belonged to the target
population. There was some evidence (World Bank, 1987) that a number of more afflu-
ent individuals obtained some of the plots after they had not been developed by initial
beneficiaries.

4.B.2 Outcome variables derived from imagery data

A summary of the outcome variables we construct using the imagery data can be found in
Table A14. Here we provide more detail on some of the key variables.

Buildings

To study the quality of housing we use Worldview satellite images (DigitalGlobe 2016),
which provide greyscale data at resolution of approximately 0.5 meters along with multis-
pectral data at a resolution of approximately 2.5 meters.63 We employed a company
(Ramani Geosystems) to trace out the building footprints from these data for six of the

63The images were taken at different dates: Iringa (2013), Mbeya (2014), Morogoro (2012), Mwanza (2014),
Tabora (2011), Tanga (2012) and there are two separate images for two districts in Dar es Salaam:
Kinondoni (2015) and Temeke(2014)
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seven cities. For the final city, Dar es Salaam, we used building outlines from a different,
freely available, source - Dar Ramani Huria (2016).64

We derive the following indicators of building quality using the building outlines: the
logarithm of building footprint, building orientation relative to its neighbors and, finally
the distance to the nearest road using ArcGIS tools.

For block outcomes we average each measure and indicator to get averages and shares. To
do that, we begin with an arbitrary grid of 50 x 50 meter blocks. If a block is divided
between de novo, upgrading, and control areas, we attribute the block to the area where its
centroid lies. Finally, we match into each block the buildings whose centroids fall within
it. This allows us to additionally measure three variables: the share of built up area in the
block, the count of buildings in a block and whether the block is empty.

Roofs

To study the quality of roofs, we use the same Worldview satellite images as we did for the
building outcomes above. Our aim was to separate painted roofs (which are less prone to
rust) from unpainted tin roofs (rusted or not), in order to get a measure for roof quality
that captures more variation than the TSCP survey indicator for good quality roofs. The
cut-off between painted and unpainted roofs was chosen also because we had evidence from
our initial field investigation that the painted roofs are considerably more expensive.

To this end, we create an algorithm through which ArcGIS and Python can separate
painted from unpainted roofs for each satellite image of the seven Sites and Services cities.
Before running the algorithm, we created unique color bins which would identify each type
of roof material. These bins are three-dimensional sections of the red-green-blue space that
correspond to different colors, which we think of as either painted roofs (e.g. painted red,
green, or blue65) or unpainted ones (e.g. tin, rusted, and bright tin66). We defined the bins
through a process of sampling pixels from each roof material type, identifying the color
bins to which the pixels belong, and iteratively narrowing the bins for each roof type until

64We have checked a sample of buildings traced out from the imagery data to the buildings in the TSCP
survey data. Incidence of splitting or merging of buildings are fairly rare, occurring around 10 percent of
the time, and more so in slum areas. This may also be in part due to a gap of a few years between the
datasets. Therefore splitting or merging of buildings does not seem like much of a problem, especially
when we focus on de novo areas.

65Apart from red, green and blue we also had a bin for brown painted roofs in Kinondoni, since only in
that image we noticed a large number of painted roofs that had a brown color, either due to image
particularities or geographically varying preferences for brown painted roofs.

66In Iringa and Mwanza we did not have the category bright tin since the particularities of the image or the
conditions of the day when the image was taken resulted in other roofs than tin also being very bright in
these cities.
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they were mutually exclusive. Since each satellite image was slightly different in terms
of sharpness, brightness and saturation, we sampled pixels from each image and created
city-specific bands.

The algorithm is then applied to each city with its unique color bins. The algorithm works
by reading the values of the color spectrum for red, green and blue of each pixel of a roof,
and comparing these values to the above-mentioned unique bands of the color spectrum
identifying painted, rusted and tin roofs. We assign to each roof the color bin that contains
the plurality of pixels, and this indicates whether we classify it as a painted roof or not.

Roads

For all seven cities we used road data from Openstreetmap (2017). We had to clean these
data in some locations using ArcGIS and Python, so that we only use roads that seem
wide enough for a single car to pass through (we eliminated "roads" between buildings that
were less than one meter apart). Following this automated procedure, we cleaned the road
data manually to identify roads that appear passable to a single car.

4.B.3 Tanzanian Strategic Cities Project survey data

For three cities, Mbeya (in southwest Tanzania), Tanga (in northeast Tanzania), and
Mwanza (in northwest Tanzania) we have detailed building-level data from the Tanzanian
Strategic Cities Project (TSCP) which is a World Bank project implemented by the Prime
Minister’s Office of Regional Administration and Local Government (World Bank 2010).
These surveys were carried out by the Tanzanian government from 2010-2013. We use
these data to build a more detailed picture of building quality in the areas we study. Table
A15 summarizes the key outcome variables that we derive from the TSCP data. Here we
explain in more detail some of the issues relating the to dataset and how we use it.

The data arrived in raw format, with multiple duplicated records of each building and
unit and many of these duplicate observations with missing data. We used the following
rules to identify the unique observations. Buildings are identified by ‘Building Reference
Numbers’ (BRN) and building units by BRN-units.

Rules for excluding buildings

1. Drop exact duplicates. i.e. if multiple buildings have all the same variables (including
IDs) only keep one of them (dropped 1,202,669 observations).

2. Of all remaining observations with a duplicate BRN, drop all where all ‘variables of
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interest’ are missing. Variables of interest are an extensive list and comprise much
more than what is used in the analysis of this paper (dropped 166,131 observations).

3. Of all remaining observations with a duplicate BRN, keep the observations with
strictly more non-missing variables of interest (dropped 12,842 observations).

4. Of all remaining observations with a duplicate BRN, rank by ‘information provider’
and keep the observations with a strictly higher rank (dropped 15,486 observations).

5. Of all remaining observations with a duplicate BRN, for a set of observations with
the same BRN, replace with missing all variables where the records are inconsistent.
For example, if there are two observations with the same BRN and both have ‘2’ for
number of stories there is no inconsistency. But if one has ‘1’ number of rooms while
the other has ‘2’: replace the number of rooms with missing for both.

6. Of all remaining observations with a duplicate BRN all duplicate BRNs will have
exactly the same records, keep only one record for each BRN (dropped 27,483 obser-
vations).

7. There are no longer any duplicate BRNs. We drop 35,912 unique buildings from
the records that do not match a building in one of the city shapefiles of building
footprints.

8. We drop 38,180 buildings from the records that are coded as outbuildings.
9. We drop 596 buildings that do not match to a unit.
10. Finally, we are left with 119,914 buildings all with at least one corresponding unit.

Rules for excluding building units

1. Drop exact duplicates, for example, if multiple units have all the same variables
(including IDs) only keep one of them (dropped 1,288,430 observations).

2. Of all remaining observations with a duplicate BRN-unit, drop all where all variables
of interest are missing. Variables of interest are an extensive list and comprise much
more than what is used in the analysis of this paper (dropped 221,134 observations).

3. Of all remaining observations with a duplicate BRN-unit, keep the observations with
strictly more non-missing variables of interest (dropped 6,383 observations)

4. Of all remaining observations with a duplicate BRN-unit, for a set of observations
with the same BRN-unit, replace with missing all variables with mismatched records
within the set. i.e. if there are two observations with the same BRN-unit and both
have ‘2’ for number of toilets: do nothing, if one has ‘1’ number of rooms while the
other has ‘2’: replace the number of rooms with missing for both.
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5. There are no longer any duplicate BRN-units. We drop 32,322 units from the records
that do not match a building in one of the city shapefiles of building footprints.

6. We drop 3,216 units from the records that are coded as outbuildings.
7. We do not need to drop any more units, since all remaining units match to a building.
8. Finally, we are left with 154,734 units all with a corresponding building.

From the building data set we exclude all buildings categorized as “Outbuildings” (sheds,
garages, and animal pens). This leaves us with a sample of buildings that are used mostly
for residential purposes, although a small fraction also serve commercial or public uses.

For these buildings in analysis we use the logarithm of building footprint; connection to
electricity; connection to water mains; having at least basic sanitation (usually a septic
tank and in rare cases sewerage); having good (durable) roof materials; having more than
one story; and having road access.

Hedonic values

To calculate hedonic building values we use an auxiliary TSCP dataset covering 57,136
buildings from Arusha, which is not one of the seven Sites and Services cities, but is the
only one for which we have valuation data at the level of individual buildings. Specifically,
we have valuations for 6,837 buildings. The buildings for which we have valuations are
concentrated near the city center.

The intention of the valuations is to determine the rateable value (annual rental value of
a property) of each property as a basis for collecting property tax. This is estimated by
professional valuers under a set of formal guidelines. The valuer is given building-level
characteristics, a photograph of the property, and where possible, property transaction
records (see figure below). The valuer uses these inputs along with a standard set of
guidelines that give bounds on how much each characteristic of the building is worth, but
ultimately makes a subjective valuation of the property based on the information provided.

Of the valued buildings, 3,663 also have building-level characteristics (log area, electricity,
and indicators for good sanitation, good roof, and multi-story) from the TSCP survey.
We use these to perform hedonic regressions and make out-of-sample predictions of the
valuations in the three TSCP cities (Tanga, Mbeya, and Mwanza) where Sites and Services
was implemented. For buildings in our out-of-sample prediction that are missing some,
but not all, characteristics we fill these missing values with the average of their respective
characteristic. Consequently, 6 percent of the buildings with hedonic values in our TSCP
dataset have had missing data filled for at least one of their characteristics.
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The results of the hedonic regressions are shown in Table A16.67 Buildings with larger
footprints, electricity connection, and some sanitation, have higher hedonic values; condi-
tional on these factors, roof materials and multistory buildings are uncorrelated with value,
perhaps due to the sample size.

Construction dates

For two cities (Mbeya and Mwanza) we have building dates for less than 10 percent of the
housing units in the de-novo and control areas within 500 meters. In absolute terms, this
means we have construction dates for 215 de novo units and 300 control units close to the
boundary. In both cities the de-novo areas were part of Round 1, so the infrastructure was
built from 1975-76, and for both we have pre-treatment imagery from 1966. According to
the TSCP data, the fraction of units that existed as of 2013 that were built before 1975 was
0.5 percent in de-novo and (1 of the 215 units with construction dates) 1.3 percent (4 of
the 300 units with construction dates) in control areas close to the boundary. Admittedly
these data are imperfect, and some buildings may have been replaced over time, but the
data do not suggest that old buildings that pre-date the Sites and Services are a major
concern.

4.B.4 Geographic control variables

Distance to shore and rivers and streams indicators

We use as geographic controls the distance in kilometers to the nearest shore (either the
Indian Ocean or Lake Victoria) and an indicator for rivers or streams.68 These variables
are derived from Openstreetmap - we use current data since historical data are unavailable.
We consider proximity to the coast an amenity, while rivers or streams may be an amenity
if their water is usable, or a disamenity if they increase flood risk.

Ruggedness

Ruggedness is calculated using SRTM elevation at a horizontal resolution of 1 arc-second
(United States Geological Survey 2000). We use those data to compute the standard
deviation of elevation of each 50m X 50m block relative to its eight neighbors.69 We again
use current data since historical data are unavailable.

67We follow Giglio et al. (2014) in including observable characteristics linearly in a hedonic regression.
68The distance to the shore is winsorized at 10 kilometers, hence the distances to other water bodies, such
as Lake Tanganika, are irrelevant in our seven cities.

69For a small fraction of blocks that are at the border of our study area, we instead use the mean of the
standard deviation for those blocks for which it is calculated.
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Distance to historical CBD

For some of the robustness analysis we use measures of distance to historical CBDs, to
mitigate concerns that our main measure of the CBD may be endogenous to Sites and
Services. To construct these measures we use data on the location of railway stations in
six of the cities, since these stations’ locations were generally determined before the onset
of Sites and Services, as we discuss below. Iringa does not have a railway station, so the
coordinates of the Iringa municipal office were used instead. We then calculate distance in
kilometers to these coordinates in the same way as we do with the light-based CBDs and
then use this as an alternative measure in some regression specifications.

To justify our argument that railroad stations existed even before Sites and Services, and
hence can be used as ex ante markers of the centers of the cities, we refer to a map of the
railways from 1948, which shows that five the seven cities had railways in 1948, and the
location of railway stations is unlikely to be moved.70 Of the remaining two cities, Mbeya’s
railway was built from 1970 and completed and opened in 1975 (Edson 1978), while Iringa
does not have railway, as mentioned above.

4.B.5 Land values

Matching land value data to enumeration areas

We obtained an Excel sheet titled “RATES LAND VALUE MIKOA 10 2012.xls”, which
we received from the Kinondoni Municipal council, but were told that it was created
by the Ministry of Lands, with minimum, mean, and maximum land values for different
neighborhoods in Tanzania. We can identify these neighborhoods by four string identifiers:
region, district, location, and streets. To locate neighborhoods we match them based on the
2002 enumeration area (EA) shapefile, which contains string identifiers for region, district,
location, and vill_stree (we consider ‘vill_stree’ comparable with ‘streets’ from the land
values table).

Land use

The Excel table has different minimum, mean, and maximum land values by land use.
There are typically four categories: Residential, commercial, commercial/residential, and
institutional. Though the differentiation of land values across uses is mechanical (commer-
cial is 1.4* res, com/res is 1.1*res, institutional is the same as res), the variation across areas

70Britishempire.co.uk. (1948). [online] Available at: https://www.britishempire.co.uk/images2/tanganyikamap1948.jpg
[Accessed 3 Jul. 2019].
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is not mechanical. Throughout we use mean land values from the residential categories
only.

Spatially mapping land values

We merge EA boundaries to land value observations using the four identifiers: region,
district, location, and streets. Each entry in the land value table we treat as an observation,
often this contains a group of ‘streets’. Typically there are many EAs per land value
observation, so each observation in the land values table is matched to a large group of
EA boundaries. Then we dissolve the EA boundaries to have a single spatial unit for each
entry in the land value sheet. We then plot the mean residential land rate for each spatial
unit.

Results

The merged areas are quite large. Some roughly match our treatment areas:

1. Sinza – one unit at 240,000TSh
2. Manzese A – three partial units all at 65,000TSh
3. Manzese B – split in half, one at 65,000TSh the other at 50,000TSh
4. Kijitonyama – one unit at 325,000TSh

The other two do not match as well:

1. Mikocheni – contained by a much larger unit at 125,000TSh
2. Tandika/Mtoni – overlaps many areas of values; 40,000TSh, 30,000TSh, 50,000TSh,

and 18,000TSh

These values per square meter put us in the range of 125,000-325,000 TSh (2017 US$80-
220) in de novo and 18,000-65,000 TSh (2017 US$10-40) in upgrading. For the areas where
we have better matched data the ranges are 240,000-325,000 TSh (2017 US$160-220) in de
novo and 50,000-65,000 TSh (2017 US$30-40) in upgrading.

4.B.6 Project costs

The total cost of First Round of Sites and Services was $60m in US$2017, of which just
over half was due to direct costs (World Bank 1984): infrastructure (38% of total costs),
consultants (9%), land compensation (6%). Other costs (45%) included the community
centers (14%), mentioned above, and a loan scheme (29%), which later failed because of
poor repayment rates, and a few other costs. This investment covered a total of 23,161
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plots: 8,527 de novo plots and 14,634 upgrading plots. The Second Round of Sites and
Services cost $70m in US$2017 where 70% was spent on direct costs, paying for a total of
22,106 plots: 1,978 de novo plots and 20,128 upgrading plots (World Bank 1987).

The First Round project reports (World Bank 1974a and 1984) indicate that the total
infrastructure investment costs per area in de novo and upgrading were very similar. The
project report for Round 1 provided costs separately for de novo and upgrading areas
(World Bank, 1984). However only infrastructure investment differed for the two types of
treatment, while land compensation, equipment, and consultancy costs were reported as
split 50-50 between de novo and upgrading. Direct costs by treatment were $19 million in
de novo and $15 million in upgrading areas (in US$2017). To get costs per unit area we
normalize by total area covered by each treatment type in Round 1 (8.5 square kilometers
in de novo and 6.5 square kilometers in upgrading). This gave costs for de novo and
upgrading areas of $2.20 and $2.37 per square meter respectively (in US$2017).

Further, in order to compare with present day land values (per plot area) we would like
an estimate of costs per unit of treated plot area. Due to data limitations we can only do
that for de novo neighborhoods where the reports give both plot counts and plot areas. We
estimate that the direct costs per square of plot were no more than $8 per square meter,
and total costs were no more than $13 per square meter (in US$2017).71

An alternative way to look at costs is to break them down by plot which we can do for
both de novo and upgrading areas. According to the report there were 8,527 de novo plots
and 14,634 upgrading plots in Round 1. We can divide the direct costs of de novo and
upgrading areas by their plot counts to get $2,200 and $1,000 per plot respectively (in
US$2017). The difference in costs reflects both the larger size of the de novo plots and the
larger share of allocated to public amenities (such as roads).

Cost recovery

Costs were meant to be recovered through land rent (4% of land value a year) and service
charge (the cost of infrastructure provider), but assessment of parcels was long and interim
charge well below the adequate amount to cover the costs (100 Tsh/year or 2017 US$51)
was imposed. Collection rates were low and not timely.

71To calculate the costs per square meter of each plot, we use the planned areas of de novo plots from
Appraisal report 1 (World Bank, 1974a); the planned area was 288 square meters, except for 8.56% of the
plots (those in Mikocheni) where it was 370 square meters. Taking the weighted average at 295 square
meters, we can divide the de novo direct costs by total plot area treated to get $7.5 per square meter.
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4.B.7 Additional data

Outcomes in 2012 Tanzanian census micro data Extract

This extract was obtained through a contact from Tanzanian Census Bureau. Unlike
the Tanzanian census data, which can be obtained online at IPUMS (2017), these data
are at the level of individuals. We match these census observations from this extract to
geographical areas using EA identifiers in the census extract. Using shapefiles of EAs
(with the same identifiers) from the Tanzanian Census 2012, also obtained from the same
contact, we match the census data observations to our treatment and control areas. The
process of matching EAs to treatment areas (de novo, control and upgrading) was done
through Python and ArcGIS.

In case an EA straddled two (or more) of the treatment and control areas, we cut that
EA in ArcGIS into multiple parts, each part belongs to a treatment or a control area. We
then use this information to remove the census data observations which belonged to EAs
whose area inside a treatment and control area was less than 5% of the entire EA area. We
also use the information on how large a part of the EA was inside a treatment or control
area to create analytic weights (the weight is higher when the relevant overlap is higher)
for some of the robustness checks.

Our variables are discussed in Table A17, and include years of schooling and indicators for
different schooling thresholds (exactly primary and more than primary school education;
the omitted category is less than primary school). We also create indicators for literacy in
any language; literacy in Swahili; and literacy in English. We then calculate means of each
of these variables across adults in each "cut" EA.

Population data for 2002

To calculate the population density in each of the neighborhoods, we use data on popula-
tion by enumeration areas from the 2002 Tanzanian Census (Tanzania National Bureau of
Statistics 2011). In cases where an entire enumeration area falls into a Sites and Services
neighborhood, we assign its entire population to that neighborhood. When only a fraction
of an enumeration area falls into a Sites and Services neighborhood, we assign to the neigh-
borhood the fraction of the enumeration area population that corresponds to the fraction
of the land area that lies within the neighborhood. The mean number of enumeration
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areas matched to each neighborhood is 33 for de novo areas and 35 for upgrading areas.72

Population counts for 2002 are outlined in Table A3.

IPUMS 2012 Tanzanian census by region

We use data downloaded from the IPUMS online repository of country censuses, in order to
check the correctness of the above-mentioned microdata extract from the same census. This
was done in particular for the education variable which had been cleaned by IPUMS staff
to include many observations recorded as having “never attended” school. The microdata
that we had received directly from the Tanzanian Census Bureau had many missing values
for the education variable, and none coded as never having attended school. The missing
values in the micro-data followed the same pattern as the “never attended” in the IPUMS
data, which contributed to our decision to code them as zero years of schooling. We also
checked age and gender patterns in the microdata which confirmed our interpretation of
the data.

Conversion to 2017 US dollars

All monetary values in the paper are reported in their source units and also converted to
2017 US dollars (2017 US$). To calculate the dollar values we used the exchange rates to
contemporaneous year US$ from Penn World Tables 9.0 (Feenstra et al., 2015). Then we
used the US CPI factors to bring the value to 2017 US$.

72We are unable to report the population counts from 2012 census, because we only have a sample from
the census, and in this sample, not every 2012 enumeration area is populated.
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Chapter 5

Measuring urban economic density

5.1 Introduction

At the heart of urban economics are the sources and nature of agglomeration economies,
which drive the existence and the extent of cities. The extent of agglomeration economies
help determine the role of urban pull factors in the urbanization process within and across
regions of the world. Sub-Saharan Africa has had more rapid urban population growth
than any other region over the last half century. Its urban population share grew from
14% in 1950 to 41% in 2015 and is predicted to be 60% in 2050 according to the UN
(2015). This rapid urbanization is driven by forces pushing people out of rural areas and
pulling them into cities as reviewed for Sub-Saharan Africa in Henderson & Kriticos (2018).
Push factors include changes in agricultural technology which release workers from land
(e.g. Matsuyama (1992), Gollin et al. (2007), and Bustos et al. (2016)) as well as adverse
climate and conflict in rural areas (e.g., Henderson et al. (2017), Fay & Opal (1999), Barrios
et al. (2006), and Brückner (2012)). With some exceptions such as Gollin et al. (2013),
the literature on Sub-Saharan Africa has focused on push factors as driving urbanization.
Here, like Gollin et al. (2013), we argue that the income gains associated with moving to
cities from rural areas are high in Sub-Saharan Africa, pulling people into cities, albeit
in the face of poor productivity in the rural sector. We also show that, within the urban
sector, there are huge gains to moving to denser agglomerations.

There is a vast literature that has traditionally focused on developed countries - such as the
USA - which estimates the productivity or wage premiums from being in cities compared
to rural areas, or from being in bigger versus smaller, or denser versus less dense cities (e.g
Ciccone & Hall (1996), Glaeser & Mare (2001)), with reviews of the literature in Combes
& Gobillon (2015) and Rosenthal & Strange (2004). The literature argues that premiums
exist because agglomeration gives proximity among firms, workers and people, which allows
economic agents to economize on local trade costs, spread information and ideas more
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easily, diversify the range of products produced, and access larger pools of workers and
jobs (Duranton 2015). Recently, there has been more work on developing countries with,
for example, papers on Latin America (Quintero & Roberts 2018), Colombia (Duranton
2016), China (Combes et al. 2019), and a comparison of Brazil, China, India and the USA
by Chauvin et al. (2017).

Wage premiums in developing countries may be larger because their small informal sector
firms and poorly educated entrepreneurs and workers are more reliant on their external
environment, so that the agglomeration factors and externalities noted above may play a
bigger role than in developed countries. Duranton (2015) argues that returns to density
will be larger in developing countries. That said, other papers suggest that for Sub-Saharan
Africa, cities have low ‘economic density’ or proximity, resulting in lowered spillovers (Col-
lier & Jones (2016), Venables (2018), and Lall et al. (2017)) and suppressing gains from
urbanization. Low economic density arises, for example, if economic activity is not very
clustered but scattered throughout the city, potentially because of the high costs of com-
muting within cities inducing firms to locate nearer to residents as in Fujita & Ogawa
(1982), with corresponding empirical work in Heblich et al. (2018). In Chapter 3, I exam-
ine whether large cities in Sub-Saharan Africa have a lower degree of density and clustering
of economic activity relative to the rest of the world. Using LandScan (2012) data, I find
that these cities in fact generally have higher density and clustering measures than Latin
American cities, and measures that are comparable to Asian cities. That said there is
enormous variation in density across Sub-Saharan African cities of similar populations and
these density differences drive huge wage and income differences.

Testing the gains from proximity and agglomeration in Sub-Saharan Africa, or elsewhere,
involves three critical aspects of measurement, hitherto under-explored in the previous
literature. First is how cities are defined, with an eye to establishing consistency in how
densities are measured across cities, where density will be a key measure of agglomera-
tion. The main problem concerns the extent of the land area over which a city is defined.
The land area and its corresponding population are typically defined by administrative
boundaries, rather than economic ’boundaries’ related to density. More specifically, the
definitions of cities and urbanized areas chosen by national statistics bureaus are typically
based on pre-determined administrative units which are defined as either urban or not,
based on qualitative aspects of land use and the built environment, such as the degree of
centrality of activity, total population and the like. In some countries, population density
plays a role in the definition but typically not a central one. Contiguous urban admin-
istrative units are then aggregated into a metropolitan or urban area. If land areas are
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based on administrative units which have populated and unpopulated parts and inconsist-
ently defined across countries or regions within countries, then density measures will fail to
capture the de facto economic density at which a city’s activity operates. Put differently
there can be large measurement error leading to attenuation bias, as we will demonstrate.

The second measurement aspect is to determine what specific population and density
related measures best capture agglomeration forces, or best capture what we term economic
density, the forces driving income and wage premiums. Most studies adopt specific, simple
measures of agglomeration such as indicator variables for settlement type (e.g. urban
versus rural), a continuous total population measure, or at best, a basic population density
measure, where as noted the denominator (effective land area) is typically ill-defined across
cities. Studies usually pick one specific measure with little analysis as to why and no
quantitative evaluation of what measure(s) would be most relevant.

The third measurement aspect concerns outcomes. Outcomes in the literature are specified
either as firm productivity or individual wages, but not household incomes. For rapidly
urbanizing regions, in the long term it is more households that ultimately move to cities.
If household gains from being in urban areas differ from wage rate gains, that is a critical
factor in studying urbanization.

This paper differs in each of these three dimensions. A novel part of our work will be to
have consistent city boundaries based on fine scale density measurements, which will reduce
measurement error and provide really nice results. We will consistently define metropolitan
areas across countries, based on population and population density thresholds. Second,
we will focus on an evaluation of different agglomeration aspects starting with traditional
options: urban versus rural, a continuous total population measure, and a continuous
measure of overall population density. However, these measures do not capture, for a given
population and a given overall density, the degree to which economic activity is clustered
within a city. Two cities with the same density and population may have very different
levels of clustering of economic activity within the city, and they can be captured by other
measures reflecting variation in population densities within a city (De La Roca & Puga
(2017) and Collier et al. (2018)). We derive and utilize several such measures. Third, we will
focus not just on wage rates, but, as a novel feature, on household incomes. Agglomeration
effects will be much higher for household incomes and we will explore reasons why.

Specifically, the paper will examine how well different economic density measures explain
household income and wage differentials across space for a set of six Sub-Saharan Africa
countries whose total population is about 430 million. Our sample covers the rural sector,
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193 low-density urban settlements with over 5,000 people, and 120 high-density cities
with over 50,000 people. Using populations at the 1 km grid square level, we aggregate
contiguous squares of high density to create cities – which are the consolidation of an
urban core and a surrounding lower density fringe – and aggregate contiguous squares of
lower density places to create stand-alone, low density settlements, which from now on we
will call towns. While admittedly the density and population thresholds we choose below
are to some degree arbitrary, they are based on types of thresholds some countries and
researchers cite, or use in the case of OECD (2012).

For the measurement of agglomeration economies, there is the issue of determining relevant
spatial scales. For example, does it matter whether you are just in a particular city or what
part of the city you are in? First we examine how marginal scale effects, or elasticities,
vary across the spatial hierarchy: rural areas, towns, and cities. Then for cities, while most
papers explore agglomeration benefits at the level of a city or county, a few papers look
within cities at the extent of spatial decay, finding a very rapid spatial decay of certain
types of scale externalities (Arzaghi & Henderson 2008), Rosenthal & Strange (2008).
Here we explore both city level and neighborhood effects together: those from overall city
economic density and from own local neighborhood economic density. We will ask also
if people living in the urban core versus fringe of the city benefit differently from overall
density characteristics of the city.

In the paper, Section 1 starts with how we define cities and what are the advantages and
disadvantages of the LandScan (2012) data set that we use. Section 2 defines various
measures of economic density for urbanized and rural areas, decomposing them into first
and second moment components. Section 3 looks at the relationship between different
measures of economic density and income differentials across the whole spatial hierarchy.
Section 4 looks specifically at cities and examines issues such as the optimal rate of spatial
discount for De La Roca & Puga (2017) measures of neighbor effects; the role of spatial
variation in density within a city; how important local density measures are within cities,
as well as location within the city; and what factors may underlie the huge income gains to
families from moving to high density places. Section 5 concludes and discusses extensions.
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5.2 Using Landscan data and defining urbanized areas

5.2.1 Landscan data

To analyze measures of economic density and clustering withing the city, we need inform-
ation on where people and workers are at a fine spatial resolution. And we need the most
accurate data available. For countries like the USA, both finely gridded population and
employment data are available from censuses. However, in most developing countries that
is not the case. Population data may only be available at a coarse scale such as regional
or local government administrative units and economic censuses in Sub-Saharan Africa
are generally non-existent. In terms of population the key then is to allocate people from
coarse administrative units to a spatial scale such as a square kilometer.

Our primary data source is LandScan (2012) from Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the
USA, which is now being used in some research (e.g. Desmet et al. 2018). Oak Ridge takes
population data from sources such as the US Bureau of the Census which assembles census
data from other countries on as fine an administrative scale for each country as they can
obtain, such as provinces, counties, parishes or even sub-counties. Landscan then creates
a measure of an ambient population for approximately each 1km grid square on the planet
(30"x30" arc-seconds). The ambient population is meant to represent where people are
on average over the 24 hour day. To assess the ambient population, they appear to use
nocturnal and diurnal population estimates for at least some areas of the globe, although
these are not publicly accessible.

For Landscan, as for WorldPop1, the Global Human Settlements Layer2, and similar data
sets, a key element in this process involves taking population numbers at some upper level
of spatial scale and allocating people to fine grid squares based on where they are likely to
live and possibly work. The typical standard in such work has been to allocate people on
the basis of ground cover in a grid square from Landsat satellite imagery, or its enhanced
versions. This is viewed as an improvement on the Gridded Population of the World, which
simply smears population of an administrative unit uniformly across the 1 km grid squares
in the unit.

Landscan has two key advantages and two key disadvantages over other data sets. First,
Oak Ridge National Lab is more explicit in the fact that they are trying to estimate the
ambient population with potentially nocturnal and diurnal populations; while in other

1http://www.worldpop.org.uk/data
2http://ghsl.jrc.ec.europa.eu/datasets.php
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algorithms this is implicit through the smearing of the population into general built cover,
without workplace or residence distinction. Diurnal is meant to include where the employed
population is found during the work day as well as where the non-working population is
found; while nocturnal is primarily where people live and sleep. The second advantage of
Landscan is that Oak Ridge National Lab has access to very high-resolution satellite data
and a wealth of other information which potentially allows them to distinguish where built
cover is likely to house employment versus residents versus perhaps even shoppers, as well
as potentially to distinguish roads for commuting and even infer intensity of building on a
spot (Rose & Bright 2014).

A key disadvantage in using Landscan is the complete lack of specificity and transparency
as to what Oak Ridge researchers actually do; hence, our use of the word "potentially"
in describing what they might do. The second disadvantage, which they acknowledge, is
that Landscan data for different time periods are not comparable over time, presumably
both because of differential availability of high-resolution data over time and increasingly
sophisticated extraction of information from later satellite images.

Hopefully in the future, proposed data sets such as the High Resolution Human Settle-
ment Layer (HRSL)3 or Modelling and Forecasting African Urban Population Patterns
(MAUPP)4 – which also use very high spatial resolution data – will be able to cover a
wider set of time periods and countries consistently with a more explicit methodology.
Then one will be able to compare them with Landscan and related data sets and do more
comprehensive ground-truthing exercises. Second while ambient population may be a rel-
evant measure to use in characterizing economic density, one would like also to know about
clustering and density of employment only. If the assignment of people to workplace build-
ings gets very sophisticated, we would be able to explore the use of employment density
measures, as well as those of ambient population.

Since we will be looking within cities at ambient population density in order to measure the
extent of clustering, we want to know if Landscan data are at least somewhat reliable for
Sub-Saharan African cities where fine spatial data on population and employment location
are generally not available and in many cases do not exist. In Appendix 5.C, we attempt
to ground-truth Landscan measures at the grid square level for Kampala and Nairobi, two
cities where we have fine spatial resolution data on population and employment which
would be unavailable to Oak Ridge National Lab. We further attempt to replicate Land-

3https://www.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/hrsl
4http://spell.ulb.be/project/maupp
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scan’s ambient population measure by grid square using an assignment algorithm on our
own data. We conclude that Landscan measures do well.

5.2.2 Defining urbanized areas

As noted earlier, the problem with typical definitions of urbanized areas from the United
Nations or population censuses of different countries is that they employ country-specific
city and town definitions incorporating administrative boundaries, which means there is
no consistency across countries and economic land area is poorly measured. Second, most
definitions of "urban" are based to a large extent on qualitative and subjective criteria.
Some countries use an application or evaluation process to redefine rural administrative
areas as urban, which tends to under-represent newer fast-growing agglomerations due to
delays in application, evaluation, and granting of urban status.

To avoid the administrative boundary problem, researchers have taken several approaches.
One is to define commuting zones, based on very fine spatial scale data in the USA or EU;
such data does not exist in most developing countries. Another is to use night lights such
as in Harari (2016) or Henderson & Kriticos (2018). Night lights provide contiguously lit
polygons, in which the commuting zone may be included due to light from cars on the
roads. Night light data can be used to track the evolution of cities throughout 1992-2013,
albeit with some inconsistencies across the sensors. To define the extent of a city one must
impose a lights threshold at the boundary with rural areas. Given blooming of lights over
unlit areas and more general electrification of the rural population, the major drawback
in using night lights data is that one must impose different light thresholds globally. In
Sub-Saharan Africa to capture true but smaller urban areas, one can’t impose a lights
threshold (above 1 on a scale of 0-63) to define cities (see Henderson & Kriticos (2018)),
but with no threshold a few unreasonably large urban areas can emerge. India with more
widespread electrification requires a high threshold, so that many large separate cities do
not merge into one (Harari 2016). Dingel et al. (2018) attempt to match a night-lights
threshold to that of commuting flows in Brazil and apply it to other developing countries
such as China. However, this approach works only if the degree of electrification is the
same everywhere else as in Brazil, and the commuting flows are the same. It is interesting
to note that Harari (2016) uses a threshold of 35 for India, while Dingel et al. (2019) use
30 for Brazil, a more developed country.

A third way to define boundaries of cities is to use the extent of built cover (Angel et al.
(2016) and Earth Observation Center at the German Aerospace Center documented in
Esch et al. (2018)) to name a few), using, typically, Landsat satellite data which is global.
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Landsat data are based on low-resolution 30m-by-30m satellite data, which has enough
bands to distinguish man-made (or impermeable surface) from natural cover (Angel et al.
(2016)).As an alternative, the German Aerospace Center uses Radar satellite information
to infer settlements from the elevation of the ground and structures. The two above-
mentioned projects have provided for open use their boundaries of building extent for
1990, 2000 and 2014 in the case of the Marron Institute, and for 2011 in the case of the
Earth Observation Center. However neither data provider attempts to calibrate the correct
threshold for build cover to match the commuting flows. For example, Marron Institute
just picks the threshold of 50% of 30mX30m pixels built within 1km radius.

Building on this third way, using GHSL data (OECD 2012), the European Union Com-
mission (https://ghsl.jrc.ec.europa.eu/CFS.php) defines cities based on population density,
where, in the GHSL, population from census administrative units is assigned to grid squares
based on the degree of built cover. Then the Commission uses thresholds of population
(density) of these grid squares to define city boundaries. We follow a similar procedure and
employ a consistent density based definition across our African countries, using LandScan
(2012) ambient population per grid square. We set density thresholds to define both cities
and towns. To do so, we apply a smoothing algorithm as described in Appendix 5.B.1 so
that each own grid square is assigned the average density of the 7 km x 7 km neighborhood
in which it is the center. Smoothing avoids large doughnut holes in cities, due to terrain
factors, airfields, parks, big open public spaces and the like. We define a core city as a
set of contiguous grid squares all of which have a density greater than or equal to 1,500
per sq. km. and the total population of these contiguous squares must sum to 50,000 or
more. In Sub-Saharan Africa with the geography, sprawl and disconnectedness in some
cities (Baruah et al. 2017), a 7km x 7km neighborhood was the least generous smoothing
window to eliminate all the ’holes’. 5 Contiguity as discussed and stated in Appendix 5.B.1
is based on the 4 rook neighbors (N, S, E and W) with a shared border, rather than the 8
queen neighbors, 4 of which just touch the own cell. The area covered by these contiguous
squares over 1,500 per sq. km defines what we call the core of the city. We then add in
a fringe to each core, which includes all contiguous (rook) grid squares with population
density over 500 per sq. km. The core combined with a fringe is called a city. For smaller
urbanized places that are stand-alone, or towns, we take the collection of contiguous grid
squares all with (a smoothed) population density over 500 per sq. km., which collectively
sum to 5,000 or more.

In comparison, the European Union Commission defines core cities based on the 1500
5See de Bellefon et al. (2018) on similar issues defining cities with built cover data.
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people per sq km and the 50,000 total population threshold. They then define towns and
suburbs using 300 people per sq km and the 5000 total population cut-off. We think 300
people per sq km in some parts of the world covers very rural populations and in the
discussion of Nairobi below we point out why, in defining metropolitan area suburbs, 300
is too low. For us it was more whether to cut at 500 or 750 in Sub-Saharan Africa. Also
most critically for us, the EU program does not define metropolitan areas, only core cities.
"Suburbs" are unassigned to core cities, which means we could not have metropolitan areas
as a unit of analysis.

The process and impact of threshold decisions are illustrated in Figure 5.1 for Nairobi. Core
city areas are shaded in the darkest grey (almost black), and overall cities are outlined in
dark blue and have corresponding stripes. There are two cities in the figure, Machakos to
the bottom right and Nairobi. Nairobi consists of the main core and three small core areas,
essentially satellite towns now falling under the umbrella of Nairobi. The fringe of the city
of Nairobi consists of two shaded areas: an area one grey tone lighter than the core (> 750
people per sq km) and and area two tones lighter (> 500 people per sq km). Our choice
of 500 per sq. km is based on the idea that a lower threshold such as 300 per sq. km (the
lightest grey) is too loose and extends too far into more rural and low-density towns much
further north of Nairobi. And it would place the centroid of Nairobi well outside its true
central core. A higher cutoff of, say, 750 people per sq. km. (one shade darker than the
core) may be too stringent and exclude satellite cities around Nairobi that are very likely
to be within the commuting zone. Obviously, other arguments about drawing boundaries
can be made. In the figure we also outline in light yellow color the polygons (with yellow
stripes) that make up the independent towns around Nairobi. Some are very spatially
distinct, but some follow ribbons (roads) to the north outside Nairobi, where rural areas
are interspersed with urbanized towns. In the figure everything in lightest grey or the
Google Earth background is rural. In the Appendix 5.B.1 in Figure 5.B2 we do a version
where we show the county administrative boundaries. Restricting Nairobi to be its own
county would miss significant portions of population even within the core city. Adding the
county to the north would add in much of the missing population but would also add in
large tracks of land with low intensity of use and result in significant mis-measurement of
economic land.

In Figure 5.2 we compare the distribution of cities by size in our data with those of the UN
and those based on the GHSL. In this comparison the city numbers (179) and extents are
based on Landscan data and our algorithm. We then populate these areas with Landscan
data, GHSL data and UN data, with the last based on UN cities which fall within our
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boundaries, noting that UN cities are cut at 300,000. Thus we are comparing how much
population each source allocates to given area. In Figure 5.2, Panel A, to compare with the
UN, we cut our cities at 300,000. The size distributions are pretty interwoven, although
as Figure 2b reveals there are differences. Figure 5.2, Panel B, keeps the UN cut, but adds
in all our Landscan cities, reducing the city size cut for Landscan and GHSL numbers
to 50,000, to see what happens if we populate all our algorithm cities with Landscan
versus the latest version of GHSL data. The interesting feature is the shift right in the
Landscan distribution, implying that for cities in general, Landscan tends to put more
ambient population into the same dense urban areas as compared to GHSL.

5.3 Defining economic density

What is the most meaningful measure of economic density? It should be a density measure
capturing the most relevant aspects of proximity among people in a city. That is, the
proximity that would be most relevant for agglomeration benefits, such as cheaper trade,
improved hiring and learning, and a wider choice of inputs and products. A large city
population may not always generate proximity gains. A city that occupies a large area
may also have very low density and low proximity, compared to a more compact city with
the same population. In the same way, a city’s high average density may not mean there
is very high proximity of activity within the city.

Figure 5.3 illustrates this last issue about proximity.6 All hypothetical cities in Figure
5.3 have the same total population (180) and average population density [PD] (5). City
1 has no clustering. Cities 2 and 3 have the same degree of within grid square clustering,
with half the grid squares with no population and half with 10 people per grid. The 10
means greater within grid square possibilities for intersecting with others (the pairwise
possibilities for meetings for example, n (n-1)/2, or 45 in this case). However city 2 allows
for more possibilities for interactions with neighbors. Ignoring the boundaries in city 3, on
average a grid square has 40 queen neighbors, while in city 2 a grid square has 80 queen
neighbors in the surrounding 8 squares.

We now turn to two measures which reflect these differences relative to PD, personal
population density [PPD] and a measure based on De La Roca & Puga (2017) which we
label RPA in honor of the authors. For a given city area, relative to population density,
personal population density is a weighted, rather than simple, sum of own cell population

6Figure 5.3 and the definition and decomposition of personal population density are borrowed from on-going
work by Henderson, Storeygard and Weil. This joint intellectual ownership is gratefully acknowledged.
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densities, where the weights are a cell’s share of the city population. So in Figure 5.3, PPD
gives a value of 5 for city 1 and 10 for cities 2 and 3. The De La Roca & Puga (2017) based
measure further makes a distinction between cities 2 and 3. A city-wide measure of RPA
is a sum of grid square measures, where each measure is a distance discounted sum of your
own and neighbors’ density within a given radius. Each grid square measure is weighted
by its population share in the city. This measure by incorporating neighbors will give a
higher value for city 2 than 3.

More generally, for personal population density [PPD] the measure for city j with Nj grid
squares, i, is a weighted average of grid square populations Pij , with weights being the grid
squares’ shares of city population, Pj . That is,

PPDj =
Nj∑
i

Pij
Pij
Pj

= PDj

(
1 + V ar(Pij)

PD2
j

)
= PDj(1 + CV (Pij)2) (5.1)

where CV is the coefficient of variation and PDj =
∑Nj

i Pij
Nj

. PPD can thus be decomposed
into overall population density [PD], a typical scale measure, and one plus the coefficient of
variation squared. The latter captures the degree of variation relative to the mean within
the city and thus the degree to which activity is concentrated within particular cells. So
cities 2 and 3 in Figure 5.3 (ignoring city bounds) have the same degree of variation and
clustering, and both are higher than city 1.

Note that the coefficient of variation has a long history, starting from Williamson (1965),
for use as a measure of regional income inequality within a country. Here we are using
it as a measure of economic density inequality within a city or town. Of course, urban
economics has other measures of spatial inequality including spatial Hirschman-Herfindahl
indices [HHI] and Gini’s. We focus on the coefficient of variation because it comes from
the natural decomposition in equation (1); and this decomposition which carries over in
essence to the De La Roca & Puga (2017) measure.

The RPA measure (De La Roca & Puga (2017)) is still a weighted average, but now of
the own gird square plus discounted neighbor cell populations over a given radius from the
own grid square. The measure and its decomposition are

RPAj =
∑
i

Aij
Pij
Pj

= ADj

(
1 + Cov(Aij , Pij)

ADjPDj

)
(5.2)

where ADj =
∑Nj

i Aij
Nj

; Aij = ∑
kεs Pkje

−αdik . In equation 2, Aij is the measure over radius
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s of the discounted sum of neighbors ambient populations. The discount rate we use is
0.7 and is derived empirically in Section 4. The neighborhood, s, of a grid cell is defined
as the square area running 5 cells to the east, west, north and south of the own cell, or
an area of size 11x11 grid squares (which would be similar to a circle of radius 6.2 km).
We limit the local radius so we can distinguish later the effects of city wide versus local
density. ADj is the simple average of the Aij across grid squares over the city. RPAj

is the weighted average of the Aij , where the weights are each grid square’s share of the
city population. RPAj can then be decomposed into the simple average, and 1 plus the
covariance of Aij and Pij , divided by their simple averages. The latter term captures the
degree to which population is allocated to grid squares with high measures of neighbors
(city 2 in Figure 5.3), as opposed to either being uniformly spread (city 1) or being in grid
squares which are not clustered with others of high density (city 3). Note, the personal
population density measure in equation 1 is a special case of the De La Roca & Puga
(2017) measure in equation 2, when radius s is set to 0.

We will have measures of PDj , PPDj and RPAj at the level of a city or town. We will also
have local measures, characterizing the neighborhood around which people live both for
rural and urban areas, including for neighborhood i, PPDij , PDij , and Aij . These we will
describe in the particular contexts in which they arise. In all cases, the local neighborhood
of a grid cell is the square area running 5 cells to the east, west, north and south of the
own cell, or an area of size 11x11 km.

Most of the basics of what we have presented are not our invention. Small & Cohen (2004)
calculate, on a coarser scale, a spatial Gini as a measure of within-city variation in activity.
Implicit in the De La Roca & Puga (2017) measure is the notion of personal population
density (when s is set to zero). Moreover, we borrowed the De La Roca & Puga (2017)
measure we use, although from Section 4 we add an optimally derived spatial discount
factor. They in fact set that discount factor to 0. The advantage of a non-zero discount
factor is that far away places within a city get less weight, which makes the setting of city
boundaries less critical for the key interior parts of a city. What we add which we believe
to be novel, based on on-going work by Vernon Henderson, Adam Storeygard and David
Weil, are decompositions for the personal population density and De La Roca & Puga
(2017) measures.
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5.4 How are differences in economic density across the spa-
tial hierarchy related to income differences?

This section first describes the data on income and wages and then the characteristics of
the sample of cities and towns in the covered countries. After giving the base specification,
we turn to a set of results on the relationship between agglomeration measures and income
and wages, covering all areas of the country. In the next section, we will delve into looking
at scale effects for cities in particular.

5.4.1 The data and the sample of countries and cities

We use the Living Standards Measurement Study data of the World Bank, where we have
detailed geocoding of where families live for six countries; allowing us to map data to our
spatial units: rural, towns and cities. The LSMS surveys have detailed and consistent
data at the household and individual levels on income, education, labor allocation, asset
ownership, and dwelling characteristics. The data sets are the Tanzania Panel Household
Survey (2008 and 2010), the Nigeria National Household Survey (2010 and 2012), the
Uganda National Panel Survey (2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012), the Ethiopia Socioeconomic
Survey (2011, 2013, and 2015), the Malawi Integrated Household Survey (2010 and 2013),
and the Ghana Socioeconomic Panel Survey (2010 and 2013). Note that the dates of
surveys in countries are so close together that they do not provide the opportunity to look
at dynamics nor to identify urbanization effects off of movers.7 These sample countries
account for approximately 35% of the subcontinent’s population.

Before proceeding we note aspects of our Sub-Saharan African countries’ urban hierarchy
and the coverage of this hierarchy by LSMS surveys. We combine the urban data on the
six countries and show that collectively they have a regular urban hierarchy. As a basic
descriptive, Figure 5.4 shows approximately a log-normal distribution of all urbanized areas
including both cities and towns similar to that in Eeckhout (2004) for the USA, although
there is a right tail skew. Also as a descriptive, we looked at the rank size rule for the
collective, although the rank size rule should be defined as country-specific. As in Eeckhout
(2004) for the USA, the rank size rule is approximated in the right tail of Figure 5.4 which
displays like a Pareto distribution.
7There is an issue of the same households appearing more than once in our data, which varies from country
to country. For a sample of 44,140 households, there are 23,685 unique households, meaning that 46% of
the sample involves a household that is included more than once. Clustering at the local area should remove
the distortion this creates. As a robustness check, we reran basic tables with just the final year sample in
the year of the LSMS for each country. Results are very similar, with similar statistical significance and
coefficient magnitudes.
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How complete is the LSMS coverage of this hierarchy? Table 5.1 shows the distribution of
cities with their cores and fringes broken out for our countries and for the LSMS sample.
The left part of the table tells us that these countries have 179 cities (and fringes), covering
220 cores; and they have 1065 towns, apart from rural areas. The right part of the table
shows that the LSMS data covers 67% of the 179 cities; but within these cities, only 38%
of fringe areas are covered. And for towns only 18% of the 1065 are covered. The relatively
low count of small places actually surveyed comes from the randomized sampling procedure
outlined in Appendix 5.B.2.

How representative is coverage by the LSMS? Figure 5.5 breaks the urban sample in Figure
5.4 into cities and towns. It compares the size distributions for all cities and for all towns
in the six countries, with the size distributions of the cities and town that are covered by
the LSMS. The shapes of distributions of both cities and towns for the sample are similar
to those for the countries overall. The mean and median sizes for each distribution are
each marked with dotted lines, with the mean being bigger than the median. For towns,
the means and medians in the LSMS sample are larger than for the whole sample, and the
same is the case for cities. This of course is consistent with Table 5.1 and the sampling
procedure.

Next, we look at the characteristics of households in the sample. Table 5.2 gives char-
acteristics of the LSMS households (top panel) and working age people (bottom panel)
in the sample by our spatial units. Education of the household head and working-age
population decline pretty sharply as we move down the spatial hierarchy. Rural areas,
towns, and fringes of cities are much more likely to have the household head or workers
in agriculture than the core. Virtually no one anywhere is in manufacturing, the big is-
sue for Sub-Saharan African cities (Henderson & Kriticos 2018). Even the proportions in
business services, which are potentially tradeable across cities, are not that high, at 9%
for cities and 2% in rural areas for household heads. Business services include the usual
business service industries such as real estate and finance but add in high skill workers (like
managers) in retail, as well as senior administrators and high skill workers in government.
Apart from agriculture, even in cities, it seems that most Sub-Saharan Africans work in
low skill retail services and general labor services. However, a key issue with this industry
data is that many people and household heads do not report an industry. Based on IPUMS
data (Henderson & Kriticos 2018), we believe this may occur because many of these people
are ‘farmers’ with agricultural land who work in other sectors as well, and so don’t have
one industry with which they identify. We note this non-reporting fraction is noticeably
higher at well over 50% in rural areas. In specifications below we will control for industry
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fixed effects, distinguishing from not recorded agriculture, business services, construction,
education and health, labor services, manufacturing, utilities, and retail and wholesale.

Finally, there are the income measures. We focus on total household income and then
separately wage rates for individuals working for wage income. We construct measures
of income for the household by adding together all income from self-employment, labor
income, and capital or land income. In the surveys, respondents report income receipts
of various forms, such as cash and in-kind wage payments, business incomes, remittances,
incomes from the rent of property and farmland, private and government pensions, and
sales revenue from agricultural produce. These receipts are also reported as taking place
over a variety of time intervals, so to be consistent, we convert all income receipts to
monthly intervals. Land income from crop sales or rents is generally only available at
the household level, making it difficult to ascribe these income sources to any particular
household member for an individual-level analysis. And the same comment applies to non-
agricultural businesses owned by the household head or others in the family. Therefore,
for individual-level analysis we only use individual wages. More details on the calculation
of net income and hourly wages are provided in Appendix 5.B.2.

5.4.2 Basic specification and urban-rural results

Our first regressions have the following general specification:

ln(yijzft) = αXijzft+βIZ +γRIR ∗EijRf +γSIS ∗EijSf +γCIC ∗EijCf +δξft+εijzft (5.3)

• ln(yijzft): Income of household unit or hourly wage of person i in location j of type
z in country f at time t.

• Xijzft: Vector of household unit, person, or city characteristics.
• IZ : Vector of indicators of location type: rural[R], town[S], city[C].
• EijRf : Measure of rural scale within a 6km radius of unit.
• EijSf : Measure of town scale.
• EijCf : Measure of city scale.
• ξft: Vector of country-year FEs
• εijzft: Error term.

In the first specification we will not have scale measures, just indicators to get town and
city household income or wage premiums over rural areas. Then we will add in population
and density scale measures. In the next section we will drop rural areas and towns and
just look at cities, so the indicator terms and non-relevant scale measures will disappear.
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What we estimate in this cross-section are correlations of income with scale measures, based
on within country and year variation. We cannot claim causal effects for two reasons. First,
there is the issue of sorting by unobserved ’ability’ across space, although that has been
downplayed in some of the literature (Baum-Snow & Pavan 2011), especially once one
controls for education and age. De La Roca & Puga (2017) find that OLS cross-section
results perform better than some other specifications such as individual fixed effects in panel
data. For sorting, an issue is whether to control for occupation or industry fixed effects as
a way of trying to factor in ’ability’ conditional on education. Here we have industry fixed
effects. Controlling for these fixed effects does reduce magnitudes and to be conservative
we rely on these estimates, although we show some results without these controls. By doing
so, however, we eliminate the scale benefit of greater choice of industries and occupations as
we move up the urban hierarchy. The second issue in terms of identification is that bigger
cities may have unobserved attributes which, apart from the scale, enhance productivity,
such as local public infrastructure investments. But for that, at least, the estimates will
give a sense of the income pull force of cities even if scale externality effects themselves
could be over (or under) stated.

Table 5.3 presents preliminary results, which give the town and city household income and
hourly wage rate premiums above the rural sector. Total household income and hourly
wage rates are our two outcome measures throughout. We note that results for total wage
income with the same controls are very similar to those for wage rates. Columns 1 and 2
look at effects on household income for 43,214 households, without and then with industry
fixed effects for the household head. The controls include education, gender, age and age
squared of the household head, household size and its square, whether the household owns
land and, if so, the amount owned. Columns 3 and 4 look at hourly wages for the 19,901
individuals who work for wage income, again without and then with industry fixed effects
of the individual. The controls include education, gender, age and age squared, as well as
a cubic in hours worked. The coefficients on controls are reported in Appendix 5.A for the
specifications in Table 5.5 below.

In Table 5.3, row 1 gives the premium from being in a town compared to a rural area
ranging from 33% to 15%. Row 2 gives the premium to being in a city compared to rural
area ranging from 72% to 27%. The wage premiums at 33 and 27% for being in large city
are larger but comparable to the 25% often quoted number for the USA from Glaeser &
Mare (2001). What is new is the much larger premium for household incomes, at least in
the context of Sub-Saharan Africa. We note of course that these are nominal income not
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consumption differences. To know how real incomes rise we would need cost of living or
detailed consumption data, for which we have neither.

There are three clear patterns. First, being in a city compared to a town gives a much
bigger premium, over twice as much for household incomes and just under twice as much
for wages rates. Second, adding in industry fixed effects reduces premiums by up to 30%.
While in the rest of the paper we include industry fixed effects as a control on unobserved
attributes of people, we still worry that biases the returns to scale downwards by ignoring
industry-occupation diversity and upgrading effects. Finally, returns to household income
from moving up the spatial hierarchy are higher than for wages, a pattern we will focus
on below. In column 2 the 52% premium to being in a city over a rural area for household
income is about twice that for wages at 27% in column 4.

In the second set of preliminary results in Table 5.4, we turn to specifications where we
experiment in each column with a different measure of economic density, proceeding from
total population, to population density [PD], personal population density [PPD] and finally
the De La Roca & Puga (2017) based measure [RPA] defined in equation (2). In panel A, we
look at household incomes, with controls for household and household head characteristics
including industry fixed effects. For each spatial group– rural, town, and city– we estimate
a marginal scale effect for the four measures of scale. For rural, the scale measure applies
to the 11x11 km square around the household’s grid square. In all columns in Table 5.4
we allow the income intercept to vary by spatial type, so as to normalize scale starting
points relative to rural areas (like 50,000 for population for cities). But our interest is in
marginal scale effects.

For rural households, local scale has no positive impact on household incomes. For towns
population effects are negative but density effects are very high: an elasticity of 43% for
mean density down to 11% for personal population density. For cities, the unit people
usually focus on, the population elasticity is 8.5%, but the density ones range from 38 to
54%. A population elasticity of 8.5% is considerably higher than the often quoted numbers
like 2-3 % (e.g., from Combes et al. (2008)) for developed countries. In Panel A, going
from a rural area to a city of 5 million population raises household incomes by 55% (0.55
log points from 0.0846*15.4 - 0.75). However, in comparison, the returns to density are
extraordinary. Within just cities, going from the lowest to the highest PD, PPD, or RPA
raises household incomes by 1.14 to 1.52 log points (see Table 5.A1 on minimum and
maximum values of each measure for the city sample). We will do detailed comparisons
to the literature on other developing countries in the next section where we focus just on
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density measures for the sample of cities and explain the divergence between population
and density returns to scale. We do note here that for developed countries, in the classic
paper by Ciccone & Hall (1996), doubling density raises productivity by 6%; here doubling
density raises household incomes by 37% and in Panel B raises wage rates by 10%, as
discussed below.8

In terms of which density measure is either sufficient or better, we explore that in the next
section looking just at cities. We note here that, for just cities, the density elasticities are
comparable across measures. While elasticities decline as we move from PD (0.52) to PPD
(0.38) to RPA (0.37), their standard deviations within the city sample rise from 0.61 to
0.71, to 0.84 respectively. Between towns and cities, elasticities for PD are similar; but for
PPD and to some extent for RPA, they are higher for cities.

So far we have mostly discussed household income effects in Panel A. Panel B examines
hourly wage effects. The first comment is that corresponding to Table 5.3, scale elasticities
for wages tend to be much smaller than for household incomes. For cities for density
measures, marginal scale effects for household incomes tend to be about 3-4 times higher
than for wages; and the population elasticity for wages for cities is zero. That said, wage
density effects for cities are strong. Going from the lowest to highest PD, PPD, or RPA
within the city sample raises hourly wages by over 30%.

5.5 Economic density in cities

In this section, we will delve into looking at scale effects in cities in particular and focus
on the extraordinary density effects we have uncovered in Sub-Saharan Africa. The first
question is why simple population and density measures yield so different elasticities. The
second concerns which economic density measure suffices or does better than the others in
explaining income and wage differences: population, density, personal population density,
the RPA measure and components of the latter two. Before proceeding we need to tell
how we derive the discount factor used in the RPA measure, used in part in assessing the
degree to which within city clustering matters .

5.5.1 Constructing de la Roca-Puga measures

We take the specification in column 4 of Panel A of Table 5.4 and drop all observations
outside of cities and thus the rural and town scale terms and the dummies for town and
8The recent evidence from De La Roca & Puga (2017) finds even smaller earnings elasticity for city density
in Spain of 4.5%; and the authors do not find sizable effects of sorting on the unobservables that would
affect the measured city premium.
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city, so we are left with just the RPA measure for cities plus our basic controls. To recall,
the RPA in effect measures how many people a person taken at random in a city can reach.
A more realistic version of that measure would discount the number of people within reach
according to how far away they are. What discount rate should we use, recognizing that
such a discount rate is context specific and depends on local transport infrastructure and
culture. We approach this problem empirically to get an overall rate for our sample. We
start with a spatial discount rate of -0.1 and raise that in absolute value in increments of
0.1 to -1.5. One should note that -1.5 is an extremely high discount: at 1km distance,
neighbors have a weight of 0.22; at 2km it is already only 0.05, and by 5km their weight
is effectively 0. For each discount rate, we record the F-value of adding the ln RPA term;
these values are shown in Figure 5.B3 in the Appendix. The peak is in the neighborhood
of -0.7, so that the improvement in explaining income differences across cities is maximized
around a -0.7 discount rate. We do note values from -0.5 to -0.9 yield similar F’s under
different specifications. We use the discount rate of -0.7 in all cases for any type of RPA
measure. This discount rate indicates that neighbors, in general, are not so important.
With this discount, at 2km, neighbors only get a weight of 0.25 and at 5km a weight of
0.03.

5.5.2 Economic density results for cities

We start by asking why population and density elasticities are so different, what measures
best capture economic density, and how our wage results compare to the literature. Then
we will discuss why household income premiums in denser cities are much larger than
individual wage premiums.

Our basic results are in Table 5.5, where we look just at people living in cities. In columns
1, 3 4 and 5 we first repeat what in essence are the columns 1-4 results in Table 5.4 on
returns to overall density measures. Any any differences in specific results between the
tables arise from having just a city sample for which the effects of controls are estimated,
as well as adding two new variables. These are meant to capture issues of how market access
can affect income and wages, where market access may be also correlated with density and
thus constitutes an omitted variable (Hanson 2005). We control for the distance from each
city centre to the nearest port (Geospatial Geoscience Ltd 2017) and we add a measure of
market access defined as

MAi = ΣN
j=1POPj ∗ e−0.002d (5.4)

POPj is population of a neighboring city j within 3000 kilometers. We apply a distance
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discount e−0.002d, where d is distance. There is no robust trade elasticity for the African
continent in the literature. We chose the parameter 0.002 in the weight as it matches
a reasonable discount. For example, a city 100 kilometers away loses around 18% of its
population and one 1000 km away loses 86% of its population, which seems plausible trade
losses in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Adding the market access controls and changing the sample in estimating the effect of
controls make little difference for the city results. For example, the population and density
elasticites in Table 5.5 in columns 1 and 3 are 0.0506 and 0.523 for household incomes
and 0 and 0.169 for wage rates; these are similar to those in Table 5.4 of 0.0846, 0.54, 0,
and 0.143 respectively. Table 5.5 is the one which in Appendix 5.A we show two other
things: coefficients on all controls (Tables 5.A5 and 5.A6) and the quite similar scale effects
if we omit industry fixed effects (Table 5.A2). Tables 5.A5 and 5.A6 also show the very
significant effects of market access and distance to ports on wages and incomes; but these
controls have essentially no impact of density returns.9

Simple density versus population measures

We now address the question of why population and density effects differ so much, whether
for household incomes or for wage rates. The answer is that column 1 in Table 5.5 with
ln population as the economic density measure has an omitted variable, land, which is
correlated with population. When we add ln land, in column 2 the coefficient on population
increases tenfold to 0.52, so conditional on land, increases in population have a huge
impact. Most crucially, in column 2 when we add ln land area to column 1, for each of
household incomes and wage rates, the coefficients on population and land are close to
each other in absolute value and of opposite signs (0.516 versus -0.542 and 0.16 versus
-0.20 for household incomes and wage rate respectively). That justifies the column 3
specification with just ln population density as the economic density measure, where we
impose equal and opposite sign coefficients on population and land. This neat result of
land and population having essentially the same coefficients of opposite sign occurs because
we are able to measure "economic land" so precisely. What matters is population density

9We also note that results are very similar for all other countries if we drop Nigeria, the largest country in
the sample. The coefficients in Panel A on PD, PPD and RPA without Nigeria are 0.635, 0.386 and 0.416
(vs. respectively from Table 5.5 Panel A: 0.523, 0.382 and 0.372). For hourly wages they are 0.167, 0.112
and 0.120 (vs. respectively from Table 5.5 Panel B 0.169, 0.148 and 0.134). In general they are slightly
higher for household incomes and slightly lower for wage rates if Nigeria is omitted. We also show that
hourly wages results on density effects are similar for males versus females. For PD, PPD and RPA for
wages only, male (female) coefficients are respectively 0.192 (0.132), 0.149 (0.148) and 0.149 (0.110). For
all measures point estimates are somewhat higher for males.
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in column 3, not population; and the density elasticity is enormous: 0.52 for household
incomes and 0.17 for wages in Sub-Saharan Africa.10

Here a comparison with the recent literature is helpful. All the papers cited focus on
wage rate outcomes and all use administrative boundaries to define land areas. Quintero
& Roberts (2018) pool 16 Latin American countries much like we pool African countries.
They have various estimates but at most the density elasticity is about 0.06 which cor-
responds to the estimate in Duranton (2016) for Colombia. Our estimate of 0.17 is much
higher; but their uses of administrative boundaries create error in measurement of eco-
nomic land. In Combes et al. (2019) the authors investigate several outcomes in China.
For high and low skill urban natives in cities, they find higher density elasticities than
Latin America ranging from 0.06 to 0.16 depending on the specification. Interestingly
and conveniently, they control for ln land area as well. Given that, as one specific but
representative example (Table 5.2, panel b, column 2) the implied population elasticity is
0.141 and the land one is -0.056, very different from our situation where with precise land
measures the absolute magnitudes are almost equal. In Chauvin et al. (2017) (Table 8,
first panel), effects of ln population and ln density are investigated separately for the USA
MSA’s, Brazil microregions, Chinese cities and India districts, all based on land measured
for administrative boundaries. Density elasticities for China are 0.192 while population
ones are insignificant. Density elasticities in Brazil and India are lower at 0.026 and 0.076
respectively. However, the samples include rural and town areas as well, so results not
directly comparable to ours, based on our Table 5.4 results. For USA MSA’s, the density
elasticity is 0.046, much less than for Sub-Saharan African and Chinese cities. In sum,
for Sub-Saharan African cities, we find large wage elasticities compared to much of the
literature and get unmuddied density results given our economic land areas are precisely
measured.

Second moment measures

Does the degree of clustering within cities matter in this developing country context? The
results on within city degree of clustering are in Table 5.5 columns 4 and 6. In column 4,
we decompose ln PPD into the ln PD and ln (1 + coefficient of variation term) in equation
(1). The coefficient of variation term is small and insignificant and thus does not add

10In noting the divergence between marginal returns to population versus and density, we note that, in Sub-
Saharan Africa, density and city population are not well correlated, with a simple correlation coefficient
of only 0.31 (in logs). There are some very big, but low density cities. But even smaller cities can have
higher density than more medium sizes ones. For personal population density, its mean for the lowest
quartile of cities by size is 13,324 compared to the means of 9847 and 10857 for the second and third
quartiles by city size.
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to explanatory power relative to just using ln PD in column 2. In column 6, we repeat
the same exercise for the RPA measure getting the same result; the covariance term from
equation (2) is insignificant. We also conducted a series of horse-races in Appendix Tables
5.A3 and 5.A4. There, a horse-race between PD and PPD suggests PD dominates for
both household income and wage rates. For PD versus RPA there is no strict pattern of
domination by one or the other. In short, using PD seems as good or better than using
PPD or RPA, and the two measures of the differential degree of clustering within cities do
not seem to add to the analysis.

There are two issues with drawing the conclusion that we should focus on PD rather than
PPD or RPA measures for cities. First concerns measurement error. Use of Landscan
data measures within-city clustering and inequality with error. While Landscan may do
a better job than other currently available data sets, the assignment of people to work
and residential locations is surely done with considerable error, which would bias the
coefficients downward. The second issue concerns our measure of clustering. While our
measure of clustering fits into a decomposition and is a standard measure in looking at
spatial inequality, there are other standard measures. We looked at one of these. In a
context with so many grid cells in each urban area but a varying number, we preferred
the spatial Gini to use in comparison over an HHI or a Theil index. We calculated the
spatial Gini of cell concentration of economic activity within each city.11 The Gini had
also a completely insignificant coefficient as reported in an earlier version of this paper (see
Henderson, Nigmatulina & Kriticos (2018)).

The conclusion for this sample and data is that a simple population density measure works
as well as more nuanced measures, in attempting to capture overall economic density of
cities in explaining income differences. However, later when we consider local within city
density measures, our more nuanced measures will have more purchase.

Why are economic density effects for wage rates and household incomes so
different?

What is stunning in the tables are the extraordinarily high density elasticities for household
incomes compared to wages. Why might this be? We explore three channels here: greater
labor force participation within the household in bigger or denser cities with better job
11We approximate the Gini by ordering each cell by its density and noting the cumulative share of the
population in each cell. The cumulative distribution of the population ordered by density represents
the Lorenz curve. We then sum up the area under the Lorenz curve (by adding up the “height" and
the “width" of each bar of the cumulative population histogram, where the “height" is the cumulative
population and the “width" is 1/(number of total cells in the city)). We call this integral I, and, according
to the Gini formula, calculate Gini=1-2I for each city.
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opportunities, opportunities and choices to work longer hours, and an opportunity to
upgrade and diversify occupations or industries. We look at these in Table 5.6. In columns
1 and 2, we look at labor force participation in terms of working for wage income or not,
for those 18-60 for all and for females. Density has no effect. However, we find effects for
the other two channels.

In columns 3 and 4 of Table 5.6, we look at hours worked for those working for wages.
We find similar effects for all as we do for just females alone. A one standard deviation
(0.61) increase in density raises hours worked by 2.31 from a mean of 47 for females and
similarly overall (in a formulation where the count of hours is in logs, the elasticities are
both 0.09). Next in columns 5 and 6 for the household we look at the count of different
primary industries of employment listed by different members of the household, controlling
for household sizes. So if all work in retail, the count is one. If two people work in retail
and one in manufacturing the count is 2. In column 5, a one standard deviation increase
in density raises the count of number of different industries of household members by 0.08
from a mean of 1.3 (and in a log formulation the elasticity is 0.063). In column 6 we see if
density interacts with household size but the coefficient is insignificant.

Two channels do seem to be working: denser cities offer the opportunity and choice to work
more hours and for the household member to match to a greater variety of industries. We
note that in Table 5.2 there are a lot more manufacturing and business service jobs in
cities than in towns or rural areas. We documented (not reported) that household activity
in agriculture declines sharply with density. We think families move to cities, not just for
wage gains but for huge household income gains based on the opportunities denser places
offer household members to work longer hours and to better match to industries outside
of agriculture for which different household members have more interest and better skills.
There must be other channels, given our large differences in income and wage returns to
density, which warrant investigation in the future.

Does neighborhood density matter?

A key issue as noted in the introduction is that studies suggest that within cities there are
local scale externalities which decay sharply with distance so that firms in one neighborhood
do not seem to interact with firms in another (Arzaghi & Henderson 2008), at least in
the dimensions being captured. That begs the question of why there can be multiple
neighborhoods of seemingly non-interacting firms found in one city. The answer must be
that firms also benefit more generally from overall urban scale. Here we show results where
both overall city density and local density matter, so both elements are captured.
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In Tables 5.7 and 5.8, columns 1-3 of each, we address this issue. All these columns control
for citywide ln PD and then introduce a local measure for the 11 x 11 km neighborhood
around the own grid square (i.e., a radius of just over 5km). Local and city densities will
tend to be positively correlated, so if the local density measures matter that will reduce
the elasticity of ln city PD which is 0.52 in column 2 of Table 5.5, Panel A, and 0.169
in column 2 of Table 5.5, Panel B. This is definitely the case for Table 5.7 on household
incomes but less clear for Table 5.8 for wages. In either case the coefficients on ln city
PD are still very large, indicating huge marginal returns to overall city density. In each of
columns 1-3 in Tables 5.7 and 5.8, we experiment with a different measure of local economic
density. Although we have argued that a simple PD measure works as well or better than
anything else for a citywide measure, that does not mean at the local level it is the best
measure. In column 1 the local measure is ln (local PD); in 2 it is ln (local PPD); and in
3 we decompose local PPD as in equation (1) into PD and the covariance term.

For household incomes, in all three columns in Table 5.7, local density measures have
strong significant effects; and column 3 in Table 5.7 suggests local covariance matters, so
that local clustering within your neighborhood helps incomes. Local magnitudes are all
smaller, about 0.16, than city wide PD elasticities of 0.46 in this table. Horse-races in
Appendix Table 5.A3 for household income suggest no clear winner between local PD and
local PPD, although local PPD dominates local RPA (and hence we only report it in the
working paper (Henderson, Nigmatulina & Kriticos (2018))).

In Table 5.8 on wages, there is less impact of local measures. Local PD is smaller and
insignificant. Local PPD is significant at the 5% level, as is the local coefficient of variation
measure. Quantitatively, as in Table 5.7, in Table 5.8 elasticities for local PD measures
are about 1/4 to 1/3 of those for the overall city PD measure; but standard errors are too
large for these smaller magnitudes to be significant. It may be that local economic density
is more important for household incomes which may depend on local jobs for household
members who are part time or supplemental earners and who may work more for non-wage
income, than at an hourly rate.

Finally we note that these results pertain to wage rates and household incomes. Firm
productivity effects may be a different story. In Appendix 5.D we look at neighborhood
effects for firms in Kampala. Having greater Landscan density in the neighborhood around
a firm does nothing to productivity, while for households having greater local density raises
incomes in Table 5.7. Firms only seem to respond to greater local (but not immediate) own
industry employment density. Perhaps this differentiation for results for households versus
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firms is not surprising. For households it is about job search, job training, and learning
(De La Roca & Puga (2017)).

In summary, for a household, the overall density measure for the city has strong effects on
incomes, but also the local area around the household has strong effects as well. Households
benefit from both dense overall cities and dense local neighborhoods.

The core versus fringe of cities

Finally, we examine how effects may differ for people living in the core versus fringe of
cities, which will suggest more work for the future. We look at this issue in the last two
columns of Tables 5.7 and 5.8. In both Tables 5.7 and 5.8, while those living in the fringe
start from a much lower base income or wage rate (the fringe indicator), in column 4,
they get an extra kick from city PD, with an elasticity of density that overall is 0.73 for
household incomes (versus 0.44 for those living in the core) and 0.40 for wages (vs a much
smaller 0.11 for those living in the core). These are huge differences which warrant further
exploration. We note that for fringe residents it is overall city, not core PD which matters
as reported in an earlier version of the paper (Henderson, Nigmatulina & Kriticos 2018).
We looked similarly in column 5 in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 at the effects of local PD for those
in the core versus the fringe. In both tables, the results suggest local PD matters just for
those living in the fringe. One thought is that in the core, densities may be more uniform
and higher, while at the fringe, local density may be much more variable and that is highly
relevant.

The puzzle is the generally bigger role of city density externalities for fringe than core
city residents. We thought this was because of sorting based on migration status, where
migrants lack information and might benefit more from say information spillovers. Hence,
we expected that the fringe would have a greater proportion of migrants (defined by having
moved within the last 5 years) than the core within the LSMS sample. However, there is
only a tiny difference: 16% vs 15%. Moreover, coefficients on migration status interacted
with scale effects are insignificant and have no impact on the fringe results. So that leaves a
puzzle. There certainly must be sorting on some dimension, where people in the fringe earn
less for the same observables, but somehow this disadvantaged population benefits more
from greater city density, even though by construction they live in less dense neighborhoods.
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5.6 Conclusions

This paper evaluates the use of different measures of economic density in assessing urban
agglomeration effects to try to carefully measure and characterize the pull force of cities.
These density measures are based on Landscan data, which we argue in Appendix 5.C
does a good job in capturing within city variation in economic density. The Landscan data
allow us to precisely and consistently define cities and measure the economic extent of the
city, or its land area.

To assess economic density measures, we examine how well they explain household income
and wage differences across cities and neighborhoods. We have simple scale and density
measures and more nuanced ones which capture in second moments the extent of cluster-
ing within cities. Noting that the extent of clustering is measured with error resulting in
attenuation bias, the evidence suggests that a simple, but consistently calculated density
measure explains income differences across cities as well as or even better than more nu-
anced measures which attempt to represent within city differences in the extent and nature
of clustering. However, simple city scale measures such as total population are distinctly
inferior to density measures.

Overall, there are huge household income premiums from being in bigger and particularly
denser cities over rural areas and small towns in Sub-Saharan Africa, indicating migration
pull forces are very strong. It may be that part of urban-rural premiums are explained by
low productivity in the farming sector. Additionally, the selection of unobservably abler
migrants into cities may also add to the the size of the effect, although we have many
controls on household and member attributes. However, within the sample of cities, the
marginal effects of increases in density on household income are enormous by any standard,
with a density elasticity of 0.52. Besides overall city density measures, we look at density
in the neighborhood around a household within a city: in addition to strong city-level
density effects we find strong neighborhood effects looking at neighborhoods of about 6km
radius. The elasticity of overall city density is 0.42 and for local density it is 0.14. Both
overall city density and density of the own neighborhood matter.

For wages, while density premiums are on the high end relative to the literature, they are
much lower than for household incomes. We found two channels for why income elasticities
are higher, although more must be at work: people work longer hours as density rises and
households diversify industries.

Future research would reestablish current results with the new datasets on density soon
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to emerge, and some of which are at a much more disaggregated scale (Worldpop (100m),
High Resolution Human Settlement Layer (30m), MAUPP (12.5m)). Higher resolution
data on all aspects will uncover more accurate clustering variation within cities, to help
us establish how important that is for households’ earning potential. Adding detailed
within-city transport information that is consistent across cities can also paint a better
picture on the true proximity between workers; see Akbar, Couture, Duranton, Ghani &
Storeygard (2018) for steps in this direction. Having economic census data would allow
better assessment of different forms of density– diurnal versus nocturnal. Individual panel
data might help in identification and uncovering of dynamic effects, but such panels are in
their infancy anywhere in Africa.
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Table 5.1: Counts of urbanised areas in our countries and sample

All urban areas in our countries Urban Areas where surveyed units live

Country Cities Cores Towns Cities Cores Fringes Towns
Ethiopia 24 32 244 71% 63% 21% 14%
Ghana 15 15 66 67% 53% 40% 23%
Malawi 5 5 52 80% 80% 80% 50%
Nigeria 96 129 493 61% 49% 32% 9%
Tanzania 24 24 71 63% 50% 33% 21%
Uganda 15 15 139 100% 93% 93% 40%
Totals 179 220 1065 67% 55% 38% 18%

Notes: The table shows the counts of urban areas by type in the seven countries, and the share of them
populated by the the Living Standard Measurement Surveys.
Source: World Bank Living Standard Measurement Surveys and Landscan (2012).
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Table 5.2: Household and person characteristics by location

City Core Fringe Town Rural

Panel A
Household head in Agriculture 0.124 0.0629 0.273 0.261 0.297
Household head in Business Services 0.0885 0.108 0.0418 0.0510 0.0238
Household head in Manufacturing 0.0271 0.0297 0.0205 0.0220 0.00877
Household head in Not-Recorded 0.362 0.375 0.329 0.397 0.561
Household head with >Primary Education 0.441 0.503 0.290 0.307 0.173
Panel B
Worker in Agriculture 0.0904 0.0404 0.214 0.239 0.281
Worker in BS 0.0608 0.0738 0.0286 0.0309 0.0164
Worker in Manufacturing 0.0246 0.0265 0.0199 0.0248 0.0148
Worker in Not-Recorded 0.467 0.473 0.452 0.473 0.579
Worker with >Primary Education 0.5 0.544 0.391 0.332 0.198
No. Urban Areas 120 121 68 189 -
Notes: The table shows the shares of occupations in our sample out of 1) the sample of household heads
and 2) working age population (18-60 years old).
Source: World Bank Living Standard Measurement Surveys and Author’s dataset.
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Table 5.3: Gains from urban type

(1) (2) (3) (4)
HH income HH income Hrly wage Hrly wage

Town 0.333∗∗∗ 0.213∗∗∗ 0.194∗∗∗ 0.145∗∗∗

(0.0314) (0.0301) (0.0309) (0.0307)

City (core + fringe) 0.720∗∗∗ 0.524∗∗∗ 0.326∗∗∗ 0.270∗∗∗

(0.0224) (0.0225) (0.0190) (0.0193)

Observations 43214 43214 19901 19901
R2 0.335 0.383 0.296 0.313
Country-Year FE
Controls
Occupation FE

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; the dependent variable in columns
(1)-(2) is the natural logarithm of total net income from all available sources. The de-
pendent variable in columns (3)-(4) is the natural logarithm of hourly wage income. Con-
trols at the household level are the education (recorded or not), level of education (if
recorded), age, age squared and gender of the household head; household size; household
size squared; whether the household owns land and, if so, the natural logarithm of the
size of land holdings in hectares. Controls at the individual level are education (recor-
ded or not); level of education (if recorded); age; age squared; gender; and hours worked
squared and cubed. The sample in columns (3)-(4) is limited to individuals aged 18 to
60, working for a wage and reporting hours worked. Each column includes country-year
fixed effects. Columns (2) and (4) include industry fixed effects for household head and
individual worker respectively. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. As-
terisks indicate p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗). Source: Author’s dataset
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Panel A. Household incomes
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log Population Log Mean Density Log PPD Log RPA

Rural X Scale -0.00979 -0.0141 0.00379 -0.00712
(0.0105) (0.0108) (0.00790) (0.0101)

Town X Scale -0.0857∗∗∗ 0.429∗∗∗ 0.107∗∗ 0.196∗∗

(0.0313) (0.147) (0.0526) (0.0763)

City (core + fringe) X Scale 0.0846∗∗∗ 0.540∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗ 0.377∗∗∗

(0.0111) (0.0261) (0.0223) (0.0189)

Town 1.044∗∗∗ -2.657∗∗∗ -0.610 -1.643∗∗

(0.352) (0.972) (0.429) (0.716)

City (core + fringe) -0.752∗∗∗ -3.541∗∗∗ -3.508∗∗∗ -3.584∗∗∗

(0.184) (0.202) (0.211) (0.218)

Observations 43214 43214 43192 43214
R2 0.384 0.389 0.389 0.389

Panel B. Individual hourly wage premiums

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Log Population Log Mean Density Log PPD Log RPA

Rural X Scale -0.0324∗∗ -0.0298∗∗ 0.00732 -0.0315∗∗

(0.0141) (0.0146) (0.0105) (0.0133)

Town X Scale -0.0226 0.0875 0.186∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗

(0.0315) (0.143) (0.0557) (0.0812)

City (core + fringe) X Scale 0.00684 0.143∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.110∗∗∗

(0.00838) (0.0207) (0.0187) (0.0155)

Town 0.0882 -0.572 -1.334∗∗∗ -1.619∗∗

(0.367) (0.946) (0.462) (0.768)

City (core + fringe) -0.127 -0.945∗∗∗ -0.672∗∗∗ -1.163∗∗∗

(0.176) (0.173) (0.186) (0.196)

Observations 19901 19901 19899 19901
R2 0.314 0.315 0.315 0.315

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions. The dependent variable in Panel A is the natural logarithm
of total net income from all available sources. The dependent variable in Panel B is the natural logarithm of
hourly individual wage income. Scale variable varies by column and is indicated in column headings. Controls
are the same as in Table 3. Each column includes country-year and industry fixed effects. The sample in Panel
B is limited to individuals aged 18 to 60, working for a wage and reporting hours worked. Robust standard
errors are presented in parentheses. Asterisks indicate p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗). Source:
Author’s dataset

Table 5.4: Gains from scale by area type
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Panel A. Household incomes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Ln(Total Population) 0.0506 0.516∗∗∗

(0.0473) (0.0813)

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.523∗∗∗ 0.531∗∗∗

(0.0822) (0.0830)

Ln(PPD) 0.382∗∗∗

(0.0838)

Ln(1 + CV Term) 0.0918
(0.129)

Ln(RPA) 0.372∗∗∗

(0.0604)

Ln(AD) 0.462∗∗∗

(0.0864)

Ln(1 + Cov Term) 0.159
(0.202)

Ln area -0.542∗∗∗

(0.0840)

Observations 11237 11237 11237 11237 11237 11237 11237
R2 0.314 0.330 0.330 0.326 0.330 0.330 0.330

Panel B. Individual hourly wage premiums

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Ln(Total Population) -0.00681 0.160∗∗∗

(0.0244) (0.0380)

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.169∗∗∗ 0.180∗∗∗

(0.0393) (0.0387)

Ln(PPD) 0.148∗∗∗

(0.0369)

Ln(1 + CV Term) 0.0609
(0.0625)

Ln(RPA) 0.134∗∗∗

(0.0291)

Ln(AD) 0.132∗∗∗

(0.0472)

Ln(1 + Cov Term) 0.139
(0.119)

Ln area -0.198∗∗∗

(0.0410)

Observations 9358 9358 9358 9358 9358 9358 9358
R2 0.364 0.369 0.368 0.368 0.368 0.369 0.369

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions. The dependent variable in Panel A is the natural logarithm of
total net income from all available sources. The dependent variable in Panel B is the natural logarithm of individual
hourly wage income. Controls are the same as in Table 3; additional controls include natural logarithm of distance
to the nearest port and natural logarithm of market access to all cities and towns, weighted by e(0.002 ∗ d) where d
is distance. The sample in Panel B is limited to individuals aged 18 to 60, working for a wage and reporting hours
worked. Each column includes country-year and industry fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the city level.
Asterisks indicate p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗). Source: Author’s dataset

Table 5.5: Gains from within city clustering
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Table 5.6: Why household income gains are larger than for wages?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Working
for wage

Working
for wage

Hours worked
for those
recorded

Hours worked
for those
recorded

N of unique
occupations
in a household

N of unique
occupations
in a household

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.000285 -0.00434 3.399∗∗∗ 3.788∗∗∗ 0.136∗∗∗ -0.172
(0.00470) (0.00304) (0.565) (0.546) (0.0380) (0.201)

HH size 0.159∗∗∗ -0.327
(0.0358) (0.278)

Ln(Pop. Density) × HH size 0.0646
(0.0405)

Observations 10211 4264 9358 3920 13508 13508
R2 0.071 0.044 0.067 0.084 0.620 0.628
Country-Year FE
Controls
Women Only
Mean of Y 48.22 46.69 1.258 1.258

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; the dependent variable is indicated in the column titles. Columns (1)-(4) use the sample of
individuals aged 18 to 60, restricting to the sample of just women in columns (2) and (4). Column (5) presents a sample of households. Controls
are the same as in Table 3. Each column includes country-year fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the individual urbanised area level.
Asterisks indicate p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗). Source: Author’s dataset
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Table 5.7: Estimation of average and local density effects on household income
premiums

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Ln(City PD) 0.421∗∗∗ 0.462∗∗∗ 0.442∗∗∗ 0.436∗∗∗ 0.438∗∗∗

(0.0948) (0.0900) (0.0961) (0.0846) (0.0896)

Ln(Local PD) 0.142∗∗∗ 0.171∗∗∗

(0.0438) (0.0465)

Ln(Local PPD) 0.162∗∗∗ 0.00908
(0.0438) (0.0684)

Ln(1 + Local CV Term) 0.137∗

(0.0738)

Fringe -2.452∗∗∗ -4.225∗∗∗

(0.894) (0.999)

Fringe × Ln(City PD) 0.294∗∗ 0.272∗∗

(0.120) (0.121)

Fringe × Ln(Local PPD) 0.237∗∗∗

(0.0830)

Observations 11237 11237 11237 11237 11237
R2 0.286 0.287 0.287 0.289 0.291
Country-Year FE
Controls
Occupation FE

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; the dependent variable is the natural logar-
ithm of total net household income from all available sources. Controls are the same as in Table
3 at the household level. Additional controls include natural logarithm of distance to the nearest
port and natural logarithm of market access to all cities and towns, weighted by e(0.002∗d) where
d is distance. Each column includes country-year and occupation fixed effects. Standard errors are
clustered at the individual urbanised area level. Asterisks indicate p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗),
and p < 0.1(∗). Source: Author’s dataset
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Table 5.8: Estimation of average and local density effects on wage premiums

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Ln(City PD) 0.153∗∗∗ 0.156∗∗∗ 0.172∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗

(0.0479) (0.0415) (0.0497) (0.0359) (0.0369)

Ln(Local PD) 0.0435 0.0673
(0.0410) (0.0419)

Ln(Local PPD) 0.0727∗∗ -0.00902
(0.0362) (0.0408)

Ln(1 + Local CV Term) 0.0932∗∗

(0.0441)

Fringe -2.276∗∗∗ -3.349∗∗∗

(0.582) (0.637)

Fringe × Ln(City PD) 0.291∗∗∗ 0.278∗∗∗

(0.0782) (0.0719)

Fringe × Ln(Local PPD) 0.139∗

(0.0719)

Observations 9358 9358 9358 9358 9358
R2 0.350 0.351 0.351 0.354 0.355
Country-Year FE
Controls
Occupation FE

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; the dependent variable is the natural logar-
ithm of total net household income from all available sources. Controls are the same as in Table
3 at the individual level. Additional controls include log distance to the nearest port and natural
logarithm of market access to all cities and towns, weighted by e(0.002 ∗ d) where d is distance.
The sample is limited to individuals aged 18 to 60, working for a wage and reporting hours worked.
Each column includes country-year and occupation fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at
the individual urbanised area level. Asterisks indicate p < 0.01(∗∗∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗).
Source: Author’s dataset
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Figure 5.1: Defining cities and towns

Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the
GIS User Community

City (a town that has a core)
Town (Stand-alone area, >500 people per km^2 and over 5,000 total pop)
Core (>1500people per km^2 and over 50,000 total pop)
Area with >750 people per km^2
Area with >500 people per km^2
Area with >300 people per km^2
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Figure 5.2: PDFs of city sample in the African continent
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Figure 5.3: Differences in city layout and density measures
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Figure 5.4: Overall size distribution of urbanized areas
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Figure 5.5: Size distribution of urbanized areas
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5.A Appendix A. Statistics and other results

Table 5.A1: Summary statistics

Panel A: Cities
Variable Mean Min Median Max STD N

Local Measures
Ln(Local Landscan Linear Sum (5km)) 12.13 10.03 12.02 14.45 1.05 11237
Ln(Local PD) 7.78 5.77 7.65 10.17 1.07 11237
Ln(Local PPD) 9.17 6.34 9.29 10.92 0.97 11237
Ln(Local RPA) 10.39 8.22 10.28 12.79 1.10 11237

Citywide Measures
Ln(Total Population) 14.06 11.10 14.44 16.58 1.43 11237
Ln(Pop. Density) 7.47 6.51 7.34 8.65 0.61 11237
Ln(PPD) 9.30 7.36 9.30 10.81 0.71 11237
Ln(Coefficient of Variation) 1.83 0.81 1.81 3.04 0.37 11237
Ln(RPA) 10.87 9.26 10.64 12.28 0.84 11237
Ln(RPA) unweighted 9.88 8.95 9.73 11.13 0.60 11237
Ln(Cov. Term RPA) 1.00 0.26 0.99 1.88 0.31 11237

Panel B: Towns
Variable Mean Min Median Max STD N
Ln(Total Population) 11 9 11 13 1 3440
Ln(Pop. Density) 6.57 5.86 6.55 7.19 0.18 3440
Ln(PPD) 8.10 6.27 8.12 9.33 0.52 3440
Ln(RPA) 9.31 8.63 9.28 10.11 0.34 3440

Panel C: Rural
Variable Mean Min Median Max STD N
Ln(Local Landscan Linear Sum (5km)) 9.06 0.00 9.18 11.52 0.97 28537
Ln(Local PD) 4.68 0.00 4.80 7.12 0.93 28537
Ln(Local PPD) 6.05 0.37 6.16 9.89 1.26 28515
Ln(Local RPA) 7.18 0.00 7.30 9.42 0.99 28537

Note: The table presents summary statistics of the natural logarithms of the city-level and local variables
of interest. Panel A is the summary for the sample of just cities, Panel B is the summary of town-level
measures for towns, and finally, the Panel C is the summary of the local measures for rural survey
locations.
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Panel A. Household incomes
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Rural X rursc -0.00735 -0.0129 0.0163∗

(0.0109) (0.0113) (0.00830)

Town X Scale -0.0860∗∗∗ 0.546∗∗∗ 0.192∗∗∗

(0.0329) (0.155) (0.0549)

City (core + fringe) X Scale 0.0723∗∗∗ 0.558∗∗∗ 0.456∗∗∗

(0.0114) (0.0264) (0.0228)

Town 1.189∗∗∗ -3.304∗∗∗ -1.111∗∗

(0.370) (1.024) (0.447)

City (core + fringe) -0.363∗ -3.481∗∗∗ -3.388∗∗∗

(0.190) (0.207) (0.218)

Observations 43214 43214 43214 43192
R2 0.317 0.336 0.341 0.341

Panel B. Individual hourly wage premiums

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Rural X rursc -0.0204 -0.0182 0.0175∗ -0.0171
(0.0142) (0.0146) (0.0106) (0.0133)

Town X Scale -0.0265 0.0350 0.171∗∗∗ 0.142∗

(0.0319) (0.144) (0.0568) (0.0827)

City (core + fringe) X Scale 0.00397 0.157∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗ 0.119∗∗∗

(0.00844) (0.0208) (0.0187) (0.0156)

Town 0.292 -0.122 -1.093∗∗ -1.261
(0.372) (0.956) (0.471) (0.782)

City (core + fringe) 0.0815 -0.939∗∗∗ -0.621∗∗∗ -1.096∗∗∗

(0.177) (0.174) (0.187) (0.197)

Observations 19901 19901 19899 19901
R2 0.296 0.298 0.297 0.298

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; the dependent variable in Panel A is
the natural logarithm of total net income from all available sources. The dependent vari-
able in Panel B is the natural logarithm of hourly individual wage income. Scale variable
varies by column and is indicated in column headings. Controls are the same as in Table
5.3. Each column includes country-year. The sample in Panel B is limited to individuals
aged 18 to 60, working for a wage and reporting hours worked. Robust standard errors are
presented in parentheses. Asterisks indicate p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗).
Source: Author’s dataset

Table 5.A2: Gains from scale by area type. No industry fixed effects.
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Table 5.A3: Horserace: estimation of density effects on
household incomes

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.439∗∗∗ 0.303 0.407∗∗∗ 0.418∗∗∗

(0.132) (0.224) (0.0893) (0.0859)

Ln(PPD) 0.0918
(0.129)

Ln(RPA) 0.167
(0.170)

Ln(Local PD) 0.0483
(0.0657)

Ln(Local PPD) 0.0964 0.105∗

(0.0680) (0.0545)

Ln(Local RPA) 0.0360
(0.0497)

Observations 11237 11237 11237 11237
R2 0.330 0.330 0.332 0.332
Country-Year FE
Controls
Occupation FE

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; the dependent vari-
able is the natural logarithm of total net income from all available sources.
Controls are the same as in Table 5.3 at the household level. Additional
controls include log distance to the nearest port and natural logarithm
of market access to all cities and towns, weighted by e(0.002 ∗ d) where
d is distance. Each column includes country-year and industry fixed ef-
fects. Standard errors are clustered at the city level. Asterisks indicate
p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗). Source: Author’s dataset
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Table 5.A4: Horserace: estimation of density effects on
individual hourly wage premiums

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.119∗ 0.0117 0.156∗∗∗ 0.149∗∗∗

(0.0687) (0.138) (0.0441) (0.0369)

Ln(PPD) 0.0609
(0.0625)

Ln(RPA) 0.126
(0.105)

Ln(Local PD) -0.0315
(0.0523)

Ln(Local PPD) 0.0802∗∗ 0.0754∗∗

(0.0402) (0.0365)

Ln(Local RPA) -0.0253
(0.0413)

Observations 9358 9358 9358 9358
R2 0.368 0.369 0.369 0.369
Country-Year FE
Controls
Occupation FE

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; the dependent vari-
able is the natural logarithm of individual hourly wage income. Controls
are the same as in Table 5.3 at the individual level. Additional controls
include log distance to the nearest port and natural logarithm of market
access to all cities and towns, weighted by e(0.002∗d) where d is distance.
The sample is limited to individuals aged 18 to 60, working for a wage and
reporting hours worked. Each column includes country-year and industry
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the city level. Asterisks in-
dicate p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗). Source: Author’s
dataset
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Table 5.A5: Estimation of scale effects on HH income premiums

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Ln(Total Population) 0.0412

(0.0530)
Ln(Pop. Density) 0.577∗∗∗ 0.586∗∗∗

(0.0887) (0.0896)
Ln(PPD) 0.428∗∗∗

(0.0900)
Ln(Coefficient of Variation) 0.101

(0.140)
Ln(RPA) 0.407∗∗∗

(0.0644)
Ln(RPA) unweighted 0.508∗∗∗

(0.0913)
Ln(Cov. Term RPA) 0.170

(0.223)
Education is recorded -0.385∗∗∗ -0.346∗∗∗ -0.360∗∗∗ -0.346∗∗∗ -0.348∗∗∗ -0.344∗∗∗

(0.124) (0.122) (0.123) (0.122) (0.123) (0.123)
Kindergarten education 0.0295 0.0657 0.0442 0.0635 0.0787 0.0704

(0.148) (0.139) (0.141) (0.139) (0.139) (0.139)
Primary education 0.360∗∗∗ 0.351∗∗∗ 0.336∗∗∗ 0.346∗∗∗ 0.336∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗

(0.124) (0.116) (0.118) (0.115) (0.114) (0.114)
Secondary education 0.822∗∗∗ 0.753∗∗∗ 0.768∗∗∗ 0.751∗∗∗ 0.752∗∗∗ 0.753∗∗∗

(0.127) (0.118) (0.118) (0.117) (0.116) (0.116)
Specialised education 1.624∗∗∗ 1.530∗∗∗ 1.551∗∗∗ 1.528∗∗∗ 1.527∗∗∗ 1.530∗∗∗

(0.168) (0.162) (0.162) (0.162) (0.162) (0.161)
Age HH head 0.00241 0.00175 0.00380 0.00214 0.00280 0.00217

(0.00733) (0.00717) (0.00689) (0.00700) (0.00706) (0.00709)
(Age HH head) Squared -0.0000615 -0.0000452 -0.0000662 -0.0000486 -0.0000546 -0.0000486

(0.0000817) (0.0000789) (0.0000769) (0.0000776) (0.0000783) (0.0000787)
Gender 0.188∗∗∗ 0.197∗∗∗ 0.213∗∗∗ 0.202∗∗∗ 0.202∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗

(0.0612) (0.0552) (0.0551) (0.0539) (0.0554) (0.0547)
HH size 0.146∗∗∗ 0.153∗∗∗ 0.153∗∗∗ 0.153∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗

(0.0172) (0.0165) (0.0173) (0.0166) (0.0171) (0.0168)
(HH size) Squared -0.00269∗∗∗ -0.00299∗∗∗ -0.00299∗∗∗ -0.00301∗∗∗ -0.00290∗∗∗ -0.00290∗∗∗

(0.000941) (0.000879) (0.000947) (0.000888) (0.000922) (0.000903)
HH has land -0.824∗∗∗ -0.635∗∗∗ -0.663∗∗∗ -0.627∗∗∗ -0.632∗∗∗ -0.636∗∗∗

(0.155) (0.119) (0.110) (0.114) (0.115) (0.117)
Ln(Total size of landholdings (ha)) 0.208∗ 0.217∗∗ 0.209∗∗ 0.216∗∗ 0.223∗∗ 0.215∗∗

(0.116) (0.102) (0.0996) (0.100) (0.0982) (0.0997)
Ln(Distance to port) -0.0308∗ -0.0285∗∗∗ -0.0299∗∗ -0.0281∗∗∗ -0.0303∗∗∗ -0.0299∗∗∗

(0.0177) (0.00945) (0.0118) (0.00954) (0.0104) (0.00973)
Ln(Market Access settlement (discount = 0.002)) 0.642∗∗ 0.791∗∗∗ 0.759∗∗∗ 0.798∗∗∗ 0.901∗∗∗ 0.842∗∗∗

(0.278) (0.250) (0.289) (0.255) (0.280) (0.263)
Constant -7.332 -13.73∗∗∗ -12.86∗∗ -14.12∗∗∗ -15.74∗∗∗ -15.49∗∗∗

(4.947) (4.425) (5.188) (4.567) (4.923) (4.663)
Observations 11237 11237 11237 11237 11237 11237
R2 0.263 0.283 0.278 0.284 0.283 0.283
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 5.A6: Estimation of scale effects on hourly wage premiums

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Ln(Total Population) -0.0152

(0.0254)
Ln(Pop. Density) 0.201∗∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗

(0.0448) (0.0451)
Ln(PPD) 0.169∗∗∗

(0.0429)
Ln(Coefficient of Variation) 0.0502

(0.0636)
Ln(RPA) 0.155∗∗∗

(0.0337)
Ln(RPA) unweighted 0.164∗∗∗

(0.0506)
Ln(Cov. Term RPA) 0.131

(0.122)
Education is recorded -0.162 -0.152 -0.168 -0.156 -0.163 -0.161

(0.172) (0.173) (0.174) (0.174) (0.174) (0.174)
edu_interact==1 -0.129 -0.129 -0.128 -0.129 -0.126 -0.127

(0.124) (0.124) (0.125) (0.124) (0.125) (0.124)
edu_interact==2 0.184∗ 0.184∗ 0.181 0.183∗ 0.183∗ 0.183∗

(0.110) (0.109) (0.109) (0.109) (0.109) (0.109)
edu_interact==3 0.578∗∗∗ 0.556∗∗∗ 0.567∗∗∗ 0.557∗∗∗ 0.560∗∗∗ 0.559∗∗∗

(0.127) (0.125) (0.126) (0.125) (0.126) (0.125)
edu_interact==4 1.238∗∗∗ 1.206∗∗∗ 1.223∗∗∗ 1.208∗∗∗ 1.209∗∗∗ 1.209∗∗∗

(0.176) (0.174) (0.175) (0.174) (0.175) (0.175)
Age HH head 0.0817∗∗∗ 0.0821∗∗∗ 0.0826∗∗∗ 0.0823∗∗∗ 0.0822∗∗∗ 0.0822∗∗∗

(0.0123) (0.0120) (0.0120) (0.0120) (0.0119) (0.0120)
(Age HH head) Squared -0.000790∗∗∗ -0.000789∗∗∗ -0.000796∗∗∗ -0.000791∗∗∗ -0.000789∗∗∗ -0.000789∗∗∗

(0.000161) (0.000157) (0.000157) (0.000158) (0.000156) (0.000156)
Gender 0.518∗∗∗ 0.522∗∗∗ 0.522∗∗∗ 0.523∗∗∗ 0.520∗∗∗ 0.521∗∗∗

(0.0522) (0.0525) (0.0526) (0.0525) (0.0525) (0.0522)
Total hrs Worked per week × Total hrs Worked per week -0.000615∗∗∗ -0.000632∗∗∗ -0.000630∗∗∗ -0.000633∗∗∗ -0.000633∗∗∗ -0.000633∗∗∗

(0.0000604) (0.0000601) (0.0000602) (0.0000601) (0.0000604) (0.0000604)
Total hrs Worked per week × Total hrs Worked per week × Total hrs Worked per week 0.00000461∗∗∗ 0.00000473∗∗∗ 0.00000472∗∗∗ 0.00000474∗∗∗ 0.00000474∗∗∗ 0.00000474∗∗∗

(0.000000671) (0.000000672) (0.000000670) (0.000000672) (0.000000673) (0.000000674)
Ln(Distance to port) -0.0126 -0.00801 -0.00693 -0.00753 -0.00777 -0.00783

(0.0105) (0.00772) (0.00838) (0.00754) (0.00752) (0.00743)
Ln(Market Access settlement (discount = 0.002)) 0.390∗ 0.457∗∗ 0.474∗∗ 0.466∗∗ 0.517∗∗∗ 0.508∗∗

(0.198) (0.179) (0.191) (0.183) (0.183) (0.199)
Constant -6.704∗ -9.610∗∗∗ -9.991∗∗∗ -9.936∗∗∗ -10.83∗∗∗ -10.74∗∗∗

(3.529) (3.093) (3.415) (3.249) (3.243) (3.373)
Observations 9358 9358 9358 9358 9358 9358
R2 0.344 0.350 0.349 0.350 0.350 0.350
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

5.B Appendix B. Data description and methodology

The following sections provide further details on the data sources and methodologies for
data preparation and usage in this paper. Section B.1 describes how we create city bound-
aries. Section B.2 describes the Living Standards Measurement Surveys and finally Section
B.3 describes how we harmonize the two data sets to study how different density measures,
as well as some miscellaneous items.
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5.B.1 Using Landscan to create urbanized area boundaries

As discussed in the text, we use Landscan to define three unique types of urban areas:
cores, fringes, and low-density towns. A city is the consolidation of its core and surrounding
fringe, whereas a town is a unique and separate urbanized area. All of these urbanized
area boundaries are defined based off density thresholds that we assign to each unique 1km
grid-square in Landscan. As we are only using Landscan, these boundaries make no use of
administrative borders to define urban extents.

To calculate the density of each grid-cell, we apply a smoothing methodology where each
reference cell is assigned the average density from a neighborhood which includes itself
and a 7x7km square around it, where the reference cell falls in the center of the 7x7km
neighborhood square. This approach is essential for dealing with natural breaks in density
in the data which may relate to changes in land use, terrain, and building restrictions within
urban areas. Consider, for instance, Central Park in Manhattan, or the River Thames in
London; assigning a density criterion just to each singular grid-cell would lead to unnatural
breaks/holes in our urban area polygons which would challenge our ability to analyze our
urban areas as singular units.

Once we have calculated the average density of each grid-cell within its 7x7km neigh-
borhood, we consolidate all contiguous grid cells that have an average density above the
thresholds discussed in the text for the type of urban unit we are creating: urban core,
fringe, or town. Contiguous cells are combined based on a rook neighbor relationship,
wherein, the rook neighbors are the four cells adjacent to the reference cell in the vertical
or horizontal direction (as outlined on the left of Figure 5.B1), but not including the diag-
onally adjacent cells which are queen neighbors (as outlined on the right of Figure 5.B1).
For all of Sub-Saharan Africa, the core and town definitions would only be affected in 3
out of 1885 cores and 43 of 3957 town or city polygons if we used the queen rather than
rook criterion.
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Rook Neighbor Queen Neighbor

Figure 5.B1: Rook and queen neighbors
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Figure 5.B2: Defining cities and towns (with labels and administrative boundaries)
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5.B.2 Living Standards Measurement Surveys (LSMS)

The Living Standards Measurement Surveys have been conducted in a number of devel-
oping countries by the World Bank and the national statistical offices of the country in
question. To study wage premia in this paper, we make use of surveys for Ethiopia, Ghana,
Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, and Uganda. All of these surveys are considered representative
of households at the national level, as well as urban/rural and major ecological zones of
the countries. In Table 5.B1 below, we provide a list of the surveys we use and the number
of households surveyed in each of these rounds.

Table 5.B1: LSMS surveys

Country Survey Year Sample Size

Ethiopia Socioeconomic Survey
2011 3,917
2013 5,073
2015 5,263

Ghana Socioeconomic Panel Survey 2010 4,662
2013 4,634

Malawi Integrated Household Survey 2010 3,246
2013 3,104

Tanzania Panel Household Survey 2008 3,280
2010 3,924

Uganda National Panel Survey

2009 3,123
2010 2,716
2011 2,716
2012 3,119

Nigeria National Household Survey
2010 5,000
2012 5,000

In each sample, a two-stage probability sampling methodology is used. In the first stage,
“Primary Sample Units” (PSUs) are selected based on the probability proportional to size
of all of the enumeration areas in geographic zones in the country. In the second stage,
households are then selected randomly from each PSU, after which, each individual within
a household is surveyed. All of the LSMS surveys are publicly available for download
from the World Bank website, so for further information on any individual survey and its
methodology, we refer the reader to the information documents provided by the World
Bank.

Although the contents of each survey vary, they all have quite consistent data at the house-
hold and individual level on aspects such as income, educational attainment, demographics,
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labor allocation, asset ownership and dwelling characteristics, as well as geographical iden-
tifiers locating the latitude and longitude of the centroid of each enumeration area.

Agricultural households report on various aspects of farming such as crop choice, inputs
on the farm, labor usage and the types of land allocation such as harvesting, grazing or
fallow. Among non-agricultural households, additional modules are provided on whether
they are self-employed with their own business and if so the revenues and various factor
costs of that business. In some cases, aggregation of revenues and costs at the household
level is already computed in the survey and these aggregations are used where possible.
For example, labor income at the individual level is already aggregated in the surveys
to include all wage, in-kind and bonus income from all jobs. Elsewhere, input costs of
agricultural and non-agricultural businesses are aggregated to the household level.

We calculate income from the survey data and aggregate either to the individual or house-
hold level (depending on our analysis) using all available sources of money flowing in.
Letting i index an individual or household, this can be summarised as follows:

Yi = Σiy
SE
i + Σiy

L
i + Σiy

K
i (5.5)

where ySEi , yLi , and yKi represent self-employed income, labor income, and capital income
respectively. Households reported receipts of incomes through various forms and over
various time intervals. The variables used for income receipts and the time intervals over
which they were received are reported as follows:

Income source Time interval

Last payment in cash Hour, Day, Week, Fortnight, Month, Quarter or Year
Last payment in kind (value in LCU) Hour, Day, Week, Fortnight, Month, Quarter or Year
Net income from business Week or Month
Remittances in cash Year
Remittances in kind Year
Rent of property Year
Private or govt pensions Year
Domestic remittances Year
Rent of farmland Year or cropping season
Sales of crops Year or cropping season
Sales of crop residue Year or cropping season
Sale of livestock products Year or cropping season

Table 5.B2: Income sources and time intervals in LSMS surveys

All revenues are converted to a monthly interval. In cases where incomes are reported over
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the year, quarter, fortnight, or week, the variables are scaled to a monthly value simply
by multiplying by the ratio of a month to the time interval in question (for instance a
quarter is multiplied by 1/3 to be monthly). In cases where the last income payment is
reported based on a day of work, the figure is multiplied by the average days the respondent
reports to work each week, and then multiplied by 52/12 to be a roughly monthly figure.
In cases where the last income payment is reported based on an hour of work, the figure is
multiplied by the average hours the respondent reports to work each day, then the average
days they report to work each week, and finally by 52/12 to get a roughly monthly figure.

A similar method is used to convert expenses to a monthly aggregate figure. The reported
expenses in the household surveys are as follows:

Expense Time interval

Wages Month
Raw materials Month
Other expenses Month
Farm inputs Year
Additional agricultural expenses Year

Table 5.B3: Expenses and time intervals in LSMS surveys

For the household, we subtract expenses from revenues to get our net income figure. For the
individual analysis we look at hourly wage rates, for adults aged 18-60 who are working part
or full time with income. At the household level, measures of revenue include income from
self-employment, labor, capital, and land income. All income is measured before taxes. We
choose to include in the calculation of monthly household income, transfer payments such
as remittances, gifts and pensions and we subtract transfer payments flowing out of the
households. These sources of incomes are likely to be important for the budget constraints
of households, particularly in rural communities, so they are important in our study of
urban-rural income disparities, although we note that our results are robust to excluding
remittances.

5.B.3 Harmonizing the data, local density and ring density measures,
and the optimal de la Roca-Puga discount rate

Fortunately, the LSMS surveys provide latitude and longitude coordinates of enumeration
areas in the sample for each country. This allows us to directly harmonize the surveys with
our data from Landscan based on their spatial relationship.
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Figure 5.B3: Density ring measures

In the Section on economic density in cities, we describe how we calculate an optimal rate
of discount. The figure plotting the relevant F-values is shown here in Figure 5.B3.
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5.C Appendix C. Ground-truthing Landscan data within
cities

In this Appendix we attempt a groundtruthing of Landscan data within two cities, where
we have the detailed data to do so. This will give a sense of how good our local density
measures are. In the upper panels of Figures C.1 and C.2, we show the population and
employment distribution for Kampala and Nairobi in 1 km grid squares. The population
data for Nairobi are at the level of 2,213 enumeration areas for 2009 contained in the 2015
built area of Nairobi defined in Henderson, Regan & Venables (2018). For Kampala in
2002, population is at the level of 174 parishes within the administrative unit of Greater
Kampala. We assign population levels from these survey units to the 1km grid square
level by applying a weighted sum to the survey area numbers, where the weights reflect
the share of land mass from each survey area(s) that falls within a 1km grid square. To
make Kampala 2002 population comparable to 2011 employment numbers, we blow up the
population in each grid square by an overall population growth rate of 3% per annum from
2002 to 2011. For employment, we use the economic census, which covers private and public
employment for Kampala for 2011, and provides exact location points of firms across the
city. One issue is that total employment in the census is far below known estimates; hence,
given the age distribution in Kampala and labor force participation of urban Uganda, we
have multiplied each grid squares employment by 2.761 to make up for the employment
deficit.12 The implicit assumptions in allocating growth and under-counting of employment
to grid squares are obvious.

For Nairobi in 2009, we can quite accurately infer population of the grid square, based
on fine-scale enumeration area data. However, we do not know total employment, nor its
distribution. We infer total employment based on Nairobi’s 2009 population and labor
force participation, and age distribution numbers for urban Kenya. Since there is no
economic census for Nairobi, we obtain the distribution of employment using data from
Henderson, Regan & Venables (2018), where for each grid square we know the footprint
and height of every building in Nairobi in 2015 – from aerial photo and Lidar data –
and can calculate building volume. We match these buildings with land use maps, before
taking total employment of the city and smearing it into grid squares according to each
grid square’s share in total volume of non-residential buildings in Nairobi. Crucially, unlike

12The World Bank estimates that labor force participation of people aged 15 or more in Uganda is 0.71.
There are 1,704,604 people of age 15+ in Kampala from the 2011 census. Thus, approximately 1,210,267
people should work out of the total city population of 2,957,505. The economic census only captures
438,374 of these.
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Landscan, we do not need to base smearing on inferences from satellite images of what
uses buildings have; instead, we know the use and the building volumes fairly accurately.

For each grid square, we create a measure of the ambient population according to the
following equation:

Replicationi =
(10

24

)
Empi +

(14
24

)
Popi +

(10
24

)
(1− LFPc)Popi (5.6)

where Empi, Popi, and LFPc are respectively employment and population in grid square i
and labor force participation in city c. We base our ‘replication’ of the ambient population
just on places of work and residence, where we assume for 14 hours of a day (nocturnal) all
people are in their grid square of residence to sleep, eat, and recreate. For 10 hours a day,
we add in the employment in the grid square, allowing people time to work, hangout, and
finish commuting. We then add in the non-working population of the grid square assuming
they remain in that square kilometer. Finally, we subtract out the resident workers (since
we have already counted employment), or LFPc ∗ Popi. If everyone works in their grid,
then we just have total grid square population; but, for downtown grid squares where few
people live, most have replication numbers from employment. We make no allowance for
the time people are on roads or shopping outside the grid square. We have no information
on which to base such inferences, especially in a context where so many people commute
by walking.

In Figure ?? for Kampala, we show 4 items. As noted above, in the upper left panel of
each figure is the population distribution over space and on the right upper panel is the
employment distribution. In the bottom panel, on the left, we have Landscan numbers;
and on the right, we have our replication numbers. For Kampala, we see the overall
monocentricity of the city. Although it is hard to see, the very low bar population grid
squares near the center are to some degree filled in by where employment spikes. The
bottom right panel shows our smearing to get the ambient population. The Landscan
figure has an obvious degree of smoothing, with reduced peak heights and assignment
of lots of people into low-density grid squares. Of course, it could be that Landscan is
allocating people during commuting times to roads and to shopping areas, and that is
the reason for the smoothing. Overall it seems Landscan may do a reasonable job: the
simple correlation coefficients of Landscan numbers with population, employment and our
replication numbers are respectively 0.55, 0.60, and 0.60.

For Nairobi in Figure ??, we note our employment patterns lack the sharp peaks of Kam-
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Figure C1: Kampala Densities

Population Distribution Employment Distribution

Landscan "ambient population" Our replication

pala, in part because we smear employment into non-residential buildings, including public
buildings. The Landscan figure again exhibits a degree of smoothing, missing the sharper
peaks we see in our replication, as well as missing high-density slum areas to the south-west
of the city center. However, Landscan does seem to do a better job of capturing low-density
grid squares near the city center in Nairobi than it does for Kampala. For Nairobi, the
simple correlation coefficients of Landscan numbers with population, employment and our
replication numbers are generally higher at respectively 0.65, 0.56 and 0.69.
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Figure C2: Nairobi Densities

Population Distribution Employment Distribution

Landscan "ambient population" Our replication
??
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5.D Appendix D. Neighborhood productivity and Kampala
data

To study firm productivity at the neighborhood level in Kampala, we use data from the
Uganda Business Inquiry (UBI) survey conducted in 2002. The UBI is an economic survey
which made use of the official Census of Business Establishments (COBE) of 2002 as
its sampling frame. The principal objective of the survey is to provide the necessary
information and data to measure the contribution of each industry sector to the growth
of the economy. So the survey covers a large range of economic variables, including value
added and business assets. Coverage is comprehensive, with information on all sectors
of the economy — including the informal sector13 — and coverage of all the officially
recognized districts in Uganda. The sector definitions are in line with the International
Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC), Revision 4, and cover 15 1-digit sectors.14 A
stratified two-stage sample design was used to select the businesses for the UBI, which
focused on getting all bigger establishments with over 50 employees and then sampling at
the lower end.15

Although the UBI covers the entire country, due to confidentiality issues and limits on
the capacity to share this data outside of the Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS), our
data have coverage only of Kampala and furthermore we are restricted by the abridged
version of the data and statistics that have been provided to us. Our data cover the
Greater Kampala metropolitan area for a sample of 2,342 firms, each with information
on their GPS location, total number of employees, value added per worker, and industry
classification. Value added is calculated as the net output of a sector after adding up all
outputs and subtracting out all intermediate inputs but labor.

13The informal status of a business is recorded using a question in the survey on ‘whether a business pays
any taxes’ as its determinant; this is in line with other surveys conducted in Uganda such as the UNHS
which were more specifically directed to studying informality in the economy.

14These are agriculture & fishing, mining & quarrying, manufacturing, construction, utilities, trade, trans-
port & storage, accommodation & food services, information & communication, finance & insurance, real
estate & business services, education, health & social work, recreation and personal services. Note that
the survey excludes information on the following ISIC sections: Section O, i.e., public administration and
defense; compulsory social security, and Section U, i.e., activities of extraterritorial organizations and
bodies.

15Business establishments were first stratified by industry sector and within each industry sector, business
establishments were further stratified by employment size as per the following categories of employment
size 1, 2-4, 5-9, 10-19, 20-49, 50-99, 100-499 and 500 or more employees; and further by turnover; thus less
than 5 million shillings, between 5 and 10 million shillings and more than 10 million shillings. Given the
significant contribution of the larger establishments, from previous surveys, to the value of production; all
the establishments with 50 or more employees were supposed to be sampled with certainty, (a probability
of 1), while those employing fewer than 50 employees were subjected to probabilistic sampling.
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5.D.1 Matching the data to density measures

We measure the effects of density on firm productivity by matching the firm coordinates
and data from the UBI survey with our population, employment, and Landscan ambient
population data, used elsewhere in this paper. As detailed in Appendix C, our data on
population are from the 2002 census and are at the level of 174 parishes within the Greater
Kampala administrative area. We assign that data to the 1km grid square level, through a
weighted sum to the survey area numbers, so as to be consistent with the spatial resolution
of Landscan. Our employment data are from the 2002 Census of Business Establishments
[COBE] and provides the GPS location of supposedly the universe of firms and employment
in Greater Kampala.16

The data allow us to study density effects at a fine ring scale, based on 1km grid squares
upon which population and Landscan data are defined. Each firm in the UBI dataset is
overlaid by the 1km grid square level data on population, employment, and Landscan. Each
firm is then assigned own-square measure based on the grid square in which it is located,
as well as local neighborhood measures from the grid squares surrounding each firm’s own-
cell. Specifically, we define three rings around the own-cell to capture local neighborhood
effects and the extent of spatial decay. Ring 1 captures the 8 cells in the immediate queen
neighborhood of the reference cell, expanding incrementally by one cell in every direction.
Ring 2 captures the 16 cells around ring 1, and finally ring 3 expands to the 24 cells around
ring 2. For each ring, we calculate the mean density of 2002 population, 2002 employment
2002 own industry employment and 2012 Landscan ambient population17 For the 2002
COBE we start with that scale for total employment and own industry employment.

Table ?? columns 1 and 2 pool all types of industries. The columns give the results of
regressions of the log of value added per worker for each firm in our sample, on measures
of density in the firm’s own-cell and its respective rings. For each regression, we include
industry fixed effects and controls for distance to the city center, Lake Victoria, and the
Kampala Northern Bypass. For measures of density, we don’t show results for either
census population or Landscan ambient population. The own cell and ring measures for
these quantities have no significant effects. Columns 1 and 2 look respectively at the effect
of total employment and own industry employment on firm productivity. In columns 1 and
16An issue is that if we look in the 2002 census data, matching it alongside the firm locations from our
2002 survey, we see that for over half of our firms we cannot find other firms from the census that are in
the same industry and within 150 meters of the survey firms, indicating either that there is a lot of firm
turnover or issues in recording locations.

17Obviously, the Landscan data are for much later. We do note the simple correlation coefficients on own
industry employment in Table ?? right panel, between 2002 and 2012 census measures are all over 0.97
for the 4 rings.
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2, there is a negative effect of greater employment density in the own-cell, with positive
spillover effects occurring for the second ring in the radius around 2km away from the
reference cells. It seems that there is a competition effect from nearby firms in the own cell
and a positive externality effects in the second ring. The zero effect in the first ring suggests
there the two forces cancel each other at 1 km away. But we may be over-interpreting.

To get a better sense of what is going on, we looked in industries where we think spillovers
would be most relevant: manufacturing and business services. Manufacturing, in particu-
lar, as well as business services are archetypal industries that are not only exportable in
scope, but also input intensive. As exporters either to outside the city or to all points
within the city, such firms may not need to be close to very local population and con-
sumers, but they need good connectivity to transport infrastructure. Moreover, such firms
are likely to benefit more positively from knowledge spillovers and labor sharing, meaning
there is a greater advantage of these firms to cluster together. We note we found no results
for retail and personal services and other industries were too small to isolate.

In Table ?? columns 3 and 4, we focus on this sub-sample of firms. To maintain sample
size, we pooled these two sets of industries. Column 4 is perhaps the most interesting
column. It shows that the own ring has weak negative (competition) effects for this kind
of activity, with ring 1 showing weak positive effects. However rings 3 and 4 have very
strong localization economies. These are the classic results we expect: within industry
strong externalities. These results are similar to those for advertising in Manhattan in
Arzaghi & Henderson (2008), except the succession as we move away from the own firm of
competition, spillover, and dissipation occurs at much shorter distances than in Kamapala.
Column 3 is a bit more of a puzzle. It says total employment immediately nearby is bad for
these traded good industries. If these are strong competition effects, from column 4, they
are not so much from within the own industry, but must involve more general poaching of
employees and suppliers or some type of congestion effect.
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Table E1: Estimation of value added per worker at the firm level

All firms Manu. & Business Services

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Ln(Emp. 2002) Ln(Own Emp. 2002) Ln(Emp. 2002) Ln(Own Emp. 2002)

Ln(Own-Cell) -0.0778*** -0.0637*** -0.158*** -0.0287
(0.0242) (0.0190) (0.0513) (0.0374)

Ln(Ring 1) -0.0765 0.0140 -0.241** 0.0901
(0.0493) (0.0335) (0.117) (0.0847)

Ln(Ring 2) 0.174** 0.125*** 0.412** 0.407***
(0.0734) (0.0448) (0.175) (0.109)

Ln(Ring 3) -0.0199 -0.0381 0.0326 0.260**
(0.0632) (0.0444) (0.162) (0.121)

Observations 2342 2342 534 534
R-squared 0.087 0.086 0.107 0.143

Notes: Table reports results from OLS regressions; the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of
value added per worker for each firm observation. Controls are dummies for the industry sector each firm
is in, distance to the city center (km), distance to lake Victoria (km), and distance to the Kampala
Northern Bypass Road (km). In columns 1-4, we provide results where the independent variables are
calculated from rings made up of data in 1km grid cells; whereas, in columns 5-6, results are based on
data within a circular neighborhood of each firm. Robust standard errors are given in parentheses.
Asterisks indicate p < 0.01(∗ ∗ ∗), p < 0.05(∗∗), and p < 0.1(∗). Source: UBI firm survey.
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